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Program
Monday, September 5, 2016
PRESENT POLAR ATMOSPHERE 1: DYNAMICS
8:30 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
This session is about the polar vortex, and various other atmospheric circulations, over the martian polar caps.
Chairs:

Scott Guzewich
Leslie Tamppari

8:30 a.m.

Welcome and Introductions

9:00 a.m.

McCleese D. J. * Kleinboehl A. Schofield J. T. Kass D. M. Wilson R. J.
Observations and Modeling of the Seasonal Behavior of the Mars Polar Vortex [#6025]
High resolution temperature and aerosol maps from 2D retrievals applied to MCS data reveal new
morphological details of the northern and southern polar vortices. Comparisons with GCM output
enable studies of vortex onset, dynamics, and evolution.
In addition, Dan McCleese has been invited to present an overview of measurements and models of the
Mars polar atmosphere.

9:30 a.m.

Guzewich S. D. * Toigo A. D. Waugh D. W.
The Effect of Dust on the Martian Polar Vortices [#6007]
We examine transient warming events of the martian north polar winter vortex in Mars Climate
Sounder observations and MarsWRF general circulation model simulations caused by increased
atmospheric dust opacity.

9:45 a.m.

Holmes J. A. * Lewis S. R. Patel M. R.
Potential Vorticity and Ozone in Martian Polar Regions [#6060]
The link between potential vorticity, a dynamical tracer, and ozone is explored for the first time in the
polar regions of Mars using a global climate model. Preliminary results and potential applications
are discussed.

10:00 a.m.

Neary L. * Daerden F. Viscardy S.
Simulating Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics in the Polar Regions of Mars [#6096]
We use the GEM-Mars GCM to investigate the concentrations and structure of chemical species in the
polar regions of the Mars atmosphere with focus on ozone and related species.

10:15 a.m.

Spiga A. * Smith I. B.
A Polar Mars Climate Database Built on Mesoscale Simulations [#6055]
Our proposal is to build an online interface to map (and more generally extract) the atmospheric
predictions from the LMD martian mesoscale model in the martian polar regions. This conference is an
excellent vector to discuss this with the community.

10:30 a.m.

Discussion

10:45 a.m.

Break

Monday, September 5, 2016
PRESENT POLAR ATMOSPHERE 2: H2O AND CO2
11:00 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
This session is about H2O and CO2 cycles in the martian polar regions, with a focus on
atmosphere-related phenomena.
Chairs:

Lori Neary
Aymeric Spiga

11:00 a.m.

Tamppari L. K. * Lemmon M. T.
Vertical Water Vapor Distribution at Phoenix [#6027]
The Phoenix SSI camera data along with radiative transfer modeling are used to retrieve the vertical
water vapor profile. Preliminary results indicate that water vapor is often confined near the surface.

11:15 a.m.

Banfield D. * Neumann G. A.
Wave-Modulated CO2 Condensation in Mars’ Polar Atmosphere [#6016]
We have identified regions where atmospheric waves would be expected to significantly modulate CO2
cloud formation in Mars” polar winters. We have correlated this with MOLA cloud identifications but,
surprisingly, only poor correlations were found.

11:30 a.m.

Kuroda T. * Medvedev A. S. Kasaba Y. Hartogh P.
Baroclinic Waves and CO2 Snowfalls in Martian Winter Polar Atmosphere Simulated by a General
Circulation Model [#6031]
The CO2 snowfalls in winter polar atmosphere have been simulated by a MGCM. Our results show
that they are strongly modulated by the synoptic dynamical features such as baroclinic planetary waves,
as well as by gravity waves in smaller scale.

11:45 a.m.

Kleinboehl A. * Patel P. Schofield J. T. Kass D. M. Hayne P. O. McCleese D. J.
Evidence for CO2 Ice Formation and CO2 Gas Depletion in the South Polar Winter Atmosphere of
Mars from Mars Climate Sounder Measurements [#6024]
New 2D retrievals from MCS data show south polar winter atmospheric temperatures below the CO2
frost point, consistent with CO2 gas removal through condensation. Limb emission features suggest
CO2 ice occurrence correlated with CO2 gas depletion.

12:00 p.m.

Discussion

12:15 p.m.

Lunch

Monday, September 5, 2016
VOLATILES AND DIURNAL OR SEASONAL CYCLES
1:30 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
In this session we will discuss observations of the ongoing transport
and deposition of CO2 and water across the martian surface.
Chairs:

Timothy Titus
Ganna Portyankina

1:15 p.m.

Byrne, S.* [INVITED]
Processes of CO2 Exchange Between the Atmosphere and Surface of Mars
This overview will focus on the processes of exchange of CO2 between the surface and atmosphere on
various spatial and temporal scales, and their possible effects on surface geomorphology.

1:30 p.m.

Piqueux S. * Kleinböhl A. Hayne P. O. Heavens N. G. Kass D. M. McCleese D. J.
Schofield J. T. Shirley J. H.
Widespread Low-Latitude Diurnal CO2 Frost on Mars [#6004]
We map and characterize MCS nighttime surface temperature observations consistent with the
occurrence of CO2 frost on Mars. Low-latitude nighttime CO2 frost is widespread, with potential
implications for the physical nature of the surface layer.

1:45 p.m.

Titus T. N. *
Characterizing the Mars Diurnal CO2 Cycle [#6041]
This paper will focus on the diurnal exchange of surface CO2 ice with the atmospheric, referred to as
the diurnal CO2 cycle, at the seasonal cap edge.

2:00 p.m.

Pilorget C. * Douté S. Vincendon M.
Seasonal Evolution and Energy Budget of the South Residual Polar Cap of Mars from CRISM and
HiRISE Observations [#6054]
Here we use both HiRISE and CRISM data from the south residual cap to investigate its seasonal
behavior (e.g. albedo increase) and determine its energy budget through the retrieval of the directionalhemispheric surface ice albedo.

2:15 p.m.

Hayne P. O. * Hansen C. J. Byrne S. Kass D. M. Kleinböhl A. Piqueux S. McCleese D. J.
Diniega S. Portyankina G.
Snowfall Variability and Surface Changes in the Polar Regions of Mars [#6012]
Snow falling on dunes / Spring sunshine crumbles snowdrifts / Scouring new alcoves.

2:30 p.m.

Mount C. P. * Christensen P. R.
Thermal Inertia Dependent Late Spring Albedo in South Polar Gullies [#6061]
Late spring albedo variations are compared with ice-free thermal inertia in south polar gullies.
Preliminary results suggest these properties are anti-correlated for at least one site.

2:45 p.m.

Bapst J. * Byrne S.
Mass Balance Estimates of Louth Crater Water Ice and Climatic Implications [#6097]
We estimate the mass balance of the most-equatorward water ice mound on Mars, located in Louth
crater (70°N). It is expected to be ablating in the current climate. Our estimates include a wide range of
atmospheric water abundances.

3:00 p.m.

Discussion

3:15 p.m.

Break

Monday, September 5, 2016
SURFACE ACTIVITY 1:
CO2 ICE AS A GEOMORPHOLOGICAL AGENT
3:30 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
Seasonal CO2 ice accumulation and sublimation has been tied to present-day gully and linear gully activity.
Chairs:

Serina Diniega
Sylvain Piqueux

3:30 p.m.

Dundas C. M. * McEwen A. S. Byrne S. Hansen C. J. Diniega S.
HiRISE Observations of Martian Mid-Latitude Geomorphology: Implications for
Recent Climate [#6102]
Mid-latitude geomorphology implies that the recent climate has been variable, but has not produced
widespread melting.

3:45 p.m.

Pasquon K. * Gargani J. Massé M. Conway S. J. Vincendon M. Séjourné A.
Upstream Material Accumulation and Meandering on Present Day Gully Evolution [#6049]
Here we show the present day evolution of a martian gully during the last 4 MY: (1) non-seasonal
material accumulation in the alcove, (2) seasonal evolution of meanders, (3) extension of the channel,
(4) significant modifications of the debris apron.

4:00 p.m.

Diniega S. * Hansen C. J. Allen A. Grigsby N. Li Z.
A Complicated Story of Frost and Wind: Present-Day Gully Activity Within the North Polar
Erg, Mars [#6023]
The wind howls, ice coats / Dune slope disrupted again / With alcove-aprons.

4:15 p.m.

Mc Keown L. * McElwaine J. Bourke M. C.
An Investigation Into the Potential Role of Carbon Dioxide Sublimation in Linear Gully Pit Formation
on Mars [#6062]
We present the results of a suite of experiments and image analysis undertaken to test the CO2
sublimation hypothesis, which accounts for linear gully formation via the interaction of sublimating
CO2 ice blocks with porous substrate on martian dunes.

4:30 p.m.

Discussion

4:45 p.m.

One-Minute Poster Advertisements: ATMOSPHERE, VOLATILES, ACTIVE SURFACE
PROCESSES, AND CLIMATE

Tuesday, September 6, 2016
SURFACE ACTIVITY 2:
SURFACE EXPRESSION OF SEASONAL PROCESSES I
8:30 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
Over the last decade, many seasonal surface changes have been observed within the martian polar regions,
indicative of a range of intriguing seasonal processes.
Chairs:

Klaus-Michael Aye
Margaret Landis

8:30 a.m.

Hansen C. J. * Portyankina G. Diniega S. Bourke M. Bridges N. Byrne S. Dundas C. Hayne P.
McEwen A. Thomas N.
A Decade of Imaging Mars’ Seasonal Polar Processes with HiRISE [#6032]
HiRISE has returned >4000 images in the last ten years designed to study seasonal processes driven by
sublimation of the CO2 seasonal cap. The highlights of these results will be summarized with
numerous HiRISE images for illustration.
In addition, Candy Hansen has been invited to present an overview of seasonal processes and resultant
landforms.

9:00 a.m.

Hao J. * van Gasselt S. Neesemann A.
Observation of Seasonal Variability of Landforms in the Martian South Polar Region [#6107]
We report on a systematic seasonal survey started with spiders together with dark spots and polygonal
terrain show seasonal and spatial changes. We provide a detailed mapping of landform types and a
systematic analysis on Cavi Angusti City region.

9:15 a.m.

Aye K.-M. * Schwamb M. E. Michaels T. Hansen C. J. Lintott C. Carstensen B. Snyder C.
Parrish M. Lynn S. Miller D. Simpson R. J. Smith A. M.
Planet Four: From Imaging to Quantitative Analysis of Seasonal Activity at the Martian
South Pole [#6073]
We present the first science output of the Planet Four citizen science project and how it can be used to
constrain Mars GCM and meso-scale modeling.

9:30 a.m.

Putri A. R. D. * Sidiropoulos P. Muller J.-P.
Production of HRSC Base DTMs for Multi-Instrument Auto Coregistration and Orthorectification
Over the Mars South Polar Region [#6071]
Auto Coregistering and Orthorectifying (ACRO) multi-instrument images over the Mars South Polar
Residual Cap (SPRC) is useful for change detection research. To produce ACRO images, base DTM is
needed. We are producing base HRSC DTMs over SPRC.

9:45 a.m.

Herkenhoff K. E. * Sutton S. HiRISE Science Team
MRO HiRISE Observations of Recent Phenomena in the North Polar Region of Mars [#6040]
HiRISE and other MRO data show evidence for multiple types of ongoing activity in the north polar
region, consistent with the apparent youth of the residual cap surface and highlighting the importance
of continued monitoring of the polar regions.

10:00 a.m.

Fanara L. * Gwinner K. Hauber E. Oberst J.
Frequency of Block Displacements at the North Pole of Mars Based on HiRISE Images [#6066]
We detect active block displacements at the foot of the steep north polar scarps of Mars automatically
and estimate the frequency of these events in order to improve our knowledge of the erosion rate and
evolution of the north polar cap.

10:15 a.m.

Discussion

10:30 a.m.

Break

Tuesday, September 6, 2016
SURFACE ACTIVITY 3:
SURFACE EXPRESSION OF SEASONAL PROCESSES II
10:45 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
Over the last decade, many seasonal surface changes have been observed within the martian polar regions,
indicative of a range of intriguing seasonal processes.
Chairs:

Paul Hayne
Peter Buhler

10:45 a.m.

Calvin W. M. * Cantor B. C. James P. B.
Variability in the South Seasonal Cryptic Terrain in MY 28–31 as Observed by MARCI [#6079]
New processing techniques for MARCI daily polar mosaics show abundant variation in small scale
features of the cryptic terrain. The general outline is similar in MY28–31, but local variation occurs in
both bright and dark patches.
In addition, Wendy Calvin has been invited to present an overview of polar processes and resultant
large-scale landforms and interannual variations.

11:15 a.m.

Buhler P. B. * Ingersoll A. P. Ehlmann B. L. Fassett C. I. Head J. W.
New Observations Reveal How the Martian Residual South Polar Cap Develops Heart-Shaped and
Quasi-Circular Pits, Troughs, and Moats [#6070]
New features seen in time series of HiRISE images reveal internal sublimation within the residual
(CO2) South Polar Cap (RSPC), as well as how the diverse morphologies of the RSPC arise through
the interplay of erosion and deposition of CO2.

11:30 a.m.

Carpy S. * Bordiec M. Blanchard C. Perret L. Herny C. Massé M.
Bourgeois O. Mathis H.
Ice-Ripples on Martian Polar Caps: Exploration of Their Size and Dynamics by a Linear
Instability Analysis [#6052]
We have conducted a linear stability analysis of a coupled ice-airflow interface under turbulent
boundary layer in order to evaluate whether ice-ripples similar to those observed in Antarctica can
develop at the surface of the martian polar caps.

11:45 a.m.

Herny C. * Carpy S. Bourgeois O. Spiga A. Rodriguez S. Massé M. Le Mouélic S.
The Role of Sublimation and Condensation in the Dynamics of Aeolian Ice Sedimentation Waves on
the North Polar Cap of Mars [#6075]
We explore the role of sublimation and condensation of water vapor in the development of ice
sedimentation waves on the North Polar Cap of Mars. Our observations and simulations are in
accordance with the hypothesis that sedimentation waves can migrate upwind or downwind.

12:00 p.m.

Landis M. E. * Byrne S. Daubar I. J. Herkenhoff K. E. Dundas C. M.
Surface Age and Resurfacing Rates of the North Polar Layered Deposits, Mars [#6013]
We use the crater population of the North Residual Ice Cap (NRIC) in order to estimate the age and
current average accumulation at the surface of the North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD).

12:15 p.m.

Discussion

12:30 p.m.

Lunch

Tuesday, September 6, 2016
PRESENT-DAY WATER DISTRIBUTION,
PROCESSES, AND POTENTIAL EFFECTS
1:30 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
While much of the present-day activity hypothesized to be related to water does not occur within the polar regions,
it is necessary to understand these processes and features within a global water story
to constrain the polar water distribution and history.
Chairs:

Colin Dundas
Marion Massé

1:30 p.m.

Hanley, J. * [INVITED]
Implications of present-day water processes on Mars

1:45 p.m.

Feldman W. C. * Pathare A. V. Prettyman T. H. Maurice S.
Improved Mars Odyssey Neutron Spectrometer (MONS) Spatial Resolution Structure of Near-Surface
Water Equivalent Hydrogen Poleward of 60° Latitude [#6034]
We present improved maps of the two-dimensional structure of hydrogen abundances poleward of 60°
latitude on Mars and compare them to analyses of TES IR data, Phoenix imaging data, and OMEGA
near IR data.

2:00 p.m.

Brown A. J. * Calvin W. M. Becerra P. Byrne S.
The Martian North Polar Summer Water Cycle [#6044]
We report on the summer water cycle of the north polar cap and identify regions and times across the
cap when the cap is in “net deposition” and “net sublimation” modes. This may help us to determine
regions of the cap that are currently stable.

2:15 p.m.

Toner J. D. * Catling D. C.
The Formation of Liquid Water on Present-Day Mars: Calcium-Magnesium Chloride Brines in the
Antarctic Dry Valleys as a Mars Analog [#6005]
By analogy to the Antarctic Dry Valleys, Ca-Mg-Cl brines may be responsible for aqueous flows on
Mars. We use modeling to show that Ca-Mg-Cl brines could be stable on Mars, and are often more
favorable for forming solutions than perchlorate salts.

2:30 p.m.

Heinz J. Schulze-Makuch D. * Kounaves S. P.
Formation of Recurrent Slope Lineae on Mars by Rewetting of Salt Deposits Formed in an Earlier
Wetter Climate [#6015]
The typical darkening of RSL can be reproduced by the deliquescent wetting of a perchlorate- or
chloride-containing martian simulant soil if exposed to a relative humidity higher than the
deliquescence relative humidity of the salt-soil mixture.

2:45 p.m.

Nikolakakos G. * Whiteway J. A.
Laboratory Studies of Perchlorate Deliquescence and Water Adsorption at the Surface of Mars with
Raman Scattering [#6043]
Laser Raman scattering has been applied in order to experimentally study the exchange of water
between the surface and atmosphere on Mars. Results show that both deliquescence of salts and
adsorption by minerals are likely currently active processes.

3:00 p.m.

Hu R. * Yung Y. L.
Diurnal and Seasonal Exchange of Deuterated Water Between Martian Atmosphere
and Regolith [#6085]
We suggest that exchange between the atmosphere and the surface causes significant variation in the
D/H ratio of atmospheric water.

3:15 p.m.

Discussion

3:30 p.m.

Synthesis discussion about present-day surface and atmospheric activity
Moderators: Sylvain Piqueux, Leslie Tamppari

3:45 p.m.

Break

4:00 p.m.

One-Minute Poster Advertisements: POLAR GEOLOGY, ANALOGS, AND ICE PHYSICS

4:15 p.m.

One-Minute Poster Advertisements: TERRESTRIAL ANALOGS AND FUTURE MISSION
CONCEPTS

Tuesday, September 6, 2016
KEYNOTE SPEAKER: Thorvaldur Thordarson
The Geologic History of Iceland
4:30 p.m. Ceremonial Hall

Tuesday, September 6, 2016
POSTER SESSIONS
6:00 p.m. Poster Area
ATMOSPHERE, VOLATILES, ACTIVE SURFACE PROCESSES
Toigo A. D. Waugh D. W. Guzewich S. D.
What Causes Mars’ Annular Polar Vortices? [#6030]
Martian polar vortices exhibit annuli of high potential vorticity, unlike the Earth, likely due to the effect of latent
heating of carbon dioxide condensation in polar regions, which does not occur for Earth’s most abundant
atmospheric species.
Kahre M. A. Dequaire J. Hollingsworth J. L. Haberle R. M.
Investigating Mars’ South Residual CO2 Cap with a Global Climate Model [#6100]
We will present a detailed analysis of the seasonal evolution of the GCM-predicted atmospheric circulation and
snowfall patterns to more fully evaluate the hypothesis that the atmosphere controls the placement of the south
residual CO2 cap on Mars.
Noguchi K. Kuroda T. Hayashi H.
Atmospheric CO2 Supersaturation Observed in the Martian Polar Nights [#6045]
The present study shows the spatio-temporal distribution of the occurrence of CO2 supersaturation in the martian
atmosphere by using the Mars Global Surveyor radio occultation data. We also compare the results with numerical
simulation results.
Farris H. N. Conner M. B. Chevrier V. F. Rivera-Valentin E. G.
Adsorption Driven Regolith-Atmospheric Water Vapor Transfer on Mars: Analysis of Phoenix TECP and MSL
REMS Data [#6056]
BET adsorption theory is implemented to explain sol-to-sol dependencies of temperature and humidity at the
Phoenix landing site and along the MSL traverse and thus, the implications for transient, adsorbed, liquid water at
the surface.
Fries M. Christou A. Archer D. Conrad P. Cooke W. Eigenbrode J. ten Kate I. L. Matney M. Niles P.
Sykes M. Steele A. Treiman A.
Martian Atmospheric Methane Plumes from Meteor Shower Infall: A Hypothesis [#6076]
Methane plumes in the martian atmosphere were previously reported, but their source remains a mystery. We
hypothesize a meteor shower source, as we find a correlation between Mars/cometary orbit encounters and
detections of plumes.
Hecht M. H.
Speculations on Cold, Dense Atmospheres, Faint Suns, and CO2 Rain [#6108]
If the early Mars atmosphere was sufficiently dense (>5 bar), liquid CO2 would have been a stable state. The result
would be a mixed-phased system, with CO2 rain, lakes, rivers, and maybe oceans, with CO2 frost and snow in
colder spots.

POLAR GEOLOGY, GEOCHEMISTRY, ICE PHYSICS, AND CLIMATE
Seelos F. Horgan B. Smith I.
Evidence for a Lithic Unit Within the North Polar Layered Deposits [#6088]
Orbital spectra suggest that sediments on Planum Boreum are pyroxene-bearing, and the source unit for these
"veneers" may be associated with a radar reflection within the PLD. A lithic unit within the PLD may have
influenced their thermal stability.

Scudder N. A. Rutledge A. M. Horgan B. Rampe E. B.
A Mars Analog for Wet-Based Glacial Alteration of Volcanic Terrains: Visible and Near Infrared Remote Sensing
at Three Sisters, Oregon, U.S.A. [#6093]
Spectral variability and poorly crystalline phases in the glacial outwash plains at the Three Sisters hint at wet-based
glacial alteration processes that may have been present on early Mars.
Bishop J. L. Englert P. A. J.
Antarctic Dry Valley Sediments as Analogs for Sediments in the Cold Desert-Like Environment on Mars [#6011]
Sediments from the Antarctic Dry Valleys are under investigation as analogs for the cold, dry desert environment
on Mars.
Carter J. Gondet B. Massé M. Vincendon M. Pilorget C.
The South Polar Sulfates of Mars [#6063]
The south polar region of Mars exhibits a large ring of sulfate-bearing deposits which resembles those of the north,
and may be linked to cryospheric processes.
Hanley J. Horgan B.
Chlorine Salts at the Phoenix Landing Site [#6104]
Although chlorine salts (perchlorates, chlorides) are known to exist at the Phoenix landing site, their distribution and
type have not been positively identified yet. We look for these salts through a novel NIR remote sensing technique.
Aftabi P.
Tectonics of “Swiss Cheese” Features in Martian Polar Areas [#6002]
This paper explains categorized and mapped “Swiss cheese” features in polar areas of Mars.
Kim J.-R. Baik H. van Gasselt S.
Constraints on Landscape Formation of Euripus Mons, Mars, from Topographic and Radar Data Analysis [#6068]
For selected features on Mars it has been shown by radar observations that ice content might be high. One such wellknown example is Euripus Mons. We here report on our observations supporting a periglacial masswasting evolution.
Haberle R. M. Kahre M. A. Wordsworth R. Forget F.
Stability of the Early Mars Atmosphere to Collapse into Permanent Polar Caps [#6098]
Snowfall from CO2 ice clouds on early Mars can affect the formation of permanent polar caps. We use a GCM to
study the influence of CO2 cloud microphysics on the stability of thick CO2 atmospheres against collapse into
permanent polar caps.
Bhardwaj A. Martín-Torres J.
Identification and Mapping of Glacier-Like Forms (GLFs) Near Martian Subpolar Latitudes [#6046]
In the present research, we have taken a classic geomorphologic approach for identifying GLFs in the subpolar
martian latitudes using recent HiRISE scenes.
Schmidt L. S. Karlsson N. B. Hvidberg C. S.
Estimating Ice Volumes of Mid-Latitude Glaciers on Mars Using Simple Ice-Flow Models and
Inverse Methods [#6050]
High-resolution images of the martian surface have revealed numerous deposits with complex patterns consistent
with the flow of ice. Here we applied ice-flow models and inverse methods to estimate the ice thickness and volume
of these deposits.
Weitz N. Osinski G. R. Fastook J. L. Zanetti M.
Investigating Concentric Crater Fill on Mars with an Ice Flow Model [#6036]
We use ice flow modeling to understand the process of concentric crater fill and subsequent ice flow on Mars and
determine if there is potential for remnant ice buried in the subsurface. Our model recreates the measured MOLA
surface elevation well.

Andrieu F. Schmidt F. Douté S. Schmitt B. Brissaud O.
Radiative Transfer Model for Translucent Slab Ice on Mars [#6090]
We developed a radiative transfer model that simulates in VIS/NIR the bidirectional reflectance of a contaminated
slab layer of ice overlaying a granular medium, under geometrical optics conditions to study martian ices.

TERRESTRIAL ANALOGS AND FUTURE MISSION CONCEPTS
Neumann D. C. Trach N. Mardon A. A.
Space Law and International Claimant Rights [#6009]
The presentation undergoes an exploration of all current frameworks and ideas regarding the distribution of space
among humanity. It concludes with the suggestion of a separate international council to amalgamate human effort
for sustainable travel.
Adler J. B. Anwar S. Dickenshied S. Carter S.
SHARAD Radargram Analysis Tool Development in JMARS [#6091]
New tools are being developed in JMARS, a free GIS software, for SHARAD radargram viewing and analysis.
These capabilities are useful for the polar science community, and for constraining the viability of ice resource
deposits for human exploration.
Pommerol A. Thomas N. Roloff V. Tornabene L. L. Caudill C. Gambicorti L. Da Deppo V. Ziethe R.
Hansen C. J. McEwen A. S. Cremonese G.
The Colour and Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) on Board ExoMars TGO: Expected Performance and
New Opportunities for the Study of Seasonal Processes at High Latitude [#6057]
The CaSSIS imaging system of EMTGO has just been commissioned and performance is according to expectation.
The features of the instrument and the orbit of the mission provide interesting opportunities for science at high
martian latitude.
Glass B. Zacny K. Bergman D. Paulsen G. Lee P.
Drilling Subsurface Ice at the Haughton Crater Analog Site [#6006]
Impact crater analog / Drills icy layers / Active layer receding.
Worrall K. Timoney R. Li X. Harkness P. Lucas M.
The European Ultrasonic Planetary Core Drill: Preliminary Results from Field Trials at the Haughton
Mars Project [#6069]
This paper presents the findings of a recent field trip by the Ultrasonic Planetary Core Drill team to the Mars analog
site at the Haughton Mars Project. Results of this trip are compared to results obtained drilling permafrost simulant
in the lab.
Angell J. P. Gulick V. C.
Biosignature Detection with Raman Spectroscopy on Future Martian Missions [#6111]
Raman spectroscopy shows great potential in instrumentation for future Mars missions to detect both minerals and
biosignatures, and the lack of sample preparation could allow for small pockets of biosignatures to be found.
Schulze-Makuch D. Davila A. Fairen A. G. Rodriguez A. P. Rask J. Zavaleta J.
Ice Caves in Hebrus Valles: A Target Location for the First Human Mission to Mars [#6014]
Caves at Hebrus Valles are an ideal exploration target on Mars as they provide shelter, water ice, more benign
temperatures, and are interesting sites for astrobiology, ensuring critical resources for the establishment of a longterm human base.
Gourlay B. S. Behr E. Mardon A. Behr E.
Iron Meteorites and Upwelling in Antarctica [#6003]
In Antarctica, a meteorite stranding zone, stone meteorites are more common than iron. Dr. Evatt’s team suggests
that the heat conductivity of iron may be opposing the upwelling effects so iron meteorites sink under the ice unlike
the stone ones.

Fisher D. A. Lacelle D. Pollard W. Davila A. McKay C. P.
Modeling Ice Table Depth, Ground Ice Content, and δD-δ18O of Ground Ice in the Cold Dry Soils of Earth
and Mars [#6018]
In the upper McMurdo Dry Valleys, ice table depths range from 0 to 80 cm. This study explores the effects of
ground temperature and humidity and advective flows on water vapour flux and ice table depth using the REGO
vapour-diffusion model.
Thorsteinsson Th. Jóhannesson T. Einarsson B. Gunnarsson A. Kjartansson V. Sigurðsson O.
Mapping the Variability of Winter Accumulation on the Hofsjökull Ice Cap, Central Iceland [#6077]
The poster presents results from the mapping of winter accumulation on the Hofsjökull ice cap, Central Iceland,
using a ground penetrating radar. The data are used to correct biases in older mass-balance data with more limited
spatial coverage.
Nussbaumer J. W.
Shoreline Features at the Drained Sylvenstein Lake, Germany with Application to Mars [#6026]
I investigate the surface morphology of a study area in upper Bavaria, Germany which is characterized by a variety
of landforms that may resemble those of martian shoreline landscapes.
Bywaters K. B. Burton A. S. Wallace S. L. Glass B. J.
Impacts of Human Activity on the Microbial Communities of Devon Island, Canadian High Arctic [#6106]
The impacts of human activities on microbial communities in arctic environments are poorly understood. This
project compares the distribution of microbes at the HMP Mars analog site prior to and after human settlement.
Beaty D. W. Hays L. E. Davis R. Bussey B. Abbud-Madrid A. Boucher D. Gertsch L. Kleinhenz J.
Mueller R. van Susante P. Whetsel C. Zbinden E. Zurek R. Hoffman S. J.
The Possible Strategic Significance of Mid-Latitude Ice Deposits to a Potential Future Human Mission
to Mars [#6059]
Potential future human missions to Mars may require/desire making use of ice deposits for the purpose of generating
water in support of ISRU. This option will be explored/discussed.

Wednesday, September 7, 2016
MID-CONFERENCE FIELD TRIPS
Trip M-1: Interior Iceland: The field trip starts from Reykjavík and heads inland toward Skálpanes, at the
southeastern margin of the Langjökull glacier. The major aspects of the geology and glaciology of Iceland will be
explored on the way. First, the volcano-tectonic activity of the Mid-Atlantic oceanic ridge will be illustrated by the
observation of shield volcanos, lava flows, faults, and fractures in the Thingvellir National Park. Then, a hike along
the Langjokull glacier in Skalpanes will be devoted to glacial dynamics, glacial morphology, and subglacial
volcanism. On the way back to Reykjavik, a stop will be made at Geysir (geothermal activity) and Gullfoss
(waterfall).
Trip M-2: West-Coast Iceland: The field trip starts from Reykjavik and heads northward along the coast toward the
districts of Hvalfjörður, Akranes, and Borgarfjörður. A visit to the Skálafell summit within the Esja massif will also
be included, if possible. The group will observe various periglacial landforms (polygons, patterned ground), debris
flows, and gullies similar to martian hillside gullies. A stop will also be made at a site displaying interglacial lavas
intercalated between subglacially erupted hyaloclastites.
Trip M-3: Southern-Coast Iceland: The field trip starts from Reykjavik and heads toward the southern coast. The
main objective of the trip is to explore the Sólheimajökull outlet glacier flowing from the Mýrdalsjökull ice cap.
During the hike on the glacier, the group will observe dirt cones, moulins, and moraines and learn about the
mechanisms governing the flow of temperate glaciers. Additional stops during this trip will be made at Skógafoss
and Seljalandsfoss (waterfalls, outwash plains). If time allows, a visit will also be made to the geothermal power
plant at Hellisheiði, situated in a lava field at the boundary between the North American and Eurasian tectonic plates.

Thursday, September 8, 2016
TERRESTRIAL ANALOGS
8:30 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
We will discuss analog sites on Earth that may help us
understand polar processes and geology on Mars.
Chairs:

Thorsteinn Thorsteinsson
Mark Skidmore

8:30 a.m.

Hartmann W. K. *
Icelandic Analogs of Martian Gullies; Glaciers on Mars; and Utilization of Decameter-Scale Craters
in Martian Crater Chronometry [#6028]
Three topics from the author”s research are discussed: Icelandic and martian hillside gullies; glacial
forms suggesting obliquity-driven climate excursions; and crater chronometry with small craters.

8:45 a.m.

Wright S. P. *
Lonar Crater, India: An Analog for Mars in the Field and in the Laboratory [#6042]
Fieldwork at Lonar Crater benefits impact studies; lab/sample data of shocked and altered basalts
provide analogs for SNCs and rovers. Mission concepts can be evaluated in ejecta. Recent discoveries
include shocked soil, shocked baked zones, and spall.

9:00 a.m.

Rafiq M. R. Anesio A. M. A. Hayat M. H. Zada S. Z. Sajjad W. S.
Shah A. A. S. Hasan F. H. *
Halophilic-Psychrophilic Bacteria from Tirich Mir Glacier, Pakistan, as Potential Candidate for
Astrobiological Studies [#6081]
Hindu Kush, Karakoram, and Himalaya region is referred to as “third pole” and could be suitable as a
terrestrial analog of Mars and increased possibility of finding polyextremophiles. Study is focused on
halophilic psychrophiles.

9:15 a.m.

Jóhannesson T. * Einarsson B. Ófeigsson B. Roberts M. J. Sigurdsson O.
Vogfjörð K. Thorsteinsson Th.
A Record Jökulhlaup from the Subglacial Lake Beneath the Eastern Skaftá Cauldron, Vatnajökull Ice
Cap, Iceland [#6109]
This presentation summarizes data and information on a record-sized jökulhlaup (glacier outburst
flood) from one of the Skaftá cauldrons in the Vatnajökull ice cap, Iceland.

9:30 a.m.

Skidmore M. L. * Dore J. E. Lindsay M. Tunby P. Sletten R. S. Boyd E. S.
Polar Basal Ice as Microbial Habitat, an Analog for Mars? [#6103]
The physical, chemical, and biological properties of debris-rich ice sampled from the margin of the
Greenland Ice Sheet will be described, its habitat potential evaluated, and its value as a possible test
site for life detection tools discussed.

9:45 a.m.

Rask J. C. * Bywaters K. F. Magnuson T. S.
On the Usefulness of Radioactive Hot Springs in Mars Exploration [#6110]
We report on a systematic characterization of the radiation environment, water temperatures, and
microbial systems of Worswick Hot Springs, as a model for future characterization of polar hot
spring environments.

10:00 a.m.

Discussion

10:15 a.m.

Break

Thursday, September 8, 2016
THE MARTIAN CLIMATE RECORD 1:
POLAR CAP EDITION
10:30 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
In this session we will discuss the climate of Mars from Global Circulation Models
and climate recorded in the layers of the polar layered deposits.
Chairs:

Patricio Becerra
Stefano Nerozzi

10:30 a.m.

Holt J. W. * [INVITED]
History of the Martian North Polar Layered Deposits, As We Know It [#6094]
Current state of knowledge regarding NPLD evolution, recent progress, and challenges.

11:00 a.m.

Becerra P. * Byrne S. Sori M. M.
Searching for a Climate Signal in Mars’ North Polar Deposits [#6037]
Wavelet analysis of new stratigraphic profiles of the North Polar Layered Deposits reveals a non-linear
relationship between the deposits and astronomically forced climate change.

11:15 a.m.

Hvidberg C. S. *
Constraints on Past Climate on Mars from the North Polar Layers Deposits [#6114]
We infer constraints from the NPLD stratigraphy on the water and dust cycles and their variations on
longer timescales. We present a model of PLD formation with insolation-driven ice and dust
deposition rates and focus on dust processes.

11:30 a.m.

Lalich D. E. * Holt J. W.
Modeling SHARAD Reflectors as Marker Beds: A Possible Record of Regional Accumulation Rates in
the North Polar Layered Deposits [#6058]
Using SHARAD data we examine reflectors in the uppermost NPLD and conclude that regional
variations in reflectivity between separate reflectors may be the result of a consistent deposition pattern.

11:45 a.m.

Emmett J. A. Murphy J. R.
Formation of the Martian Polar Layered Terrains: Quantifying Polar Water Ice and Dust Surface
Deposition During Current and Past Orbital Epochs with the NASA Ames GCM [#6017]
The NASA Ames GCM will be used to quantify net annual polar deposition rates of water ice and dust
on Mars during current and past orbital epochs to investigate the formation history, structure, and
stratigraphy of the polar layered terrains.

12:00 p.m.

Wood S. E. * Phillips R. J. Smith I. B. Putzig N. E. Bierson C. J.
Modeling the Past 1 Myr of Mars Perennial CO2 Caps and Atmospheric Mass [#6112]
We have performed seasonally-resolved calculations of the evolution of Mars’ atmospheric pressure
over the past 1 Myr.

12:15 p.m.

Discussion

12:30 p.m.

Lunch

Thursday, September 8, 2016
THE MARTIAN CLIMATE RECORD 2:
ANCIENT AND MODERN GROUND ICE
1:30 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
We will discuss the geologic record of ice sheets, glaciers, and ground ice on Mars
outside of the poles and what these deposits tell us about past climate.
Chairs:

Olivier Bourgeois
Ali Bramson

1:30 p.m.

Head J. W. *
Massive Late Noachian South Polar/Southern Upland Ice Deposits: Predictions and Tests of the Late
Noachian "Cold and Icy Highlands" Model [#6053]
New Noachian climate models predict a “cold and icy highlands”: glacial ice dominates the southern
highlands around a huge south polar ice deposit. We document the predicted nature of these
polar/circumpolar deposits and test it with observations.

1:45 p.m.

Stuurman C. M. * Holt J. W. Levy J. S.
Northern Plains Ice Loss in the Late Amazonian: Communication Between the Midlatitudes
and Poles [#6078]
Dirty ice is lost / Where, when, and how goeth thee? / We ask Utopia.

2:00 p.m.

Bramson A. M. * Byrne S. Bapst J. N.
Preservation of Excess Ice in the Northern Mid-Latitudes of Mars [#6074]
We are investigating combinations of subsurface structure and martian climate variability over the past
10s of Myr that correctly predict ice preservation of observed current-day excess ice distributions in
the northern mid-latitudes.

2:15 p.m.

Scanlon K. E. * Head J. W. Fastook J. L. Wordsworth R. D.
The Dorsa Argentea Formation and the Noachian-Hesperian Transition: Climate and Glacial
Flow Modeling [#6092]
We used early Mars GCM and glacial flow model simulations to constrain climates allowing
development, basal melting, and recession of an ice sheet consistent with the Noachian-Hesperian
landforms and geologic units at the south pole of Mars.

2:30 p.m.

Butcher F. E. G. * Conway S. J. Arnold N. S.
The Dorsa Argentea, Mars: New Comparisons to a Large Sample of Terrestrial Eskers and
Quantitative Tests for Esker-Like Topographic Relationships [#6033]
Plan-view geometries of the Dorsa Argentea are similar to >5900 Canadian eskers and esker-like
topographic relationships are statistically significant. Results highlight the need to test hypotheses of
synchronous or time-transgressive formation.

2:45 p.m.

Bourgeois O. * Sou?ek O. Pochat S. Guidat T.
Liquid Water at the Base of a 3 Ga Old Ice Sheet: A Glacial Interpretation of the Thumbprint Terrain
in Isidis Planitia, Mars [#6021]
Numerical modeling and geomorphological mapping indicate the existence of a 3 km-thick
polythermal ice sheet in Isidis Planitia, Mars, ca. 3 Ga ago. Liquid water was produced by melting of
the base of this ice sheet.

3:00 p.m.

Discussion

3:15 p.m.

Break

Thursday, September 8, 2016
POLAR GEOLOGY 1:
GLACIERS AND GROUND ICE
3:30 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
In this session we will discuss the physical geology of ice beyond the poles, both on the surface and underground.
Chairs:

Michelle Koutnik
Lynn Carter

3:30 p.m.

Barlow N. G. * Boyce J. M.
The Role of Target Characteristics in the Formation of Impact Crater Ejecta Morphologies at High
Latitudes on Mars [#6019]
The fine-grained ice-rich material covering high latitudes on Mars gives rise to the double-layer ejecta
and low-aspect-ratio layered ejecta morphologies seen around fresh craters. These morphologies erode
into pancake and pedestal morphologies.

3:45 p.m.

Godin E. * Osinski G. R.
The Haughton Impact Structure as an Analogue to Mars: Polygons and the Nature of Their
Depositional Environment [#6039]
Thermal contraction polygons can differ in definition, aspect, shape, and size. Three types of deposits
with respectively distinct polygons near Haughton Impact Structure (Devon Island, NU, Canada) were
investigated as analogues to polygons on Mars.

4:00 p.m.

Douglas T. A. * Mellon M. T.
Differential Sublimation of Terrestrial Permafrost and the Ramifications for Terrain Features
on Mars [#6051]
Sublimation loss of ice wedge ice in CRREL Permafrost Tunnel in Alaska (2.8 mm) is linear over
386 days, while ice cemented silt sublimation follows a decreasing relationship with time over 51 years
with little sublimation over the past 20 years.

4:15 p.m.

Lacelle D. * Davila A. Faucher B. Fisher D. Jackson A. Lapalme C.
Pollard W. McKay C. P.
Distribution, Origin, Stability, and Habitability of Ground Ice in University Valley, Dry Valleys of
Antarctica: Analogue to Ground Ice Conditions on Mars [#6008]
We present results from field investigations in University Valley (MDV, Antarctica) about water
vapour diffusion and deposition.

4:30 p.m.

Baker D. M. H. * Carter L. M.
Physical Properties of Supraglacial Debris on Mars [#6087]
The thickness and physical properties of surface debris preserving glacial ice in the mid-latitudes of
Mars is assessed using crater morphology and radar sounding data. We suggest that this debris layer is
much thicker than has been hypothesized.

4:45 p.m.

Petersen E. I. * Holt J. W. Levy J. S. Goudge T. A. McKinnon E. A.
New Constraints on Mid-Latitude Glacier Debris Layer Composition from SHARAD
and HiRISE [#6084]
gLaCiEr SuRfAcE rOuGh / BeCaUsE oF cReVaSsE-fill hills / RaDaR cAn”T sEe ThRoUgH.

5:00 p.m.

Discussion

Thursday, September 8, 2016
PUBLIC LECTURE:
Dr. Shane Byrne, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona
8:00 – 9:00 p.m. University Cinema

Friday, September 9, 2016
POLAR GEOLOGY 2:
POLAR GEOCHEMISTRY AND MINERALOGY
8:30 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
In this session we will discuss both the composition of polar ices and their geochemical effects on the surface.
Chairs:

Allie Rutledge
Jennifer Hanley

8:30 a.m.

Clark R. N. * Murchie S. L. Seelos F. P. Viviano-Beck C. E. Calvin W. M. Swayze G. A.
Bishop J. L. Seelos K. D. Brown A. J.
Surface Composition of Martian Polar Regions: Complex Mixtures of H2O Ice, Bound H2O, and
CO2 Ice [#6010]
The surface compositions of martian polar regions show complex mixtures of bound/adsorbed water,
water ice, and carbon-dioxide ice. Mixture types include areal, intimate, coatings, and molecular.

8:45 a.m.

Campbell J. * Sidiropoulos P. Muller J.-P.
SWIR Spectral Characterisation of the Martian South Polar Residual Cap Using CRISM [#6035]
Spectral characterisation of the South Polar Residual Cap of Mars in order to search for indications of
organic molecules, using SWIR spectroscopy.

9:00 a.m.

Horgan B. * Scudder N. Rutledge A. Ackiss S.
Glacial and Periglacial Chemical Weathering on Mars: New Results and New Questions from Field
Analog Studies and Mars Remote Sensing [#6113]
Ice has been a powerful physical weather agent on Mars through geologic time, however, it is less well
understood how much chemical weathering ice has caused on Mars, and how the mode of alteration
has changed with the climate over time.

9:15 a.m.

Rutledge A. M. * Scudder N. A. Horgan B. Rampe E. B.
A Mars Analog for Wet-Based Glacial Alteration of Volcanic Terrains: Thermal Infrared Remote
Sensing at Three Sisters, Oregon, U.S.A. [#6083]
This study characterizes wet-based glacial weathering products at a volcanic Mars analog site using
thermal infrared remote sensing. Decorrelation stretches are used to examine the geographic
relationships between compositional units.

9:30 a.m.

Massé M. * Rondeau B. Thomas M. Ginot P. Bourgeois O. Schmitt B.
De Angelis M. Civet F.
Sublimites: An Uncommon Terrestrial Process with Large Implications for Planetary Sulfates [#6047]
The analysis of a cold and dry glacier in the Chilean Andes reveals that sulfate crystals can form by
sublimation only. This crystallization process may be dominant in the solar system and is particularly
relevant for the martian North Polar Cap.

9:45 a.m.

Niles P. B. * Michalski J.
Martian Polar Sulfate Formation Under Extremely Cold Water-Limited Environments [#6048]
Mixtures of atmospheric aerosols, ice, and dust have the potential for creating small films of cryoconcentrated acidic solutions that may represent an important unexamined environment for sulfate
formation in the martian polar environment.

10:00 a.m.

Ackiss S. E. * Horgan B. Campbell A. Seelos F. P. Farrand W. H. Wray J. J.
Mineralogical Evidence for Subglacial Volcanoes in the Sisyphi Montes Region of Mars [#6086]
Here we examine the mineral assemblages covering possible volcanic edifices in the Sisyphi Montes
region of Mars to determine the formation environment.

10:15 a.m.

Discussion

10:30 a.m.

Break

Friday, September 9, 2016
POLAR GEOLOGY 3:
POLAR STRUCTURE
10:45 a.m. Ceremonial Hall
In this session we will discuss the subsurface structure of the polar caps based on
stratigraphic mapping and radar observations.
Chairs:

Nathaniel Putzig
Christine Hvidberg

10:45 a.m.

Fortezzo C. M. * Skinner J. A. Jr.
Geologic and Stratigraphic Mapping in Olympia Cavi, Planum Boreum, Mars [#6082]
High-resolution mapping of the geology and stratigraphy using MRO CTX and HiRISE images and
stereo-derived topography. The foci are the scarps and troughs of Olympia Rupes and Cavi, the distal
margin of Boreales Scopuli (~150 – ~240 East, ~85 North).

11:00 a.m.

Nerozzi S. * Holt J. W.
Stratigraphic Reconstruction of the Cavi Unit-NPLD Transition with SHARAD [#6080]
From dunes to ice layers / North pole ice growth is obscure / Radar sheds new light.

11:15 a.m.

Putzig N. E. * Foss F. J. II Campbell B. A. Smith I. B. Phillips R. J.
Structures Within Martian Polar Caps Revealed in SHARAD 3-D Radar Volumes [#6101]
Two 3-D volumes constructed from thousands of radar observations over the polar cap newly reveal
structures and craters in the polar-cap interiors.

11:30 a.m.

Plaut J. J. *
Deep Structure of the Polar Plateaus of Mars from MARSIS Radar Sounding [#6089]
MARSIS data are processed with a comprehensive ionospheric and geometric correction method to
give a complete and detailed view of the deep structure of both polar plateaus.

11:45 a.m.

Carter L. M. * Koenig L. S. Courville Z. R. Ghent R. R. Koutnik M. R.
Laboratory Experiments of Radar-Detected Layering in Ice [#6064]
In a cold room at the Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory, we constructed layered ice
with a variety of layer types and thicknesses to investigate how the layers appear to ground-penetrating
radar at a variety of frequencies.

12:00 p.m.

Discussion

12:15 p.m.

Lunch

Friday, September 9, 2016
GLACIOLOGY AND THE PHYSICS OF ICE
1:15 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
This session will focus on the microphysical properties of water ice and solid C02,
with implications for martian glaciology and other larger-scale processes.
Chairs:

Lauren Mc Keown
David Goldsby

1:15 p.m.

Koutnik M. R. * Pathare A. V. Todd C. Waddington E. Christian J. E.
Applying Knowledge from Terrestrial Debris-Covered Glaciers to Constrain the Evolution of Martian
Debris-Covered Ice [#6065]
We will discuss the application of terrestrial knowledge on debris emplacement, the effects of debris
on glacier-surface topography, debris transport by ice flow, deformation of debris-laden ice, and
atmosphere-glacier feedbacks to Mars ice.

1:30 p.m.

Sori M. M. * Byrne S. Hamilton C. W. Landis M. E.
The Importance of Ice Flow at the North Pole of Mars [#6001]
We investigate the importance of ice flow at the north pole of Mars for features only recently
discovered by HiRISE. We use a combination of image analysis and finite element modeling to
quantify flow and discuss implications for NPLD evolution.

1:45 p.m.

Byrne S. * Sori M. M. Russell P. Pathare A. Becerra P. Molaro J. Sutton S. Mellon M. T.
HiRISE Team
Why Icy Cliffs are Stressed Out and Falling to Pieces [#6022]
Steep, icy, north polar cliffs are actively retreating through fracturing and blockfalls and additionally
are scoured clean of dust by avalanches each spring. We explain this activity through modeling of
thermoelastic stresses.

2:00 p.m.

Fastook J. L. * Head J. W.
High-Resolution Modeling of Noachian Glaciation in Hellas and Argyre Basins: Implications for
Geological History [#6038]
Results are presented for high-resolution modeling of Noachian ice sheets driven by a GCM climate
that can be compared to geologic features and deposits in the Hellas and Argyre basins.

2:15 p.m.

Goldsby D. L. * Qi C.
On the Rheological Behavior of Impurity-Laden Ice [#6105]
The rheological behavior of ice can be strongly influenced by the presence of second-phase particles,
depending on the size, volume fraction, and distribution of particles. The influence of graphite
particles on ice flow behavior will be discussed.

2:30 p.m.

Smith I. B. * Larour E. Putzig N. E. Greve R. Schlegel N. J.
CO2 Glaciers on the South Polar Layered Deposits of Mars [#6072]
We find evidence that the massive CO2 deposits on the SPLD are flowing and follow up with 2D and
3D glacial models to determine the rate of flow in the current and past regimes.

2:45 p.m.

Portyankina G. * Merrison J. Iversen J. J. Yoldi Z. Hansen C. J.
Aye K.-M. Pommeroll A.
Laboratory Investigations of Physical State of CO2 Ice on Mars [#6099]
We used Environmental Wind Tunnel to simulate CO2 ice condensation under the conditions of the
martian polar areas. We find that under conditions usual for martian fall and winter, CO2 ice always
deposits from atmosphere as a translucent slab.

3:00 p.m.

Schmidt F. * Andrieu F. Douté S.
Slab Ice Characterization on Martian Richardson Crater [#6095]
We compare two models: granular and slab in order to study the ice properties in the Richardson
crater using spectroscopy. Thanks to radiative transfer modeling, we determine compactness of CO2
ice, grain size, and abundances of water ice and dust.

3:15 p.m.

Discussion

3:30 p.m.

Break

Friday, September 9, 2016
FUTURE EXPLORATION OF MARS POLAR REGIONS
3:45 p.m. Ceremonial Hall
3:45 p.m.

Zurek R. Campbell B. Diniega S. Beaty D. W. Hamilton V. E.
Concepts for Mars Polar Science in Current and Future Mars Missions [#6020]
Mars polar/non-polar ice science has been identified as a high priority for current and future Mars
missions. As a guide to ongoing and future mission planning, further discussion of needs and
capabilities related to ice science is warranted.

4:00 p.m.

This panel will discuss future opportunities and concepts for robotic and human exploration of Mars’
polar regions.
Moderator: Rich Zurek
Panel Members: Mike Hecht, Wendy Calvin, Lynn Carter, Serina Diniega,
David Beaty, Christine Hvidberg

4:45 p.m.

Wrap-Up and Discussion of Next Meeting

Friday, September 9, 2016
CONFERENCE BANQUET
7:00 p.m. Restaurant Iðnó, http://www.idno.is/
A reception and banquet celebrating the successful conclusion of the conference will be held 7:00 – 9:00 p.m.

Sixth Mars Polar Science Conference (2016)

6086.pdf

MINERALOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR SUBGLACIAL VOLCANOES IN THE SISYPHI MONTES
REGION OF MARS. S. E. Ackiss1, B. Horgan1, A. Campbell1, F. P. Seelos2, W. H. Farrand3, J. J. Wray4, 1Purdue
University, Dept. of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, West Lafayette, IN (sackiss@purdue.edu), 2Johns
Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, 3Space Science Institute, Boulder, CO, 4Georgia Institute of Technology, School of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences, Atlanta, GA

Introduction: The Sisyphi Montes region (5575°S, 25°W-40°E; Fig. 1) is a lower topography region
located in the southern highlands between the Argyre
and Hellas basins. It is composed of isolated domical
features [1, 2] and a unit interpreted to be portions of
the ancient Dorsa Argentea formation, a proposed
paleo-ice sheet that emanated from the south polar
region [3, 4]. Radar sounding methods have shown a
possible ice-rich subsurface layer corresponding to the
Dorsa Argentea Formation within the Sisyphi Montes
region [5]. While the domes are thought to be volcanic
in nature, it is still unclear whether they were formed
subglacially or subaerially. [1] proposed the morphologies seen are consistent with volcanoes that were built
and erupted under a more extensive Hesperian-aged ice
sheet. Here we test this hypothesis by comparing the
mineralogy of the Sisyphi Montes edifices [6] to subglacial volcanoes on Earth.
Methods: On Earth, subaerial hydrovolcanism
produces an alteration mineral assemblage containing
glass (palagonite), clays (kaolinite, smectite), sulfates
(gypsum, jarosite), and Fe-oxides (hematite, goethite),
where the clays are the dominant spectral class of minerals [e.g. 7]. Subglacial volcanism produces an alteration mineral assemblage containing glass (hyaloclastite), clays, sulfates, Fe-oxides, and zeolites, where
zeolites are the most prevalent spectral feature in this
environment [8-9]. These analogs provide a framework
for evaluating a subglacial vs. subaerial origin for mineral assemblages associated with volcanic edifices in
the Sisyphi Montes region.
To search for mineral signatures, we utilized data
from the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM, [10]). Spectral summary parameters [11] were used to identify absorption bands
associated with minerals of interest. We extracted
spectra and divided by spectrally neutral regions in the
same scene to suppress systematic artifacts, dust, and
atmospheric absorptions, a common method in CRISM
data analysis. Resulting ratioed spectra were analyzed
from 0.42 to 2.65 µm and visually compared to laboratory spectra to identify possible mineral constituents.
Results: Analysis of fifteen CRISM images located on the volcanic edifices revealed three distinct spectral classes (Fig. 2) in the region.
Class 1 – Gypsum-dominated: Spectra in this class
exhibit absorption bands at 1.44, 1.75, 1.92, 2.22, and

2.46 µm. The ~1.4 and ~2.4 µm features tend to be
broad and have the same relative strength as the ~1.9
µm feature. These spectral features are consistent with
laboratory spectra of gypsum.
Class 2 – Zeolite-dominated: Spectra from this
class have narrow absorption bands at 1.78 (sometimes
not present), 1.92-1.96, and 2.21 µm, as well as a broad
band centered between 2.43 and 2.50 µm. These bands
exhibit variable band depths but similar overall spectral character (band shape, continuum slope, etc.). We
interpret the 1.78 µm band to be consistent with a zeolite-dominated rock and the combination of this band
with the ~2.2 µm band to be a zeolite-rich palagonite.
Class 3 – Fe-oxides and Sulfates/Zeolites: Absorption bands in this class are seen at 0.50 and 0.92 µm
and are consistent with Fe-oxides, although variable
between scenes. Additional bands at 1.43, 1.91, 2.45
µm could indicate either polyhydrated sulfates or zeolites, which are difficult to distinguish spectrally, although the bands centered at shorter wavelengths are
more consistent with a sulfate interpretation.
Discussion and Conclusion: The assemblage of
sulfates, zeolites, and Fe-oxides located on the edifices
(Fig. 3) in addition to the geomorphology of the region
[1,4] strongly suggests that the volcanoes in the
Sisyphi Montes were formed subglacially. Subglacial
eruptions are highly habitable environments with good
biosignature preservation potential [9]. Furthermore,
this mineralogic evidence implies that an ice sheet
must have been present when these volcanoes erupted,
suggesting that these volcanoes could be used to place
constraints on the glacial history of this region, including ice sheet thicknesses and maximum extents.
Acknowledgements: S. Ackiss thanks the NESSF
and the PISTA for support.
References: [1] Ghatan and Head (2002), JGRPlanets, 107, 5048. [2] Farrand et al., (2008), 39th
LPSC, # 1761. [3] Ghatan and Head (2004), JGRPlanets, 109, E7, E07006. [4] Scanlon and Head
(2015), 46th LPSC, #2247. [5] Plaut et al., (2007), 38th
LPSC, # 2144. [6] Ackiss and Wray (2014) Icarus,
243, 311–324. [7] Swayze, et al., (2002), Proc. 11th
JPL Airborne Earth Space Workshop, JPL Publication
03–4. [8] Warner and Farmer (2010) Astrobiology, 10,
5, 523–547. [9] Cousins et al., (2013), JVGR, 256, 61–
77. [10] Murchie et al., (2007), JGR, 112. [11] Viviano-Beck et al., (2014), JGR, 119, 6, 2014JE004627.
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SHARAD RADARGRAM ANALYSIS TOOL DEVELOPMENT IN JMARS. J. B. Adler1, S. Anwar2, S.
Dickenshied2, S. Carter2 1Arizona State University School of Earth and Space Exploration, Tempe, AZ, 85251, USA
2
Mars Space Flight Facility, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ, 85287, USA (Jacob.B.Adler@asu.edu).

Introduction: JMARS is a free GIS software
developed at ASU for mission planning and data
analysis [1-2]. New tools in JMARS have been
developed for human exploration and In-Situ Resource
Utilization (ISRU) mapping [3]. Principal among the
resource requirements for NASA’s human mission to
Mars architecture is the availability of mineable water
[4]. The human landing site committee posited that
20,000kg of water would be required to sustain each
crewed mission to the surface [4]. As a result of this
requirement, many of the proposed human landing
sites would rely on extracting water from subsurface
ice sheets detected at sites from 40°N and poleward [45]. The Mars Water In-Situ Resource Utilization
(ISRU) Planning (M-WIP) study concluded that
hydrated mineral, buried ice sheet, and regolith
resources should each continue to be considered as
potential water sources, since 1) we don’t know
enough about the abundance, heterogeneity, or
mineability of these deposits from current orbital assets
and 2) water extraction engineering prototypes are not
yet able to accurately test the nuances of each regime
(due to 1) [6]. Poleward sites (while containing
substantial surface or buried ice resources) remain out
of bounds for the Mars 2020 rover and sample return
(≤30° lat.) [7] and for NASA’s human exploration
plans in the 2030s (≤50°) [4]. However, glacial
landforms and ice influenced morphologies can be
found over 40° away from the Martian poles.
Additionally, models during periods of polar wander or
high obliquity lend credence to morphologic evidence
of past glacial activity closer to the modern equator
[8]. It is thus important to study subsurface ice sheets
at all latitudes, and the new tools developed in JMARS
2035 [3] can help landing site proposers locate these

resource deposits, quantify their extent, and assess
extractability.
Tool Development: Radargrams produced from
the SHARAD (SHAllow RADar) instrument onboard
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter have been used to
identify subsurface ice sheets, study polar processes,
and map subsurface lava flows [9-11]. SHARAD has a
vertical resolution of 15m (free-space) and a horizontal
resolution of 0.3-1km (along track). Ground tracks are
~3-6km apart. JMARS allows visualization and
analysis of all (16,720) SHARAD radargrams available
on the PDS [12]. The JMARS SHARAD layer can
toggle display of the data ground tracks, and can be
overlaid on any combination of other Mars orbital
datasets. Additionally, all radargram images can be
viewed in full resolution. A dynamic charting tool
graphs pixel depth vs radar strength and can be
exported in a number of formats (Fig. 1).
JMARS users also have the ability to annotate
radargram images and draw identified “surfaces”.
These annotations and drawn shapes can be exported
either as pixel locations or converted to dielectric
constants. By entering either the estimated depth (Δx)
or dielectric constant (𝜀r), the charting tool can
calculate the remaining unknown quantities according
to: v = Δx/Δt = c/√𝜀r since the time delay Δt is
measured by SHARAD.
Ground tracks can also be colorized where
reflectors are marked and color schemes can be chosen
for any number of subsurface reflectors. These
annotated segments can be plotted in the charting
window alongside any other numeric dataset on our
server.

Fig 1. JMARS 2035 Screenshot – The interactive charting tool (A+B) includes a draggable position bar (yellow) and
zoom box (red) which can both be dragged across the image to update the chart (B) and full resolution window (C).
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Map sampled statistics can be generated along the
ground tracks or annotated segments, and these
statistics could serve to assess the viability (ease of
accessing, drilling, and extracting) of many of the
proposed Resource ROI sites being considered for
human exploration [4-5]. This capability is useful for
the ISRU mining community as JMARS can calculate
surface roughness, dustiness, albedo, elevation,
temperature, wind speed, thermal inertia, etc. above a
resource deposit. Figure 2 shows where the proposed
human exploration zones are located relative to the
global map of SHARAD ground tracks and the NASA
Special Regions map [13]. We see that SHARAD
coverage is generally sparser near the equator, but
several regions of increased spatial resolution exist
(including Deuteronilus Mensae [10]). Exploration
zones poleward of L3 (region of suspected buried ice)
or in increased radar coverage are prime targets for
investigation with these new tools.
Future Work: We are further improving the
SHARAD layer by adding the ability to upload a radar
cluttergram and overlay the modeled image on the
radargram. This will assist with subsurface layer
drawing and analysis.
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Fig. 2. JMARS 2035 Screenshot - Global map of human exploration zones [4-5], SHARAD ground tracks [9], and
NASA Special Regions [13]. L1 – neutron counts = 6; L2 to poles – continuous shallow ice within 0.3m of surface;
L2 to L3 – discontinuous shallow ice within 5m of surface; L3 to L3 – no shallow ice within 5m of the surface
observed or suspected; A1 and A2 – SHARAD buried ice detections; Icy crater – locations of ice-exposing new
impacts [14].
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TECTONICS OF ‘’SWISS CHEESE’’ FEATURES IN MARTIAN POLAR AREAS
P.Aftabi*(Pedram.Aftabi@gmail.com)

Fig1- a) The ‘’Swiss cheese’’ features (scf) showed are Sub-frame of MOC narrow angle image M07/04167, taken at 86.8o S, 355o E, Ls 211o and prepared by NASA [1].b) Thermal image
prepared by author suggest thermal changes in and out of the pits. The changes in colors not only show the heat transfer but also suggest flow of brine in and out of the pits explained by Aftabi in
2014[29]. c)Polygonal fractures and faults around the pits(scf).The spacing of fractures increased near the cluster of pits(scf) but it decreased in the spaces of the clusters of ‘’Swiss cheese’’
features. d) The gullies in N-S direction past through the pits (scf) and the may related to the N-S faults and deep natural tunnels called pathways. The brine can be flowing through the surface
gullies and pathways tunnels in beneath. They also are may be important for the deformations and expansions of the pits (compare this fig with Fig4).

There are trace quantities of water vapor in Martian poles [1, 25,
and 29]. Most salt[2,3] contains at least some H2O as hydrous minerals,CO2, CH4, N2 or other gases[4].The ‘’Swiss cheese’’ feature
probably consist thin sheets of salts,CO2,H2O ice sheets and mixtures of these materials[25,26,7].This paper explained categorized
and mapped ‘’Swiss cheese ‘’ features(scf) in polar areas of Mars
which is probably related to water and ice flow[7]. The ‘‘Swiss
cheese’’ features (scf or pits) explained by scientists and NASA in
last decade[e.g.1,27,28,14,30,31,32,8,11,35,36,18,19] .This landscape (Fig 1a) explained as a features expand several meters per year
before by modeling[1,27,11,35]. Much of the surface of the carbon
dioxide South Polar Residual Cap of Mars consists of quasi-circular
pits with steep walls[1,33,14,35]that have been dubbed "Swiss
Cheese" terrain by Thomas et al. [33].I suggest readers to see MOC
and HiRISE images on web for pits of Fig1&4[9,10]. Many Swiss
cheese features destroying the upper 8m thick layer(Fig1a).

may are related to the areas with high amount of H2O ice and CO2
ices.[1,9,10,8].There are areas with different thermal transfer(Figs1b,3).I classified the Pits as different classes as types 1 to 8
and also clusters(Fig2).Among the most interesting and populous
feature ,the flat floored quaci circular pits with steep walls(Swisscheese features-Fig1,2,3,4)are the most enigmatic features which
may related to the water flow in the past and present(Figs1b,2,4d).
These classes of pits in the polar area of Fig 1a described as different
types. The different types of ‘’Swiss cheese ‘’ features showed as 8
classes in Fig2.The pits(scf) also seen as colonies from twins to
triple and more pits linked together as clusters(Fig2 p to s).The
thermal changes in the pits(scf)and clusters(Figs 1b,2p to
s,3)suggest heat transfer in and around the pits(scf-See Fig3). The
author mapped polygonal crack patterns(Fig1c) and gullies related
faults(pathways)located in polar cap of Mars(Fig1d see follow).

Fig3-Thermal image of Cluster of ‘’Swiss cheese’’ features as a part of Fig1 suggest changes
in heat transfer and brine flow and deformations in and out of the scf cluster by remote
sensing. This cluster is as a flower shape ‘’Swiss cheese’’ features.

Fig2-Differetrent classes (types) of ‘’Swiss cheese’’ features (scf) base on NASA images[1].
a) Circular pits called Type 1 by author. b) Square pits called type2. C) Apple shape scf
called type3. d) Heart shape scf with sharp front called type 4a. e) Heart shape scf with curve
front called type 4b. g) Indian almond shape scf called type5a. h) Open Indian almond shape
scf features called as type5b. i) Very open Indian almond with curl shape in the noses called
type5c. j) Compressed unfolded Indian almond called type 5d. k)Compressed folded Indian
almond shape of scf called type5e. f)Young mushroom shape scf called type6a. l)Mature
mushroom shape scf called as type6b. m)Highly mature mushroom scf called as type6c with
curl in the overhangs in the map. n)tight compressed apple shape scf called as type 7. o)Old
Folded compressed circular-almond shape scf called as type8 by author. p,q,r,s)scf clusters
formed double, triple to flower shape clusters.

The ‘’Swiss cheese’’ features (scf)showed in Fig1a are Sub-frame of
MOC narrow angle image M07/04167, taken at 86.8 o S, 355o E, Ls
211o and prepared by NASA[1].This pit type features in the size of
mm to several m on the Southern and Northern polar cap are special
features of existence water and exploration water in the planet, and

The polygonal fractures(Fig1c),faults, gullies(Fig1d) and pathways
linked together(Fig1)and past through pits(scf see Fig4 and following explanations). Interannual comparisons [11,12]showed that two
separate classes these depressions are expanding laterally at rates of
2m/yr and 4 m /yr [11,35].Using high-resolution MOC images from
two separate years of MOC observations, Malin et al. [11] showed
that the’’ Swiss cheese ‘’ features has retreated on the order of 1-3
meters per Martian year; More recently, a similar rate of retreat has
also been Observed for the third Martian year of MOC observations
[35]but my monitoring[7] showed that they can expand at rate
between 0.5 m to 10 m per year(see Fig4d and follow). The mapping
and monitoring of ‘‘Swiss cheese’’ feature(scf) example of this
paper(Fig4d) achieved by pixel markers and morphologic features
monitoring [7]. This method of mapping and measurements proposed by author[7]. The MOC image( Herkenhoff et al., 2006[21];
Gulick and the HiRISE Science Team,2005[22,10,9]) of 8 m deep
pit(scf)
at
86.9S,353.3E
separated
by two Martian
years[1,9,10,21,see also1,9,23,and 22]. (Fig4a,b)used for the moni-
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toring of markers in one Martian year(Fig4d). The several years
working on the salt diapirs by author on Earth and monitor them
helped to the monitoring this especial feature by photo geology and
Remote sensing(Fig4d).Gridline spacing in Figs 4 a,b&f are about
50 m and the expansion of pit mapped and monitored relative to
fixed grid(Fig 4d).The Fig4a,b spatially limited to a 300×300m data
frame surrounding the pit(scf) and the country rock around it and is
limited by data availability to temporally integrate all deformations
occurring between two Martian years(Fig4d)or another word in 1374
days. A Martian year is about 687 days[1]. My processing methods
pixel –morphologic marker monitoring, reveal strain patterns and
displacements by vectors[7](Fig4 here). The direction of vectors are
from yellow circle to red circle from center to center in the ‘Swiss
cheese’’ feature (Fig4d). The vector map showed high deformation
areas in the rims of pit and low deformation areas in the center of
pit(Fig4d). The morphological features changes between 0 days to
1374 days(Fig4 a,b,d). The ‘Swiss cheese’’ features(scf) expand
sideways(Fig4d) suggest that most of the ice sheets in the polar areas
are spreading[25,26].The high rate of expansion in ‘’Swiss cheese’’
features(scf) may result of the operation of deep water flow and soft
ice flow[7];Fig4 here. Most of the ring type structures (scf)are glacial or preglacial in origin[20]. The monitoring showed that most of
the flow vectors are outward in radial form(Fig4d)in a glacial environment.

Fig4- a,b)The MOC images of NASA[1]8 m-deep pit(scf) at 86.9,353.3E separated by two
Martianyears.M09/00609(Fig b,Ls 237 degrees,1.4m/px and R08/01050(Fig c Ls 241
degrees,1.5 m/px) used for the monitoring. c)Artistic drawing of some of the Swiss cheese
features of Fig1 here . The green arrows show the extension and blue arrows show water
flow through the pathways and faults.d) Displacement map and monitoring pit of fig b,c base
on pixel base on morphologic features. The pure shear happened for each of the scf (see
arrows).the green arrows show the extension and red arrows show the compression.

The scf are more active in the termination(borders) in compare to
the central part(Fig4). May be the different in the rate of expansion
in the rim and central part is because of flow upward of water in
central part and sinking of this part downward by fractures and
faults in the ice shell or may be related to pure shear. The expansion
of pits may also result of the convection by thermal changes or
salinazation on Mars(Figs 1b,3).Salinization of the brines may help
to the convections and changes in heat tranfer.The heat-driven
buoyant convection in a polygonal enclosure and flow patterns explained before[17](see polygonal fractures in Fig1c).Different rates
of flow in CO2,H2O ice, brines and salt sheets may is important in
the changes of expansion of scf[25,26,29,33](Fig4d here).Hyperspectral and neutron spectrometer data[13]suggest, a thin CO2 ice
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cap contains layers roughly 2 m thick[8].The CO2 ice flow in different rates in compare to H2O ice. Analytic solutions may be applied
in a very restricted set of geometries[14].A new assumption[15]enables the last analytical model[14], which the CO2 facets
behaves as flat plains spread sideways[15].The salt and ices and
mixtures of salt and ice can flow during time both on Earth and
Mars[25,26,29,33,34].However the H2O ice can flow upward and
sideways by flow of the very viscous brine of the lower part of the
icy crust and pathways(natural tunnels )beneath and through the pits
and gullies(Fig1c).The ice melting rate was very sensitive to poolto-ice temperature difference and salty solutions[16]. The interpretations showed that some areas of the pit in the right and left picture of
Fig4 formed activation and reactivation of faults, which flow of ice
may covered the inactive part of the fault in a period(Fig4d).Other
faults ,out of the ‘’Swiss cheese ‘’features cut them(Figs 1c,d).The
brine flow upwards and sideways through the younger reactivated
parts of the faults(Fig4d).This suggests that , the amount of water
increased below the reactivated faults in the reactivation periods(Fig4). Around the pits are full of polygonal fractures(Fig1c).
Here in this report the author mapped polygonal crack patterns(Fig1c) and gullies related faults(pathways)located in polar cap
of Mars(Fig1d). Polygonal patterns near pits(scf)on Mars are attributed to thermal contraction cracking(Fig1c), which is commonly
observed in periglacial environments on Earth[37]and in the Kavirs
and salty areas on Earth[33].The polygonal pattern is located in an
active geologic unit of polar cap of Mars, which undergoes seasonal
variations and annual crack Formation[25]. The polygonal fractures
near ‘’Swiss cheese ‘’features (Fig1c) may result of the surface
convection of water in the cap(Figs 1,2,3,4). Polygonal crack patterns are typically seen when a crack network opens and heals repeatedly, in a thin layer, or advances by many intermittent steps into
a thick layer[1]. The spacing of polygonal fractures increased near
pits(scf) and decreased in the spaces with the pits populations(Fig1c). The open to closed polygonal fractures(Fig1c) are
linked with the pathways or natural underground tunnels that
showed as long gullies at surface(Fig1d).The flow of water or brine
through theses faults(Fig1c,d)at surface or in deep tunnels just below
the surface gullies generated fast expanding of the pits(Fig4).On ice
caps of mars this fractures may formed through upright and sideway
flows of water content below the cap, and evaporation of icy brine
through the early radial fractures. The flowing water or brine very
soon covered by dust[24] or evaporated by high pressure of atmosphere[1,25,26,29,34].The heat transfer may result the flow in underground brine(Figs 1b,3). The brine at surface gullies evaporated very
soon after exposures(Fig1d). The exposures of the brine in the past
or present after evaporation of water generated the gullies or gullies
related faults(Fig1d).Some of the gullies just formed above the blind
faults(Fig1d). The blind faults with flow of brine underground beneath the gullies may past through the scf. The maps of Fig 1d
suggest flow of brine through the faults and pits in N-S direction.
The maps here in this report confirm the finding by [25,26,7]that
polar caps on Mars flowing at a rate near to expansion of Swiss
cheese features(Figs 4,1b).But the rate of spreading in the ice caps
can be lower or higher than rate of expansion of pits and needs more
mapping and modeling. Please use ‘’zoom in’’ object to see well.
References:[1]www.NASA.Gov. [2]McCord, T. B., et al., JGR, 103, 8603-8626,1998; Carlson, R. W., et al., Science, 286, 97-99,
1999. [3]Kargel, J. S.,et al., Icarus, 148, 226-265, 2000. [4]Roedder,E.,2003,The fluids in salt,Journal of Geophysical Research, Vol.108, No
C3,pp3080, doi:10.1029/2002JC001427.[5]Doute,S. et al.,2006.,FMPCS 2006,PDF 8030. [6]Schmidt et al.,2006,IEEE transactions on
Geoscience and remote sensing.[7]Aftabi,P.,In press,Worksop on Mapping other planets,NASA,Print only presentation,2pp. [8]Thomas et
al.,2000,Nature,404,161-164.[9]http://hirise.seri.org/epo[10]http://marsoweb.nasa.gov/hirise. [11]Malin et al.,2001,Science,294,21462148.[12]Thomas et al.,2005,Icarus,174(2),535-559.[13]Bibring et al.,2004,Nature428,627-630.[14] Byrne,S. & Ingersoll,A.P.,2003,
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Radiative transfer model for translucent slab ice on Mars F. Andrieu1, F. Schmidt1, S. Douté2, B. Schmitt2 O.
Brissaud2 1 Univ Paris-Sud, Laboratoire GEOPS, Orsay, France, CNRS, Orsay, F-91405. 1 Institut de Planétologie et
d’Astrophysique de Grenoble, CNRS-Univ. Joseph Fourier, France (francois.andrieu@@u-psud.fr)

Abstract: We developed a radiative transfer model
[1] that simulates the bidirectional reflectance of a contaminated slab layer of ice overlaying a granular medium, under geometrical optics conditions. We validated it on laboratory measurements [2]. Designed for
planetary studies, this model has a fast computer implementation and thus is suitable for planetary high
spatial/spectral resolution hyperspectral data analysis.
We will present here its principles, its numerical and
experimental validations and its possible applications.
Introduction: CO2 and water ices are present in
large amounts on Mars. Their study is often a key to
understand the planet's climate or history. Spectral
unmixing has been proven a powerful technique to
detect species, but cannot be trusted in quantitative
analysis. Only radiative transfer models will provide
quantitative analysis of the surface properties. Reflectance models for granular materials have already been
developed [3,4]. However compact polycrystalline ices
have been recognized to exist on Mars, owing to the
very long light path-lengths measured, over several
decimeters. We thus decided to develop a model designed to study contaminated ice slabs that was lacking
in the literature in the goal to analyze spectro-imaging
planetary data of these surfaces.
Model: The model [1] is inspired form an existing
one [4] designed for granular media. We adapted it to
compact structures. We suppose a layer of slab ice,
containing various kind of impurities, overlaying an
optically thick layer of granular material, as shown on
figure 1. The roughness distribution of the surface is
described as Gaussian using the mean slope angle θ,
proposed by Hapke [3]. The ice matrix is described by
its optical constants and its thickness. The inclusions
are supposed to be close to spherical and of any other
type than the matrix. It can be any type of other ice,
mineral or even bubbles. We also suppose that they are
homogeneously distributed in the slab.
The simulated bidirectional reflectance is the sum
of a specular and a diffuse contributions. To estimate
the specular contribution, we suppose that the surface
is constituted of many unresolved facets. The orientations of these facets follow a probability density function determined by the roughness parameter. We integrate the various reflexions on every facet. The diffuse

reflexion is estimated solving the radiative transfer
equation under several hypothesis. We suppose (i) that
the geometrical optics are respected. This means that
the inclusions must be larger than the considered
wavelength. We consider that the surface is illuminated by a collimated radiation (e.g. : Solar radiation).
(ii) The first transit in the slab is considered collimated, but every following one is supposed isotropic
due to rough granular substrate and scattering.

Figure 1: Scheme of the radiative transfer model.

Validation: We performed numerical and experimental validations on the model.
Numerical. We first checked the conservation of
the energy at various points of the algorithm and
showed that the model conserve the energy satisfactorily (more than 98% at the limits of the field of applicability). We will discuss the behavior of the model
according to its parameters.
Experimental. We tested the model on real spectroscopic data [2]. Translucent synthetic water ice samples overlaying optically thick snow (from Arselle, in
the French Alps) were measured in laboratory [5] at
various geometries, inside and outside the specular
spot. The model was able to reproduce correctly the
data, and retrieve the parameters, as shown on figures
2 and 3. These results will be discussed thoroughly.
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Figure 2: Measurement versus simulation for the
reflectance of the first data sample. The estimated
thickness of the slab (1.9 ± 0.5 mm) was consistently
within the margin of uncertainties of the measurements
(1.42 ± 0.3 mm).

Figure 3 : Measure (left) versus simulation (right)
for the specular spot at the 1.5 µm wavelength for a
50° incidence angle. The model reproduces correctly
the shape as well as the level of reflectance in the
specular lobe. The roughness parameter used for this
simulation is very low (0.43°). That is consistent with
the very flat surface described in the experiment.
Conclusion: We developed [1] and validated [2] a
radiative transfer model aiming at quantitatively studying planetary ices. This model has a fast implementation and is fully operational. It has a large field of application to study the seasonal Martian polar caps.
References: [1] Andrieu, F., Doute, S., Schmidt, F.
& Schmitt, B. (2015), « Radiative transfer model for
contaminated rough slabs », Applied Optics, Optical
Society of America (OSA), 54, 9228 [2] Andrieu, F.,
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Radiative transfer model for contaminated slabs: experimental validations, The Cryosphere Discuss., 9,
5137-5169, doi:10.5194/tcd-9-5137-2015, 2015. [3]
Hapke, B., Theory of Reflectance and Emittance Spectroscopy, Cambridge University Press, 2012 [4] Douté,
S. and Schmitt B., A multilayer bidirectional reflectance model for the analysis of planetary surface hyperspectral images at visible and near-infrared wavelengths, J. Geophys. Res., 103(E13):31367-31389,
1998 [5] Brissaud, O., Schmitt, B., Bonnefoy, N.,
Douté, S., Rabou, P., Grundy, W. & Fily, M., Spectrogonio radiometer for the study of the bidirectional reflectance and polarization functions of planetary surfaces. 1. Design and tests, Appl. Opt., Applied Optics,
OSA, 2004, 43, 1926-1937
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BIOSIGNATURE DETECTION WITH RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY ON FUTURE MARTIAN MISSIONS.
J. P. Angell1 and V. C. Gulick2, 1NYU, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA (PO Box 1989, Duxbury,
MA, 02332, jpa322@nyu.edu), 2NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA (virginia.c.gulick@nasa.gov)

Raman spectroscopy is an established method for
identifying a number of substances, including minerals, rocks, and plastics. It is a nondestructive method
for acquiring spectra that requires little to no sample
preparation, making it ideal for future planetary missions. While no Raman spectrometer has been included
in an interplanetary mission to date, the ESA’s Exomars rover, slated for 2018, will have one onboard, and
NASA’s 2020 Mars rover will have two, SHERLOC
and SuperCam.
As a technique for spectroscopy, Raman also has
huge potential in the search for biosignatures. Our research has focused on detecting pigments, like betacarotene, and other organic compounds, like palmitic
acid. Using microbial mats, we have identified key
features of the Raman spectra of biosignatures, and
found these features in multiple samples, including salt
rocks from the Atacama desert in Chile, a terrestrial
analog. We have been successful in finding biosignatures in samples from these field samples, which serve
as a proof-of-concept that such a technique would also
be viable to find signs of present or past life on the
Martian surface.
Our research has not only explored the possibility
of using Raman to detect biosignatures, but has worked
on some of the details that would make such a discovery possible. One of the unique benefits of Raman is
that it does not require sample preparation. This greatly
simplifies the process of taking spectra on an unmanned mission, but also has other, less obvious benefits. Raman spectra can be taken from the surface of a
sample, which means that the sample can be oriented
prior to the spectra being taken. For some of our samples in the laboratory, focusing on more sheltered parts
of the surface – cracks and holes in a rock, for example
– has yielded biosignature features in the spectra, while
large, flat surfaces of the sample did not. On an unmanned mission to Mars, this could mean the difference between finding a significant amount of a biosignature, concentrated in a small area on the surface, and
missing the signature in a pulverized sample, where the
concentration is much lower.
For all of these reasons, Raman spectroscopy
shows great promise in instruments for future Mars
missions. Its versatility allows for the classification of
numerous different sample types, and its lack of sample preparation could allow for the discovery of biosignatures in ways that other techniques and instruments
could
be
unable
to
detect.

Figure 1: Dual excitation wavelength spectra of
terrestrial analog samples, showing biosignature
features

Figure 2: Dual wavelength spectra of microbial
mats, showing Raman features of beta-carotene
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PLANET FOUR: FROM IMAGING TO QUANTITATIVE ANALYSIS OF SEASONAL ACTIVITY AT
THE MARTIAN SOUTH POLE K.-Michael Aye1 , Ganna Portyankina1 , Megan E. Schwamb2,3 , Tim Michaels4 ,
Candice J. Hansen5 , Chris J. Lintott6 , Brian Carstensen6 , Chris Snyder7 , Michael Parrish7 , Stuart Lynn7 , David
Miller7 , Robert J. Simpson8 , and A. M. Smith9 . 1 Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, CU Boulder,
3665 Discovery Drive, Boulder, CO 80303, USA (michael.aye@lasp.colorado.edu); 2 Gemini Observatory, Northern
Operations Center, 670 N. Aohoku Place, Hilo, HI 96720, USA 3 Institute of Astronomy and Astrophysics, Academia
Sinica, National Taiwan University, Taiwan; 4 SETI Institute, Mountain View, CA, USA; 5 Planetary Science Institute,
Tucson, AZ, USA; 6 University of Oxford, UK; 7 Adler Planetarium, USA; 8 Google; 9 GitHub
Introduction: Planet Four project. The High Resolu- approx. 800x600 pixel subtiles. The volunteers chan
tion Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) on the Mars choose between a fan tool with pronounced directional geReconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has imaged seasonal ac- ometry and an elliptical blotch tool (for surface deposits
tivity in southern polar regions for 6 consequent southern that occured when there was no wind during a jet erupsprings. It has returned a wealth of data in the most sea- tion). The direct product of the Planet Four website is a
sonally active latitudes where dark and bright seasonal fan database of fan and blotch locations, sizes and directions.
deposits appear. The fan deposits are believed to result As a rule, each Planet Four tile is analyzed by at least
from eruptions of cold CO2 jets. The current general un- 30 volunteers. We cluster these resulting markings into
derstanding is that the jets are the result of sublimation of final locations using the DBSCAN clustering algorithm
CO2 ice under the seasonal ice caps due to a solid-state [8]. Clustering is a necessary step to combine multiple
greenhouse effect. The model that explains cold CO2 jets markings of the same object created by different volunformation was developed by Kieffer [1].
teers into one. By demanding closeness and a minimum
HiRISE seasonal monitoring campaigns provided data number of cluster members, the clustering process elimithat allows the investigation of seasonal surface varia- nates random outliers in marker positioning and produces
tions, detecting changes in surface albedo and ice cover, a catalog of markings of all reliably detected fans and
that in turn provide detailed information about the ac- blotches. With these catalogs we study the activity over
tive cold jets’ “life” cycle. Seasonal HiRISE data were time in a season per region, compare these activity timequalitatively analyzed in multiple publications [2, 3, 4, 5]. series between seasons and compare the strength of obHowever, the amount of data is such that its quantitative served activity between different regions around the pole.
manual analysis is highly time-consuming and thus was The derived wind directions are used to improve atmorarely performed. To alleviate the load of manual data spheric meso-scale simulations at the Mars south pole.
analysis we created a citizen science project called Planet
Four (http://www.planetfour.org). The project
Results: With the help of Planet Four we have now anastarted in 2013 with an objective to identify and measure
lyzed seasonal activity in several locations of major intersizes and directions of the seasonal fans in HiRISE imest (known high activity): Inca City, Giza, Ithaca. All the
ages taken during early local spring to summer. These
analyzed regions of interest (ROIs) show similar trends
measurements allow us to quantitatively study the develin the development of seasonal activity during spring: 1)
opment of spring activity in polar areas. For example,
All ROIs show considerable amounts of fans and blotches
we are able to compare times and rates of change bein the very first spring HiRISE images at these locations.
tween different active locations. A further objective is
This requires that the actual spring activity must start even
to compare fan orientations of the regolith deposits —
earlier than these earliest images. 2) All ROIs show a
which are controlled by the local winds at the time of
maximum number of markings around Ls = 210-220, sugjet eruption — with prevailing winds derived from atmogesting a phase of maximum activity just prior to this
spheric modeling for these times. Repeated surface obtime. These trends were noted before by several authors
servations constrain the time of eruption and are therefore
but were never quantified [4, 9].
able to provide wind constraints for atmospheric mesoPlanet Four data also allow us to study in detail the
scale simulations. Planet Four is a part of the Zooniverse
development of seasonal activity in each ROI and com(http://www.zooniverse.org) collection of onpare them between different years. For example, Fig. 1
line citizen science projects [6]. At the time of writing
shows the length distribution for fans in the Ithaca realmost 136,000 volunteers have participated in the project
gion for three different times during the spring of MY30
and over 5 million screen-sized sub-tiles of HiRISE im(HiRISE southern campaign season 3). The blue curves
ages have been analyzed [7].
indicate a best fit Weibull distribution for the fan lengths.
In the beginning of spring at Ls =180.3o (left panel) the
Analysis pipeline: Planet Four volunteers are asked to size distribution is narrow and its maximum is at 150 m.
identify and outline fans in the presented screen-sized As spring progresses, the location of the maximum shifts
tiles, created by tiling up each large HiRISE image into towards longer fans but also the width of the distribution
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Figure 1: Fan size distribution and Weibull curve fit for the Ithaca region in Mars year 30, at three times in spring: Ls
= (180.3, 209.2, 243.8). The quality of the Weibuell fit is indicated at the top of the plots. The bin size is automatically
determined by the total spread in fan length at the respective time.

is increasing. At Ls =209o (central panel) the size distribution becomes very wide and its maximum is hardly
pronounced at lengths larger than 400 m. This indicates
much variability in the fan shapes at this time. Later the
size distribution reverts to a Weibull shape and indicates
that the fans on average become smaller (the position of
the maximum shifts to 220 m).
Similar widening of the size distribution around
Ls =200-210o in season 3 is noticeable in all ROIs analyzed so far. In season 2, however, it is either not that
pronounced or HiRISE observations missed this event.
Comparison to GCM: We have produced a set of general circulation models (GCM) using the Mars GCM of
NASA Ames Research Center for an ensemble of setups
to explore the effects of varying the atmospheric dust
loading. These data contain expected wind magnitudes
and directions with a lower grid resolution that will serve
as a steering input to the higher resolved meso-scale models around our ROIs. The direction, shape and particularly length of fans are influenced by the lowest atmospheric winds and we have shown at a few testing locations how fan directions are confirming the predicted wind
directions of meso-scale models when strong topographical control is available. At the conference we will present
how our Planet Four measurements are constraining the
ensemble GCM and meso-scale winds, specifically at different regions of interest and over time.
Acknowledgment: This work is supported by NASA
ROSES Solar System Workings grant NNX15AH36G.
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PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SUPRAGLACIAL DEBRIS ON MARS. David M. H. Baker and Lynn M.
Carter, NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD 20771, david.m.hollibaughbaker@nasa.gov.
Introduction: Important to understanding the recent
climate history of Mars and current water budget is an understanding of the exchange of water vapor between polar and
non-polar regions under various orbital forcing scenarios.
The mid-latitudes of Mars are host to a class of features
thought to be debris-covered glaciers (DCGs) [e.g., 1]. Although surface ice is currently unstable in the mid-latitudes,
current sublimation rates of ice at DCGs have been substantially reduced by a protective layer of supraglacial debris that
is hypothesized to be on the order of 10 m thick and covers
nearly pure glacial ice hundreds of meters in thickness [2-4].
Although radar sounding and crater morphology have
provided some constraints on the physical characteristics of
this supraglacial debris [2-4], much is unknown about its
thickness, sedimentary structure and origin, and depositional
and erosional evolution. In addition, mid-latitude ice deposits are potential water resources for future missions to Mars.
Understanding their near-surface structure and accessibility
has important bearing on the viability of these sites for future
exploration.
To improve constraints on the physical properties of martian supraglacial debris, we conducted a detailed analysis of
the near-surface of DCGs within Deuteronilus Mensae (3648.5ºN, 13-36ºE). We used MRO CTX (6 m/pixel) and
HiRISE (25 cm/pixel) images for mapping of DCGs, measuring fresh crater depths and diameters, and assessing materials
exposed by the craters. SHARAD radar sounding data (vertical resolution: 15 m in free space; horizontal footprint: ~0.31 km along-track and ~3-6 km cross-track) was used to assess DCG thicknesses and search for evidence of nearsurface layering.
Morphologic Mapping: A full-resolution mosaic of
CTX images was generated for regional mapping using
USGS ISIS tools. Glacial deposits were mapped based on
their topographic and textural characteristics at 1:50,000
scale in ArcMap.
Results: Glacial deposits cover 22% of the region
(166,035 km2) and always occur adjacent to steep slopes. A
variety of surface textures at the tens of meters scale are present, which result from a combination of primary flowrelated terrain and secondary resurfacing textures, including
mantling and inherited topography from preferential fracturing and aeolian erosion [e.g., 5]. Typically, the surfaces consist of relatively “fine-grained,” sub-meter scale material
based on HiRISE images.
Crater Depths and Diameters: We mapped and measured the rim-crest diameters (D) of 1,398 fresh craters >75 m
on DCG surfaces. Fresh craters were recognized by their
sharp rim-crests and their lack of significant interior fill. We
also measured the depths (d) of fresh craters >250 m in diameter using wall shadow lengths observed in CTX images

with 55-80º incidence angles (total of 56 craters) and assuming parabolic crater shapes [6].
Results: Most fresh craters show typical bowl-shaped
morphologies (Fig. 1). All of the craters lack ejecta blankets,
suggesting that excavated material was highly erodible or
volatile, consistent with fine-grained material and/or ice-rich
subsurface debris. The walls of the craters also typically lack
boulders and layering at the >1-m scale where HiRISE images were available.
Measured craters have an average d/D ratio of 0.20 (Fig
1), which is consistent with the general trend of other simple
craters on Mars [6,7]. If we extend this d/D ratio to all craters and assume a maximum depth of excavation de  0.084D
[8], we find that all craters >75 m on DCGs have depths that
exceed the proposed ~10-m thickness for the supraglacial
debris layer (Fig. 2), with 35% exceeding depths of 25 m.
Furthermore, comparisons of crater size-frequencies with
Hartmann (2005) [9] isochrons, show that this fresh crater
population has a survival timescale of approximately 10 Myr.

d/D = 0.2
d/D = 0.1

Fig. 1. Log-log plot of measured crater depth (d) versus rimcrest diameter (D). Craters on DCGs (e.g., inset HiRISE image)
have d/D ratios of ~0.2, typical for simple craters on Mars.
Comparisons with Glacier Thicknesses: The identifications of strong, radar-bright radar reflectors at the bases of
DCGs provide evidence that DCGs contain massive, lowloss, relatively pure ice bodies [3]. We identified 48 craters
>250 m with adjacent SHARAD tracks that showed DCG
basal reflectors, which allowed for estimates of DCG thicknesses, as in [3,4].
Results: DCG thicknesses range from 104-761 m with a
mean of 396 m (Fig. 2). Crater depths, on average, extend to
~20% of the DCG thickness, with excavation depths reach-
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ing ~10% of the DCG. These depths are well beyond 10 m
and should have extended into glacial ice (Fig. 2).

a)

b)

Fig. 2. (a) Hypothesized structure of a martian debris-covered
glacier, showing superposed crater geometry. (b) Depths of
excavation (green) and crater depths (black) compared to
glacier thicknesses (blue) and a 10-m debris thickness
(brown). Measurements for 48 craters >250 m are shown,
arranged by distance from the glacier headwall.
Near-Surface Layering in SHARAD: A survey of
SHARAD radargrams covering DCGs in the study area was
conducted to identify possible evidence of near-surface layering. However, as for other areas on Mars [e.g., 10], definitive evidence of near-surface layering was not readily observed and difficult to separate from other components of the
radar signal. Most of the observed returns occurring at time
delays near the main surface reflection are attributed to surface clutter from the closely spaced headwalls of DCGs and
also sidelobe patterns resulting from range compression. The
few radargrams not dominated by surface clutter and sidelobes also did not show clear near-surface returns.
Discussion/Conclusions: We have documented evidence
of 1,398 fresh craters >75 m that have depths that exceed the
hypothesized ~10 m thickness of supraglacial debris on debris-covered glaciers (DCGs) within Deuteronilus Mensae.
Many craters excavated and displaced material tens of meters
into DCG surfaces and possibly into glacial ice, yet retain
their simple, bowl-shaped morphology and d/D ratios typical
for simple craters on Mars. This is at odds with the hypothesized formation of “ring-mold craters” that are suggested to
have developed their unique interior morphologies due to
impacting into an ice-rich target [2].
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In addition, the 10-Myr survival timescale for craters on
DCGs appears to be greater than predicted from recent modeling of the sublimation and viscous relaxation of craters
formed into ice-rich targets. Dundas et al. [11] have shown a
substantial widening and rounding of the tops of craters and
shallowing of craters subjected to sublimation on timescales
of tens to hundreds of thousands of years. Preliminary results
from Dombard and Noe Dobrea [12] also suggest that substantial crater shallowing and widening can be achieved
through viscous relaxation on timescales of a few million
years. Considering these timescales, it is unlikely that many
of the craters on DCGs have formed into pure-ice targets; a
more debris-rich, ice-poor target material is more consistent
with the observed fresh crater population.
The above observations suggest that the thickness of supraglacial debris is likely to be much greater than 10 m and
probably on the order of tens of meters. The apparently finegrained nature of the crater walls and erodibility of the ejecta
also suggest that much of the supraglacial material may not
be rockfall shed from DCG headwalls. However, we cannot
rule out the possibility that headwall material is present with
grain sizes < 1 m, which would not be resolved in HiRISE
images. Overall, the observations are consistent with the
surfaces of DCGs being highly modified by tens of meters
thick mantling materials through their history [e.g., 13].
The observation that SHARAD radargrams do not show
clear evidence of near-surface reflections suggests that the
contact between the supraglacial debris and glacial ice may
be gradational at vertical scales greater than ~10 m. However, if the contact is sharp with a strong dielectric contrast, as
observed in some terrestrial debris-covered glaciers [14], it is
also possible that the subsurface return coincides with time
delays similar to those predicted for sidelobes patterns. Simple three-layer radar propagation models suggest that returns
from contacts at ~15-25 m and ~30-40 m depths may overlap
with these sidelobe patterns. A more detailed analysis of the
returned powers at these depths and time delays with model
predictions would further elucidate this problem.
References: [1] Head, J.W., et al. (2010) Earth Planet.
Sci. Lett. 294, 306–320. [2] Kress, A.M. and Head, J.W.
(2008) Geophy. Res. Lett. 35, L2306. [3] Holt, J.W. et al.
(2008) Science 322, 1235–1238. [4] Plaut, J.J. et al. (2009)
Geophys. Res. Lett. 36, L02203. [5] Mangold, N. (2003) J.
Geophys. Res. 108(E4), 8021. [6] Daubar, I.J. et al. (2014) J.
Geophys Res. 119, 2620–2639. [7] Watters, W.A. et al.
(2015) J. Geophys Res. 120, 226–254. [8] Melosh, H.J.
(1989) Impact Cratering: A Geologic Process, 253 pp. [9]
Hartmann, W.K. (2005) Icarus 174, 294–320. [10] Putzig,
N.E. et al. (2014) J. Geophys Res. 119, 1936–1949. [11]
Dundas, C.M. et al. (2015) Icarus 262, 154–169. [12] Dombard, A.J. and Noe Dobrea, E.Z. (2016) LPSC 47, no. 1766.
[13] Baker, D.M.H. and Head, J.W. (2015) Icarus 260, 269–
288. [14] Mackay, S.L. et al. (2014) J. Geophys. Res. 119,
2505–2540.
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WAVE-MODULATED CO2 CONDENSATION IN MARS’ POLAR ATMOSPHERE. Don Banfield1 and G.
A. Neumann2, 1Cornell Center for Astrophysics and Planetary Sciences, 420 Space Sciences, Cornell University,
Ithaca, NY, 14853, USA banfield@astro.cornell.edu, 2Laboratory for Terrestrial Physics, NASA/Goddard Space
Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD.

Introduction: Atmospheric temperatures in Mars’
polar nights drop low enough to cause CO2 condensation at many levels through the atmosphere. This was
empirically demonstrated by Mars Global Surveyor’s
(MGS) Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter (MOLA), which
identified reflections from above the surface, and MGS
Radio Science (RS) and Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES), which both showed polar night temperature
profiles that were super-saturated. Detailed analysis of
TES temperature profiles [1], [2] as well as numerical
modeling [3] both suggest that the stationary and traveling waves on the polar vortices are strong enough to
significantly modulate the CO2 cloud condensation.
However the extent to which this is actually occurring
has not been quantified.
The polar night CO2 condensation represents a significant amount of energy deposition, even if it were
uniformly distributed. If instead it is concentrated in
the cold sectors of the various waves, this can be a
tremendous perturbation not only to the wave amplitudes (clipping them from going much below the CO2
condensation temperature), but also impacting their
ability to transport heat and momentum poleward and
upward, and thus it may also impact the maintenance
and shape of the polar vortex itself. Mars’ polar vortices remain barotropically unstable throughout the winter in spite of large amplitude waves in their vicinity.
We have identified when and where the various
waves in the vicinity of the polar vortex should modulate the CO2 condensation. We have also attempted to
correlate this with the distribution of the observed
MOLA cloud returns.
MGS TES Temperatures: We have previously
analyzed MGS TES atmospheric temperatures extensively, yielding zonal mean, stationary wave and traveling wave amplitudes for several Mars years [2], [4].
Using the zonal mean temperatures, and the CO2 condensation temperature from [5], we computed the temperature difference from saturation on meridional cross
sections. We also produced meridional cross-sections
of the combined amplitude of the gravest 3 traveling
and stationary wave modes (i.e., the dominant global
scale wave modes in the polar regions) and overlaid
that on the condensation temperature cross-section.
Figure 1 shows one such meridional cross-section, for
the peak of the first TES mapping year’s northern winter (Ls=255-285).

Figure 1. Grayscale and yellow contours show the
traveling and stationary wave amplitudes for northern winter on a meridional cross-section. Cyan
contours show temperature difference from saturation.
Regions of condensation. Taking -2K as a rough
indicator of a strong supersaturation, it is clear from
Fig.1 that some regions will likely have CO2 condensation without needing any longitudinal or temporal
modulation (e.g., 65N, near the surface). Upon closer
examination, the very strong wave amplitudes on the
poleward side of the polar vortex are large enough to
significantly decrease the ambient temperature well
below the CO2 condensation point. We can isolate
those regions where we expect CO2 condensation to

Figure 2. Same meridional cross-section as in Fig.
1. Blue shows expected cloud free regions, green
shows expected regions where clouds are ubiquitous, red shows regions where waves are expected
to be required to initiate cloud forming.
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Figure 3. Hovmoller diagram (longitude-time plot)
of temperature difference from condensation for
68N in northern winter. Blue/yellow crosses show
MOLA clouds, expected to align with the dark regions on this plot created by an m=2 stationary
wave and large m=1 &2 traveling waves. Poor correlation is found.
occur nearly anywhere from those regions where we
expect it to only happen when modulated by either
traveling or stationary waves. This is indicated in Fig.
2, where the blue regions should experience no CO2
cloud condensation, the green regions may have condensation at any time or longitude, and the red regions
should show evidence of the stationary or traveling
waves modulating the CO2 condensation.
MOLA Cloud Correlation: MGS MOLA identified non-surface returns through the same time that
MGS TES was operating, and the above analysis is for.
These are understood to be (primarily) CO2 clouds in
the polar regions. We attempted to correlate the locations and times of these cloud identifications with the
temperature anomalies produced by the traveling and
statiuonary waves occurring near the polar vortices in
Mars’ winter hemispheres. Unfortunately, the results
are much less clear than expected.
Fig. 2 suggests that stationary and traveling waves
should modulate the cloud condensation both poleward
and equatorward of a region of ubiquitous cloud formation. However, when longitude-time cross-sections
(Hovmoller diagrams) of the actual observed temperature differences from saturation are compared to the
MOLA cloud identifications, only poor correlations are
found. Moderate correlation is found betweem the
stationary wave pattern and the cloud distribution, but
poor coordination between the (strong) traveling waves
and cloud presence is found (see Figs 3 & 4).
Discussion: MOLA clouds were all in the lowest
atmospheric scale height and TES temperatures are
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Figure 4. Same as Fig.3, but for 68S in southern
winter. This shows the best (but still not great)
correlation between a stationary wave and the
MOLA cloud distribution.
less representative of the temperatures in that region.
It may be that MOLA clouds are more controlled by a
different set of wave phenomena occurring only in the
lowest scale height. Additionally, cloud dynamics/behavior may require a more sophisticated comparison between the temperatures and cloud presence to
properly understand their connection. Finally, condensation nuclei may be the ultimate controlling factor in
CO2 cloud condensation. We will more thoroughly
examine these data to uncover any correlations. We
will also analyze MRO MCS data using a similar approach.
References: [1] Colaprete, A. et al. (2008) Plan.
Sp. Sci. 56, 150-180. [2] Banfield, D. et al. (2004) Icarus, 170, 365-403. [3] Kuroda, T. et al. (2013) Geophys. Res. Lett., 40, 1484-1488. [4] Banfield, D. et al.
(2003) Icarus, 161, 319-345. [5] James, P.B. et al.
(1992) Mars, University of Arizona Press.
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MASS BALANCE ESTIMATES OF LOUTH CRATER WATER ICE AND CLIMATIC IMPLICATIONS.
J. Bapst1,2,* and S. Byrne1, 1Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, 85721. 2Dept. of
Earth and Space Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, 98195. *jnbapst@lpl.arizona.edu

Introduction: Louth Crater is a 36 km diameter
crater in the northern plains of Mars (70°N) and hosts a
large ~10 km diameter, quasi-circular water ice mound,
which lies off-center on the crater floor [1]. This exposed ice mound is a feature found in other north polar
craters [2], and represents the most-equatorward example (i.e., on average, it is the warmest perennial ice on
Mars’ surface). Thus, its position makes it potentially
sensitive to climate change.
Previous work, analyzing repeat high-resolution
images, documented removal and replacement of ice
near the mound boundary [3]. Although the observed
activity shows no clear trend, it demonstrates that nonnegligible amounts of water can be exchanged between
the surface and the atmosphere over the span a single
martian year. The nature of permanent ice deposits
along the boundary (especially in the south and southwest regions) has been interpreted as an indication of
recent/present-day retreat [1].
Here, we wish to assess the stability of the ice
mound by calculating its mass balance for a range of
atmospheric water abundances. This range is determined by tuning our model to match observations of
seasonal water frost.
Methods: Mass balance is calculated by coupling
thermal model output (i.e., temperatures) to a boundary-layer model that handles water transport and surface
water ice deposition/removal.
Thermal Model: We employ a 1-D semi-implicit
thermal model to produce annual temperatures representative of the ice mound in Louth crater.
We constrain model surface properties (e.g., thermal inertia; TI) by using observational temperature
data from Mars Global Surveyor Thermal Emission
Spectrometer (TES). We calculate a reduced chisquared statistic in order to identify best fit parameters
from TES data against multiple model runs. In general
for ice mounds, a pure ice layer
Due to its larger foot print (~6x3 km), and susceptibility to smearing in the downtrack direction [4], we
cannot be confident in identifying TES temperatures of
the ~10 km Louth ice mound without mixing of the
surrounding, lower TI, regolith. Instead, we derived
best fit properties for a larger ice mound in Korolev
crater, and assume Louth shares the same thermal
properties. In Korolev, the water ice mound fills nearly
the entire 83 km dimeter crater and encompasses many
TES footprints. Our best fit surface thermal inertia of
830 J m-2 K-1 s-1/2 and a depth to pure ice of 1 m agree

well with previous estimates for Korolev [5]; see Figure 1.

Figure 1. Korolev Crater ice mound AM/PM temperature data from
TES and our best-fit model (surface TI = 830 J m-2 K-1 s-1/2).

Water Transport Model: We developed a 1-D diffusion model that controls water transport through the
near-surface atmosphere and allows for water ice deposition/removal. The model is divided into two layers:
an upper turbulent layer that is assigned a relatively
large eddy diffusivity to simulate convective mixing,
and a shallow, near-surface less-turbulent layer that is
assigned a lower diffusivity.
For the upper layer, we first tested published values
for horizontal eddy diffusion in the atmosphere (104105 m2/s; [6]). These are likely an overestimate. We
found that for values ≥ 1 m2/s there was little difference
in the resulting frost formation timings and thicknesses.
Thus, we used a value of 1 m2/s for the upper model
layer.
We based the diffusivity of the lower layer on laboratory experiments of water vapor diffusion under
Mars conditions (~0.01 m2/s; [7]).
The lower model layer thickness d, is estimated after [8]:
d=30ν/u*
Where ν is the kinematic viscosity of the atmosphere
and u* is the friction velocity. Using values provided in
[8] we find laminar layer thicknesses range from ~0.050.2 m. For our preliminary results shown here we use a
constant thickness of 0.1 m for all runs.
We prescribe a constant value for vapor density at
the top of the model atmosphere (~100 m height).
When CO2 is present at the surface the atmospheric
vapor density will fall to the saturation vapor density
over ice at 160 K, in order to simulate a ‘dry’ atmosphere. Water vapor near the surface will form ice when
the bottom-most layer is supersaturated, and the oppo-
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site occurs when it is subsaturated (unless there is no
ice present). Latent heat of water frost formation is
ignored in the results presented here but will be implemented in the future, including the initial temperature
fitting (e.g., Figure 1).
To tune the water transport model we compared
surface water ice output with observations from two
landers: Viking Lander 2 (VL2; [9]) and Phoenix
Lander (PHX; [10]). A third tuning point comes from a
recent observation of seasonal water ice accumulation
on the North Pole Residual Cap (NPRC), more specifically the deposition of ~70 µm of water ice between LS
135-164° [11]. We run our forward model for different
prescribed atmospheric vapor densities to match observations, see Figure 2.

Figure 2. Tuned model to match lander observations and recent
NPRC accumulation. Frost point of modeled atmosphere required to
match observations is shown in parentheses in legend.

The resulting range of atmospheric water abundance our model necessitates for matching water ice
observations is between 201-214 K frostpointequivalent, and we will use this range to evaluate the
mass balance of the Louth ice mound.

Figure 3. Mass balance over the year for the Louth ice mound.
Three different cases (i.e., tuned models) and their frostpointequivalent atmospheric water abundance are shown. For most of the
year water transport is inhibited due to the presence of CO2 ice.

Results: Calculated mass balances for our tuning
cases support all possible outcomes: equilibrium, accumulation, and ablation (Figure 3). For the highest
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atmospheric water abundance (PHX; T atm,FP=214 K)
the Louth ice mound accumulates 440 µm of water ice
per Mars year. The middle case (NPRC; Tatm,FP=210 K)
is close to equilibrium gaining only 50 µm of ice per
Mars year. Finally, the case with the lowest water
abundance (VL2; Tatm,FP=201 K) showed a loss of ice
at a rate of 300 µm per Mars year.
Discussion: The average frostpoint of water in the
martian atmosphere is ~200 K [12]. Our tuned VL2
frost model agrees well with current observations of
atmospheric water, and would suggest the Louth ice
mound is ablating. Other cases suggest that higherthan-observed water abundances are needed to explain
seasonal frost behavior at the PHX site [10], as well as
the observed accumulation on the NPRC [11]. These
cases suggest the ice mound is accumulating or near
equilibrium, respectively.
It is possible that accumulation can be enhanced
due to low atmospheric condensation heights [13], or
favored as a consequence of being in a large scale depression (e.g., impact crater; see [14]). These will be
explored but must also be reconciled with in situ measurements of water vapor at PHX [15], which show a
drier atmosphere, as well as the current extent of
ground ice [16,17]. We hope to improve constraints
and hopefully narrow possible scenarios to a single
mass balance state.
Future work will also include further validation and
improving the water transport model. Through the use
of these models we can better constrain near-surface
water abundances from observations of seasonal frosts,
ice deposition/removal, and temperatures. Understanding the stability of the ice mound in Louth crater may
constrain current near surface conditions and so aids in
understanding the stability and mass balance of water
ice elsewhere on Mars.
References: [1] Brown, A. et al. (2008) Icarus,
196(2), 433–445. [2] Conway, S. J. et al. (2012) Icarus, 220, 174–193. [3] Bapst, J. and S. Byrne (2015)
LPSC 46, #2772. [4] Titus, T. N. et al. (2001) JGR,
106, E10, 23181-23196. [5] Armstrong, J. C. et al.
(2005) Icarus, 174, 360–372. [6] Sprague, A. L. et al.
(2004) Science, 306, 1364–1367. [7] Hudson, T. L. et
al. (2007) JGR, 112, 1–27. [8] Wallace, D. and C. Sagan (1979) Icarus, 39, 385–400. [9] Svitek, T. and B.
Murray (1990) JGR, 95, 1495–1510. [10] Cull, S. et al.
(2010) JGR, 115, E00E19. [11] Brown, A. J. et al.
(2016) Icarus, 277, 401–415. [12] Smith, M. D. et al.
(2004) Icarus, 167, 148-165. [13] Tamppari, L. K. et
al. (2010). JGR, 115, 1–25. [14] Brothers, T. C. and J.
W. Holt (2016) GRL, 43, 1443–1449. [15] Zent, A. P.
et al. (2016) JGR, 121, 626–651. [16] Mellon, M. T. et
al. (2004) Icarus, 169, 324–340. [17] Dundas, C. M. et
al. (2014) JGR., 119, 109–127.
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THE ROLE OF TARGET CHARACTERISTICS IN THE FORMATION OF IMPACT CRATER EJECTA
MORPHOLOGIES AT HIGH LATITUDES ON MARS. N. G. Barlow1 and J. M. Boyce2, 1Dept. Physics and
Astronomy, Northern Arizona University, Flagstaff, AZ 86011-6010 USA Nadine.Barlow@nau.edu, 2Hawaii Institute of Geophysics and Planetology, University of Hawaii, Honolulu, HI 96822 jboyce@higp.hawaii.edu.
Introduction: Ejecta morphologies surrounding
fresh impact craters at the higher latitudes on Mars are
distinctly different from those seen at lower latitudes.
Equatorward of about 40 latitude on Mars, fresh craters are typically surrounded by single (SLE) or multiple layer ejecta (MLE) morphologies whereas at higher
latitudes several other ejecta morphologies dominate
[1, 2]. These high-latitude morphologies are morphologically and morphometrically distinct from the lower-latitude ejecta deposits. Some of these morphologies
are primary while others appear to be erosional forms.
The four high-latitude impact crater ejecta morphologies are double layer ejecta (DLE), pancake (Pn), lowaspect-ratio layered ejecta (LARLE) and pedestal (Pd)
craters (Fig. 1).

Figure 1: (Top left) 19.5-km-D DLE crater centered at
38.35N 99.22E. (Top right) 5.0-km-D Pn crater at 32.19N
103.86E. (Bottom left) 5.5-km-D LARLE crater centered at
68.27N 266.36E. (Bottom Right) 3.4-km-D Pd crater with
marginal sublimation pits, centered at 62.4N 99.4E.

Double Layer and Pancake Craters: Double
layer ejecta (DLE) craters are characterized by two
complete ejecta layers [1] where the inner layer is less
extensive, more circular in planform, has a broader
distal rampart, and is thicker than the outer layer [3, 4].
We have recently begun calling these Type 1 DLE
craters to distinguish them from those which are morphologically and morphometrically transitional between SLE and MLE (“Type 2 DLE craters”) [5].
Type 1 DLE craters are concentrated in the 30-60
latitude zone in both hemispheres and display diameters between the 5 km lower diameter limit of this
study and 115 km [2, 3, 6]. The morphology of their
two ejecta layers are dramatically different. On the

inner layer, a moat exists outside of the crater rim and
a system of strong, straight, radial grooves and troughs
extends continuously from the rim to the outer edge of
this layer’s broad terminal rampart. The outer layer is
uniformly thin and also exhibits strong radial grooving, but these grooves are narrower and can be quite
curvilinear [3]. The average width of the straight radial
grooves on the inner ejecta layers of Type 1 DLE craters are distinctly different compared to SLE, Type 2
DLE, and MLE craters (Fig. 2), suggesting different
formation mechanisms [7]. The ratio of the ejecta
length to the crater radius (ejecta mobility ratio, EM
[6]) of the inner layer ranges from 0.4 to 3.3 with a
median value of 1.5. The outer layer extends approximately twice as far as the inner layer, with EM values
ranging from 1.4 to 9.8 (median = 3.1). Lobateness
(), which measures how the sinuosity of the ejecta
deposit compares to a circle (=1 for circular deposit
and is larger for increasing sinuosity) [8], ranges from
1.03 to 1.31 (median = 1.11) for the inner layer and
from 1.05 to 1.93 (median = 1.15) for the outer layer.

Figure 2: Average width of radial grooves normalized to
crater diameter. Groove width varies as a function of distance from the crater rim but Type 1 DLE craters are distinct
from other ejecta types.

Pancake (Pn) craters are characterized by a single
thick, low EM and  ejecta deposit. Based on morphology, [9] proposed that Pn craters were simply the
inner ejecta layer of DLE craters where the outer layer
was not detectable. Higher resolution images combined with morphometric measurements led Barlow
[6] to confirm that Pn craters are simply eroded versions of Type 1 DLE craters where only the inner ejecta layer is resolved or present.
LARLE and Pd Craters: Another unusual ejecta
morphology seen primarily around high-latitude im-
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pact craters on Mars is the LARLE morphology, which
is characterized by a thin (<10 m) deposit extending
beyond the normal layered ejecta blanket with EM up
to 20 and terminating in a sinuous edge (median  =
2.05) [10]. We have identified 140 LARLE craters in
the 1 to 12.2 km diameter range, primarily at latitudes
poleward of 35-40 in both hemispheres (Fig. 3).

Figure 3: Distribution of LARLE (black circles) and Pd
(white triangles) craters across Mars. Most are found poleward of about 35N and 40S, with the exception of a few
craters in the equatorial Medusae Fossae Formation (MFF).

Pedestal (Pd) craters are found in the same locations (Fig. 3) and diameter ranges as LARLE craters.
They are characterized by the crater and layered ejecta
blanket sitting atop an elevated plateau approximately
circular in planform [10, 11]. Marginal scalloped pits
along the base of some plateaus (Fig. 1) suggest an
erosional process creates the pedestal on which the
crater is found [12]. Pedestals are generally <60 m in
height [11] and Pd craters have lower EM and  values
than LARLE craters [10]. Based on distribution, diameter range, and morphologic similarities, [10] has argued that Pd craters are eroded versions of LARLE
craters.
Formation Mechanisms: The concentration of
DLE, Pn, LARLE, and Pd craters within the finegrained, ice-rich mid-latitude mantle [13] suggests that
terrain properties are responsible for the formation of
these unusual ejecta types. Several formation mechanisms have been proposed for Type 1 DLE craters,
including excavation through layered targets [9, 14],
debris flow [15], and impact into a glacial substrate
followed by mass movement [16]. Based on our studies of the characteristics of the Type 1 DLE craters
along with insights from terrestrial explosion studies
[3], we argue that these morphologies result from emplacement of the inner layer in a manner involving
both ballistic and flow processes. The outer layer is
emplaced by a high-velocity outflow of materials by a
base surge. The fine-grained, ice-rich nature of the
mantle into which these craters form provides the vapor and particulate debris to enhance formation by this
mechanism. Similarly, the extensive LARLE layer can
be explained through emplacement by base surge like
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those produced by buried nuclear explosions and highenergy volcanic eruptions that generate a dusty, turbulent, dilute, suspension-driven gravity current which
flows along the surface, depositing fine-grained material in a thin layer as it travels outward from the source
[17]. On Earth, base surge deposits are quickly removed by wind, but the circulation of briny fluids
within the LARLE deposits on Mars could produce a
duricrust to retard erosion.
Pd craters are proposed to originate as LARLE craters which then undergo erosion of the outer extensive
layer [10]. Obliquity-driven variations in icedeposition and erosion in the mid-latitudes cause the
mantle deposit to alternately thicken and thin as the tilt
of Mars’ rotation axis changes [18]. As obliquity decreases and ice in the mantling layer sublimates, the
surrounding region lowers in elevation. The duricrust
of the LARLE layer prevents sublimation of the underlying ice and results in the crater and ejecta deposits
remaining elevated above the surroundings. Ice sublimation occurs along the margins of the LARLE layer,
gradually eroding the layer inwards and creating Pd
craters [10, 12].
Conclusions: Several unusual impact crater ejecta
morphologies at mid-to-high latitudes on Mars result
from formation and degradation processes in finegrained ice-rich materials. Thickness of these deposits
relative to crater diameter (and thus excavation depth)
can explain formation of Type 1 DLE versus LARLE
craters. Pn and Pd morphologies are erosional versions
of DLE and LARLE craters, respectively. The polar
environment and obliquity cycles on Mars strongly
influence crater formation and evolution at these high
latitudes.
References: [1] Barlow N. G. et al. (2000) JGR, 105,
26733-26738. [2] Barlow N. G. and Perez C. B. (2003) JGR,
108, E8, 5085. [3] Boyce J. M. and Mouginis-Mark P. J.
(2006) JGR, 111, E10005. [4] Boyce J. M. et al. (2010)
MAPS, 45, 638-661. [5] Barlow N. G. (2015) 46th LPSC,
Abstract #2216. [6] Barlow N. G. (2006) MAPS, 41, 14251436. [7] Boyce J. M. et al. (2016) 47th LPSC, Abstract
#1327. [8] Barlow N. G. (1994) JGR, 99, 10927-10935. [9]
Costard F. M. (1989) Earth Moon & Planets, 45, 265-290.
[10] Barlow N. G. et al. (2014) Icarus, 239, 186-200. [11]
Kadish S. J. et al. (2009) JGR, 114, E10001. [12] Kadish S.
J. et al. (2008) GRL, 35, L16104. [13] Mustard J. F. et al.
(2001) Nature, 412, 411-414. [14] Mouginis-Mark P. (1981)
Icarus, 45, 60-76. [15] Wulf G. and Kenkmann T. (2015)
MAPS, 50, 173-203. [16] Weiss D. K. and Head J. W. (2013)
GRL, 40, 3819-3824. [17] Boyce J. M. et al. (2015) Icarus,
245, 263-272. [18] Kadish S. J. et al. (2010) Icarus, 210, 92101.
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The Possible Strategic Significance of Mid-Latitude Ice Deposits To a Potential Future Human Mission To
Mars. D.W. Beaty1, L.E. Hays, Richard Davis, Ben Bussey, Angel Abbud-Madrid, Dale Boucher, Leslie Gertsch,
Stephen J. Hoffman, Julie Kleinhenz, Robert Mueller, Paul van Susante, Charles Whetsel, Elizabeth Zbinden, and
Rich Zurek. 1Mars Program Office, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA
91109; dwbeaty @jpl.nasa.gov)
Introduction: In October, 2015, the first workshop on
Human Landing Site Selection (HLS2) was held in
Houston, TX. The Mars community, as well as others,
was invited to propose what are called “Exploration
Zones” (EZs) (Fig. 1) that contain a mixture of scientific and resource regions of interest (ROIs).

were asked to accept the constraint that the site must
be equatorward of 50° latitude (the rationale for this
assumption originates in both thermal design and trajectory issues).
5
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Figure 2. Proposed EZs from the HLS2 workshop,
Figure 1. Hypothetical configuration of an Exploration Zone on Mars. Note schematic “Resource
ROIs” in gray. For additional details, please see
http://www.nasa.gov/journeytomars/marsexploration-zones
NASA’s Evolvable Mars Campaign team has concluded that harnessing even the lowest yield Mars regolith
water resource for in-situ resource utilization (ISRU)
would offer a 6x improvement over a LOX-only ISRU
architecture in terms of the mass of propellant generated for each kg of total ISRU system mass. For every
kg of total ISRU system mass delivered to Mars:
• A LOX-only ISRU system can produce 3 kg of
propellant
• A LOX/LCH4 ISRU system can produce 20 kg of
propellant
The quantity of water to produce all the propellant
needed for a Mars Ascent Vehicle is estimated to be
about 16 metric tons (mt). The current architecture
scenario the vehicle must be fully fueled prior to crew
departure from earth, so the production rate of a Mars
water resource deposit would be 33kg per day.
All site proposers were therefore asked to identify one
or more candidate water resource deposits within their
Exploration Zone that have the potential to produce 5
mt/year. For the purpose of this exercise, proposers

organized by latitude. Blue bars are those for which
ice was proposed as a potential resource.
In all, 47 candidate sites were proposed (see Fig. 2 for
the latitude distribution of these sites). The four most
common candidate water resource deposits proposed
are shown in Fig. 3 (not in priority order). The purpose
of this presentation is to provide additional details
about the first of these deposit types.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mid-latitude ice
Concentrations of poly-hydrated sulfate
minerals
Concentrations of phyllosilicate minerals
Regolith.

Figure 3. Candidate water deposits on Mars proposed at the HLS2 workshop, Oct. 2015.

The M-WIP Study: In follow-up to the HLS2 conference, the Mars Water In-Situ Resource Utilization
(ISRU) Planning (M-WIP) team evaluated the four
deposit types listed in Fig. 3. As part of this, they defined four reference cases, of which shallow, midlatitude ice was labeled as Case A.
Relatively Low-latitude Ice Deposits on Mars: The
possible presence of ice within the region allowed by
assumption (<50° latitude N or S) can be estimated by
the following means:
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•

•
•

Geomorphic arguments, such as lineated valley fill
and lobate debris aprons, that imply the possible/probable presence of glacial deposits. The
depth to ice within those glacial deposits is currently unclear.
The presence of exposed fresh ice in sufficiently
deep recent impact craters.
Radar surveys from the SHARAD instrument on
the MRO spacecraft (e.g the Deuteronilus region
in the northern part of Arabia, is shown in Fig 4).
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lime. The rate of this process has not been modeled, so
we do not know yet know the scale of this problem.
Methods to collect volatiles in-situ (e.g. down-hole
processing) are potentially attractive. A preliminary
assessment indicated that this approach appeared to
have a low Technology Readiness Levels (TRL) and
may have complications due uncertainties in a potentially complex subsurface environment (see Fig. 6).
Earth analogs in the Arctic and Antarctica have relevance and an initial survey and assessment has been
conducted, and results will be discussed.
Because the raw material would have a higher concentration of water than any of the mineral-based possibilities, the mass to be transported would be lower, and
thus transportation distances could be larger for the
same amount of energy. In addition, the processing
could probably be operated with higher yield, lower
power, and fewer batches/cycle.

Figure 4. SHARAD data showing the discontinuous nature of thick subsurface ice in the middle
latitudes. White line segments indicate where ice is
detected (Plaut, 2016, Pers. Comm.)
Accessing and Processing the Ice: Accessing subsurface ice deposits using a small open pit would require
significant removal of overburden. The mass to be
moved would increase geometrically with depth to ice,
and the break-even point appears to be not more than a
depth of burial of 2-3 m compared to cases 2, 3 and 4
in Fig 3.

Figure 6. Notional concept for subsurface glacier
ice harvesting.

Figure 5. Analysis conducted to compare
mass/volume of overburden to be removed for subsurface ice (to enable surface mining of ice).
The mechanical acquisition of hard ice could be difficult, especially if there are entrained material such as
rocks or sand; higher excavation energy may be required than for uncemented granular materials.
Once exposed, the ice deposit would be unstable - due
to the atmospheric conditions it would begin to sub-

CONCLUSIONS: There is high potential for martian
ice to be used for ISRU purposes for a potential future
human mission to the martian surface. However, in
order to make an ISRU enterprise succussful, a number
of things would have to happen, including more specific resource exploration (including advance mission
planning), architecture development for the human
mission, and Mars-specific ISRU technology development.
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SEARCHING FOR A CLIMATE SIGNAL IN MARS’ NORTH POLAR DEPOSITS. P. Becerra1, S. Byrne1,
M. M. Sori1, 1Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ, USA. becerra@lpl.arizona.edu.
Introduction: The stratigraphy of the icy layered
deposits at Mars’ poles has long been hypothesized to
record recent climatic changes due to temporal
variations in the planet’s astronomical parameters [e.g.
1,2]. We explore the possible climatic record of the
North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD), by analyzing
the dominant periodicities of stratigraphic columns
based on the topographic expression of the layers.
The NPLD layers are viewable in a series of
spiraling troughs that dissect the NPLD (Fig. 1a-c).
Past studies have relied on the observed brightness of
exposed layers to build stratigraphic profiles and
analyze their periodicities [3–7]. Most of these agree
that there is a dominant stratigraphic wavelength of
25–30 m in the upper 500 m of the NPLD [3,4],
although wavelet analysis of similar data [5] showed
little evidence for any signal in that range. However, a
brightness-based description of the layering is likely
unreliable, as brightness is heavily influenced by a
sublimation lag that slumps over the deposits, and thus
may not be related to the properties of a layer [8–10].
Here, we apply wavelet analysis to stratigraphic
profiles based on the topography and brightness of
layers exposed at 16 study sites across the NPLD in
order to identify periodicities that could be related to
insolation forcing throughout the last 5 Myr [11]. To
confidently relate the geologic record to the climatic
driving function, we identify overlapping dominant
stratigraphic wavelengths and compare their ratios to
that of the dominant modes of oscillation of north polar
insolation. We apply the same analysis to synthetic
stratigraphies from a climate-driven model of ice and
dust accumulation to investigate the nature of
astronomical forcing in the NPLD stratigraphy.

Fig. 1. (a) MOLA map of Mars’ NPLD. Black dots = study
sites. (b) HiRISE and CTX images of site N0. Black line =
track of the profiles. (c) Zoom view of yellow rectangle in
1b. (d) Perspective view of HiRISE DTM with 1D
topographic profiles. (e) Schematic of the protrusion
calculation.

Data and Methods: We used Digital Terrain Models
(DTMs) made from HiRISE images to extract profiles
of layer protrusion and local slope vs. depth at our
NPLD study sites (Fig. 1a). Protrusion is measured as

the vertical difference between each point in a 1D
topographic profile of the scarp taken from the DTM,
and a local linear fit to the scarp wall (Fig. 1e). Local
slope is the first derivative of the topographic profiles.
The profiles of layer brightness are constructed by
extracting I/F values from orthorectified (“map-view”)
images, which are by-products of the DTM production
and match the DTMs pixel for pixel. For all three
datasets we averaged five adjacent 1D profiles to
reduce noise. Using these data along with CTX
images, we correlated a stratigraphic sequence through
six study sites, and showed that combining protrusion
with brightness leads to a more reliable description of
the stratigraphy than using brightness alone [10].
We use wavelet transforms [12] to create 2D images
of spectral power, or Wavelet Power Spectra (WPS,
colored plots in Fig. 2), to identify dominant
wavelengths in the stratigraphy at each depth [12].
To be confident that periodicities seen in the WPS
are real, we assess the probability that similar
periodicities could arise at random. We assume that a
random 1st-order autoregressive (red noise) signal
modulates the real profile. If a peak in the WPS is
significantly above this background spectrum, we
identify it as a true feature with a certain confidence
level. We test for significance using a Monte Carlo
procedure in which we assume significance for
features in the real WPS that have higher power than
95% of 10,000 simulated red noise signals. The black
curves in Fig. 2a, right show the 95% confidence
contours for the protrusion profile in the left panel. If
protrusion signals have two significant periodicities,
we can test for orbital forcing and constrain
accumulation rates by comparing the ratio of those
periodicities to the ratio of insolation periodicities [13].
Results: At each site, we measure the most dominant
overlapping wavelengths that exceed 95% confidence
in the WPS. We restrict this to depth intervals that are
at least two full wavelengths in extent. Thirteen
protrusion profiles have two overlapping significant
wavelengths that meet our criteria. This is true for only
three sites in the slope dataset, and only two in
brightness. Fig. 2a (right) shows the WPS of the
protrusion profile of site N0, and notes the ratio of the
two most dominant wavelengths (results for all sites
and datasets will be in the presentation and paper [14]).
These 13 protrusion profiles had a mean ratio of
periodicities of 1.96 ± 0.15. In the slope dataset, the
mean ratio among the three valid sites is 1.94 ± 0.44,
and for brightness this value is 2.21 ± 0.64. When
including all valid profiles of any type the mean ratio
of dominant periodicities is 1.98 ± 0.15. A number of
short sections with wavelengths between 1–5 m also
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exceed the 95% confidence level in the slope and
brightness profiles. However, these appear to be
significant only in small pockets comparable in depthrange to the wavelengths, consistent with [5]. The
insolation signal (Fig. 2b, left) has two dominant
modes of oscillation (Fig. 2b, right) that correspond to
the obliquity (~120 kyr) and precession of the
argument of perihelion (~51 kyr). The ratio of these
periods is 2.3 ± 0.44.
The periodicity ratio in the stratigraphic record is
systematically lower than that of the dominant
frequencies in the insolation record, implying either (a)
that the proposed cycles of 51 and 120 kyr are not the
main control of NPLD formation or (b) that a nonlinear time-depth relationship in the NPLD leads to a
lower ratio in the stratigraphy.
Discussion: To test whether such a non-linear
relationship could lead to lower stratigraphic
periodicity ratios relative to that in the insolation, we
apply wavelet analysis to synthetic stratigraphic
profiles created with a climate-forced model of NPLD
formation developed by [15]. The annual net
deposition rate of ice is controlled by the north polar
surface temperature, and the annual net deposition rate
of dust depends on the temperature difference between
the pole and the equator. Using the best fit parameters
in [15], we evaluate three scenarios: one in which the
ice deposition rate is constant but the dust deposition
rate varies with time, one in which the reverse is true,
and one where both vary with time.
The WPS of the constant ice deposition rate profile
differs very little from that of the insolation, with a
ratio of 2.19 ± 0.53. Scenarios with varying ice
deposition rate have similar spectral signatures to the
stratigraphic data, with ratios of 1.91 ± 0.39 (constant
dust rate) and 1.97 ± 0.45 (variable dust rate, Fig. 2c).
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This implies that a variation of ice deposition rate is
necessary to produce the observed stratigraphy through
climate forcing, while changes in the dust deposition
appear to have only a minor effect on the spectral
signature of the stratigraphy.
The history of accumulation that the model suggests
correctly predicts the spectral characteristics we
measured in the stratigraphy. Here, we use this model
to show that the observed difference between the
periodicity ratios of the insolation and the stratigraphy
can be reasonably attributed to a non-linear time-depth
relationship. However, future research is needed to
know if other historical solutions would also correctly
predict the same spectral characteristics.
If the NPLD are formed primarily as a result of
orbital forcing, then our results show that the timedepth relationship must be non-linear. In addition, the
geographic variation in stratigraphic wavelengths
indicates that deposition rates can be spatially variable
while still being driven by the same climatic forcing.
While a link between climate and stratigraphy requires
a variable ice deposition rate, observations are
consistent with either a constant or variable dust
deposition rate.
References: [1] Cutts JGR 78 (1973) [2] Tanaka, et al.
Icarus 196 (2008) [3] Laskar et al. Nature 419 (2002) [4]
Milkovich and Head, JGR 110 (2005) [5] Perron and
Huybers, Geology 37 (2009) [6] Fishbaugh et al. GRL 37
(2010) [7] Limaye et al. JGR 117 (2012) [8] Herkenhoff et
al. Science, 317 (2007) [9] Byrne et al. V Mars Pol. Sci.
Conf. (2011) [10] Becerra et al. under revision in JGR. [11]
Laskar et al. (2004), Icarus 170. [12] Torrence and Compo,
Bull. Am. Met. Soc. 79 (1998) [13] Lewis et al Science,
322(5) (2008) [14] Becerra et al. in prep for Nature Geosci.
[15] Hvidberg et al. Icarus 221 (2012).

Fig. 2. (a) Stratigraphic protrusion
profile of site N0 (left) and its WPS
(right). White bar on WPS = ratio
between dominant wavelengths of
1.94. (b) Peak insolation at 85ºN
over 5 Ma (left), and its WPS
(right). White bar = ratio of 2.3 (c)
Synthetic stratigraphic profile of
dust to ice ratio from best fit model
parameters with variable deposition
rates (left) and its WPS (right).
White bar = ratio of 1.97. In all
WPS plots: Warmer colors = higher
power. Black lines = 95%
confidence contours for red noise.
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IDENTIFICATION AND MAPPING OF GLACIER-LIKE FORMS (GLFs) NEAR MARTIAN SUBPOLAR
LATITUDES. Anshuman Bhardwaj1 and Javier Martín-Torres1,2; 1Division of Space Technology, Department of
Computer Science, Electrical and Space Engineering, Luleå University of Technology, Kiruna, Sweden, email:
anshuman.bhardwaj@ltu.se; 2Instituto Andaluz de Ciencias de la Tierra (CSIC-UGR), Armilla, Granada, Spain,
email: javier.martin-torres@ltu.se

Introduction: Based on geomorphological analysis, several studies have confirmed the ancient continental glaciation in the Martian northern plains [1, 2,
3]. Ice-debris components, also called glacier-like
forms (GLFs), constitute a widespread region of distinctive landforms in Mars’ subpolar latitudes. These
landforms are in many cases sufficiently analogous to
their terrestrial counterparts, thus allowing comparative
inferences. However, our understanding of glacial processes in Martian subpolar latitudes is still majorly
incomplete [4], mainly due to partial coverage of these
latitudes at high resolutions.
In the past decade, there has been a significant improvement in the quality and quantity of highresolution remotely sensed images of Mars [4]. Another encouraging fact is that most of this imagery is
freely available to researchers and the public. For example, Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) is
equipped with the High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE) camera capturing at as high as
30 cm spatial resolution, and with Context (CTX) imager capable of taking wider-angle images at a resolution of 6 m/pixel. This has resulted into a widespread
rise in scientific interest and research into Martian terrain properties and the processes that have shaped it,
both in the past and at present. However, the complete
coverage of Martian terrain at such high spatial resolutions still will take few years.
A globally complete inventory and high-resolution
mapping of GLFs on Mars is essential for several reasons: (i) to gather information about the formation of
Martian landscape; (ii) to understand the presence and
phase state of H2O on the Martain surface; and most
importantly (iii) to understand the past climatic shifts
on Mars [5]. A better understanding of qualitative and
quantitative existence of water is particularly expected
to impact both future manned exploration and search of
Martian life. Visual analysis of GLFs and present climatic conditions on Mars does not support a precipitation-accumulation type regime (similar to terrestrial
glaciers) for these Martian GLFs. However recent
SHAllow subsurface RADar (SHARAD)-based studies
[6, 7] indicate that at least some glacial landforms in
Martian subpolar latitudes are predominantly composed of ice. Thus, research on Martian GLFs can also
enhance our understanding of how climate can change

on planetary scales, both extraterrestrially and, by
analogy, on Earth.
In the present research, we have taken a classic geomorphologic approach [8, 9] for identifying such
GLFs in the subpolar Martian latitudes using recent
HiRISE scenes. We have focused on the regions that
were never covered before in high-resolution, so that
our inventory can aid to already existing inventories
[e.g., 5]. We have already identified nearly 200 new
GLFs in the Martian subpolar latitudes and the number
is growing with new HiRISE acquisitions. We have
observed the striking geomorphologic analogy between
terrestrial and Martian GLFs (Fig. 1, 2). However, we
plan to include following additional approaches to our
future analysis of these landforms on Mars: (i) Digital
Terrain Model (DTM) derivatives and morphometry,
(ii) Thermal inertia maps, (iii) Gravity maps, and (iv)
Feature tracking.

Fig.1: A lobate Martian GLF analogous to protalus
lobes on Earth. Different colored contours represent
various levels of this feature. The blue rectangle marks
the area with huge crevasses; a suggestive of past (or
even present) flow in these features.

Fig.2: A Martian GLF analogous to protalus ramparts
on Earth.
References:
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ANTARCTIC DRY VALLEY SEDIMENTS AS ANALOGS FOR SEDIMENTS IN THE COLD DESERTLIKE ENVIRONMENT ON MARS. J. L. Bishop1 and P. A. J. Englert2, 1SETI Institute (189 Bernardo Ave.,
Mountain View, CA; jbishop@seti.org), 2Quest University. (3200 Univ. Blvd., Squamish, BC, V8B 0N8, Canada).

Introduction: The Antarctic Dry Valleys (ADV)
have long been valued as analogs for the cold desert
environment on Mars [e.g. 1], and the geological significance of cold and arid deserts as Mars analogs concerning past and present water action and salt formation was suggested by Gibson et al. [2]. Since that time
numerous studies have investigated the chemical,
physical and biologic properties of sediments, both
from the bottom of ice-covered lakes and from surface
regions [e.g. 3-8]. These studies observed microbial
life nearly everywhere and some evidence for clays,
carbonates, sulfates and other minerals associated with
microbes in the sediments.
Lakebottom sediments: Studies of the mineralogy, geochemistry, spectroscopy, and isotope patterns
have been performed on igneous sediments from Lake
Hoare [e.g. 6], a nearly isolated lake covered yearround by a layer of ice several meters thick (Fig. 1).
The mineralogy and chemistry of these sediments were
studied in order to gain insights into the biogeochemical processes occurring in a permanently ice-covered
lake and to assist in characterizing potential habitats
for life in paleolakes on Mars. Obtaining VNIR, midIR, and Raman spectra of such sediments provides the
ground truth needed for remote exploration of geology,
and perhaps biology, on Mars.

Figure 1 Surface of Lake Hoare, McMurdo Dry
Valleys, Antarctica. Snow, sediments and small rocks
(few cm width) are shown covering the thick ice layer.
These sediments are dominated by quartz, pyroxene, plagioclase, and K-feldspar, but also contain calcite, organics, clays, sulfides, and iron oxides/hydroxides that resulted from chemical and biological alteration processes [6]. Chlorophyll-like bands are observed in the spectra of the sediment-mat layers on the
surface of the lake bottom, especially in the deep anoxic region (Fig. 2). Layers of high calcite concentration
in the oxic sediments and layers of high pyrite concen-

tration in the anoxic sediments are indicators of periods of active biogeochemical processing in the lake.
Micro-Raman spectra revealed the presence of ~5 µmsized pyrite deposits on the surface of quartz grains in
the anoxic sediments. C, N, and S isotope trends were
compared with the chemistry and spectral properties.
The δ13C and δ15N highlight differences in the balance
of microbial processes in the anoxic sediments versus
the oxic sediments. Biogenic pyrite found in the anoxic
zone sediments is associated with depleted δ34S values,
high organic C levels, and chlorophyll spectral bands,
and could be used as a potential biomarker mineral for
paleolakes on Mars.

Figure 2. VNIR reflectance spectra from 0.4 to 2.7
µm. These spectra of selected samples illustrate the
chlorophyll, carbonate and clay bands observed in
these sediments.
Surface Sediments: ADV surface sediments surrounding Lakes Fryxell, Vanda and Brownworth were
investigated as analogs for the cold, dry environment
on Mars [8]. Sediments were sampled from regions
surrounding the lakes and from the ice cover on the
lakes (Fig. 3). The ADV sediments were studied using
Raman spectra of individual grains (Fig. 4) and reflectance spectra of bulk samples. Elemental abundances were coordinated with the spectral data in order
to assess trends in sediment alteration (Fig. 5). Surface
sediments in this study were compared with lakebottom sediments [6] and samples from soil pits [7].
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Figure 5. Distribution of chemical index of alteration for sediments throughout the ADV region
compared with values for potential source rocks.

Figure 3. Sampling sites from [8]: a) Lake Fryxell,
b) Lake Vanda, and c) Lake Brownsworth.
Feldspar, quartz and pyroxene are common minerals found in all the sediments from XRD (Fig. 6). Minor abundances of carbonate, chlorite, actinolite and
allophane are also found in the surface sediments, and
are similar to minerals found in greater abundance in
the lakebottom sediments. Surface sediment formation
is dominated by physical processes in contrast to biomineralization taking place in lakebottom sediments.
Characterizing the mineralogic variations in these
samples provides insights into the alteration processes
occurring in the ADV and supports understanding alteration in the cold and dry environment on Mars.

Figure 4. a) Raman spectra of mineral grains in
sample 1 from Lake Fryxell (JB651), b) image of
grains 1-3, c) image of grains 2-3, and d) image of
grain 4. Spectra are offset for clarity and lines mark
key features in Raman spectra.

Figure 6. XRD data of <125 µm size fractions of
sediments in the study. Peaks are observed for quartz,
feldspar and pyroxene in all samples, but the relative
abundances vary. a) Representative XRD scans from
each lake environment, and b) Relative abundance in
weight percent of major mineral components from
each sample.
References: [1] Cameron R.E. et al. (1971)
Antarct. J. US, 6, 211-213. [2] Gibson E.K. et al.
(1983) JGR, 88, A912-A928. [3] Wharton R.A. et al.
(1989) Adv.SpaceRes., 9, 147-153. [4] McKay C.P. et
al. (1992) Adv.SpaceRes., 12, 231-238. [5] Doran et al.
(1998) JGR, 103, 28-48. [6] Bishop et al. (2003) IJA,
2, 273-287. [7] Englert et al. (2014) 77thMet.Soc.,
abstract #1800. [8] Bishop et al. (2014) Phil. Trans. R.
Soc. A, 372, 20140198.
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LIQUID WATER AT THE BASE OF A 3 GA OLD ICE SHEET: A GLACIAL INTERPRETATION OF
THE THUMBPRINT TERRAIN IN ISIDIS PLANITIA, MARS. O. Bourgeois1, O. Souček2, S. Pochat1 and T.
Guidat1, 1 LPG, CNRS, Université de Nantes, Nantes, France (olivier.bourgeois@univ-nantes.fr), 2 Charles University in Prague, Faculty of Mathematics and Physics, Mathematical Institute, Prague, Czech Republic
(soucek@karel.troja.mff.cuni.cz).
Isidis Planitia is a 1350 km wide impact crater located close to the martian equator. Its floor exhibits a
2.8 to 3.4 Ga old landform assemblage, nicknamed
Thumbprint Terrain, made of Arcuate Ridges, Aligned
Cones, Isolated Cones, Cone Fields, associated with a
peripheral network of Sinuous Ridges, Linear Depressions, and Mounds (Fig. 1). The spatial organization of
these landforms is consistent with the hypothesis that
they form a glacial landsystem inherited from the former presence of a polythermal ice sheet over the entire
basin [1].

To explore the dynamics and thermal regime of this
ice sheet, we perform a simulation with a thermomechanically coupled numerical model [2]. As model
inputs, we use surface temperatures and ice accumulation patterns predicted by a General Circulation Model
based on the present-day atmospheric characteristics,
and values of the geothermal heat flux provided by a
global model of planetary thermal evolution. We find
that, under favorable orbital conditions, an ice sheet
covering the entire basin can develop in 2 to 5 Ma,
with a maximal thickness of 4.9 km (Figs. 2 and 4).

Figure 1: Map of the landform assemblage in Isidis Planitia (Mars), with interpretation in terms of a polythermal glacial landsystem [1].
The modeled ice sheet is polythermal and its flow
is controlled by its basal thermal regime. The pressure
melting point is reached in a circular region, where
Arcuate Ridges and Aligned Cones are present (Fig.
3). By contrast, the modeled ice sheet is permanently
cold-based at the basin periphery and, due to a nega-

tive heat-flux anomaly, also in the basin center, where
only Isolated Cones and Cones Fields are present.
These results are consistent with the interpretation
that the Thumbprint Terrain in Isidis Planitia is a martian equivalent of terrestrial fields of ribbed moraines
and has formed below wet-based ice. They support
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also the interpretation that Sinuous Ridges, Linear Depressions and Mounds observed at the basin periphery
are parts of a subglacial network of eskers, tunnel valleys and subglacial lakes that drained the glacial meltwater outwards, across the cold-based periphery of the
ice sheet.
This work strengthens the hypothesis that glaciers
as thick as a few km may have existed on Mars in the
past and that glacial basal melting may have contributed to the production and flow of surface liquid water at that time, under an atmosphere no thicker than
the present-day one [3].

Figure 3: Basal temperature of the modeled ice sheet
at 5 Ma. Red regions correspond to wet-based areas,
where liquid water is produced by basal melting [2].

Figure 2: Thickness and surface flow lines of the
modeled ice sheet at 5 Ma [2].

References: [1] Guidat, T., Pochat, S., Bourgeois,
O., and Souček, O.: Landform assemblage in Isidis
Planitia, Mars: Evidence for a 3 Ga old polythermal ice
sheet. Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 411: 253-267, 2015. [2]
Souček, O., Bourgeois, O., Pochat, S., and Guidat, T.:
A 3 Ga old polythermal ice sheet in Isidis Planitia,
Mars: dynamics and thermal regime inferred from numerical modeling. Earth Planet. Sci. Lett. 426: 176190, 2015. [3] Carr, M.H., and Head, J.W.: Basal melting of snow on early Mars: a possible origin of some
valley networks. Geophys. Res. Lett. 30: 2245, 2003.

Figure 4: Topographic profiles of the modeled ice sheet at different time steps. Wet-based regions at 5 Ma indicated
by red lines at base of ice sheet. Location of profiles indicated by black line in inset map [2].
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PRESERVATION OF EXCESS ICE IN THE NORTHERN MID-LATITUDES OF MARS. A. M. Bramson1,
S. Byrne1, and J. N. Bapst1, 1Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721 (bramson@lpl.arizona.edu)

Introduction: Many lines of evidence point to the
existence of relatively pure, excess ice (higher water
ice abundances than can fit into the pore spaces of the
regolith) in the northern mid-latitudes of Mars. Shallow Radar (SHARAD) sounding of the subsurface
detects dielectric interfaces that have been attributed to
the bottom of excess ice layers [1; 2]. Geomorphological evidence (Figure 1) includes thermokarstically expanded craters [3], scalloped depressions [4], craters
with terraces in their walls due to ice layers in the subsurface [1] and ice-exposing impacts [5].

Figure 1. Geomorphic features indicative of excess
ice: (a) cluster of thermokarstically expanded craters, (b) scalloped depressions, (c) 3D perspective
of a terraced crater indicating an impact into ice
layers, and (d) an ice-exposing impact. HiRISE
image credit: NASA/JPL/University of Arizona
Ice in the northern mid-latitude region of Arcadia
Planitia (180°E-225°E) was found to cover an area of
up to 1,200,000 km2 over the latitude range of 38°N50°N [1]. A similar, though more dissected, deposit in
Utopia Planitia covers 400,000 km2 at 40°-50°N [2].
Each of these deposits is up to ~100 m thick and holds
ice volumes on the order of 10s of thousands of km3.
Both deposits were also found to have dielectric constants of ~2.5, consistent with ice being in the form of
excess ice with volumetric fractions of ice up to 75%.

The age of this ice in Arcadia Planitia was unexpectedly found to be at least 10s of Myr [3]. In this
time, Mars has had many excursions through low
obliquities when equatorial ground ice gets transported
to the poles. Martian regolith is predicted to have high
diffusion coefficients based on experimental studies
under simulated Martian conditions [6, 7]. This means
ice should readily diffuse from the subsurface during
these periods of ice instability in the mid-latitudes.
Replenishment of this ice from the atmosphere in subsequent epochs can only create pore-filling ice. Quantitative modeling of this process [8,9] predicts any excess ice would be geologically recent and actively retreating towards equilibrium with current atmospheric
conditions. Ice stability models [9] found that an ice
sheet even 4.5 Myr old would not have survived to
present day.
In spite of these model predictions, excess ice is
now known to be common in the Martian midlatitudes. Understanding the conditions that have led to
the excess ice’s continued survival to the present day is
important for understanding a) the stability of ice in the
Amazonian (3 Ga to present), b) the subsurface structure in the mid-latitudes and c) the orbital forcing of
the Martian climate.
To test conditions for excess ice preservation in the
last 10s of millions of years, we model temperatures
and vapor densities within the subsurface in order to
calculate expected ice retreat throughout the 20 Myrlong orbital solutions (obliquity, eccentricity, and longitude of perihelion) of [10]. We will use this model to
find the conditions necessary to reproduce the distribution and quantities of excess ice deposits that are observed in the northern mid-latitudes.
Thermal Model: We model temperatures semiimplicitely using surface energy balance and 1D thermal conduction between subsurface layers. The model
allows for subsurface layers of different material properties (e.g. conductivity, density, specific heat), which
we use to model a surface regolith layer (“lag”) atop
excess ice.
From the temperatures of each numerical layer, we
use the Clausius-Clapeyron equation and the ideal gas
law to calculate the annual average vapor densities at
each orbital solution. When ρvapor > ρatmos at the excessice table, ice is lost at a rate that is dependent on the
vapor diffusivity of the regolith. We model atmospheric water vapor conditions using the obliquitydependent scheme from [9].
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Including the effect of the resupply of ice into
pore-spaces within the lag deposit is important as it can
restrict further diffusion and choke off access to deeper
ice. We implemented a simplified pore-filling scheme,
which finds the annual vapor flux at each layer by
comparing the annual average vapor densities to that of
the atmosphere at the surface. When and where ρvapor <
ρatmos ice is added to the pore spaces of that layer, increasing the “filling fraction” of the pores. The conductivity of each layer is updated as a linear combination of that of dry regolith and ice by their fractional
amounts [11]. Vapor fluxes are decreased by 1 minus
the maxium filling fraction of any layer above it.
Initial Results: The black lines in the top plots of
Figures 2 and 3 were created with this scheme, while
the red lines show the expected ice retreat without any
treatment of pore-filling ice in the regolith layer. We
find that pore-filling ice within the lag deposit protects
the ice below it from sublimation by a factor of ~2-3.
This leads to less ice retreat than if the regolith had
empty pores. Furthermore, as expected, the thicker the
regolith atop the ice (2m in Figure 2 vs. 0.5m in Figure
3), the more temperature oscillations are dampened at
the excess-ice table, also increasing ice stability over
time.
To improve on these initial results we will implement the treatment of pore-filling ice growth and recession within the lag deposit in a seasonally resolved
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manner [12]. Silicate content within the excess ice
causes the depth to excess ice to increase with time.
Our initial results (Figures 2 and 3) demonstrate the
importance of accounting for the formation and evolution of this lag deposit, and the pore-filling ice within
it, as the effects on total excess-ice retreat are at least
an order of magnitude. We will present the results of
investigating the stability of excess ice covered by a
lag deposit for different regolith thicknesses, porosities
and latitudes.
The observations of newly-discovered mid-latitude
ice deposits set current-day constraints on excess ice
quantities and distributions. The ultimate goal of this
work is to find combinations of subsurface structure
and Martian climate variability over the past 10s of
Myr that correctly predict ice preservation
References: [1] Bramson A. M. et al. (2015) GRL,
42, 6566. [2] Stuurman C. M. et al. (in review). [3]
Viola D. et al. (2015) Icarus, 248, 190. [4] Dundas C.
M. et al. (2015) Icarus, 262, 154. [5] Dundas C. M. et
al. (2014) JGR-Planets, 119, 109. [6] Hudson T. L. et
al. (2007) JGR, 112, E05016. [7] Bryson K. L. et al.
(2008) Icarus, 196, 446. [8] Head J. W. et al. (2003)
Nature, 426, 797–802. [9] Schorghofer N. and Forget
F. (2012) Icarus, 220, 1112. [10] Laskar, J. et al.
(2004) Icarus, 170, 343–364. [11] Siegler M. et al.
(2012) JGR, 117, E03001. [12] Schorghofer N. and
Aharonson O. (2005) JGR, 110, E05003.

Figure 2. Ice retreat (top) and filling
fractions of pore space (middle) vs. time
for a 2m-thick regolith of 50% porosity
at 45°N over 20 Myr of orbital history.
Obliquities vs. time from the orbital solutions of [10] are in the bottom plot.

Figure 3. As in Figure 2, but with a regolith layer 0.5m thick.
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THE MARTIAN NORTH POLAR SUMMER WATER CYCLE. A. J. Brown 1 and W.M. Calvin2 , P. Becerra3, S.
Byrne3, 1SETI Institute, 189 N. Bernardo Ave, Mountain View, CA (abrown@seti.org), 2Geological Sciences, University of Nevada, Reno, 3Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson.
Introduction: We have used observations from the
Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars (CRISM) of the north polar cap during late summer for four Martian years, to monitor the summertime
water cycle in order to place quantitative limits on the
amount of water ice deposited and sublimed in summer
[1]. We have identified regions and periods of 'net de position' and 'net sublimation' on the summer north polar cap. Regions of the cap undergo a 'mode flip' from
sublimation to deposition mode and the timing of
mode flips is latitude dependent. We show how this
process explains late summer brightening of the north
polar cap.
Methods: The Compact Reconnaissance Imaging
Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM) is a visible to near-infrared spectrometer on the MRO spacecraft that is sen sitive to near infrared (NIR) light from ~0.39 to
~3.9μm [2]. The MARs Color Imager (MARCI) is a
super wide angle, fish eye lens camera with 1024 pixels-wide CCD [3]. As in previous studies of the springtime recessions of the north and south poles [4-5] we
produced 1000x1000 pixel mosaics of all the CRISM
mapping data available for each summer two week period (equivalent to one period in the MRO planning cycle). We used MARCI images to track visual changes
and cloud activity during the summer period to ensure
atmospheric effects did not affect our observations.
H2O index: We tracked the variations in the H 2O
index [5-7] over the parts of the cap that received
CRISM coverage throughout the summer period over
four Mars Years. The index is based on the depth of the
water ice 1.5μm absorption band. It is high when water
ice is present, and grows with the water ice grain size.
When deposition of fine grained ice occurs, the H 2O
index decreases, because finer grained ice scatters light
back to the observer more readily and in turn decreases
the depth of the 1.5μm H2O absorption band [8].
Previous work on brightening of the north polar
cap albedo: A long standing problem of the Martian
climate is the summer brightening of the north polar
cap. This was first reported by Kieffer [9] using IRTM
data, and subsequently observed with TES by Titus and
Kieffer [10]. Bass and Paige [11] used Viking IR thermal mapper (IRTM) and Mars Atmospheric Water Detector (MAWD) measurements to determine the peak
amount of water vapor above the north polar cap. They
found that the lowest visible albedo was observed between Ls=93-103 and water vapor was released after
Ls=103. They found the visible albedo increased after
Ls=103, and the temperatures were too warm for redep-

Figure 1 – Changes in H2O index for MY28 showing net
deposition in red colors and net sublimation in blue. The bottom right image is a summary of the whole period from
Ls=132 to Ls=167.

osition of CO2 ice. They suggested that the center of
the cap would be an area of preferred deposition of H 2O
ice because it was colder than the rest of the cap. Under this model, sublimation of water ice during spring
and summer builds up water vapor in the atmosphere
until Ls=103, after which time the water vapor is deposited as fine grained H2O ice accumulated on top of
the cap, as temperatures cool in late summer.
Results: Using the comprehensive, multiple year
visible and near infrared mosaic dataset supplied by
the MRO spacecraft, we have been able to confirm and
extend the Bass and Paige model for water deposition
on the North polar cap. We have also established for
the first time the summer cycle of water ice absorption
band signatures on the north polar cap.
Variations in H2O index: Figure 1 shows four H2O
mosaics from Mars Year 28 that show the deposition or
sublimation of water ice for that two week period as
tracked by changes in the H2O index. Regions in red
show decreases in H2O index due to condensation of
fine grained ice while regions in blue show increases in
H2O index due to net sublimation. The bottom right
image summarizes water ice deposition for the late
summer (Ls=132-167) period, showing blue around the
periphery where water ice is undergoing net sublimation and red in the interior where the cap is undergoing
net deposition of water ice over this time period.
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'Mode flips': We also show that in a key region in
the interior of the north polar cap, the absorption band
depths grow until Ls=130, as reported in [5], followed
by a period when they begin to shrink, until they are
obscured at the end of summer by the north polar hood
(Figure 2). This behavior is transferable over the entire
north polar cap, where in late summer regions 'flip'
from being net sublimating into net condensation mode
as the temperature decreases (Figure 3). This transition
or 'mode flip' happens earlier for regions closer to the
pole, and later for regions close to the periphery of the
cap. For some parts of the periphery of the cap, there
are regions where water ice absorption band depths
have not been observed to decrease over the time we
have observed them, suggesting that they may remain
in net sublimation mode during the entire summer season and only go into condensation mode in winter.
Figure 2 shows individual spectra at 'Point B', a region on Gemini Lingula, the 'tongue' of the north polar
cap. These spectra show that this region undergoes a
'mode flip' around Ls=130.
Total deposition of water ice during summer.
Under the assumption that the shrinking of grain sizes
is all due to the deposition of fine grained water ice,
we have approximated the total amount of water ice
deposited on the cap each summer, which equates to 70
microns of deposition over the L s=132-168 late summer period. This amount is considerably more than the
~6 microns of deposition of water ice on the south polar cap during the summer period as reported in [12].
Conclusions: We have used CRISM mapping observations of the Martian north polar cap to quantify
the deposition of water ice in summer. We have analyzed changes in albedo and water absorption band
maps for the entire north polar region as a function of
space and time. We identify 'net deposition' and 'net
condensation' regions and periods and present a unified
model of how these regions change over the course of
an entire Martian boreal summer. These two identified
modes are illustrated in Figure 3.

Figure 2 – CRISM MSP spectra over Ls=90-156 period
on Gemini Lingula, showing a 'mode flip' reversing the NIR
albedo decrease to increasing after L s=130.
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Figure 3 – Cartoon representation of deposition/sublimation 'mode flips'. Dates given are relevant for the Gemini
Lingula region (where the red arrows point in the images).

Take home messages: 1. We have identified regions and periods of 'net deposition' and 'net sublimation' on the Martian summer north polar cap.
2. Regions of the cap undergo a 'mode flip' from
sublimation to deposition mode and the timing of
mode flips is latitude dependent. Subtle discrepancies
between the expected and observed latitudinal depen dence remain for future investigation and will be discussed at the conference.
3. Studies such as this one have revealed the path
forward for science studies into the transport of water
in the Martian climate cycle. Using CRISM and
MARCI, we have now quantified the annual spring and
summer amounts of water ice deposition for both poles
by direct observation. These figures are crucial to our
understanding of the construction and ongoing stability
of the caps under today's climate. However, there is a
clear and pressing need to understand the fall and win ter 'dark side' of the Martian polar region that is impenetrable to passive instruments like CRISM and MARCI
and instead requires multi-wavelength lidar instruments such as the recently proposed ASPEN concept
[13].
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277 401-415 [2] Murchie, S. et al (2007) JGR 112
doi:10.1029/2006JE002682 [3] Malin, M.C. et al. 2001
JGR 106 17651 [4] Brown A. J. et al. (2010) JGR, 115,
doi:10.1029/2009JE003333. [5] Brown A. J. et al.
( 2 0 1 2 ) JGR,
117,
doi:10.1029/2012JE004113.
[6] Langevin, Y. et al. (2005) Science 307, 1581. [7]
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(1987) MEVTV Workshop, LPI, Houston, p. 72-73.
[10] Titus, T.N. and Kieffer, H. (2001) Icarus 154 162180 [11] Bass D.S. and Paige, D.A. (2000) Icarus, 144
397-409. [12] Brown A.J. et al. (2014) EPSL 406 102109 [13] Brown, A.J. et al. (2015) JQSRT 153, 131143 doi:10.1016/j.jqsrt.2014.10.021
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NEW OBSERVATIONS REVEAL HOW THE MARTIAN RESIDUAL SOUTH POLAR CAP DEVELOPS
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B. L. Ehlmann1,2, C. I. Fassett3, J. W. Head4, 1California Institute of Technology, Division of Geological and Planetary
Science, MC 150-21, Pasadena, CA, 91125, bpeter@caltech.edu, 2Jet Propulsion Laboratorty, California Institue of
Technology, Pasadena, CA 91106, 3Mount Holyoke College, Astronomy Department, South Hadley, MA, 01075,
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Brown University, Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Sciences, Providence, RI, 02912
Introduction: The martian Residual South Polar
Cap (RSPC) is a collection of 1-10 m thick mesas of
permanent CO2 ice perched on top of the much larger
H2O ice cap. The RSPC hosts a diverse range of morphologic forms that evolve annually at meter scales
[1,2] (Fig. 1). We track the evolution of the RSPC at
five locations, with HiRISE (25-50 cm/px) images taken
at a cadence of days to months, in order to discover the
processes that give rise to its morphology.
Results: For the first time, we document dark fans
on the sides of RSPC mesas, which indicate sublimation
of CO2 within the mesas, leading to jets of pressurized
gas with entrained dust emanating from mesa interiors
(Fig. 2A). We also document widespread fracturing of
the upper surface of mesas (Fig. 2B) into polygonal
slabs that undergo abrupt settling (Fig. 3), which indicates loss of structural support of the upper surface of
mesas as mass is sublimated from mesa interiors.
Fracturing of the upper surface of mesas leads to
steep scarps (Fig. 4) that preferentially sublimate relative to smooth CO2 ice. Inhomogeneous deposition
along the toes of gently sloping scarps on the edges of
mesas creates small alcoves that can also evolve into
steep scarps. We find that steep scarps with abrupt vertical relief of ~10 cm along a curved, several-meter-long
ridge undergo sustained erosion, but that gentler scarps
are smoothed over by winter deposition.
The interplay between erosion by sublimation in the
summer and deposition in the winter leads to the diverse
morphology of the RSPC. Two broad morphologic categories emerge: (i) features that drop down, such that
they are entirely bounded by a steep scarp from their inception (Fig. 4 left) and (ii) features where the vertical
offset is sheer only along a portion of the collapsing
margin (i.e., a portion of the collapsing area remains attached to the upper surface; Fig. 4 right). Features entirely bounded by steep scarps develop into quasi-circular pits. Collapses where the vertical offset is sheer only
along a portion of their margin create pits that are partially bounded by a steep scarp and partially bounded by
a gentle scarp, which forms a ramp from the upper surface of the mesa into the interior of the pit. The relative
rates of deposition and erosion at the boundary between
the steep scarp and the smooth ramp determine the final
form of these pits. If erosion outpaces deposition, the
steep scarp cuts into and bisects the smooth ramp, creating a cusp, and thus a heart-shaped morphology (Fig.

5A). The portion of the ramp within the pit has the appearance of a smooth-topped mesa bounded by a moat
within a pit (Fig. 5A, 6). If deposition outpaces erosion,
the ramp widens and deposition on the toe of the ramp
keeps pace with erosion of the steep scarp, resulting in
a long, linear trough with curled ends (Fig. 5B, 6).
Key Controls: The broad diversity of landforms
across the RSPC indicate that local conditions strongly
influence morphologic development. However, global
dust storms also appear to influence erosion and deposition rates across the RSPC [3]. We therefore also undertake a statistical characterization of pit distributions
to ascertain whether significant, cap-wide events occur
and thus the relative impacts of global and local processes on the morphologic development of the RSPC;
first results will be presented at the conference.
References and Acknowledgments: [1] Thomas,
P.C. et al. (2005) Icarus, 174, 535-559. [2] Byrne, S.
and Ingersoll, A.P. (2003) Science, 299, 1051-1053.
[3] Thomas, P.C. et al. (2009) Icarus, 203, 352-375. [4]
Thomas, P.C. et al. (2016) Icarus, 268, 118-130. We
acknowledge NESSF grant 16-PLANET16F-0071.

Fig 1. There are four broad categories of RSPC landforms [e.g. 4]. Examples of A. a quasi-circular pit, B. a
heart-shaped pit, C. linear troughs, D. a moat. HiRISE
images. Illumination direction indicated by sun symbol,
followed by solar incidence angle, Mars Year (MY),
and Solar Longitude (LS).
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Fig 2. A. Cracks appear on the upper surfaces of mesas. B. Dark fans with areas ~10 m2 appear exclusively
near the edges of CO2 deposits, beginning in mid-spring,
and sometimes drape over the tops of mesas, indicating
deposition from a pressurized gas flow. HiRISE images.
Illumination direction indicated by sun symbol, followed by solar incidence angle, Mars Year (MY), and
Solar Longitude (LS).
Fig 3. Abrupt
settling of polygonal slabs
on the upper
surface of mesas. A. some
slabs have settled (arrows).
B. Nearly the
entire surface
of the mesa is
covered
in
down-dropped
slabs. Only 5
sols elapse between panels
A and B.
Illumination
direction indicated by sun
symbol, followed by solar
incidence angle, Mars Year
(MY), and Solar Longitude
(LS). HiRISE
images.
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Fig 4. Left. A collapse completely surrounded by a
steep scarp develops into a quasi-circular pit over 5 martian years (top to bottom). Right. A collapse partially
surrounded by a steep scarp. HiRISE images.

Fig 5. Collapses partially surrounded by a steep
scarp develop into either A. a heart-shaped pit, when the
steep scarp dissects the ramp or B. a linear trough, when
deposition widens the ramp, pushing back the steep
scarp. Note moat surrounding smooth, isolated center in
left-hand pit of panel A. Illumination direction indicated
by sun symbol, followed by solar incidence angle, Mars
Year (MY), and Solar Longitude (LS). HiRISE images.
Fig 6. The interplay between steep
and smooth scarps
can create troughs,
cusps, moats, and
sinuous ridges. Illumination direction indicated by
sun symbol, followed by solar incidence
angle,
Mars Year (MY),
and Solar Longitude (LS). HiRISE
images.
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THE DORSA ARGENTEA, MARS: NEW COMPARISONS TO A LARGE SAMPLE OF TERRESTRIAL
ESKERS AND QUANTITATIVE TESTS FOR ESKER-LIKE TOPOGRAPHIC RELATIONSHIPS. F. E. G.
Butcher1, S. J. Conway1,2, N. S. Arnold3. 1Department of Physical Sciences, The Open University, Walton Hall, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK (frances.butcher@open.ac.uk), 2 LPG Nantes – UMR CNRS 6112, Université de
Nantes, France, 3Scott Polar Research Institute, University of Cambridge, Lensfield Rd, Cambridge, CB2 1ER, UK.

Introduction: The Dorsa Argentea (DA) are an
assemblage of ridges in Mars’ southern high latitudes
(70°-80°S, 56°W-6°E). Glacial eskers and inverted
channels remain as active hypotheses for their formation [1-11]. The esker interpretation is widely used
as a basis for reconstructions of meltwater production
beneath a putative former ice sheet in the region of the
DA during Mars’ Hesperian period, despite a lack of
rigorous quantitative testing of the esker hypothesis
[e.g. 7-8,10-12]. We undertake the first large-scale
quantitative analysis of the plan view geometries of the
DA [1] in a comparison to >5900 terrestrial esker systems in Canada [13-14]. Statistical tests for esker-like
topographic relationships [1-3,15-16] are also completed. Our results support the esker hypothesis and highlight that future studies of the DA and its parent ice
sheet should more closely consider the ongoing debate
over the spatio-temporal nature of terrestrial esker formation [e.g. 13,17-18], and its implications for reconstructions of ice sheet meltwater production.
Methods: We digitized DA ridge segments (individual, unbroken ridges) using ~115 and ~230 m/pixel
MOLA DEMs and
~6 m/pixel CTX [19] and
~20 m/pixel HRSC [20] images. We conservatively
grouped chains of related ridge segments, separated by
gaps, into longer ridge systems. Standalone segments
<10 km in length were excluded.
Plan view ridge geometry: We calculated system
length (Li) by linearly interpolating across gaps between segments. We calculated continuity as the ratio
between the total length of segments comprising a system and Li,, and sinuosity as the ratio between Li and
the shortest linear distance between end points of the
system.
Longitudinal change in ridge height and bed slope:
We obtained cross sectional (CS) topographic profiles
at ~1 km spacing (within the 115 m/pixel DEM) along
four major ridges (A-D) and calculated the down-ridge
change in ridge height (dH). We used base elevations
(average elevation of two base points on each CS profile) to calculate longitudinal bed slope (θL) between
successive CS profiles. Calculations were not performed across ridge gaps or junctions.
Results and analysis: In total, we mapped
~7514 km of ridge systems (Fig. 1, n = 260), for which
plan-view geometry data is displayed in Table 1.

Figure 1. DA classified by system sinuosity. MOLA
hillshade basemap. Adapted from [1].

Table 1. Plan view geometries of Dorsa Argentea and
Canadian esker systems [13].

Figure 2. System sinuosity and length of the DA and
Canadian eskers [13]. Adapted from [1].

Figure 3. dH against θL for Ridge A. Positive values
of θL are uphill and negative values downhill. Adapted
from [1].
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Gaps between segments account for ~10% of Li.
Some systems are more fragmented, with a minimum
continuity of 0.59 ± 0.02. System sinuosity is consistent with values obtained by previous workers
[8,10]. Long systems are typically straighter than
shorter ones (Fig. 2) and those at the entry to East Argentea Planum have higher sinuosity (~1.481.7 ± 0.03) than those within the main valley (~11.3 ± 0.03, Fig. 1).
We observe increases in ridge height on downhill
slopes and decreases on uphill slopes for ridges A (Fig.
3) B, and C. Ordinary least squares regression analyses
indicate that θL explains 47.81% (p = 0.000), 59.26%
(p = 0.000), 18.27% (p = 0.001) of variance in dH on
ridges A, B and C, respectively, confirming previously
observed topographic relationships [2-3].
Discussion: The lengths and sinuosity of the DA
are consistent with >5900 Canadian eskers (Table 1,
Fig 2). The great lengths and high continuity of the
longest DA ridges, reconstructed ice surface slopes of
~0.06° [11], a putative paleolake in Argentea Planum
[7] and fan-forms at ridge termini in this region [11]
may be consistent with synchronous formation (Fig.
4b) in long, stable channels extending from the interior
of a former, likely stagnant, ice sheet and terminating
in a proglacial lake [10,17]. The consistently low sinuosity of ridges in the main basin (Fig.1) could support
their formation beneath thick ice, while higher sinuosity of the northernmost ridges (Fig. 1) may result from
their formation closer to a stable former ice margin
where ice was thinner and subglacial water routing was
more strongly controlled by local topography (Fig. 4b).
However, Storrar et al. [13] attribute the lengthsinuosity relationship for the Canadian eskers (Fig. 2)
to time-transgressive formation beneath thin ice at a
retreating ice margin (Fig. 4a). A similar relationship
for the DA highlights that further work is required to
understand the spatio-temporal nature of their formation and its implications for meltwater production in
their parent ice sheet [e.g. 13,17-18]. Variations in
ridge height along ridges A (Fig. 3), B and C adhere to
topographic relationships observed for terrestrial eskers arising from variations in energy available for
melting of roofs of subglacial esker-forming conduits
[15-16].
Conclusions: (1) Statistical distributions of
length and sinuosity of the DA are similar to those of
terrestrial eskers in Canada. (2) The DA may have
formed synchronously in conduits extending towards
the interior of an ice sheet that thinned towards its
northern margin, terminating in a proglacial lake.
However, the ongoing debate over time-transgressive
and synchronous deposition of terrestrial eskers [e.g.
13,17-18] has implications for the nature of ice sheet
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meltwater production and retreat and should be considered more closely in future studies of the DA. (3) Statistical tests for esker-like relationships between ridge
height and topography confirm the strength of these
relationships for three of four major DA ridges.

Figure 4. Schematic of the effect proposed by [13] of
(a) time-transgressive and (b) synchronous esker sedimentation upon esker sinuosity-length relationships.
Acknowledgements: We are grateful to RD Storrar
for the terrestrial esker data in Figure 2. FEGB is funded by STFC grant ST/N50421X/1. SJC was funded by
Leverhulme Trust Grant RPG-397.
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A. Pathare3, P. Becerra1, J. Molaro4, S. Sutton1, M.T. Mellon5 and the HiRISE Team1. 1Lunar and Planetary Lab,
Tucson, AZ, USA. (shane@lpl.arizona.edu) 2UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA. 3Planetary Science Institute, Tucson,
AZ, USA. 4Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, USA. 5Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO, USA.
Introduction: The martian North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) and their southern counterpart are layered stacks of dusty water ice a few km thick and several hundred km across. The layers have long been
thought to contain a climatic record akin to terrestrial
ice cores [1,2] with dust content varying from layer to
layer, but being minor overall [3]. The NPLD likely
wax and wane in thickness with variations in orbital
parameters and obliquity; however, strong local effects
on erosion and deposition patterns can also be seen.
The spiraling troughs that pervade the NPLD interior
were initiated partway through NPLD history and have
migrated poleward [4]. Chasma Boreale has persisted
throughout NPLD history while other similarly-large
depressions have been filled in by accumulation [5].

Figure 1. HiRISE image (PSP_007338_2640, Ls 34)
of 70° scarp (MOLA topography at bottom right) at
84°N 235°E with avalanche in progress [10]. Yellow
box shows location of scarp texture in bottom left.
Along part of their margins, the NPLD are bounded by steep scarps of up to 800m in relief and 70° in
slope (figure 1). These scarps typically overlie exposures of a sandy basal unit [6,7] and removal of this
friable material may be undermining the NPLD and
leading to the steepness of these bounding scarps [8].
The steep equatorward-facing orientation of these
cliffs mean that, in contrast to surrounding flat terrain,
they defrost early and receive intense summertime
insolation with a strong diurnal cycle and low incidence angles. They are also distinguished from troughs
in the NPLD-interior by their unusual surface texture.

These scarp faces appear heavily fractured with jagged
slab-like fragments (Figure 1) and lack the thick
slumping dust covers seen on the troughs [9].
Evidence for mass wasting of these steep cliffs is
common with fresh basal debris appearing even over
the period of HiRISE operations [8]. Exfoliation of
large slabs (Figure 2) indicates the prevalence of sheeting joints in addition to fractures perpendicular to the
surface. Multiple frost and dust avalanches (Figure 1)
have been observed by HiRISE in early spring each
year [10]. The geometry of these icy scarps, and the
absence of a thick dust cover imply that they are subject to high ablation rates. Springtime avalanches likely scour these scarps of any dust lags acquired the previous summer. However, HiRISE color and albedo
values show enough dust exists to darken their surface.
Here, we examine the unique thermal environment
of these scarps and the thermally generated stresses
they endure. We show fractures are easily generated
and that scarp-curvature also likely leads to sheeting
joints and exfoliation of slab-like fragments.

Figure 2. HiRISE images ESP_016292_2640 (left)
and ESP_024639_2640 (right) show collapse of a 70m
wide slab during MY30.
Thermal Behavior: We simulated the thermal behavior of these steep scarps with a standard 1D semiimplicit thermal diffusion model with radiative boundary conditions at the top surface and negligible heat
flow from beneath. The steepness of these slopes
means that they exchange reflected and emitted radiation with surrounding flat terrain as well as open sky.
We separately simulated the temperatures of the surrounding terrain (assumed to be dark sand, albedo
0.15, thermal inertia [TI] 225) to calculate the
upwelling fluxes onto the scarp face. Downwelling
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radiation from the sky was assumed to be 4% of the
noon flux and adjusted for the portion of sky visible.
The thermophysical properties of the scarp face
were taken to be those of water ice at 200K (TI 2130)
overlain by a thin dust cover (albedo 0.25, TI 85). The
thickness of this dust cover is a crucial controlling factor on the thermal behavior of the ice and it strongly
affects the season at which the scarp losses its CO2
frost cover. HiRISE images show the scarp has already
defrosted by Ls 350, so the dust cover has negligible
thickness, although it is still sufficient to warrant using
a dusty albedo.
Mechanical Behavior: We follow the approach of
[11] to solve for the time varying stress in a viscoelastic solid. No lateral strain can occur, so surface-parallel
thermal expansion and contraction is opposed by elastic stresses over short timescales that decay over longer
timescales due to viscous effects. The thermal history
at each depth can be used to calculate these stresses, as
well as surface-normal displacement. The ice’s viscous
strain rate is grain-size dependent. We use the Zenner
pinning approach of [12] with NPLD dust abundances
[3] to constrain ice grain sizes to be 10–1000µm.
During much of the northern summer, diurnal temperature oscillations in the ice are large and associated
surface stress can vary by several MPa and alternate
between extensional and compressive (Figure 3).
Compressional stresses occur during warmer periods
and are thus more effectively viscously relaxed than
extensional stresses. Colder ice allows for the accumulation of greater extensional stress during polar night.
Discussion: The tensile strength of water ice ranges
from 1–2 MPa. Peak extensional stress at the surface
exceeds this by an order of magnitude (Figure 3).
Thus, these steep scarps with thin or absent dust covers
cannot remain unfractured. Stresses exceed the
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strength of ice to depths of 5–10m depending on ice
grain size and cracks are expected to these depths.
Once fractures have formed, surface-parallel strain
is possible (through opening and closing of cracks) and
stresses can be further reduced. The fracture spacing
should decrease until all points on the scarp face are
near enough to a crack to avoid further fracturing.
In addition to these fractures, surface-parallel compression in concert with surface curvature can generate
extensional stresses below (and normal to) the surface
[13]. It is believed that this effect is responsible for
large surface-parallel sheeting joints forming on terrestrial granitic domes. High compressional stresses on
these martian scarps are relatively easy to generate, so
only modest surface curvature is required to overcome
the increasing pressure with depth [13]. Peak compressive stresses (Figure 3) and potentially sheeting joint
formation occur in the upper few meters in early spring
and coincide with the seasonality of avalanche activity.
Fast viscous relaxation of these scarps is expected
[14]. Blockfalls due to this fracturing (Figure 2) may
provide a competing effect to viscous flow in controlling the overall evolution of the scarps. Shallower polar slopes (e.g. the spiral troughs) appear unfractured.
Our modeling suggests this is due to thicker dust covers, possibly because they do not experience the
scouring avalanches [10] of steep slopes.
References: [1] Thomas et al., Mars, Univ. AZ Press,
1992. [2] Byrne, Ann. Rev. Earth & Planet. Sci., 2009.
[3] Grima et al., GRL, 2009. [4] Smith et al., Nature,
2010. [5] Holt et al., Nature, 2010. [6] Byrne & Murray, JGR, 2002. [7] Fishbaugh & Head, Icarus, 2005.
[8] Russell et al., LPSC, 2012. [9] Herkenhoff et al.,
Science, 2007. [10] Russell et al., GRL, 2008. [11]
Mellon, JGR, 1997. [12] Durand et al., JGR, 2006.
[13] Martel, GRL, 2011. [14] Sori et al., GRL, 2016.
Figure 3. (Top) Thermoelastic stresses (positive
is extension) on a southwest facing 70° slope as
a function of depth and
season. (Bottom) Stresses at the surface. Results
shown for an ice grain
size of 1mm. Stresses are
similar for grains of 100
microns and a factor of
several lower for grains
of 10 microns.
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IMPACTS OF HUMAN ACTIVITY ON THE MICROBIAL COMMUNITIES OF DEVON ISLAND,
CANADIAN HIGH ARCTIC. K. F. Bywaters1, A. S. Burton2, S. L. Wallace2, and B. J. Glass3, 1NPP/NASA
Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, Mountain View, CA 94035 (kathryn.f.bywaters@nasa.gov), 2NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, TX (aaron.burton@nasa.gov; sarah.wallace@nasa.gov), 3NASA Ames Research Center,
Moffett Field, Mountain View, CA 94035 (brian.glass@nasa.gov)
Introduction: Microorganisms play a dominant
role in the Polar Region ecosystem and are fundamental to their functioning [1]. The Polar Regions on Earth
are nutrient-limited systems and microbial communities can be a central component to how nutrients are
cycled within these systems. It is common that nutrient
pools in arctic regions are more concentrated in microbial biomass then plant biomass [2].
The impacts of human activities on microbial
communities in arctic environments are poorly understood. The increase in human activities (construction,
transport, waste management, etc.…) at the poles can
lead to adverse effects on microbial communities, such
as: disturbances in populations and environmental
conditions, contamination and the introduction of nonindigenous species.
From a planetary protection standpoint it is imperative to understand the processes by which forward and
reverse contamination happen, what microbial organisms are already there and what is being introduced to
the system. This is a topic of growing interest as the
exploration of Mars polar region and other frozen
planetary bodies continues. These regions are considered high-risk environments because they contain an
abundance of water in the form of ice, and all known
life requires water.
Devon Island in the Canadian High Arctic is an analog for Mars’ polar region due to its freezing temperatures, aridity and the presence of the Haughton impact
crater. The island has received increased human activity since circa 2000 with the establishment of NASA’s
Haughton Mars Project (HMP). Due to the location
and consistent human activity over the years, the
Haughton Mars Project site is an ideal location to track
the changes in microbial communities that are influenced by the presence of humans.
The Devon Island Experiment: This project compares the distribution of microbes at the HMP Mars
analog site prior to and after human settlement. Microbial community studies are being performed on preserved samples from the HMP research site circa 2000,
2007, 2015 and present day samples. Surface soil samples were taken at these time intervals at specific locations at the HMP site and have been kept frozen; these
samples create the baseline for understanding what the
microbial communities were before human activity and
how it has progressed. Using in situ nucleic acid se-

quencing, current distributions at the survey locations
will be compared to the earlier samples and results will
be contrasted with conventional DNA sequencing.
Based on the data, shifts in the populations can be determined. In situ nucleic acid sequencing will be performed using the MinION, a commercial off-the shelf
instrument produced by Oxford Nanopore Technology
(ONT) Inc.

Figure 1: Map showing the location of Devon Island
as denoted by the yellow rectangle.
The MinION Fieldable DNA Sequencer: The
MinION is a state-of-the-art DNA sequencer that leverages new developments in nanopore technology
(Figure 2). The major strength of the MinION is that it
is a single unit responsible for direct sequencing. The
MinION is a small, handheld device that sequences
DNA in real time as it passes through a nanopore, allowing for immediate analysis. The MinION measures
the disruption in through a membrane as an analyte
passes through a protein nanopore. This new instrument is already revolutionizing the field of biological
science by enabling real-time tracking of an Ebola outbreak in Africa [3] and soon will used to sequence
DNA in space for the first time on the International
Space Station. Conventional DNA sequencing is based
on significantly shorter reads than can be generated
with the MinION, which must be generated by polymerase chain reaction (PCR) with specific primers
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identified a priori. Furthermore, conventional sequencing equipment is large and not ruggedized for field use.
Although nanopore-based sequencers such as the MinION yield less accurate sequence data, their small size
and minimal power requirements make them more
amenable to field use. In addition, nanopore-based
sequencing can often be performed without the need
for pre-amplification at all or with general / randomized primers, meaning that little advance knowledge of
the organisms present in the samples is required. The
MinION thus offers many advantages over traditional
methods in situ sequencing in the field and in space. A
powerful capability of in situ DNA sequencing is that
it can inform real-time sampling decisions, that enabling immediate assessment of forward and reverse
contamination studies, which in turn reduces the need
for multiple trips to the same field sites, eliminates the
need for cryogenic preservation and transport of samples back to sequencing facilities, and allows immediate detection of latent microbial health threats.

Figure 2. MinION portable, handheld DNA sequencer
produced by Oxford Nanopore Technology (ONT) Inc.
The MinION has already been proven as a field instrument for in situ field analysis of microbial communities. The MinION was successful at in situ sequencing of the Atacama halite sample (Figure 3). The results from analysis were comparable to sequencing
done by traditional methods (PCR amplification of 16S
rRNA genes) [4, 5].
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Figure 3. In situ analysis of the microbial community
in a halite field, Yungay region of the Atacama Desert.
References: [1] Wynn-Williams, D. D. (1996) Biodiversity & Conservation 5, 1271-1293. [2] S. Jonasson
et al. (1999) Applied Soil Ecology 11, 135-146. [3]
Quick, J. et al. (2016) Nature 530.7589:228-232. [4]
Wierzchos J. et al. (2006) Astrobiology., 6, 415-422.
[5] de los Rios et al. (2010) Int. Microbiol., 12, 79-89.
Acknowledgements: K.B. acknowledges support
from the NASA Postdoctoral Program. The authors
would like to thank Oxford Nanopore for granting access to the MinION Access Programme (MAP). A.S.B.
and S.L.W acknowledge support from the ISS Program
Office.
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VARIABILITY IN THE SOUTH SEASONAL CRYPTIC TERRAIN IN MY 28-31 AS OBSERVED BY
MARCI. W. M. Calvin1, B. C. Cantor2, and P. B. James3, 1Dept. Geological Sci., University of Nevada, MS 172,
Reno, NV 89557 (wcalvin@unr.edu), 2Malin Space Science Systems, San Diego, CA, 3Planetary Science Institute,
Prescott, AZ.
Introduction: Spacecraft observations of the
southern seasonal cap recession have been made using
MOC, TES, OMEGA and CRISM [1-4]. The southern
seasonal cap recession is fundamentally different than
the north, being quite asymmetric. Seasonal frost remains long past the summer solstice and removal of
CO2 ice is not complete until Ls 320 or 330. Kieffer et
al. [2] coined the term “cryptic region” for an area
within the retreating seasonal cap that develops a very
low albedo, but retains the cold temperature of CO2 ice
in equilibrium with the atmosphere. This area is associated with dust deposition and jetting of material, presumably from underneath slab ice to darken the seasonal cap and mask the signature of the CO2 ice features of the seasonal deposit [5-7].
MARCI Data and Observations: Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter has been in mapping orbit since fall
of 2006, Ls ~ 120 of MY 28. To date we have observed 5 seasonal recession periods for the south cap,
MY28 (2/2007-10/2007), MY29 (12/2008-8/2009),
MY30 (11/2010-7/2011), MY31 (9/2012-5/2013),
MY32 (8/2014-4/2015), with MY 33 south recession
beginning as the abstracts for this conference are due.
The Mars Color Imager (MARCI) is a very wide
angle push frame camera with 5 visible color channels
[8,9]. The camera acquires pole-to-pole swaths on the
sunlit side of the planet with significant overlap at the
poles. These images are mosaicked into daily global
maps for high time fidelity synoptic coverage of the
varying albedo deposits. Preliminary mosaics using
band stretches that were successful for the north polar
seasonal recession [10] left significant albedo artifacts
in the asymmetric and much brighter south cap [4]. We
have created new mosaics using filter bands 3 (604
nm), 2 (546 nm), 1 (437 nm) as RGB and with a modified approach to individual band stretches and limits
on incidence and phase angle using a simple Minneart
correction (Figure 1). Radial striping results from differences in cross-track illumination and is not readily
removed by simple photometric corrections such as
Minneart or Lambert phase angle assumptions, though
our current technique eliminates dark artifacts along
the retreating cap edge seen in previous mosaics.
Cryptic Terrain Development: Kieffer et al. [2]
noted the development of the dark “cryptic” area within the boundaries of high albedo seasonal frost/ice between Ls 196 and 217, in MOC [1] dark patches appear by Ls 198 and the large dark region is fully developed by Ls 210. Both MOC and TES observations

noted that this region is offset from the pole and largely covers the South Polar Layered Deposits (SPLD)
from longitudes 210E to 60E. In MARCI imagery, the
most poleward regions are dark at the earliest Ls values, owing to the extremely low sun angle (illumination of the pole begins ~ Ls 180). The low sun angle
makes it difficult to separate effects of higher latitude
areas just beginning to get sunlight from the development of the classic “cryptic region”. We observe the
dark area transitions nearly continuously from a ring
around the geographic pole associated with low sun
elevation into spatially contiguous and well developed
dark locations within the seasonal cap by Ls 198. Locations associated with the “cryptic region” develop a
larger contrast with surrounding terrain, suggesting
some venting occurs as soon as the polar spring sun
rises, and continues as the sun elevation increases,
spreading to adjacent regions. The maximum extent of
this dark terrain is reached between Ls 210 and 220.
Cryptic Terrain Variability: Figure 1 shows the
outlines of dark material at Ls 210 in the first four MY
(28-31), outlining the extent of very dark material
within the latitudinal boundary of the receding south
seasonal cap. The boundaries are chosen to highlight
material that is lowest albedo, not red in color, and
well within the seasonal cap edge. While the general
outline of where dust jetting occurs is similar in all
MY, there are numerous small differences observed.
MARCI daily synoptic imagery also allows us to identify numerous areas where dark material develops outside the classic cryptic outline. These locations correlate well with regions of “spiders” observed by MOC
[11], and the location of “Inca City”, the subject of a
detailed observational campaign [7,12]. In MY 29 dark
regions tend to be less contiguous and the area overall
has numerous high albedo deposits within the general
cryptic outline. This is expressed by the patchier nature of the MY29 boundary, which did not attempt to
capture all bright deposits within this sector. The
Chasma Australe and other reentrant valleys remain
frosted in all MY, suggesting local topographic winds
prevent jetted material from accumulating here. Many
small craters between latitudes 70 and 75S, in the
quadrant from 90E to 180E, consistently develop dark
floors or dark rings around central mound materials.
In the hemisphere from 225E to 45E patchy dark regions are observed, though the locations vary from
year to year. Cryptic terrain develops between 80 and
75 S, and 25E to 45E ultimately leading to the isolation
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of the Mountains of Mitchel from the rest of the retreating seasonal cap. We will present detailed views
of these differences and their associations with local
geology and inferred winds.
References: [1]James et al., JGR, 106, 3635, 2001.
[2]Kieffer et al. JGR, 105, 9653, 2000. [3]Langevin et
al. JGR, 112, E08S12, 2007. [4]Brown et al. JGR, 115,
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2010. [5]Kieffer et al. Nature, 442, 793, 2006.
[6]Langevin et al. Nature, 442, 831, 2006. [7]Hansen
et al. Icarus, 205, 283, 2010. [8]Malin et al. JGR, 106
(E8), 17651, 2001. [9]Malin et al. Icarus, 194(2), 501,
2008. [10]Calvin et al. Icarus, 251, p. 181, 2015.
[11]Piqueux et al. JGR, 108(E8), 5084, 2003.
[12]Thomas et al. Icarus, 205, 296, 2010.

Figure 1: Outline of dark “cryptic” terrain in MY 28 - 31. Base image is MY 31 (11/20/2012), Ls 210. Colors are MY28-red,
MY29-green, MY30-blue, MY31-orange. We did not attempt to outline small bright deposits within the large dark region near
180E (6 clock in this view) which also vary from year to year. Significant variability was noted in other regions. The large
chasma are consistently bright and small outlier craters develop dark floors with variability from year to year. Dark patches are
noted in the hemisphere opposite to the historically observed large dark locations, the largest of which is associated with Inca
City.
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SWIR SPECTRAL CHARACTERISATION OF THE MARTIAN SOUTH POLAR RESIDUAL
CAP USING CRISM. J. Campbell1,2, P. Sidiropoulos2 and J-P. Muller2, 1 School of Environment and
Technology, University of Brighton, East Sussex, BN2 4AT, (j.campbell4@uni.brighton.ac.uk),
2
Imaging Group, Mullard Space Science Laboratory, University College London, Holmbury St Mary,
Surrey, RH56NT, UK (p.sidiropoulos@ucl.ac.uk, j.muller@ucl.ac.uk)

Introduction: The dynamic polar regions of Mars
have been systematically studied since the Mariner
missions of the 1960s [1] and in more recent years by
the European Space Agency’s (ESA) Mars Express
launched in 2003, and by NASA’s Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) launched in 2005. MRO includes
an imaging spectrometer, CRISM [ 2 ] c a p a b l e of
resolutions o f ≈20m. Mars’ south polar cap consists
of a permanent 400km diameter layer of solid CO2 and
water ice [3].
“Swiss Cheese Terrain” (SCT) is an unique surface
feature found only in the Martian South Polar Residual
Cap (SPRC). Its characteristic appearance (consisting
of flat floored, circular depressions) is considered to be
caused by seasonal differences in the sublimation
rates of water and CO2 ice [ 4 ] ; scarp retreat through
sublimation may expose dust particles previously
trapped in the SPRC which can then be analysed using
spectroscopic techniques to establish dust composition.
Figure 1 shows typical SCT morphology.

Figure 1: SCT sublim ation features
(CTX:B08_012572_0943_XI)

Polycyclic Aromatic Hydrocarbons: The
primary motivation for this investigation is the detection of polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), a
group of chemical compounds consisting of benzene
rings of hydrogen and carbon [6]. PAHs are considered to be important in theories of how life developed
on Earth, and the search for organic molecules on
Mars is important in ascertaining Mars’ past conditions, and current habitability [7].
PAHs are abundant throughout the universe, and
have been found to coalesce in space within dust
clouds, [8] and have been detected on two of Saturn’s
icy moons, Iapetus and Phoebe [9]. The delivery of
complex organic compounds to established, habitable

planets via bolide impact is a very important concept
in astrobiology, and could be instrumental in explaining abiogenesis. The ability to identify PAHs using
remote sensing could prove a critical tool in the search
for putative locations for extra-terrestrial organisms.
To date, the hypothesised connection of Martian
Swiss Cheese Terrain and the presence of PAHs has
not been systematically examined.
Methods:
Only Full Targeted Resolution
(FRT) CRISM products have been considered for
study to try to maximise spatial resolution
(~20m/pixel) of small-scale rim features. Analysis of
the SPRC has been carried out using HiRISE, CTX,
MOC-NA and HRSC imagery to better constrain
regions of interest, and select CRISM scenes for
spectral analysis. 72 FRT CRISM scenes were
identified as containing SCT; these were arranged
into groups of stacked images, resulting in 13 stacks
each containing several FRT scenes taken over a
period of 3 Martian years, totalling 55 images,
which could then be examined for temporal and spatial spectral changes.
The CRISM Analysis Tool (CAT) plugin for
ENVI software was used to process the 55 CRISM
scenes with corrections for photometry, atmosphere,
image artefacts, ‘despiking’ and ‘destriping’, and
to generate summary products. 44 spectral summary
products based on multispectral parameters are
derived from reflectances for each CRISM observation that can be used as a targeting tool to identify
areas of mineralogical interest for further analysis
[10]. Those of particular interest to this investigation
are those which highlight carbon-rich materials, and
CO2 and water ice in order to differentiate materials
of astrobiological interest from the bulk of the
SPRC.
Pelkey’s summary products were utilized to create
RGB images of regions of interest to identify regions
of spectral difference around dust rims (figure 2).
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Figure 2: False colour visualization of CRISM scene
00005D24. Red: CO2 ice, Green: H2O ice, Blue: carbonate
overtones

Regions of interest were then further analysed, with
dark rim and non-rim spectra compared with each
other (Figure 3).

Figure 3: Comparison of dark rim and non-rim region of
interest CRISM spectra

Spectral math was used in ENVI to remove the effects of CO2 and H2O ice from the spectra. The “corrected” spectra were compared to labarotory data for
PAH signatures, and to CRISM mineralogical spectral
libraries to identify features (Figure 4).

Figure 4: H2O and CO2 corrected spectra compared with
averaged 6 PAH signatures

Peak-Fit software was then utilised to carry out statistical fits for regions of interest and to spectra of
known Martian mineralogy (Figure 5).
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Figure 5: Gaussian decomposition of CRISM scene
00005D24 region of interest spectrum

Conclusions: There are clear spectral differences
between dust rims and non-rim regions, with indications of carbonate components within SCT dust rims.
CO2 ice signatures are a limiting factor in identifying
PAHs as the removal of CO2 ice spectrum may also
remove subtle features in the 3.3µm region of CRISM
spectra. This is an ongoing project, and in future more
detailed results will be presented.
Acknowledgements: The research leading to
these results has received partial funding from the
STFC “MSSL Consolidated Grant” ST/K000977/1
and partial support from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/2007-2013) under
iMars grant agreement n˚ 607379.
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ICE-RIPPLES ON MARTIAN POLAR CAPS: EXPLORATION OF THEIR SIZE AND DYNAMICS BY A
LINEAR INSTABILITY ANALYSIS. S. Carpy1, M. Bordiec1, C. Blanchard1, L. Perret2, C. Herny1, M. Massé1,
O. Bourgeois1, H. Mathis1,3. LPG, Nantes University (France) (sabrina.carpy@univ-nantes.fr), 2LHEEA, Ecole Centrale de Nantes (France), LMJL , Nantes University (France).
Introduction: The redistribution of surface ice by
winds may lead to the development and migration of
periodic landforms at the surface of ice sheets. Examples of these landforms include sedimentation waves of
kilometric size on Mars and on the Earth [2,3], as well
as ice-ripples of decametric size, which have been
described thus far only on the Earth [1]. Ice-ripples are
common features in the so-called blue ice areas of
Antarctica (fig. 1). In these regions, ice ablation is
dominated by sublimation-related mass transfers because the partial pressure of water in the atmosphere is
low. The ablation is enhanced by the overlying steady
boundary-layer turbulent flow oriented perpendicular
to the direction of the ripples crests.

wave models [4]. Since the ablation is dominated by
sublimation, we add the transport/diffusion equation of
water vapor. We consider there is no solid particle
transport. Because the topographic evolution is slow
compared to time-scales of the atmospheric turbulent
flow, we can use the Reynolds-averaged description
(RANS equations) with a Prandtl-like closure. We
employ an exponential damping of the Prandtl mixing
length described by the Van Driest formula in the
vicinity of a smooth surface. Dynamics and mass transfer Reynolds-averaged equations for the mean quantities are :
∂x u x + ∂z u z = 0
u x ∂ x u x + u z ∂ z u x = −∂ x p + ∂ z τ xz + ∂ x τ xx
u x ∂ x u z + u z ∂ z u z = −∂ z p + ∂ z τ zz + ∂ x τ zx
u x ∂x c + u z ∂z c = ∂z m

where the components of the velocity and the Reynolds stress are expressed in the horizontal x-axis and
vertical z-axis ; c is the concentration of water vapor
and m, the sublimation rate.
An analogy between momentum and mass transfer is
explored as a means for evaluating the turbulent diffusion terms. The temporal evolution of the ice-surface is
given as :
−ρ s

Fig 1 : Ice-ripples in blue ice area in Scharffenbergboten, Queen Maud Land [1]
In order to explore the relevant mechanisms that
control the generation and developpement of iceripples, and to evaluate whether similar patterns can
develop at the surface of the Martian polar caps, we
have conducted a linear stability analysis of a coupled
ice-airflow interface under turbulent boundary layer
flow conditions. The results of our model are consistent with the observed wavelength (about 20-24 cm)
and migration rate (about 2 cm/month) of ice ripples in
Antarctica [1]. We infer that ice-ripples can exist on
Martian polar caps and our linear instability analysis
allow us to predict the size of the martian ice-ripples.

dς
=m
dt

where ς = ς 0e ikx is the surface height and the wave
number k = 2π / λ is defined thanks to the wavelength λ (fig. 2). All the quantities are made dimensionless with the friction velocity u* and with the wave
number. Based on this velocity and length scale, we
can define the inverse Reynolds number α + = 1/ Re
and the Schmidt number Z that compares inertial effect
versus diffusion effects.
ζ(x,t)

Wind

θ
m

Governing equations: We assume that the airflow
is perpendicular to the crests of the ripples and describe it in the (x,z) plane (fig. 2). We first solve the
flow dynamics in response to rippled ice surface using
numerical techniques analogous to those used in sand-

perturbed mass flux

v

λ

Fig 2 : Model parameters :

ς , crest profile ; θ ,

phase shift between the crest and the maximum of the
flux ; m, sublimation rate ; v, wave celerity ; λ , wavelength.
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where G is the homogeneous field (for example, the
basic state for the longitudinal velocity or for the concentration (fig. 3)), which is uniform along the x-axis.
This formulation is introduced into the RANS equations which are then linearized. We obtain a system of
six closed equations for the perturbations of the basic
state. We wish to obtain the basal flux m̂ (0) . Six

C+ (dimensionless concentration)

boundary conditions must be specified to solve the
system. The perturbed velocity and the perturbed concentration are zero at the surface. The vertical perturbed velocity, the tangential component of the shear
stress, and the perturbed concentration vanish to zero
at the upper boundary.
40

Landmarks for perturbed values

35
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Initial concentration profile
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0
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100

101

102

z+ (dimensionless height)

103

104

Fig 3 : Concentration profile (basic state in blue)
and perturbed values for Z=13.7 for different locations
along the crest profile (symbols, see insets).
Ripples growth rate: To determine the evolution
of the ice surface, we estimate both the phase shift θ
between the spatial variation of the sublimation rate
m̂ (0) and the crest geometry (see fig. 2) and the amplification or damping of the initial ice-ripple perturbation via the analysis of growth rate β of the perturbation defined as:
β+ = −m̂ (0)cosθα+ .
Positive values correspond to the growth of the surface
wave and negative values correspond to its decay.
Only a range of wavelength can be amplified and, for
each Z, there exists a distinct most amplified mode
(maximum of β+ , see fig. 4). The corresponding wavelength increases with Z. Small wavelength (large 𝛼! )

are damped, and too large wavelength (small 𝛼! ) are
not amplified in the case of a turbulent boundary layer.
beta+ (dimensionless factor of amplification)

Linear sability model: Small amplitude perturbations are superimposed onto the mean values so that all
the relevant quantities can be expressed as :
ˆ ς 0e ikx
g = G + gk

Z=1
Z=13.7
Z=43

0.02

0

-0.02

-0.04
10-4

10-3

10-2

10-1

alpha+ (dimensionless wave number)

Fig 4 : Growth rate as a function of dimensionless
wave number for different value of Schmidt number Z.
(Z~1 terrestrial conditions, Z~50 martian conditions.)
Interpretations and discussion: Wave induced
variations of the basic state combined with the properties of turbulence induce a periodic variation of the
mass-transfer. If this periodic variation occurs on the
trough of the ripple (phase shift θ of 180°), there is an
amplification of the pattern leading to the most amplified mode. For short wavelengths, the pattern migrates
downstream and for large wavelengths, the ripples
migrate upstream. The results obtained with Z~1 are
consistent with the observations in the Blue Ice Areas
of Antarctica [1]: the most amplified wavelength is
obtained for α+ = 6.3×10−3 ( λ =24cm) and that smallest
symmetric ripples ( λ =20cm) migrate in the downwind
direction with a velocity of ~2cm/month.
From our model, we deduce the theoretical size of
ice-ripples on the Martian polar caps from the most
amplified wavelength obtained for Z~50. For a hydrodynamic roughness between 5.10−4 and 1.10−3 [5], we
find that ice-ripples ca form under a turbulent atmospheric boundary layer on Mars, with a wavelength
between 15 m and 30 m respectively. For larger wavelengths, it is necessary to take into account the limited
thickness of the boundary layer that alters the phase
shift and therefore the growth rate. Non-linear effects
can appear if the phase shift is always on the trough,
which will also impact the phase shift of the mass flux
and the evolution of the pattern.
References: [1] Bintanja R. et al. (2001) Journal of
glaciology, 47, 387-396 [2] Herny C. et al. (2014) Earth and
Planetary Sciences Letters, Vol 403, 56–66. [3] Smith I. B et
al. (2013) Journal of Geophysical Research (Planets), 118
(9), 1835–1857. [4] Charru F., Andreotti B. and Claudin P.
(2013) Annu. Rew. Fluid Mech., 45, 469–493. [5] Smith M.
W. et al. (2016) Journal of Geophysical Research (Earth
Surface), 121 (4), 748-766
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THE SOUTH POLAR SULFATES OF MARS. J. Carter1 and B. Gondet 1 and M. Massé 2 and M. Vincendon 1 and C.
Pilorget 1, 1IAS, Paris-Saclay University, Orsay, France, 2LPGN, Nantes, France (john.carter@ias.u-psud.fr).

Introduction: The aqueous minerals of Mars record
past chemical interaction between the upper crust and
an ancient hydrosphere. Cryospherically-mediated
chemical weathering also likely occurred during cold
and dry climates of early Mars, and may still be taking
place today in the polar regions. While clay-like minerals and hydrated silica phases are ubiquitous in the
ancient terrains of Mars, hydrated salts are mostly restricted to an equatorial band where they occur in specific contexts: chaoses, karstic and playa environments,
more locally in paleosoils and depositional basins ( [1]
and references therein). A notable exception are a large
circum-polar band of hydrated Ca-sulfate (gypsum) in
the north polar region of Mars [2,3,4,5]. Gypsum originates from the ice cap and is redistributed by eolian
processes. A proposed formation mechanism is acid
weathering of dust grains either from localized melting
around trapped grains or at the sublimation front [5,6,
Massé et al., this conference (7)]. Using low-resolution
OMEGA near-infrared data, we report the detection of a
circum-polar, sulfate-bearing unit in the southern hemisphere of Mars.
Detection: Indications of south polar sulfate signatures have accumulated over the years. Based on early
OMEGA data, [8] noted the presence of a hydration
features increasing towards polar latitudes, for which a
mineral origin could not be ascertained. [9] later attributed OMEGA hydration signatures to sulfates.
Scattered detections of sulfates were later reported at
higher resolution using CRISM in the Sisyphi and other
areas of mars > 60°S [10,11,12].
A systematic survey of the circum south polar region was carried out using the more complete OMEGA
dataset. Only low resolution (kilometric) data was utilized to provide broad but coarse coverage, and stringent filters were set to discard areas exhibiting surface
frosts (H2O and CO2), or affected by high opacity and
low illumination. Filtering out pixels with frost likely
reduces the sensitivity to sulfates as the latter are often
observed mixed with ice in the north polar region. To
guaranty reliable detections, combinations of at least
two spectral bands (near 1.9 and 2.45 microns) are required to make a detection, which also reduces sens itivity. The map presented in figure 1 should therefore
be considered a lower estimate of sulfate coverage in
the South Polar Region.
Most of the few frost-free, high-resolution CRISM
observations overlapping the OMEGA sulfate unit
have confirmed the spectral signatures. While gypsum

provides a good match in a number of areas, variability
in the spectra are observed, suggesting other sulfates
are present at times.
Perspectives: The ring-like structure of the south
polar sulfates which resembles that of the north may
indicate a common origin. Likewise, the latitudinal extent of these sulfates broadly mimics the seasonal extent of surface frosts, so that a cryospheric process
may explain these sulfates signatures. Alternatively,
remobilization or unearthing of buried sulfates by periglacial or Aeolian processes could also be considered,
and the detailed analysis of correlations (or lack of)
with the morphological context should allow discriminating between these formation/depositional scenarios.
References: [1] Flahaut et al., 8th Int. Conf. Mars.
Abs #1791, 1196 (2014). [2] Langevin et al., Science,
307, 5715 (2005). [3] Murchie et al., JGR, 114, E00D06
(2009). [4] Massé et al., Icarus, 209, 2 (2010). [5] Massé
et al., EPSL, 317–318, 1 (2012). [6] Niles and Michalski,
Nat. Geo., 2, 3 (2009). [7] Massé et al., Sublimites: an
uncommon terrestrial process with large implications
for planetary sulfates, this conference (2016). [8] Poulet, GRL, 35, L20201 (2008). [9] Gondet et al., 5th Int.
Conf. Mars P. Sci & Exp., Abs #1623, 6039 (2011). [10]
Wray et al., Geology, 37, 11 (2009). [11] Carter et al.,
JGR, 118 (2013). [12] Ackiss et al., Icarus, 243 (2014).

Figure 1. View of the south pole of Mars. Sulfates
signatures based on OMEGA data are in green, clays
are in red.
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LABORATORY EXPERIMENTS OF RADAR-DETECTED LAYERING IN ICE. L. M. Carter1 , L. S.
Koenig2, Z. R. Courville3, R. R. Ghent4 and M. R. Koutnik5, 1NASA Goddard Space Flight Center
(lynn.m.carter@nasa.gov), 2National Snow and Ice Data Center, University of Colorado , 3Cold Regions Research
and Engineering Laboratory, 4University of Toronto/Planetary Science Institute, 5University of Washington.

Introduction: Sounding radar provided a new way
to map layering in the Mars Polar Layered Deposits.
The SHARAD (Shallow Radar) radar on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has been particularly important for polar studies because of the high vertical
resolution: the 20 MHz center frequency corresponds
to ~10 m resolution in water ice. In particular, the
North Polar Layered Deposits (NPLD) have bright
layering that occurs in “packets” with differing brightness and distance between layers [1, 2].
The radar-observed layers in the NPLD have been
assumed to be the result of dust deposits, with the possibility that the radar layers could be matched to those
apparent in optical images [3, 4]. However, no unambiguous set of matches has been identified for most of
the radar layers. In addition, closely spaced layers
within the resolution limit of the radar may appear as a
single radar reflector [5], complicating the interpretation. Dust, which likely includes ash, embedded in ice
will increase the dielectric constant and loss tangent,
and therefore decrease the penetration depth of the
radar. The fact that SHARAD can detect the base of
the NPLD suggests that the bulk dust content is minimal, modeling suggests an upper limit of 2% [6] although individual layers may have dust fractions of
10% or higher to be visible to the radar [5, 1].

multiple possible causes for radar reflections in ice.
For example, seasonal density variations are responsible for most of the observed radar reflections in polar
firn (Fig. 1) [7, 8, 9], and changes in ice acidity caused
by deposited dust/ash can also provide enough dielectric contrast to generate strong layering in GPR traces
[10]. Density changes in ice are caused primarily by
seasonal changes in surface temperature and accumulation rates and acidity changes are caused by gasses
such as SO2 generated during volcanic events [e.g. 11].
There have been numerous prior comparisons of
terrestrial ice sheet radar data and cores, and modeling
of the effect of finely spaced layers, but no controlled
experiments that show the relationship between ice
dust content, density, layer spacing, and ground penetrating radar on the same profiles. The large cold
rooms and ice laboratory facility at the U.S. Army
Cold Regions Research and Engineering Laboratory
(CRREL) provides a unique opportunity to construct
layered ice in a controlled setting and measure this
structure with radar.
Experimental Setup: We are using one of the
cold rooms at CRREL to construct a layered ice sheet
with both dust and density layers. In the cold room we
built a chamber (~20 ft (l) × ~14 ft (w) ×~10 ft (h))
capable of holding and freezing ~3 m of water down to
-22 C. Fig. 2 shows an example of a CRREL cold
room pit filled for an ice lake experiment. For our experiments, a divider is placed in the center of the pool
so two different stratigraphic profiles can be constructed and sounded.
On one side of the divider we will use different

Fig. 1: Radar echogram from the dry snow zone in
Greenland, from Operation IceBridge 120-240 Mhz
McoRDS radar. Small changes in density cause most
of the variations in radar returns.

Although dust is assumed to be the primary source
of radar reflectors in ice on Mars, radar observations of
terrestrial glaciers and ice sheets suggest that there are

Fig. 2: One of the CRREL cold rooms being used in a
lake ice experiment. For this proposed work we will
freeze water in an enclosure to construct a layered ice
sheet.
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spacing and concentrations of dust in layers. JSC
Mars-1A simulant, a palagonite tephra collected from
the slopes of the Pu’u Nene cinder cone on the Island
of Hawaii [12], will be used as the added dust for this
experiment because it is commercially available at a
small particle size and is a basaltic soil. On the other
side of the divider, we will use similarly spaced density differences created using water and snow. A draft of
the ice sheet layers is shown in Fig. 3.
We will use radar frequencies of 400 and 900 MHz
to sound the constructed ice sheet, corresponding to
resolutions of about 40 and 20 cm in water ice. (Note
that at SHARAD frequencies of 20 MHz, the resolution in ice is several meters, which is not practical for
laboratory experiments. We therefore need to use
higher frequencies with thinner layers to test the physics of radar wave responses to changes in density, dust
content and layer spacing.) The radar will be pulled
across the laboratory ice sheet in multiple orientations
to analyze the difference in the returned echograms.
We are placing scattering spheres in the ice sheet to
give a consistent depth marker, and we are also coring
the ice sheet as we build it to investigate the mixing of
dust with ice and the density of the different layers.
This experiment will provide sounding data with a
known stratigraphy that will clearly show any differences between the expected (model) and actual radar
return. These experiments will take place in July 2016,
and so we will show preliminary results at the meeting.
Future work: This laboratory test will provide a
good base for understanding the differences between
radar reflections due to dust and due to density changes; however, it cannot completely simulate the real
environment. The laboratory ice layer interfaces will
be smooth, which will reduce layer reflections in the
radar return compared to a natural setting. Also, the
dust added to water to create a dust layer in the lab will
probably not be as well mixed as dust layers in a natural setting despite attempts to stir the cooling water. In
the lab the dust is likely to settle out as the water freezes, while the dust in a natural setting will be either
wind distributed, sublimated into concentrated areas or
nucleated into an ice crystal causing more heterogeneous distributions than the laboratory. To account for
these differences we will compare these experimental
data with two sets of field data: one with dust laden ice
(ash layers in glacial ice) and the other with density
stratification and clean ice (e.g. Antarctic ice) We will
also compare the lab results to models of reflections
from layered media.
References: [1] Phillips, R. J. et al. (2008), Science, 320, 1182. [2] Putzig, N. E. et al. (2009), Icarus,
204, doi:10.1016/j.icarus.2009.07.034. [3] Milkovich,
S. M. et al. (2009), J. Geophys. Res, 114, E03002,
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doi:10.1029/ 2008JE003162. [4] Fishbaugh, K. E. and
C. S. Hvidberg, (2006), J. Geophys. Res, 111, 6012.
[5] Nunes, D. C. and R. J. Phillips (2006), J. Geophys.
Res., 111, E06S21, doi:10.1029/2005JE002609. [6]
Picardi, G. et al. (2005), Science, 310, 1925–28. [7]
Medley, B. et al. (2013), Geophys. Res. Lett.,40,
3649–3654, doi:10.1002/grl.50706. [8] Hawley, R. L.
et al. (2006), Geophysical Research Letters, 33(4). [9]
Arcone, S. A. et al. (2005), Journal of Glaciology,
51(174), 407-422. [10] Seigert, M. J. and S. Fujita
(2001), J. Glaciology, 47, 205. [11] Hammer, C. U.
(1980), J. Glaciology, 25, 359. [12] Allen, C. A., R. V.
Morris, D. L. Lindstrom, M. M. Lindstrom, and J. P.
Lockwood (1997), LPSC 28, #1797.

Fig. 3: Example of possible layered ice and dust deposits
for the experiments.
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SURFACE COMPOSITION OF MARTIAN POLAR REGIONS: COMPLEX MIXTURES OF H 2O ICE,
BOUND H2O AND CO2 ICE. R. N. Clark 1, S. L. Murchie 2, F. P. Seelos2, C. E. Viviano-Beck2, W. M. Calvin 3,G.
A. Swayze4, J. L. Bishop5, K. D. Selos2, and A. J. Brown 5, 1Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, AZ, rclark@psi.edu, 2Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, Maryland, 3U. Nevada, Reno, NV, 4U.S. Geological Survey, Denver, CO, 5SETI Institute, Mountain View, CA.
Introduction: The surface compositions of martian polar regions show complex mixtures of
bound/adsorbed water, water ice and carbon-dioxide
ice. Mixture types include areal, intimate, coatings
and molecular. Water in martian rocks and soils is expressed in spectra mainly at two wavelengths in the
near infrared: near 3-microns, the O-H stretching fundamental (including both asymmetric and symmetric
OH stretches in water), and near 1.9 to 2.1 microns
with an OH stretch + H-O-H bend combination in water (hereafter called the 2-micron absorption). A third
location, the first overtone of the O-H stretch in water,
near 1.4 to 1.5 microns may also appear (Figure 1).
The spectral signatures of water ice are characterized
by broad absorptions from 1 to 4 microns, while CO2
ice displays many sharper absorptions over the 1 to 4
micron range (Figure 1). The 3-micron water absorption shows strongly in every CRISM Mars spectrum
we have examined except when fresh CO 2 frost covers
the surface with sufficient depth. Where present, the
3-micron water absorption is saturated, indicating the
presence of water in at least the percent range. The
pervasive fine-grained dust on Mars creates increasing
scattering at shorter wavelengths, weakening or masking the apparent 1.4-micron water absorption in Mars
reflectance spectra. That leaves the 2-micron water
absorption often as the most diagnostic absorption for
detecting larger amounts of bound/adsorbed water in
the optical surface, but this absorption is only clearly
observed in areas with little CO2 or H2O ice.. Frequently the 2-micron water absorption is stronger than
the metal-OH combination bands in the 2.2- to 2.3micron region.
Historically, the 2-micron water absorption has received little attention as a feature to distinguish mineralogy. However, with available spectral libraries, we
can examine if this feature might be diagnostic of
mineralogy. Different mineral groups have different
hydrogen bonding, shifting the position and width of
the water absorption (Figure 2). Analysis of available
spectra obtained in dry environments [1] show that
some minerals or mineral groups can be uniquely
identified. Along with the wavelength position and
width of the absorptions plotted in Figure 2, the shape,
including asymmetry and shoulders from overlapping
water absorptions further separate absorptions from
different minerals, improving discrimination.

We use the new CRISM Map-projected Targeted
Reduced Data Record (MTRDR) image cubes [2] to
achieve a new level of sophistication in detection and
mapping of materials in polar regions. We have developed a new version of Tetracorder [3] that expands
capabilities and wavelength range allowing for more
sophistication of the expert system for identification
and mapping of materials in CRISM data. We are in cluding new spectral libraries to distinguish composition and mixture type. This is possible because the
relative strengths of different absorption bands change
with grains size and mixture type.
Results: We find diverse signatures of bound/adsorbed water, H2O ice and CO2 ice. We find water
bearing zeolites and sulfates are common in some icefree polar areas. The mixture type, relative abundances and mineralogy of water-bearing soils appear
to vary spatially in different polar layered deposits.
While the strongest water ice deposits occur in the
northern polar regions, water ice and minerals with
bound/adsorbed water display significant water absorption strengths in southern polar regions.
The latest mapping results will be presented at the
meeting.
References: [1] Clark R. N., et al. (2007) USGS
digital spectral library splib06a: U.S. Geological Survey,
Data Series 231, http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/spectral-lib.html .

[2] Seelos, F. P., M. F. Morgan, H. W. Taylor, S. L.
Murchie, D. C. Humm, K. D. Seelos, O. S. Barnouin,
C. E. Viviano, and C. R. I. S. M. Team (2012),
CRISM Map Projected Targeted Reduced Data
Records (MTRDRs) – High level analysis and visualization data products, in Planetary Data: A Workshop
for Users and Software Developers, U.S. Geological
Survey, Reston, Va. [3] Clark, R.N., Swayze, G.A.,
Livo, K.E., Kokaly, R.F., Sutley, S.J., Dalton, J.B.,
McDougal, R.R., and Gent, C.A., 2003, Imaging spectroscopy: Earth and planetary remote sensing with the
USGS Tetracorder and expert systems, Journal of Geophysical
Research,
Vol.
108(E12),
5131,
doi:10.1029/2002JE001847, p. 5-1 to 5-44, December,
2003. http://speclab.cr.usgs.gov/PAPERS/tetracorder
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Figure 1. Example CRISM spectra from polar region cubes FRT00007E26 (south) and FRT00002F7F (north).

Figure 2. Water absorption positions and widths derived from the USGS spectral library [1] for materials measured in a dry environment.
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A complicated story of frost and wind: Present-day gully activity within the north polar erg, Mars. S.
Diniega1, C.J. Hansen2, A. Allen3, N. Grigsby4, Z. Li5. 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
(4800 Oak Grove, Pasadena, CA 91109; serina.diniega@jpl.nasa.gov), 2Planetary Science Institute, 3University of
California Santa Barbara, 4Boise State University, 5Oxford University.
Observed Activity: Analyses of high-resolution observations have shown that the dunes within the martian north polar erg (AKA Olympia Undae) are currently very active on seasonal and yearly timescales. Within five polar dune fields that have been repeatedly imaged during the last five Mars years, 20-60% of the
dunes exhibit gully activity each year (Tab. 1) [1-3].
Observed changes consist of small alcoves forming
along the dune brink, often feeding into a large depositional apron (Fig. 1). On some slopes, one new feature
(alcove-apron) will form; on others, a cluster of these
features will appear. These are often large features -- in
some areas, the amount of sand moved down the dune
slope during one period of activity is extensive (Fig. 1)
[3] and of the same magnitude as current estimates of
the volume of sand likely blown over the dune crest,
over a Mars year [4].
The aeolian sediment flux estimate is generated by
looking at how quickly the alcoves are erased (i.e.,
when the dune brinks and slopes are restored) – current
analysis shows that this can occur within a few Mars
years, yielding an aeolian sand flux [4] comparable to
estimates within lower-latitude regions of Mars [5].
Given the apparent large amount of sand motion
involved and the high frequency of these mass-wasting
events, it is important to understand how these alcoves
and aprons form as they may reflect a significant
mechanism for dune advancement [1-3]. Understanding
this process, along with the “standard” aeolian-driven
sediment transport over these dunes, is needed to interpret these dune forms and their evolution or migration.

gully activity appears constrained to the autumn-early
spring period when no HiRISE images are taken (Fig.
2) [3] and close inspection of Tleilax in particular has
shown that other sublimation-associated features (such
as dark flows/streaks [9]) sometimes appear correlated
with new gully aprons [4].
A second study found that some alcoves were first
visible under the frost [10], which would imply that

Potential Mechanisms: As with studying gully formation on dunes within the southern midlatitudes [e.g.,
6-7], a useful constraint for determination of the gullyforming mechanism is the timing of gully activity. Unfortunately, this is complicated by formation of the
polar hood in the fall and the lack of images taken during the fall and winter when it is dark – leading to a
general lack of images over the time when it appears
that gullies form (Fig. 2).
The first study examining the timing of gully activity found that alcove-apron features first became visible after winter’s frost had sublimated, leading to the
hypothesis that either sublimation activity or simple
loading by accumulated frost could destabilize the
dune slopes and overlying seasonal CO2 frost [1,2]
(perhaps through a process like that modeled by [8]).
This result has been supported by our work: so far,

Figure 1. A large cluster of alcove/apron formation on a
dune slope in Kolhar dune field [2]. In this area, the ~7 new
gullies within the bracket have a mean alcove width of 15m
and length of 21m, and thus (assuming a depth ~ 1/100 of
the width) may have moved >100m3 of sand downslope.
Mars # new gullies % dunes w/
Dune field
Year from that year new gullies
Kolhar: 84.7N, 0.7E
29-30
>500
20%
Tleilax: 83.5N, 118.6E
30-31
550
50%
Chusuk: 76.8N, 30.3E
31-32
>650
50%
Furya: 84.8N, 333.8E
29-30
150
60%
Arrakis: 79.9N, 122.5E 29-30
2
~0%
Table 1: As of Spring 2016, we have mapped and measured
gully activity within five dune fields, each over one Mars year.
We continue to examine these fields through other Mars
Years and also will study a couple of additional dune fields.
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Figure 2. Plot shows all publically-available images (as of
Spring 2016 [3]) taken over four sites – indicated with the
markers. Bars indicate when activity has has been observed
in a field. Colors of image markers and the bars denote the
dune field targeted (see legend). Mars Years are shown with
radius, Ls is shown with angle. MY33 imaging is ongoing, as
is analysis of activity over additional past Mars Years.
alcoves form before CO2 accumulation. That study
hypothesized that aeolian processes in the mid- to latesummer are responsible. While we have also found that
some alcoves first become visible in late winter, while
frost still coats the dune slope [3,4], we have no evidence of alcove formation before the polar hood begins
to obscure visibility, and thus do not find it likely that
summer wind (or any summer process) initiates alcove
formation.
Based on current data, we propose a new process
that depends on seasonal processes and that would develop changes to the dune morphology over two-steps:
1) small alcoves form along the dune brink in the autumn (under the polar hood) due to slopeinstabilities induced by the night-formation and
morning-sublimation of frost. Experiments within
a Mars chamber with cold sandy slopes has shown
that this can generate at least small-scale alcoveapron features on slopes shallower than angle-ofrepose [11]. As autumn progresses, the seasonal
frost layer builds over the altered dune slope (including over fresh, small alcoves).
2) Sublimation activity is concentrated and/or enhanced over these alcoves, causing further erosion
and the formation of larger alcove-apron features
during early spring (at the end of or just out of polar night).
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Testing this hypothesis: To-date, we have mapped
and measured gullies within five fields (Tab. 1), each
over 1 Mars year. Efforts are underway for two more
fields and to expand our measurements over more Mars
years. In particular, over the last Mars year (32-33) we
have acquired a more consistent sequence of observations during winter-spring and also now have images
taken later in the autumn and earlier in winter, so as to
shorten the image gap.
We also are gathering information about the gully
and dune environment, to add to evaluation of the formation hypotheses, including: trends and variations in
gully size, morphology, orientation, and location; and
trends relative to latitude and dune type, size, and orientation. So far we have found that new and old gullies
are located only on the slipfaces of dunes, but are oriented in different directions with no preferred trends
observed. Some occur in clusters, and others are isolated features. Gully size is limited by dune size, but is
not necessarily correlated with dune size [3].
In the end, the mechanism determined should work
consistently across all active fields, and also be consistent with the lack of activity within Arrakis (Tab. 1).
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by MDAP
grant NNN13D465T, and relies heavily on JMARS. In
addition to the student intern co-authors, Tyler Perez
(Caltech) also contributed to the data collection.
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& restoration of Mars’ northern polar dunes, Science
331, 575-578. [2] Hansen et al., 2015, Agents of
change on Mars’ northern dunes: CO2 ice & wind,
Icarus 251, 264-267. [3] Diniega et al., 2016, Tracking
gully activity within the north polar erg, Mars, 47th
LPSC, 1740. [4] Allen et al., 2016, Gully and aeolian
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Geology 38, 1047–1050. [7] Dundas et al., 2012, Seasonal activity & morphological changes in martian gullies, Icarus 220, 124-143. [8] Pilorget & Forget, 2016,
Formation of gullies on Mars by debris flows triggered
by CO2 sublimation, Nature Geoscience 9, 65–69.
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2012, Seasonally active slipface avalanches in the
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DIFFERENTIAL SUBLIMATION OF TERRESTRIAL PERMAFROST AND THE RAMIFICATIONS
FOR TERRAIN FEATURES ON MARS. T.A. Douglas1, M. T. Mellon2, 1U.S. Army Cold Regions Research &
Engineering Laboratory, 9th Avenue, Building 4070 Fort Wainwright, Alaska 99709; 907-361-9555;
thomas.a.douglas@usace.army.mil, 2Johns Hopkins University, Applied Physics Laboratory, 11101 Johns Hopkins
Rd., Laurel, MD, 21723; 240-228-6091; michael.mellon@jhuapl.edu.
Introduction: Sublimation, transition of a solid
substance, like ice, to the gas phase without an
intermediate liquid phase, is rate-controlled by vapor
transport away from the surface of the material
undergoing sublimation. A lag of on-volatile impurities
(such as silicate particles or soil) left when the ice
component sublimates can lead to lower rates of
subsequent sublimation. This “differential sublimation”
refers to ice loss and lag formation between materials
with different ice contents (different soil to ice ratios).
A wide variety of landforms on Mars are thought to
have formed or been modified by ice sublimation and
lag formation [1,2,3,4,5,6]. Thermokarst-like pits and
scarps, scalloped terrains (Fig 1), and dissected mantle
terrains may have resulted from the loss of subsurface
ice through sublimation. Polygonal patterned ground
exhibiting high centers may have resulted from
differential sublimation of cleaner ice beneath the
polygon troughs. Complex valley terrains resembling
the texture of brain coral (Fig. 2) may result from the
combination of ice flow and distortion and the
differential sublimation of glacial ice beneath variable
thicknesses and patterned soil lag. In addition, many
viscous flow features exhibit moraine-like patterns
suggesting sublimation loss of glacial deposits.

Figure 1. Scalloped terrain on Mars. These depressions
are marked by sharp crenulate scarps which suggest
backwasting of ice rich deposits gradually exposed to
sublimation along the scarp face, possibly a result of
thinning a protective lag. Image width ~ 6km. HiRISE
image ESP_013952_1225.

Figure 2. Brain Coral Terrain covering a crater floor in
the southern highlands of Mars. Often associated with
viscous flow features, like moraines and stream lines,
they are thought to be caused by differential sublimation
of glacial ice under a variable soil lag. Scene width
~1km. HiRISE image ESP_023649_1360.
On Earth, sublimation has been reported from select
locations of Antarctic glacier ice and Antarctic Dry
Valley permafrost [3,7]. However, winter snow and
summer melt events typically alter, or dominate over,
the sublimation process such that few places on Earth
provide access to consistent long term sublimation
measurements.
One such place where sublimation dominates the ice
loss process is the in the CRREL Permafrost Tunnel.
Here we measure sublimation of ice-cemented
permafrost silt across a 51-year record from this
subsurface tunnel through permafrost near Fairbanks,
Alaska to compare sublimation rates of ice wedge and
ice cemented silt.
Study site and methods: The CRREL Permafrost
Tunnel is located 11 km north of Fairbanks, Alaska
(64.9528N, 147.6178W). The main tunnel, 80 meters
long, was excavated horizontally into a gently sloping
hill from 1963-1966 and subsequent excavations have
occurred since. The tunnel is four meters tall and five
meters wide. The permafrost is syngenetic, ice rich,
silty, high carbon content yedoma. The tunnel is
maintained at a temperature of -2 to -4°C and a relative
humidity of 70-85%.
We selected a location 32 meters into the tunnel
where an ice wedge and surrounding ice cemented silt
material are present at a shallow (25°) angle for which
slumping and sediment detachment were not
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commonplace. The feature is 1.5 meters tall and 2
meters wide. The ice wedge and ice cemented silt and
sand were scraped to a clean surface using wire brushes
to remove a ~8 cm covering of silt and sand particles.
Permanent reference point markers consisting of 2
mm metal rods with markings were drilled into the ice
wedge and surrounding ice cemented sediment. We
took photographs and made repeat measurements of
sublimation loss at multiple locations in the ice wedge
and ice cemented silt for more than a year. Over our
386-day measurement period sublimation of the ice
wedge was more rapid than that of the ice cemented silt
and the ice wedge feature receded into the wall. At that
time the ice wedge had retreated 1-2 cm further back
into the wall than the ice cemented silt. Eight 15 cm long
by 7 cm diameter SIPRE cores were extracted from the
ice wedge feature and surrounding ice cemented silt.
From these cores we measured the volumetric moisture
content of the ice wedge (98-99.5%) and ice cemented
silt (44-85%).
To acquire a longer term record of sublimation of
ice cemented silt we measured the depths to which a
probe could be inserted into ice cemented silt at
locations in the Tunnel representing a variety of times
since excavation. Pristine walls remaining from the
initial tunnel boring and multiple excavations since then
provide access to ice cemented silt exposed to
sublimation over the past 51 years.
Results: The rate of sublimation loss of ice wedge
ice (2.8 mm) is linear (r2 of 0.98; N=12) over the 386day record. However, ice cemented silt sublimation
follows a decreasing relationship with time over 51
years (Fig. 3). We postulate that once a lag coating of
silt is left behind to protect the sublimating ice cemented
silt material the sublimation rates decrease
proportionally to the lag thickness. Therefore, as the lag
thickens, the rate of thickening will decrease over time.
Based on this relationship little sublimation has
occurred in ice cemented silt over the past 20 years.
These results are the first long-term measurements
of differential sublimation of ice with and without a soil
lag, and in a controlled natural environment. From these
measurements we constrain models of the sublimation
and lag formation process, and derive in situ diffusive
properties of a Mars analog soil. Our results can be used
to help develop better predictive models for the role of
sublimation in development of geomorphologic features
in permafrost terrains observed on both Mars and Earth.
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Figure 3. A plot of increasing sublimation depth for ice
cemented silt. Vertical lines with bars represent plus
and minus one standard deviation.
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HIRISE OBSERVATIONS OF MARTIAN MID-LATITUDE GEOMORPHOLOGY: IMPLICATIONS FOR
RECENT CLIMATE. C. M. Dundas1, A. S. McEwen2, S. Byrne2, C. J. Hansen3, and S. Diniega4, 1U. S. Geological
Survey, Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N. Gemini Dr., Flagstaff, AZ, 86001 (cdundas@usgs.gov), 2University
of Arizona, Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Tucson, AZ, 3Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, AZ, 4Jet Propulsion
Laboratory, Pasadena, CA.

Introduction: Volatiles and climate-controlled
processes shape the geomorphology of both middle and
high latitudes on Mars. At the poles, recent climate
changes appear to be recorded in the Polar Layered Deposits (PLD). In the mid-latitudes, the same climate cycles control the deposition of ground ice, mid-latitude
mantling deposits, and the formation of a variety of
landforms such as gullies. This abstract summarizes
several investigations of mid-latitude landforms and
their implications for recent Martian climate history.
Gullies: From their discovery, Martian gullies were
considered to require liquid water [1]. A range of scenarios were proposed to explain these apparently aqueous morphologies [e.g., 2-4]. Ongoing monitoring with
HiRISE has revealed extensive activity [5-8] (Fig. 1).
This includes formation of channels and a variety of
other morphologies suggested to indicate liquid water.
However, the timing of activity indicates that it is driven
by seasonal frost, largely CO2. The rate and scope of
these changes suggests that these processes are sufficient to form gullies. Climate changes should cause the
rate and distribution of seasonal-frost processes should
vary over time. However, gullies are not evidence for a
different recent climate that could have produced meltwater and surface runoff. Instead, current frost-driven
processes may vary in location and intensity.

Figure 1: Gully change (bright deposit and topographic
changes) in Hale crater at 35°S (HiRISE images
ESP_011819_1445 and ESP_038218_1445).

Northern-hemisphere gullies are currently less active than those in the south, consistent with less-abundant seasonal frost (or weaker activity) under the current
orbital and axial state of Mars. Dune gullies are active
more frequently than those on crater walls or other substrates, but have similar seasonality and are likely driven
by the same processes.
Ice-exposing craters: Ground ice is present on Mars
at locations and depths where the annual-mean vapor
pressure is less than or equal to the water vapor content
in the atmosphere [9]. New impact craters commonly
expose ground ice at middle and high latitudes [10-11].
Ice has been observed at latitudes as low as 39°N (Fig.
2). Stability modeling (following [12]) indicates that,
assuming a well-mixed atmospheric column, a water vapor abundance around twice the present value is needed
to explain this distribution of ice. This discrepancy
could be resolved in several ways, which are not mutually exclusive: water vapor could be concentrated near
the surface (Zent et al. [13] found the opposite at the
Phoenix landing site, but this may be due to diurnal adsorption cycles that could help stabilize ice), vapor pressure at the ice table could be reduced by salt solutions
in the regolith, and/or this could reflect more humid past
climate conditions and ice that is currently out of equilibrium.

Figure 2: Ice-exposing crater cluster at 39°N (HiRISE image
ESP_029467_2195).

Sublimation thermokarst: Scalloped depressions
and expanded craters can both form via sublimation.
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Scalloped depressions in Utopia Planitia commonly
have interior arcuate ridges, interpreted as either exposed layers or as signatures of time-variable growth
(Fig. 3). A sublimation-thermokarst model [14] demonstrates that such arcuate ridges can form due to climate
variations comprising only variations in Mars’ obliquity
and the water content of the atmosphere. Since mid-latitude ice is generally less stable as obliquity falls, periods of low to moderate axial tilt are favorable for scalloped depression growth. No melting is required to create such thermokarst landforms.

Figure 3: Scalloped depression in Utopia Planitia (45°N) with
arcuate ridges (HiRISE image ESP_032543_2255).

Discussion: This mid-latitude geomorphology
points to a climate that undergoes variations, but not
dramatic changes capable of producing significant nearsurface melting and runoff. Although various factors
could make ground ice more stable than expected, the
equatorward extent of ice-exposing craters is consistent
with current transfer of ice from the mid-latitudes to the
poles, placing the PLD in a state of net aggradation, consistent with the paucity of current craters on the northern
PLD [15]. Widespread changes indicate that most freshappearing southern-hemisphere gullies are potentially
active, but degraded-appearing gullies and those in the
northern hemisphere have lower activity levels and in
some cases may not be currently active. This suggests
that frost in the latter locations was more abundant under climate conditions of the recent past than it is today.
The common presence of a handful of ridges in scallops
in Utopia Planitia suggests that they record a small number of significant climate variations since their initiation, but the fact that the entire thermokarst-hosting substrate has not been removed indicates that the ice has
never been severely unstable for extended periods of
time. These same variations are likely to drive transfer
of ice between the polar regions and lower latitudes.
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All of these landforms are sensitive to climate conditions over relatively long timescales, although in each
case there is no unique single timescale of modification.
Gullies appear to develop via many events, with typical
recurrence intervals on the order of hundreds of years
[8], although some sites are more active. Dune gullies
are currently particularly active. Thermokarst develops
slowly, and is most sensitive to the intervals of lowest
ice stability. Centimeter-scale ice table depth adjustments can be fast (hundred-year timescales [12]) when
shallow, but longer times are required for ice to be emplaced or removed throughout the depths reached by
shallow impacts. Such removal defines the equatorward
edge of the ice table. Further in the past, melting may
have occurred [e.g., 16], but the most recent landforms
appear consistent with cold dry conditions, with variable humidity and seasonal frost effects.
Acknowledgements: This work was funded by the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter HiRISE project, MDAP
grant NNH13AV85I, and MFRP grant NNH13AV59I.
We thank the MRO Context Camera team for suggesting candidate impact sites for HiRISE imaging.
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FORMATION OF THE MARTIAN POLAR LAYERED TERRAINS: QUANTIFYING POLAR WATER
ICE & DUST SURFACE DEPOSITION DURING CURRENT & PAST ORBITAL EPOCHS WITH THE
NASA AMES GCM. J. A. Emmett1 and J. R. Murphy1, 1New Mexico State University, Department of Astronomy,
Las Cruces, NM 88003, USA; jeem9157@nmsu.edu, murphy@nmsu.edu

Abstract: Structural and compositional variability
in the layering sequences comprising Mars’ polar layered terrains (PLT’s) is likely explained by orbitalforced climatic variations in the sedimentary cycles of
water ice and dust from which they formed. [1] The
PLT’s therefore contain a direct, extensive record of
the recent climate history of Mars encoded in their
structure and stratigraphy, but deciphering this record
requires understanding the depositional history of their
dust and water ice constituents. 3D Mars atmosphere
modeling enables direct simulation of atmospheric dynamics, aerosol sedimentation processes and quantification of surface accumulation for a range of past and
present orbital configurations. The history of Mars’
orbital parameters have been reliably calculated over
the past ~10 million years from previous solar system
n-body simulations [2]. By quantifying the net yearly
polar accumulation rates of water ice and dust under
Mars’ current and past orbital configurations characteristic of the last several millions of years, and integrating these into the present with a time-stepping model,
the formation history of the north and south PLT’s will
be investigated, further constraining their age and
composition, and, if reproducible, revealing the processes responsible for prominent features and stratigraphic sequences observed within the deposits. Simulating the formation of the deposits by quantifying net
deposition rates during past orbital epochs and integrating these into the present – effectively ‘reconstructing’
the terrains from the ‘bottom-up’ – could aid in understanding deeper stratigraphic trends, correlating between geographically-separated layering sequences,
explaining the presence and shapes of large-scale polar
features, and correlating stratigraphy with geological
time. Quantification of the magnitude and geographical
distribution of surface aerosol accumulation will build
on the work of previous GCM-based investigations [3]
Construction and analysis of hypothetical stratigraphic
sequences in the PLT’s will draw from previous climate-controlled stratigraphy methodologies [2,4], but
will utilize GCM-derived accumulation rates rather
than analytical ‘climate forcing functions’ or insolation
histories to model orbital influences on sedimentation
and erosion.
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110. [2] Laskar J. B. and Mustard J.F. (2002) Nature.,
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FREQUENCY OF BLOCK DISPLACEMENTS AT THE NORTH POLE OF MARS BASED ON HIRISE
IMAGES. L. Fanara1,2, K. Gwinner1, E. Hauber1, J. Oberst1,2, 1Institute of Planetary Research, DLR, Rutherfordstr.
2, 12489, Berlin, Germany (lida.fanara@dlr.de), 2Department of Geodesy and Geoinformation Science, Technical
University of Berlin, Straße des 17. Juni 135, 10623, Berlin, Germany.

Introduction: The margin of the north polar cap
of Mars is a region characterized by active surface processes such as avalanches and block displacements [1,
2]. Many such displacements have been captured by
the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE) in each year of its operation in Mars orbit.
The blocks follow a path either from the North Polar
Layered Deposits (NPLD) or the Basal Unit (BU) towards the foot of the steep scarps [3]. Russell et al. [4]
have analysed the landslide erosion of a long scarp by
manually identifying the events. We are developing an
automated change detection process to obtain quantitative estimates concerning the frequency and volumetric
significance of block displacements, and, ultimately,
derive additional constraints to improve our understanding of the present-day evolution of the north pole.
Data: With a ground pixel size of ~0.25m, HiRISE
images provide us with the only data source where
even blocks less than a metre across (diameter) can be
resolved. HiRISE has been imaging the margin of the
north polar cap for 10 years now, with certain areas
having been captured with a frequency of up to 7 times
in a month.
Observations: The first site which we manually
investigated is one of the most imaged and active
scarps of the north pole at 83.8°N, 124.6°E (Figure 1).
Its slope drops from ~60° to ~20° at the contact between the NPLD and BU while the total height of the
scarp is 500-700m. We observed about one thousand
displaced blocks within about 4 years’ time along the
20 km scarp. Block displacements have been found
along the whole scarp, either as single-block events or
events involving multiple blocks. The blocks come to
rest within a distance of 700m downslope as measured
from the border between BU and NPLD. The diameters
of the blocks vary from less than a metre to 5 metres
and their average shape is ellipsoidal. However there
are some exceptions with very elongated shapes and
some with clear angular shapes. The source of the
blocks is sometimes clearly visible, but most of the
time it is hard to identify it unambiguously.
Change detection: The bottom right part of Figure
1 is a result of manual identification representing the
desired change detection result which we are aiming to
achieve. The detection of such small changes requires
accurately co-registered images from different points in
time. To this end, we ortho-rectify the images using
HiRISE DTMs. Despite the good temporal coverage of

Figure 1: HiRISE images of steep north polar scarp.
Left: Marked in red are block displacements that occurred within 4 years along this long steep scarp. The
white rectangle is the area shown right at the top. Right
top: part of the scarp with 4 years difference showing
the displaced blocks and their possible source at the
NPLD (black arrows). Right bottom: zoomed in part of
the foot of the scarp with 4 years difference. Marked in
white are the displaced blocks that we want to detect
automatically.
the north polar steep scarps by HiRISE, only a few
DTMs are currently available through PDS. Additionally there is currently no location covered by more than
one DTM. With the aim of comparing overlapping
DTMs of different times, we use Ames Stereo Pipeline
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[5] to produce them, where stereo pairs are available,
and ortho-rectify the images. As we observe residual
offsets between overlapping orthoimages, horizontal
shift values are determined and applied to allow for
best possible co-registration within a local area. The
co-registered images are the inputs for the change detection.
The images are first subtracted from each other and
classified using a thresholding technique, providing us
with the largest differences between them. In order to
distinguish between blocks and other changes we then
check block candidates for consistency with a simple
object model consisting of elliptical bright objects accompanied by a dark shadow. For this we apply filtering to the images to retrieve the boundaries of each
block and then check whether large differences detected in the previous step are located in these regions. On
this basis, the algorithm classifies whether the feature
will be defined as a new block or not. In order to evaluate our results, we test our algorithm on areas where
we have manually identified the displaced blocks.
Discussion: A first analysis, based on manual detection, has shown that the frequency of block displacements at an active steep north polar scarp is in the
order of a couple of hundred displacements per year.
To get a more accurate result and analyse the events in
more detail within an extended area, we set up a systematic procedure for co-registering the images and
detecting these block displacements automatically.
Our method retrieves the shapes, sizes and locations of the new blocks. Obtaining their spatial distribution and, in case their source is visible, the distance
that they have travelled are important aspects for understanding their movement and the associated dynamics. Using the information on the available HiRISE
temporal coverage of each region we can also narrow
down the time interval within which each event occurred and investigate a possible connection to avalanches. In combination with the volumes of the events,
from shadow measurements and height changes from
HiRISE DTMs, the estimation of corresponding erosion rates for the north polar steep scarps becomes possible.
Acknowledgements: The research leading to these
results has received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme (FP7/20072013) under iMars grant agreement n˚ 607379.
References: [1] Russell et al. (2008) Geophys. Res.
Lett., 35, L23204. [2] Russell et al. (2008) LPS XXXIX,
Abstract #1391. [3] Russell et al. (2014) 8th Intern.
Conf. on Mars, Abstract #1791. [4] Russell et al.
(2014) AGU, Abstract #P33A-4024. [5] Moratto et al.
(2010) LPS XLI, Abstract #1533
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ADSORPTION DRIVEN REGOLITH-ATMOSPHERIC WATER VAPOR TRANSFER ON MARS:
ANALYSIS OF PHOENIX TECP AND MSL REMS DATA. H. N. Farris1, M. B. Conner2, V. F. Chevrier1, E. G.

Rivera-Valentin3, 1Arkansas Center for Space and Planetary Sciences, University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, AR 72701,
(hnfarris@uark.edu), 2Department of Physics, Reed College, Portland, OR 97202, 3Arecibo Observatory (USRA), Arecibo, PR,
00612.

Introduction: NASA Phoenix landed in the
Martian northern hemisphere spring of May 2008. The
landing site, Vastitias Borealis (68.2 °N, 234.3 °E), is a
polar region characterized by near-surface ice. Some
of the more insightful measurements from the Phoenix
mission were of atmospheric temperature and humidity
using the Thermal and Electrical Conductivity Probe
(TECP) instrument [1, 2], which has allowed for the
study of water vapor content and transfer over diurnal
timescales [3].
More recently, Mars Science
Laboratory (MSL) landed at Gale Crater (4.5 °S, 137.4
°E) with the Rover Environmental Monitoring Station
(REMS) on board. A proposed evaporation-adsorption
cycle, where water alternates between thin layers on
the surface of porous regolith and as water vapor in the
atmosphere, suggests regolith parameters, such as
specific surface area, may control atmospheric
humidity through adsorption and desorption [4-7].
Adsorption, the process by which gas molecules
adhere to and create a film upon a substrate, can be
expressed through two layer-based theories built upon
these regolith parameters: Langmuir theory, which
assumes a monolayer (one molecular thickness, l ≈
3x10-10 m) of adsorbed water and a more rigorous BET
theory, which allows for a multilayer construct. These
theories may be implemented to explain sol-to-sol
dependencies of temperature and humidity at the
Phoenix landing site and along the MSL traverse and
thus, the implications for transient, adsorbed, liquid
water at the surface.
Phoenix TECP data: Phoenix TECP relative
humidity, RH, data was determined from the PDS for
sols 0–150. Saturation vapor pressure, Psat, calculated
using the board temperature, T. Computing the vapor
pressure at the frost point temperature allowed for the
calculation of the water vapor pressure, PH2O. Using
these two calculations, RH could then be found and
plotted as a logarithmic function against the
temperature. The frost line and theoretical Langmuir
and BET lines are plotted atop the Phoenix TECP
temperature and relative humidity data (Fig 1). Both
seem to fit the data well, however, there is a strong
divergence between the data and Langmuir, especially
at high relative humidities and low temperatures
(martian night). Over these same values, BET fits all
the data points. Since Langmuir only accounts for a
monolayer, once saturation is reached, BET becomes
the favored, multilayer model of adsorption, despite
the low water pressure on Mars.
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Figure 1. Phoenix TECP temperature and relative humidity
data plotted with the frost line (cyan, dashed), Langmuir
(black), and BET (orange).

Rearranging the BET equation and solving for RH:

𝑅! =

𝐶 𝐶 + 4𝜃 − 2𝐶𝜃 + 𝐶𝜃 !
𝜃
2𝜃(𝐶 − 1)

−𝐶 − 2𝜃 + 𝐶𝜃 +

where θ is the volumetric coverage, and C is a constant
that is defined as α times the saturation pressure. C can
also be expressed as:
𝐶 = 𝐶! 𝑒𝑥𝑝 −

Δ𝐻 1 1
−
𝑅 𝑇 𝑇!

Origin 9.1’s advanced curve-fitting function, which fits
a complex data set, employing a user-defined function,
was used. The BET adsorption function was fit to the
Phoenix TECP data, keeping θ = 0.336 and ΔH =
52.78 kJ/mol as fixed values (averaged from the
literature). The value for C which yielded the smallest
error was C = 89.4. We will call this our ideal
coefficient of adsorption, near the average of the range
of reported values in the literature (86.3), but does not
correspond to any one compound.
An average surface coverage, θ ≈ 0.336, suggests
that liquid water can adsorb onto the surface at
Phoenix conditions, but in very small amounts, 2.96 x
10-7 kg of H2O/m2. Small changes in the surface
coverage weakens the fit of BET to the data, while
small changes in enthalpy does not (Fig 2), suggesting
a mostly constant surface coverage and adsorption that
is only dependent on the specific surface area of the
regolith, a result of the regolith’s composition.
Specific surface areas consistent with findings from
Mars point to adsorption preferentially occurring on
mixtures of compounds, as opposed to expanses of
homogeneous regoliths (Table 1).
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Figure 2. Phoenix TECP temperature and relative humidity
data plotted with “ideal” BET (purple), BET with increased
surface coverage (red), and BET with increased enthalpy
(yellow).
Composition
Surface Coverage (θ)
Enthalpy (ΔH)
Adsorption Constant (C)
Specific Surface Area
(SSA)

“Ideal” Regolith
Viking 1
Landing Site
0.336
52.78 kJ/mol
89.4
1.7 x 104 m2/kg *

Regolith 1
50% Dunite
50% Ferrihydrite
0.336
52.78 kJ/mol
104.7
3.56 x 104 m2/kg

Table 1. Parameters of an “ideal” martian regolith and a
hypothetical martian regolith composed of 50% dunite and
50% ferrihydrite.

MSL REMS data: First, to eliminate instrument
error and anomalies, the temperature and relative
humidity data acquired from the REMS instrument
were averaged every hour across sols 10-602. Unlike
Phoenix, the MSL data set is very large and at time
cumbersome, so data is plotted by density, for now
(Fig 3). Moving forward, focus will be on the portions
of the data with the highest density: yellow/orange,
until future analyses where the data can be organized
in such a way that vastly different terrains and seasons
are not grouped together.
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Figure 3. Density plot of MSL REMS temperature and
relative humidity data (yellow = high plot density, red = low
plot density) plotted with ice line (blue) and BET (black) for
JSC-Mars 1 martian regolith simulant.

The MSL data follows a very similar trend as
Phoenix, where BET adsorption very well explains the
data. However, it is interesting to note the ice line

playing an important role in the interpretation of the
data. It appears that adsorption is only the dominant
phase until ice takes over around T ≤ 200 K. This
could be indicative of surface frost at the MSL site [8].
In the case of Phoenix, the frost line is of no
significance to the data.
Discussion: It is important when comparing the
two datasets to keep in mind the opposing geographic
and seasonal natures of the missions. Phoenix being a
stationary, polar lander that operated only over the
summer season and MSL, an equatorial, traversing
rover that operates over all seasons. We attribute the
spread of the MSL data to the rover’s exposure to a
variety of terrains as a function of time. Regardless,
we do not see surface coverage vary greatly. We
explain theta remaining nearly constant, around θ =
0.336, by looking at the water distribution across the
planet. Most of the water is locked up in the dominant
phase as ice comprising the polar caps. If the
atmosphere were condensed onto the surface, it would
only result in a water layer about 10-12 µm thick.
There is simply not enough water vapor in the
atmosphere to large adsorb quantities of water onto the
surface, which correspond to higher surface coverage
values. Most recently, work done with Laser-Induced
Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), part of the
ChemCam suite on NASA’s Mars Science Laboratory
(MSL), agrees with this finding. The instrument
preferentially detects light elements, like hydrogen,
which may indicate the presence of water. The data
shows no diurnal variation of the hydrogen signal, with
uniform hydration across dusts, rocks, and soils [9]. In
addition, Meslin, et al. [10] cites adsorbed atmospheric
water, controlled by the soil specific surface area, as
the favored carrier of hydrogen detected by LIBS,
especially in the absence of any detected hydrated
crystalline minerals in the soil.
Conclusions: BET is more conducive to describing
the dynamic nature of adsorption, particularly at low
temperatures and high humidities. We see this to be
true at the Phoenix landing site, at night. With an
average surface coverage of θ = 0.336, water can
adsorb onto the surface at both Phoenix and MSL
conditions, but in very small quantities. Small changes
in surface coverage lead us to believe specific surface
area to be the dominant variable on which adsorption is
dependent. Specific surface areas consistent with Mars
findings suggest adsorption preferentially occurs on
regoliths composed of mixtures of compounds.
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M. D. (2002) JGR, 120, 1011-1021. [8] Martinez G. M. et al.
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HIGH-RESOLUTION MODELING OF NOACHIAN GLACIATION IN HELLAS AND ARGYRE BASINS:
IMPLICATIONS FOR GEOLOGICAL HISTORY. J. L. Fastook1 and J. W. Head2, 1University of Maine,
Orono, ME, 04469, USA, fastook@maine.edu, 2Brown University, Providence, RI, 02912, USA,
James_Head@Brown.edu.
Introduction: The Dorsa Argentia Formation
(DAF) is a south circumpolar deposit [1-4] interpreted
to be a remnant of a Late Noachian-Early Hesperian
polar cap deposit significantly larger than that observed today [4]. In the process of modeling climate
consistent with the characteristics and distribution of
the DAF [5], a number of climate options stood out as
delivering extensive glaciation on and in both Hellas
and Argyre basins. While these climates were rejected
as representative of the full extent of the DAF [5-6],
exploration of the flow patterns produced by ice sheet
modeling with these climates can guide geological
investigations of the deposits found within these basins. The interpretation of features of possible glacial
origin in the Hellas region has a long history [7-14],
with some features interpreted to be of Amazonian age,
while others require a much different climate from that
observed today. We investigate conditions that might
lead to glaciation in the Hellas and Argyre basins in
the Late Noachian period.

Figure 1: a) Hellas and b) Argyre bed topography

Results: Analysis of climate models for the south
circumpolar region and southern uplands during the
Late Noachian produced by the Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique early Mars global climate
model (GCM) [5-6] showed that a climate with 600 mb
of pure CO2 and a “grey gas” with an absorption coefficient of 2.5 X 10-5 produced snow precipitation with
a net annual surface mass balance (SMB). When the
University of Maine Ice Sheet Model (UMISM) is applied, ice sheets that flow extensively into both Hellas

and Argyre basins are formed.
UMISM is a thermo-mechanically coupled Shallow-Ice Approximation whose primary input is the bed
elevation (shown in Figure 1 for both basins, with a
resolution of approximately 20 km) and the net annual
surface mass balance from the GCM results. Secondary input includes the mean-annual surface temperature (also from the GCM) and the geothermal heat flux
(taken to be 55 mW/m2), used to calculate internal
temperatures for the mechanical properties of the ice.
In addition, the temperature calculation allows for the

Figure 3: a-b) Hellas and c-d) Argyre: Thicknesses for
0.5X and 5.0X supply limits

possibility that the base of the ice can reach the melting point, at which point a sliding criteria with enhanced flow can be invoked. This feature will be key
to the investigation of conditions that could produce a
melted bed for ice associated with flow into the basins.
UMISM also allows for a “supply limit,” in that as
the volume of the ice sheet approaches the limiting
available water inventory, the accumulation component of the SMB obtained from the GCM results is
reduced while the ablation component is held constant,

Figure 2: Hellas: a) Initial SMB from GCM, b-e) Supply-limited SMB for 0.5X, 1.0X, 2.0X, and 5.0X water inventories.
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allowing the ice sheet to attain a steady-state configuration that reflects the amount of water available on
Mars. Figure 2 shows the initial SMB from the GCM
for Hellas Basin, as well as the supply-limit reduced
SMBs for limiting water inventories of 0.5X, 1.0X,
2.0X, and 5.0X (1X = 4 X 107 km3, 270 m GEL, [15]).
Argyre Basin shows similar results.
Figure 3 shows the resulting ice thicknesses after
106 years for both basins for the end-member limiting
volumes, 0.5X and 5.0X. In both basins the extent of
flow into the ablation zone of the basin interior increases with supply limit. Geological evidence for glacial deposits has the potential to constrain the available
supply limit.
Figure 4 shows the distribution of basal melt rates
for both basins. Argyre shows little basal melting at the
lower supply limits. Hellas, on the other hand, displays
a mostly wet bed in the crater interior, with a few wetbased “streams” flowing down the steep crater walls.
Esker-like features might be expected in wet-bed areas.
Finally Figure 5 shows the log10 of the modeled velocity in mm/yr for both Hellas and Argyre. Velocities
are low on the crater crests, with the fastest velocities
on the steep crater walls and in the crater interior
where the bed is wet and sliding may occur. Velocities
are generally lower in Argyre with less pronounced
“streaming” features than are observed in Hellas,
which has several pronounced streaming features that
follow bed depressions down the crater walls. We are
currently comparing these predicitons to geologic features and deposits in the Hellas nad Argyre basins.
References: [1] Tanaka, K.L., and D.H. Scott (1987),
USGS Map I–1802-C. [2] Tanaka, K.L., and E.J. Kolb
(2001), Icarus, 154, 3–21. [3] Tanaka, K.L. et al.
(2014), PSS, 95, 11–24; [4] Head, J. W. and S. Pratt
(2001) JGR, 106 (E6), 12,275-12,299; [5] Scanlon,
K.E., et al., (2016) LPS XLVII, Abstract #1315; [6]
Scanlon, K.E.. (2016) PhD thesis, Brown University;
[7] Kargel, J.S., and R.G. Strom (1992) Geology, 20:3–
7; [8] Kargel, J.S., et al. (1995) JGR Planets,
100(E3):5369–5379; [9] Clifford, S.M., and T.J.
Parker (2001) Icarus, 154:40–79; [10] Moore, J.M.,
and D.E. Wilhelms (2001) Icarus, 154:258–276; [11]
Head, J.W., et al. (2005) Nature, 434:346–351; [12]
Holt, J.W., et al. (2008) Science, 21:1235–1238; [13]
Kress, A.M.,
and J.W. Head (2008)
GRL,
35(23):L23206; [14] Hubbard, B., et al. (2011) Icarus,
211:330–346. [15] Carr, M.H., and J.W. Head (2015)
GRL, 42:726–732
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Figure 4: a-b) Hellas and c-d) Argyre: Basal melt rates
for 0.5X and 5.0X suppy limits.

Figure 5: a-b) Hellas and c-d) Argyre: Log10 of velocity
in mm/yr for 0.5X and 5.0X supply limits.
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IMPROVED MARS ODYSSEY NEUTRON SPECTROMETER (MONS) SPATIAL RESOLUTION
STRUCTURE OF NEAR-SURFACE WATER EQUIVALENT HYDROGEN POLEWARD OF 60°
LATITUDE. William C. Feldman1, Asmin V. Pathare1, Thomas H. Prettyman1, and Sylvestre Maurice2, 1Planetary
Science Institute, Tucson, AZ 85719 (feldman@psi.edu), 2IRAP, Université Paul Sabatier, CNRS, Toulouse, France.

Introduction: Our knowledge of the global structure of Water-Equivalent-Hydrogen (WEH) poleward
of 60° on Mars has increased considerably since the 5 th
International Conference on Mars Polar Science and
Exploration that was held in Fairbanks, Alaska. Much
has come from continued improvements in the instrumentation carried aboard an ever-expanding array of
orbiting and lander satellites to Mars, and the analyses
of Visible, Near Infrared, Radar, Neutron, and Gamma
Ray data from these instruments.
The report presented here documents the improvements forthcoming from application of a new and improved algorithm for converting the thermal, epithermal, and fast neutron currents using the Mars Odyssey
Neutron Spectrometer (MONS) to the three components of a global two-dimensional model of the WEH
content of the Martian regolith. Although preliminary
results have been reported previously with these data
since 2003, we are now applying a fully self-consistent
procedure using only the three measurable components
of neutron flux distributions; the Thermal neutrons
having energies less than about 0.4 eV, the Epithermal
neutrons having energies between 0.4 eV and 0.4
MeV, and the Fast neutrons, having energies between
about 0.4 MeV and 8 MeV.
These three measurables are then converted to a
WEH content of an upper layer, Wup, a WEH content
of a semi-infinite lower layer, Wdn, and a burial depth
D of the lower layer beneath the upper layer. This datareduction step is then followed by an improvement in
the spatial resolution of the resulting maps using a
global deconvolution of the full thermal, epithermal
and fast neutron instrument spatial response function
using a tesseral spherical-harmonic expansion of order
L=15. We note before proceeding to our results, that
several of these techniques have been applied to the
MONS data previously (see e.g., Maurice et al. [2011],
Feldman et al. [2011], Wilson et al. [2016]), but this is
the first time that the whole sequence of procedures
have been applied together. Our presentation of the
results will then be followed by a comparison with
determinations of these derived parameters using other
techniques [Bandfield and Feldman, 2008; Smith et al.
2009; Audouard et al. 2014].
Results: The first stage of our procedure is to generate a map of the WEH content of the upper layer,
Wup. Although such a map was derived previously
[Feldman et al., 2011], it contained multiple holes

where Wup went negative, which is unphysical. To get
around this problem, we developed a new technique
using a Gaussian weighting function for the epithermal
and fast currents within sliding regions of interest. This
Wup map is shown in Figure 1A. It is very similar to the
map derived by Audouard et al. [2014] using
OMEGA/Mars Express near infrared data.
Maps of Wdn before and after deconvolution of the
MONS spatial response functions are shown in Figures
1C and 1D. Although both the undeconvolved and
deconvolved maps are very similar, we note that both
10 degree latitude bands between about 60° and 70°
north and south latitudes in the deconvolved map are
spatially separated from both polar caps. Both latitude
bands contain locally enhanced Wdn that extend up to
100% WEH. Both bands are not so well defined in
the undeconvolved Wdn map. Several of these high
WEH abundance locations were noticed at the Phoenix
lander site at -127° E and 68° N [Smith et al., 2009].
A map of the deconvolved Wdn burial depth is given in Figure 1B. Inspection shows a minimum depth at
both poles that increases with decreasing latitude. This
increase maximizes at about 55°N and S latitude for
the MONS-derived depth and then generally decreases
again toward the equator. While the increase in depth
from the pole to about 55° follow the depths determined from the thermal data measured by TES [Bandfield and Feldman, 2008], at more equatorial latitudes
the TES data gives ever increasing depths whereas
MONS gives generally decreasing depths. The cause
of this discrepancy is that the MONS-derived WEH
content measures both water ice deposits and hydrated
minerals, the latter of which is not detected by the TES
thermal data. However, the agreement between TES
and MONS poleward of 55° is taken as a validation of
the new neutron data analysis method.
References: [1] Audouard, J., et al., Geophys. Res.
Planets, 119, 1969-1989, doi:10.1002/ 2014JE004649.
[2] Bandfield, J.L., W.C. Feldman (2008) J.Geophys.
Res., 113, E0801, doi:10.1029/2007JE003007.
[3] Dundas C.M. et al. (2014) JGR, 119, 109-127.
[4] Feldman, W.C., et al. (2011) J. Geophys. Res. 116,
E11009, doi:10.1029/2011JE003806. [5] Maurice, S.,
et al. (2011) J.G. R., E11008, doi:10.1029/
2011JE003810. [6] Smith, P.H., et al. (2009) Science,
325, 58, doi10.1126/science.1172339. [7] Wilson, J.T.
et al.(2016) LPSC 2016, Abstract 2813.
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Figure 1A

Figure 1C

Figure 1B

Figure 1D

Figure 1: (A) Global map of Wup for deconvolved solutions, calculated using Gaussianweighted least squares fitting normalized to a sampling distance of 1200 km. (B) Global Depth
maps for deconvolved (L = 15) solutions, expressed in g/cm2. (C) Global map of Wdn for
undeconvolved and (D) deconvolved (L = 15) solutions. White circles denote recent ice-filled
craters identified by Dundas et al. [2014].
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MODELING ICE TABLE DEPTH, GROUND ICE CONTENT AND δD-δ 18O OF GROUND ICE IN THE
COLD DRY SOILS OF EARTH AND MARS
David A. Fisher1, Denis Lacelle2, Wayne Pollard3, Alfonso Davila4, Christopher P. McKay5
1
Department of Earth Sciences, University of Ottawa, Ottawa ON, Canada (dafisher2@sympatico.ca), 2Department
of Geography, University of Ottawa, Ottawa ON, Canada, 3Department of Geography, McGill University, Montreal,
QC, Canada, 4Carl Sagan Center at the SETI Institute, Mountain View, CA, USA, 5NASA Ames Research Center,
Moffet Field, CA, USA.
enhancement factors is reasonable as natural air pressure changes in sandy soils was found to enhance the
mass flux of water vapour over that expected from
pure diffusion by factors of 2 to 4 [11]. Tests using the
coupled diffusion-Darcian mode of REGO give results
essentially in agreement with those reported here using
just an enhanced diffusion approach.
REGO was first used to explore vapour diffusion
and advection flux driven by annual and diurnal temperature cycles overlying the geothermal gradient in
dry sandy soil [12]. Based on the non-linearity of the
saturation vapour pressure with respect to temperature,
the direction and magnitude of vapour fluxes in sandy
soils was found to be dependent on the depths of near
zero amplitudes of the diurnal and annual temperature
cycles and the depth of advection flows. Our results
allowed us to define three zones with distinct net annual water vapour flux (Fig.1): Zone 1 is a diurnal zone
(uppermost 50-80cm) where net annual vapour fluxes
are highest due in large part to the coupled diffusion
and advection effects; Zone 2 is an annual zone (uppermost 5 to 10m) where water vapour fluxes greatly
diminishes with depth and Zone 3 is an upward water
flux zone driven by the geothermal gradient that converges to the depth of near zero annual amplitude.
Net annual water vapour flux
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Introduction: The McMurdo Dry Valleys (MDV) of
Antarctica are a hyper arid polar desert with the coldest
and driest regions situated in the Quartermain Mountains and other high elevation regions [1]. In these ultraxerous regions, maximum daily air temperatures
rarely exceed 0°C and little or no melting of snow
and/or ice occurs [2,3]. The very cold and dry climate
ensure that the active layer and uppermost permafrost
is dry (<3%wt), a characteristic unique to this region.
The dry near-surface mineral soils are conformably
underlain by ice-bearing permafrost with the contact
between them termed the ice table [4].
Based on more than 200 field measurements of ice
table depths in the upper MDV, more than 90% of
them were < 80cm [5,6]. This suggests that despite
being a cold and dry region, ground ice is pervasive in
the upper MDV and in the high coldest part of the
Vallley the ground ice being is emplaced by vapour
diffusion and deposition [7]. The source of water vapour is either from direct condensation of atmospheric
moisture in the soils and/or from transient frost that
forms just at and under the ground surface due to radiative heating and cooling of the soils. This study
summarizes some of our modeling efforts to assess the
stability of the ice table, the rate of ice build-up in soils
and δD-δ18O evolution of ground ice of vapour deposition origin.
The model: REGO is a time varying 1D water vapour
transport model through dry and icy soils that includes
diffusion, advection and phase changes [8,9]. REGO
uses a standard diffusive water flux component that is
dependent on the thermo-physical properties of the
sediments and the direction of vapor-diffusion is dependent on vapor density differences in the soil column. REGO uses coupled diurnal and annual ground
temperature cycles overlying the geothermal gradient
and account for advective flows.
The values of input climatic parameters and sediment properties are those measured in University Valley. In this region, the mean annual air and ground
temperatures are very similar (surface offset ≈ 0°C
[10]); however the relative humidity at the ground surface (>85%ice) is much is higher that that in the air (~
50%ice). Although the coupled Darcian option in
REGO has been recently implemented and tested, here
we account for advective Darcian airflow by enhancing
the diffusion coefficient (De) by factors ranging from 1
to 6. Empirical results suggest that this range of De

k=62m2 yr-1

10

Zone 3:

11
12

(A)

from below
geothermal driven

Fig. 1. The three zones of distinct water vapour flux in dry
and cold soils. A) Annual temperature amplitude in a 12 m
dry soil column (k = 15 m2 yr-1). Also shown is the depth of
nearly zero annual amplitude for ice-cemented soil (with k =
62 m2 yr-1). B) Net annual water vapour fluxes in uppermost
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12 m of dry and ice-cemented soils. Dashed lines represent
an increase of 33% in temperature amplitudes at the surface.
The mean annual ground surface temperature, annual and
diurnal amplitudes are 250K, 13° and 10°, respectively, and
the geothermal temperature gradient is +2° 100 m-1.

Modeling ice table depths: We conducted a series of
numerical experiments that illustrate different hypothetical scenarios and estimate the water vapour flux
and ice table depth using the ground surface temperature and humidity are used as boundary conditions
along with diurnal and annual temperature cycles and
the effect of advective flows within the sandy soil [12].
REGO predicts the measured ice table depths in the
valley are likely in equilibrium with contemporary
conditions (multi decadal time-scale). This is in
marked contrast with past studies that suggested that
the ice table in the upper MDV was not in equilibrium
unless it was being recharged by snow meltwater
[13,14,15] or stabilized by a snow cover [16]. The contrasting results can be explained largely by the use of
measured ground surface humidity as opposed to those
measured about 2m above the ground and the addition
of the effects of temperature cycles and advective
flows on water vapour fluxes in the soils.
0
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Fig. 2. Measured ice table depths at sites with known mean
annual ground surface relative humidity in University Valley
compared with those predicted by REGO from the sinusoidal
temperature forcing and advective flows superimposed on
the geothermal gradient numerical experiment for various
relative humidity (60 to 100%ice). A range of soil thermal
diffusivities was also used, varying from 9 to 62 m2 yr-1 and
are presented as the shaded grey area (the lowest k produced
the shallowest ice table). These model results used enhanced
diffusivity in the upper 50 cm and normal below. Recent
coupled diffusion and Darcian air flow model runs with no
enhancement produce essentially results in the shaded zone.

Modeling ground ice content: Ground ice content in
the center of four polygons situated in the cold region
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of University Valley showed similar ground ice content profiles, including a shallow and narrow ice-rich
horizon at 5-10 cm depth (>50% excess ice) [17]. Using the REGO model with same parameter value used
in modeling ice table depth, we investigated the ground
ice content profiles. For ground surface humidity of
100%ice, simulating a thin snow cover on the surface
(observed during field investigations in regions located
in proximity to University Glacier), the predicted
ground ice content is highest at the ground surface and
decreases with depth. For ground surface relative humidity >85%ice (but <100%ice), an ice-rich layer is predicted to develop just below the ice table and ground
ice content subsequently decreases with depth, similar
to that measured. Based on model results, the dry soil
column can become saturated with ice within several
centuries in the durnal zone and several millennium in
the annual zone. The estimated age of near-surface
soils (17.9 kyr at 2-5 cm depth) in this part of the valley is sufficient to accommodate excess ice by vapourdeposition and reach the measured ice contents [7].
Modeling δ D-δ18O of ground ice:
REGO calculated water isotopes for the accumulating
vapour-deposited ice. In the upper coldest part of the
University Valley there is reasonable agreement with
measurements [9].
Conclusions:
Overall, the results from the new modeling approach
presented in this study have implications regarding the
factors and boundary conditions that affect the stability
of ground ice in cold and hyper-arid regions on Earth
an Mars.
References:
[1] Marchant D. and Head J. (2007) Icarus 19, 187-222; [2]
Campbell I and Claridge G (1987) PPP 17, 215-232;
[3]Bockheim J. et al. (2007) PPP 18, 217-227; [4] Mellon M.
et al. (2009) JGR 114 E00E07; [5] Marinova M. et al. (2013)
Ant Sci 25, 575-582; [6]Kowalewski D. et al. (2012) Geomorp. 126, 159-173; [7] Lacelle, D. et al. (2013) GCA 120,
280-297; [8] Fisher D. (2005) Icarus 179, 387-397; [9] Fisher
D. and Lacelle D. (2014) Icarus 243, 454-470; [10] Lacelle
D. et al. (2016) PPP, 27, 163-176; [11] Elliot J. (1972) J.
Fluid Mech 53, 351-383; [12] Fisher D. et al. (in review)
JGR; [13] Hagedorn B. et al. (2007) JGR 112, F0317; [14]
Schorghofer N. (2009) PPP 20, 309-313; [15]Lui L. et al.
(2015) JGR doi: 10.1002/2014JF003415; [16] McKay, C.P.
(2009) Ant Sci 21, 89-94; [17] Lapalme C. et al. (in review)
Ant Sci
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GEOLOGIC AND STRATGRAPHIC MAPPING IN OLYMPIA CAVI, PLANUM BOREUM, MARS. C. M.
Fortezzo1 and J. A. Skinner, Jr.; 1U.S. Geologic Survey, Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 N. Gemini Dr., Flagstaff,
Arizona 86001 (cfortezzo@usgs.gov)
Introduction: The north polar plateau of Mars,
Planum Boreum (PB), ~1000 km in diameter and ~2.5
km in maximum thickness, has been a focus of attention by spacecraft missions for four decades. However,
many aspects regarding the form, structure, composition, and age of these deposits are not well documented, and much of the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
(MRO) data has yet to be used address these issues.
We are documenting the stratigraphy and reconstructing the geologic evolution of diverse, yet understudied, polar sequences that are exposed along a complex series of troughs and scarps known as Olympia
Cavi and Rupēs, respectively (Fig. 1). The Olympia
Cavi (OC) region, which is located between 180 and
250 °E longitude, is well-suited for detailed geologic
mapping because it displays the full suite of polar layered deposits (PLD), basal materials, and lags [e.g.,
1,2]. This investigation focuses on mapping unconformity-bounded units, identifying stratigraphic packages, and measuring and correlating strata using highresolution images and stereo-derived topography. We
selected three noncontiguous sites, west, central and
east OC (Fig. 1), in order to characterize the continuity
and variability of PLD and establish their three-dimensional architecture.

Figure 1. MOLA color shaded relief of a portion of PB and
OC. Three map areas outlined in black, CTX DEMs in red,
HiRISE DEMs in blue.

Datasets: The MRO Context Camera (CTX) mosaic provides 100% coverage over the map areas at 6
m/pix. We have generated one CTX stereo digital elevation model (DEM, 20 m/pix) per map area. We also
utilize MRO HiRISE images (≥25 cm/pix) in three locations per map area, with derived stereo digital elevation models (DEM, 1.5 m/pix). These DEMs cover the
layered deposits in different areas, with at least one
overlapping CTX and HiRISE DEM per site. The stereo pairs used per area are listed in Table 1.
Methodology: We are in the process of producing
geologic maps at 1:100,000-scale using geographic information systems (GIS) with CTX image mosaics as
base maps. To this end, we are mapping at a digital
scale of ~1:25,000. We are using CTX and HiRISE

DEMs to document a range of detailed observations,
and for constructing measured stratigraphic sections
within each map area. We are mapping these stratigraphic packages and surficial geologic units at
1:10,000-scale (mapping at 1:2,500-scale) for publication. We will construct stratigraphic columns and
fence diagrams at key locations using a combination
of GIS and RockWare. For bedding orientations, we
will use LayerTools [3] in conjunction with the Trend
function in ArcGIS 3D analyst. Trend allows us to visualize the orientation of bed, predict outcrops, and determine if the resulting best-fit plane accurately represents the bedding in three dimensions.
Table 1. Stereo Pairs used for this study.
Region

HiRISE Stereo Pair
PSP_009634_2655
PSP_009793_2655
ESP_018943_2655
Central
ESP_019181_2655
ESP_018852_2655
ESP_019115_2655
ESP_018863_2650
ESP_019548_2650
ESP_018190_2640
East
ESP_018941_2640
ESP_019298_2640
ESP_019047_2640
PSP_009134_2645
PSP_009687_2645
ESP_018957_2655
West
ESP_019222_2650
ESP_018905_2650
ESP_019222_2650

CTX Stereo Pair

G02_018852_2651
G02_019115_2655

G02_018863_2651
G03_019548_2651

P21_009279_2646
P22_009687_2646

We plan to synthesize our results in a three-part geologic map, which will include stratigraphic sections
that are regionally connected by fence diagrams and
detailed inset maps. This work will represent a “snap
shot” in the ongoing dynamic evolution of the polar
scarps in Borealis Scopuli, and will not include a
change detection study [e.g., 4]. However, within the
images in Table 1, there are small, observable changes
in frost cover and mass wasting deposits, and we recognize that those modifications provide direct evidence of the processes responsible for surficial deposits we will include in the mapping.
Initial observations: The scarps exposing the PLD
within each of the three map areas are broadly similar
in appearance with three core stratigraphic units. The
scarps have reliefs ranging from ~500 m to ~1.6 km,
and have elevations from ~-4800 m to ~-3200 m
within the map areas (Fig 2).
The lower stratigraphic unit is characterized by
broad benches near its base, and becoming more regular and thinly bedded as the slope steepens up section.
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A thin lag and mantle deposits of dark materials, sometimes shaped through eolian process, are present on
benches and low slopes. Where exposed, the tops of
the benches often present a polygonal pattern (Fig. 3a)
along or near the edge of the bench sometimes with
spalled blocks near the base of the bench. Toward the
top of this lower unit, higher albedo, thin lobes to irregular patches of material with blocks and fines mantle the layered outcrop, and stretch up to 1 km down
slope (Fig. 3b). The lower unit shows indication of
cross bedding, both large and small scale.
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of moderate albedo materials with vertical cracks,
blocks, and an irregular surface texture of smooth and
rough areas (Fig. 3C). No convincing internal bedding
structures have been observed at HiRISE resolutions.
The upper stratigraphic unit has an average thickness of ~400 m and a gentler slope than the middle
unit. This member consists of hundreds of moderate to
high relative albedo layers with a softened, hummocky
surface texture. These thin layers are grouped into
thick packages of broader albedo bands. There are thin
packages of layers that have a similar morphology to
the middle unit, with less dense fracturing present. The
upper unit layers appear contiguous throughout the
length of their HiRISE images. Unconformities are
present within these layers.
At the top of the scarp, the layers thin and/or become less distinct from each other. Beyond the scarp
crest, on the very gently sloping top of Planum Boreum, the layers are expressed as thin, broad benches
forming a much shallower slope. The number of layers
is clearer on this surface than in the scarp faces, and
shows that the layers are typically <2 m thick (Fig. 3d).
If this layer thickness is consistent, 300 or more unique
layers could exist in the middle and upper units.
References: [1] Tanaka, K. L. and Fortezzo, C. F.
(2012) USGS Map SIM-3177, [2] Skinner Jr., J. A. and
K. E. Herkenhoff (2012), USGS Map SIM-3197, [3]
Kneissl T., et al. (2010) LPSC, Abst. #1640. [4] Russell P. et al., (2008) Geophys. Res. Let., v.35, L23204.

Figure 2. A portion of HiRISE image ESP_018905_2650
(25 cm/pix) showing the location of a topographic cross section (A-A’) from a stereo-derived DEM that is plotted at bottom. Also shown are the locations of Figure 3.

The middle unit unconformably overlies with the
lower unit and has a unique character. This unit is typically ~200 m thick, and forms the steepest slopes
within the scarps of OC. This change in slope defines
the transition from the lower and middle units of the
OC. This unit is characterized by thinly-layered beds

Figure 3. Portions of HiRISE image ESP_018905_2650 (A)
showing polygonal texture at margins of lower layer deposit
outcrops, (B) showing mass wasting deposits over lower
layer deposits, (C) showing blocky middle layer deposits and
upper layered deposits, and (D) showing typical mottled texture at the top of Planum Boreum.
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MARTIAN ATMOSPHERIC METHANE PLUMES FROM METEOR SHOWER INFALL: A
HYPOTHESIS. M. Fries1, A. Christou2, D. Archer3, P. Conrad4, W. Cooke5, J. Eigenbrode4, I. L. ten Kate6, M.
Matney1, P. Niles1, M. Sykes7, A. Steele8, A. Treiman9. 1NASA JSC, Houston, TX, 2Armagh Observatory, College
Hill, Armagh, Northern Ireland, 3Jacobs, NASA JSC, Houston TX, 4NASA Goddard SFC, Greenbelt MD, 5NASA
Marshall SFC, Huntsville AL, 6Dept. of Earth Sciences, Utrecht University, Netherlands, 7Planetary Science Institute, Tucson AZ, 8Geophysical Laboratory, Carnegie Institution for Science, Washington DC, 9Lunar and Planetary
Institute, Houston, TX. Email: marc.d.fries@nasa.gov

Introduction: Methane plumes in the martian atmosphere have been detected using Earth-based spectroscopy [1-4], the Planetary Fourier Spectrometer on
the ESA Mars Express mission [5], and the NASA
Mars Science Laboratory [6]. The methane’s origin
remains a mystery, with proposed sources including
volcanism [7], exogenous sources like impacts [8] and
interplanetary dust [2,6], aqueous alteration of olivine
in the presence of carbonaceous material [9], release
from ancient deposits of methane clathrates [10],
and/or biological activity [2]. To date, none of these
phenomena have been found to reliably correlate with
the detection of methane plumes [6]. An additional
source exists, however: meteor showers could generate
martian methane via UV pyrolysis of carbon-rich infall
material [11]. We find a correlation between the dates
of Mars/cometary orbit encounters and detections of
methane on Mars. We hypothesize that cometary debris falls onto Mars during these interactions, depositing freshly disaggregated meteor shower material in a
regional concentration. The material generates methane via UV photolysis [12,13], resulting in a localized “plume” of short-lived methane.
Multiple Lines of Evidence:
1) Temporal Correlation Between Cometary Interactions and Methane Detection: It is important to determine the source of martian methane in order to explore the geochemical and/or astrobiological implications of its formation mechanism(s). For this reason
investigators have attempted to identify correlations
between the appearance of methane and factors such as
martian seasons [14, 15], proximity to martian volcanoes [3,14], proximity to hydrated minerals [4], local

winds, diurnal time, small-scale detection variations
[6], etc. To date no convincing correlations have
emerged. We collected the dates of historical methane
detections in literature to investigate additional potential correlations, and found a temporal correlation between methane plume detections and the dates for
Mars/comet orbit encounters [16,17] (Figure 1). Specifically, all known methane reports were detected
within 16 days after an encounter between Mars’ orbit
and the orbit of a comet capable of producing a meteor
shower on Mars [16,17] (Table 2 and Figure 2, following page). It is important to note that this correlation
occurs between the comet/Mars interaction date and
the detection date of a methane plume – it is possible
that the methane plume occurred on the date of the
encounter itself and was not noticed until the measurement was performed up to 16 days later.
2) Spatial Correlation Between Meteor Showers
and Plume Size: Meteor showers arise from interactions between a planet and debris scattered along the
orbit of a comet or asteroid. Meteor showers may persist for days at a very low meteor rate, but often feature
strong meteor rates for a period of a few hours as the
planet encounters the relatively dense debris near the
parent body’s orbit [18]. This short-lived activity peak
results in deposition of most of a meteor shower’s material on a regional (as opposed to global) area on the
planet. This effect has been directly noted on Mars.
Crismani [19] reported that the MAVEN spacecraft
detected a regional and sudden appearance of Mg+
consistent with a meteor shower during the 08 Mar
2016 encounter between Mars and the orbit of C/2007
H2 Skiff, as predicted in [11]. MAVEN is not designed
Figure 1: Methane plume
noted on Mars by [4].
Four days before the
measurement, Mars encountered the orbit of
comet C/2007 H2 Skiff at
a distance of ~150,000
km, about half the EarthMoon distance [16]. Red
arrow indicates Mars’
movement, and blue arrow indicates the motion
of debris in Skiff’s orbit.
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Table 2: Historical Mars methane detections shown
by publication (column 1), observation date (column 2), and reported methane concentration (column 3). Column 4 shows the number of days between a Mars/cometary orbit encounter and the
methane observation, and column 5 identifies the
comet encountered.
to measure methane and could not test for a correlation
between the meteor shower and the appearance of methane. The comet Skiff is the same comet implicated in
the methane plume reported by Mumma et al [4] (Figure 1), during the 2003 Mars/Skiff orbit interaction.
3) Appearance of High Altitude Dust: Deposition
of meteor shower material into the martian atmosphere
may result in optically visible, high altitude dust.
MAVEN has reported [20] the unexplained appearance
of dust clouds at altitudes of 150-300 km possibly attributable to meteor shower input. Sanchez-Lavega
[21] reports two occasions when dust became visible at
Mars’ limb. One occurred on 17 May 1997, the same
day as another interaction between Mars and the orbit
of comet C/2007 H2 Skiff. The other was noted on 12
Mar 2012, four days after an interaction between Mars
and the orbit of 275P/Hermann, a comet that is also
implicated in one of the methane detections by the
MSL rover (Figure 2).
4) Methane Loss Rate: It has been noted [3,6] that
methane loss rates following a plume appear to be
higher than expected for Mars near-surface atmospheric chemistry. At high altitude, however, Wong et al [7]
noted that UV photolysis produces CH4 degradation
rates at altitudes above ~90 km more amenable to observed rates. Meteor shower-based methane production
should generate methane at a range of altitudes to include high altitude. And methane detections to date
have been incapable of detecting the methane’s alti-
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tude: Earth-based and Mars orbital observations have
made measurements through the full thickness of the
martian atmosphere, and the MSL rover is a point
measurement. Methane might be produced at higher
altitudes and diffuse down to the rover, which is consistent with MSL’s measurements in the 1-10 ppb
range while many methane plumes feature measured
concentrations in the 10s of ppb [1-6].
5) The Parent Body Size/Distance Relationship: Of
the seven parent bodies implicated in methane plume
detection (Table 2), the largest and arguably dustiest
objects (1P/Halley, 5335 Damocles, 13P/Olbers,
Marsden group comets) interact with Mars at the
greatest orbital distances (~0.016 to 0.064 AU) while
the other three, less well known bodies interact at
shorter distances (~0.0008 to 0.0086 AU). This is not
proof by itself but is inherently reasonable if these bodies are the source of methane-producing material.
The hypothesis stated here and in [11] is inherently
testable, using the missions, instrumentation, and expertise that currently exist. One method for testing this
hypothesis would be an extended observing campaign
of Mars during a period that includes multiple interactions with cometary debris while watching for meteor
shower activity and the correlated appearance of atmospheric methane plumes.
References: [1] V.A. Krasnopolsky, et al. J.
Geophysical Research 102, E3, 6525-6534 (1997). [2]
V. A. Krasnopolsky, J. P. Maillard, T. C. Owen, Icarus
172 537-547 (2004). [3] V. A. Krasnopolsky. Icarus
217 144-152 (2011). [4] M. J. Mumma, et al. Science
323 1041-1045 (2009). [5] V. Formisano, et al Science
306 1758-1761 (2004). [6] C.R. Webster et al Science,
347, 6220, 415-417 (2015). [7] A.S. Wong, S.K.
Atreya, T. Encrenaz. J. Geophysical Res.: Planets
(1991–2012), 108(E4) (2003). [8] M.E. Kress, C.P.
McKay. Icarus 168, 2 475-483 (2004). [9] C. Oze, M.
Sharma. Geophys. Res. Letters, 32(10) (2005). [10]
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Geochem. Persp. Let. 2 (2016) 10-23. [12] A.C.
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DRILLING SUBSURFACE ICE AT THE HAUGHTON CRATER ANALOG SITE. B. Glass1, K. Zacny2, D.
Bergman1, G. Paulsen2, P. Lee1. 1NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA 94305, USA, Email:
brian.glass@nasa.gov, 2Honeybee Robotics, Pasadena, CA 91103, USA.
Abstract: Over a decade of evolutionary development
of integrated automated drilling and sample handling at
the terrestrial polar Mars analog site at Haughton Crater has made it possible to propose missions that could
sample 1-2m into rocks and ice on Mars. The eventual
search for biomarkers and signs of past or extant life in
Mars polar regions will require sample acquisition
there below the desiccated and irradiated surface.
Drilling and drill tests at the Haughton Crater site since
1998 have also shown a retreat downward of the active-layer boundary in annual measurements.
Introduction: Delving past the near-surface ice
layers likely to be encountered in Mars polar regions,
in search of organics and possibly life, will require
lightweight, low-mass planetary drilling and sample
handling.[1] Unlike terrestrial drills, these future exploration drills will work dry (without drilling muds or
lubricants), blind (no prior local or regional seismic or
other surveys), and weak (very low downward force or
weight on bit, and perhaps 100W of power available)
The Icebreaker-3 project drill in Figure 1 is a typical
prototype Mars polar 1m-class drill.
Given the lightspeed transmission delays to Mars,
an exploratory planetary drill cannot be controlled directly from Earth. Therefore highly automated operations will be necessary, with the ability to safe the
drilling system and recover from the most probable
fault conditions. [2]

Table 1. Mars-prototype drill tests at Haughton Crater.

tested fully hands-off drilling, including fault detection, recovery and resumption of drilling, without human intervention. [4] These NASA test efforts have
demonstrated end-to-end the automation necessary for
a drilling mission beyond the Moon such as the proposed Icebreaker drilling Phoenix-follow-on lifesearch mission shown in Figure 2. [5]

Fig. 2. Icebreaker mission concept [5] would return to the
northern Mars polar latitudes visited by Phoenix.

Fig. 1. Icebreaker-3 drill (a) with sample transfer arm on
Phoenix deck mockup (June 2014) and (b) at the Haughton Crater Mars-analog site (August 2014). [3]

Subsurface Sample Acquisition: Several past
NASA-sponsored development efforts have attempted
to test different aspects of automated Mars polar drilling. Table 1 shows five successive generations of rotary-drag and rotary-percussive drills that have been
tested since 2004 at the Haughton Crater Mars-analog
site in the Canadian Arctic. These have developed and

The Icebreaker-3 (IB-3) rotary-percussive drill,
completed in June 2014, was 3-5x less massive than
earlier Mars drill prototypes [3]. Power consumption
was 30-40 W, 200W max during 5-10 min drilling
sequences. It was tested in August 2014 at the Haughton Crater analog site, running automated drilling sequences. IB-3 drilled 5m, in six boreholes, and with
sufficient power (torque) and shaft stiffness to break
and penetrate hard rock and ice-consolidated material.
IB-3 drilled 2m in ice or ice-consolidated material.
Unlike prior prototypes [2], IB-3 drilled rapidly and
experienced almost no fault conditions [3].
Polar Impact Crater: The Haughton Crater planetary-analog drilling site is a high-fidelity analog for
Mars polar sites with subsurface ice (as at the Martian
higher latitudes) and the broken, depth-graded textures
similar to impact regolith. Haughton Crater is located
at approximately 75 degrees North, 89 degrees West
on Devon Island, Nunavut, Canada. The Haughton site
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presents many Mars-analog aspects that have been
used over the past 19 years for both Science and Exploration Operations applications [see [6] for a summary].
The “Drill Hill” drilling test site is located inside
Haughton Crater, on an approx. 200 m-thick deposit of
impact breccia rubble and bedrock matrixed with
ground ice, with fluvio-glacial materials present secondarily as sparse surface drift. Figure 3 shows a Drill
Hill profile down to 3m depth. In addition to the drilling tests at Drill Hill (2004, 2006, 2009-14), other
drilling sites include a separate impact breccia deposit
near Trinity Lake (2005, 2008), a broad crater-rim-area
plain near the Haughton-Mars Project base camp
(2004), and on remaining residual post-impact crater
lake sediments near the center zone of Haughton Crater (1998).
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material. Ice-cemented materials beginning downward
with this active-layer boundary mark a significant increase in drilling effort and a reduction in headway.
Warmer or colder summer seasons lead to year-by-year
down (warmer) or up (colder) boundary variation of
some cm/yr.
Records of the active-boundary depth in Haughton
Crater boreholes also seem to show a noticeable overall change downward (warmer) over the past 18 years.
Figure 4 shows that the typical depths to encounter
frozen material in drilling have receded from the 4050cm depth typically encountered in 1998-2008 down
to approximately 70cm depth in recent years.

Fig. 4. Active layer boundary depth in Haughton
Crater, 1998-2015.

Conclusions: The Haughton Crater test site has
been a relatively high-fidelity Mars-analog site for
testing several generations of 1-2m class planetary
prototype drills. Drilling at this high-latitude polar impact crater site has also shown that the active-layer
boundary has generally receded downward when
measured at roughly the same time, year by year since
1998.
References: [1] Blacic, J., et al, (2000) AIAA
Space 2000. [2] Glass, B. et al, (2013) J. Field Robotics. [3] Glass, B. et al, (2015) LPSC XLVI. [4] Glass,
B. et al. (2008) Astrobiology. [5] McKay, C., et al,
(2014) Astrobiology. [6] Lee, P. and Osinski, G.,
(2005) Meteoritics and Planetary Science. [7] Glass,
B., et al, (2007) LPSC XXXVIII.

Fig. 3. DAME drill borehole reached 3m depth in
Haughton Crater impact breccia in July 2006. [7]

Active Layer Boundary Changes: The working
field season at the Haughton Crater site is typically
between mid-July to mid-August, with drilling usually
conducted in the middle of that period. As is common
in terrestrial periglacial environments, a thawed active
layer extends downward to a boundary with frozen
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THE HAUGHTON IMPACT STRUCTURE AS AN ANALOGUE TO MARS: POLYGONS AND THE
NATURE OF THEIR DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENT. E. Godin1 and G. R. Osinski1,2, 1Department of Earth
Sciences / Centre for Planetary Science and Exploration, University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada, N6A
5B7, egodin5@uwo.ca, 2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Western Ontario, London, ON, Canada,
N6A 5B7
Introduction: Well preserved impact craters located in cold, dry, terrestrial high latitudes are scarce
[1]. The Haughton impact structure (subsequently abbreviated HIS) is located on the western side of Devon
Island, Nunavut, 75°2'N, 89°4'W, has a measured diameter of ~23 km; the impact occurred during the Miocene
[2,3]. The impact structure and immediate surroundings, while moister and warmer than present-day Mars
[4], are characterized by numerous periglacial features
which are similar to those found on Mars mid to high
latitudes [5], such as pattern ground morphologies (polygons) and gullies. Other evidence of massive ice in the
form of retrogressive thaw slumps has also been observed in the HIS area but has not been studied.
Thermal contraction polygons are ubiquitous in the
continuous permafrost zone on Earth [6] and are common on Mars [7]. On Earth, contraction cracking is observed in zones with a mean annual air temperature
of -2 °C or less [8] and cold spells, or sudden drop of
air temperature is likely to cause the stress leading to the
contraction cracking [9] but not systematically [10]. Aspect-wise, the geometry of the polygons increase in regularity and organization, which is a function of their maturity [11] where the surface conditions are in a relative
equilibrium with the current climate. Initial cracking
(primary cracks) can form large and wide polygons; after the polygons gain maturity through time, secondary
cracks can divide the original polygon; tertiary cracks
can further divide the secondary polygons [12,13].
The present and past climate, the insolation, the topography, the availability of water and the nature of the
depositional environments are important variables defining how and if the landforms could likely develop
[14]. The understanding of the depositional environments and the implicit aspect of cryoturbation inhibited
landforms can provide a solid basis for an assessment
on a qualitative ratio of ice in the ground (e.g. ice-rich
or ice-poor). This type of assessment is particularly useful in the context of planetary geomorphology and space
exploration as remote sensing is an essential investigation tool while the search for evidences of water-ice is
fundamental.
The HIS has previously been introduced as an excellent analogue for a hypothetical wetter and possibly
warmer Mars with a wide variety of Earth-like and periglacial features [15]. The objectives of this paper are to
present patterned ground features, with a focus on their
related depositional environments in the HIS area as an

analogue to mid to high latitude Martian periglacial
landforms and to discuss the implied qualitative concept
of ice content.
Overview of the polygons geomorphology: At the
study site (HIS) and surroundings, three types of polygons have been documented, differing mainly by their
sedimentary depositional environment.
Polygons in alluvial sediments. Figure 1 show a polygon terrace in coarse (cm to dm) fluvial or fluvioglacial
sediments. The polygons, while well-defined by their
troughs, have an indistinguishable contour (rim) which
makes a poor contrast on the satellite image. These polygons were quite large, in excess of 50 m length for their
long axis; their geometry was irregularly shaped, possibly due to their relative young age past their initiation
and the grain size distribution (coarse).

B.

A.

Figure 1: Polygons in well-sorted cm to dm size in
fluvial/fluvioglacial sediments (all dolomite of the
Middle Member Allen Bay Formation. A.,
WorldView image (image credits: Dr. Mustard and
NASA/Digital Globe), B., view of a polygon trough
from the ground.
Polygons in lacustrine sediments. A second type of
polygon was found S-W of the crater at a drained lake
emplacement (Figure 2). Layers of fine-grained dolo-

A.

B.

Figure 2: Polygons in a Miocene crater lake; sediments are fine-grained, generally dolomitic silts and
sands. A., Worldview images (image credits: Dr.
Mustard and NASA/Digital Globe), B., view of the
lake sediments near the polygons, persons for scale
in the far right.
mitic silts and sands characterize the surface of these
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high-center polygons. Polygons sized up to 30 m over
their long axis were well formed and troughs were well
defined. Troughs width vary between 50 cm and 4 to 6
meters. As a whole their geometry is irregular but less
than the coarse sediments polygons in Figure 1.
Polygons in a blockfield. The third type of polygon
(Figure 3) was formed in poorly sorted deposits composed of blocks and pebbles. The origin of this blockfield remains to be determined but is possibly the result
of in-situ fracturation of the bedrock resulting from
freeze-thaw processes. This blockfield (or felsenmeer)
is dolomites of the Middle Member Allen Bay Formation.

A.

B.

Figure 3: Polygons in poorly sorted cm to dm-size
rocks (dolomite of the Middle Member Allen Bay
Formation). Origin remain to be determined, possibly
glacial or freeze-thaw breakdown of the bedrock. A.,
oblique view of the polygons from the helicopter. B.,
view of a trough from the ground; person for scale in
the centre.
Considerations on Martian polygons: Polygons
on Mars can be well developed and organized: large primary contraction cracks (broad double whitish lines in
Figure 4.A) formed the first generation polygons inside
a 17.5 km diameter crater named 01-000108. These polygons are greater than 100 m wide; they eventually subdivided in smaller, second generation polygons (Figure
4.A, single thin line, polygons were 50 – 100 m in
width) and third generation (Figure 4.A whitish mesh,
polygons were 5 – 20 m wide).

A.

B.

Figure 4: A. View (High Resolution Imaging Science
Experiment (HiRISE, NASA/JPL-Caltech/Arizona
State University [16], images ESP_016641_2500) of
a mature and well-developed polygons field inside
the crater 01-000108 (Location 69.87° N – 64.84° E).
In B. a polygon field located south of the crater 01001367 (HiRISE PSP_010074_2540) at 74.03° N,
67.02° E was less developed compared to A.
Otherwise, this polygon field (Figure 4.B) located 3
km south of the crater 01-001367, while less organized
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and defined than those shown in Figure 4.A, show three
generations of polygons, first generation being in the 50
m wide, second generation between 10 and 20 m and
third generation less than 10 m wide.
Subtly formed polygons were seen in the ejecta deposits west of crater 06-001279 (HiRISE
ESP_036578_2435). These polygons were irregular and
had troughs shallow and hard to define, similar in aspect
to those observed in Figure 1 and 3. Metric sized blocks
and smaller were numerous at this emplacement.
Discussion: Fine sized sediments (e.g., silt-sized or
loess) deposits are characterized by a greater specificsurface area and therefore can store more moisture per
volume as the lacustrine sediment case and Figure 4.A,
compared to coarser, less porous sediments (Figure 1, 3
and 4.B). Moist and fine-grained soils are prone to thermal contraction cracking [17]. In a case where moisture
availability is weak, contraction cracking could still occur but the infilling of the crack would be loess or sands
instead of an ice vein. Thus, it is possible that the contraction cracks shown for the alluvial sediments in Figure 1 are filled with fine sediments. Thus it often requires very precise images, evidence of ground ice (following an impact or by examining a core) or a field survey to validate the qualitative amount of ice when characterizing a landscape based on its surface features.
Acknowledgements: We wish to warmly
acknowledge the Polar Continental Shelf Program and
the National Science and Engineering Research Council
of Canada for the logistics and funding. Many thanks to
Dr. John "Jack" Mustard of Brown University and
NASA/Digital Globe for access and use of the
WorldView images which were central to this project.
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ON THE RHEOLOGICAL BEHAVIOR OF IMPURITY-LADEN ICE D. L. Goldsby1 and C. Qi2,
1
Earth and Environmental Sciences, University of Pennsylvania, 240 S. 33rd Street, Phildelphia, PA 19104;
dgoldsby@sas.upenn.edu
Introduction: The rheological behavior of ice
has been classically described by the Glen law, a
power law between effective strain rate and effective stress of the form 𝜀 = 𝐵𝜎 % , where B is a temperature-dependent parameter, and n is the stress
exponent of value 3 Ref. 1. The Glen law is attributed to dislocation creep, and has underpinned
models and calculations of terrestrial glacier flow
for over six decades. Compilations of ice creep
data from tests at ambient and elevated confining
pressures2,3, however, suggest that dislocation
creep of ice is characterized by a value of n=4, not
3. Furthermore, new experimental data for ice
demonstrate that at sufficiently low stresses, a transition occurs from dislocation creep proper (n=4)
to a creep mechanism characterized by a value of
n=1.8, for which the creep rate is markedly dependent upon grain size d (with 𝜀 ∝ 𝑑 ) , where p is
the grain size exponent, of value -1.4 for ice)3. The
n=1.8 regime is identified with a creep mechanism
wherein grain boundary sliding (GBS) and basal
dislocation slip are mutually accommodating processes. Extrapolation of the flow laws for dislocation creep and GBS creep to natural conditions
(grain sizes >1 mm, stresses <0.1 MPa, all temperatures) indicates that GBS creep often dominates
the flow of ice in natural ice bodies.
In spite of these advances in our understanding
of ice rheology, however, critical gaps exist in our
knowledge of the effects of impurities on ice flow4.
Such impurities include dissolved ionic species residing within the crystal lattice of ice, ionic species
partitioned to ice grain boundaries, and second
phases (for example, dust particles) dispersed inter- and intra-granularly within the ice. While numerous studies of the effects of second-phase impurities on ice flow behavior have been conducted
(e.g., Ref. 2), such studies often yield different and
in some cases conflicting data4. The need for understanding the effects of particulates on ice flow
is compounded by the probability that particulates
have different effects on the different creep mechanisms now known to occur in ice.
To investigate the effects of second-phase impturies on ice flow, we have begun an experimental

investigation of the rheological behavior of particulate-bearing ice samples. Samples have been prepared by misting a suspension of water containing
1 wt. % of graphite particles (particle size=50 nm)
into liquid nitrogen, then packing the resulting
powders into an indium tube and sealing the sample by ‘welding’ the indium to copper-plated
endcaps. The resulting cylindrical sample, which
was vented to atmospheric pressure, was then
placed in a cryogenic high-pressure gas apparatus,
and the sample was hot-pressed at a confining pressure of 20 MPa and a temperature of 236 K for 104
s, yielding a fully dense sample with an ice grain
size of ~10 µm. The sample was then removed
from the apparatus, measured, and placed back in
the apparatus and repressurized.
Samples were then deformed at constant strain
rate at a confining pressure of 20 MPa, and a tem-

Figure 1- Plot showing rheological data for an ice sample containing 1 wt.% graphite with a particle size of 50
nm. Predictions of the composite flow law of Goldsby
& Kohlstedt (Ref. 30) for grain sizes of 1 and 10 µm
(dotted and dashed lines, respectively) are shown for
comparison.
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perature of 236 K. By conducting strain rate-stepping experiments on a single sample at a constant
temperature, the value of the stress exponent could
be determined. An example of flow data for a sample with 1 wt.% graphite with a particle size of 50
nm is shown in Fig. 1. The experimental data in
Fig. 1 are compared with the composite flow law
of Ref. 3 in the figure. The data are in excellent
agreement with the flow law calculated for an ice
grain size of 10 µm, which agrees with the ice grain
sizes measured for this sample using cryo scanning
electron microscopy (SEM).
To date, our experiments demonstrate that
small particle fractions and small particle sizes
have a neglible effect on ice flow behavior, and
that existing flow laws for pure water ice well predict the observed creep behavior. The results of experiments on samples of larger particle fraction,
larger particle sizes, and larger ice grain sizes, will
be presented.
References:
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228, 519-538. [2] Durham, W.B., Kirby, S.H. and
Stern, L.A., (1992), JGR, 97, 20,883-20,897. [3]
Goldsby, D.L. and Kohlstedt, D.L. (2001), JGR,
106, 11,017-11,030. [4] Moore, P.L. (20140, Rev.
Geophys., 52, doi:10.1002/2014RG000453.
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IRON METEORTIES AND UPWELLING IN ANTARCTICA. B. S. Gourlay1, A.A . Mardon2, K. Schneider3,
and E. Behr. 1Concordia University(7128 Ada Blvd NW, Alberta, Canada, bgourlay@student.concordia.ab.ca),
2
Antarctic Institute of Canada (Suite 103, 11919-82 Street NW, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, aamardon@yahoo.ca),
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MacEwan University (10045-156 Street NW, Alberta, Canada, schneiderk25@mymacewan.ca)

Introduction: The majority of meteorites found
on Earth are suspected to originate from the asteroid
belt between Jupiter and Mars6, and each meteorite
studied has the potential to provide new information to
5
researchers regarding their planet of origin . Once meteorites have fallen to Earth, ice flow dynamics and
climate changes cause them to migrate towards certain
areas that are referred to as meteorite stranding zones –
such as the Antarctic.4 Stone meteorites have been
found at this pole for years, however meteorites rich in
iron have been much more rare. Dr. Evatt and his team
suggested in 2016 that the heat conductivity of the
iron-rich meteorites may be cancelling the effects of
upwelling, which normally pushes them back to the
surface. Upwelling is when the denser and colder water
located deeper in the ocean shift to replace the warmer
water located closer to the surface. In effect, the iron
meteorites sink slowly under the ice while the stone
meteorites sink much slower. This phenomenon provides researchers with another opportunity to find and
document stone meteorites, but not the iron ones.
Photographs:

Figure 1- EETA79001 originally weighed 8 kilograms,
and is considered by many to be the first strong evidence of Martian origins for a large number of the meteorites found on Earth. The black spots are glass
which was most likely formed when Mars was stuck
by a meteorite, which is suspected to be the impact that
caused this one to be sent into space and then later to
Earth.7
References:
[4] Evatt G. W., Coughlan M. J., Joy K. H., Smedley A. R D., Connolly P., J., and Abrahams I. D.

(2016) NC, 7: 10678 doi: 10.1038/ncoms10679.
[5] McCoy T. J., Corrigan C. M., and Herd C. D. K.
(2011) PNAS 108(48), 19159–19164.
[6] Sautter V, Toplis M. J., Beck P., Mangold N.,
Wiens R., Pinet P., Cousin A., Maurice S., LeDeit L.,
Hewins R., Gasnault O., Quantin C., Forni O., Newsom H., Meslin P. Y., Wray J., Bridges N., Payre V.,
Rapin W., and Le Mouelic S. (2016) Lith 254-255, 3652.
[7] Martian meteorite EETA79001. LPI [Internet]
(2016)
http://www.lpi.usra.edu/publications/slidesets/marslife/
slide_12.html
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THE EFFECT OF DUST ON THE MARTIAN POLAR VORTICES. S. D. Guzewich1, A.D. Toigo2, and D. W.
Waugh3, 1Universities Space Research Association and NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, USA,
scott.d.guzewich@nasa.gov, 2Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, USA, anthony.toigo@jhuapl.edu, 3Johns Hopkins University Department of Earth and Planetary Science, Baltimore, MD, USA,
waugh@jhu.edu.

Introduction: The winter polar atmosphere of
Mars is characterized by low temperatures (sufficient
to condense atmospheric CO2) near the geographic
pole surrounded by strong circumpolar westerly winds
at middle-to-high latitudes. The seasonal formation and
dissipation of these so-called polar vortices help control the annual cycle of H2O and CO2 in the atmosphere. While the vortices form every autumn and dissipate in late winter, the northern hemisphere polar
vortex is occasionally disturbed and disrupted during
periods of high atmospheric dust loading. We term
these “transient vortex warming events” and show examples of these events in Mars Climate Sounder
(MCS) temperature and dust observations. To more
fully diagnose the dynamics associated with transient
vortex warming events, we perform a series of
MarsWRF general circulation model (GCM) [1] simulations. The results of this study have recently been
published [2].
Methodology: We use version 4.3 of the MCS retrievals over Mars Years (MY) 28-31, which have improved retrieval success rates during periods of high
atmospheric opacity.
We performed a series of MarsWRF simulations to
study impact of dust on the polar vortices. Our
“Standard” simulation uses the Mars Climate Database
“Mars Global Surveyor Scenario” to determine the
seasonal dust opacity cycle [1,3,4]. We then modified
that scenario to both increase and decrease the magnitude of the seasonal dust opacity cycle (i.e., “High
Dust” and “Low Dust” scenarios) as well as shifting
the season of the opacity peak to different times of
year.
Observations: MCS temperature observations
show that the winter polar vortices are centered near
the 10 Pa pressure level and exhibit temperatures of
125-130 K at their coldest. Above the polar vortices,
much warmer temperatures (the “polar warming”) are
present due to adiabatic warming caused by the descending branch of the meridional overturning circulation [5,6].
Figure 1 shows the seasonal cycle of temperatures
near the north pole. This includes the polar vortex,
with the coldest temperatures occurring at the winter
solstice, Ls = 270°. Also seen in Figure 1 are several
transient vortex warming events, the largest associated
with the MY28 global dust storm. In this event, tem-

peratures increased by over 70 K within the vortex
before quickly cooling back to climatological average
temperatures. Less intense transient vortex warming
events occurred at MY29 Ls = 239° and MY31 Ls =
307°.
Concurrent observations of dust extinction show
that typically the polar vortices are dust-free and hence
the vortex limits mixing with lower-latitude air, but
that dust did likely did enter the vortex during the
MY28 event. During polar night, dust would act as a
radiative cooling agent due to infrared emission. Thus,
transient vortex warming events are dynamically driven.
MarsWRF Simulations: Using variants of three
basic simulations (“Low Dust”, “Standard”, and “High
Dust”), we show that the GCM simulations qualitatively reproduce transient vortex warming events in the
“Standard” and “High Dust” simulations.
During the annual dust opacity maximum in the
simulations (which occurs between Ls = 250-270°), the
meridional overturning circulation is intensified by
enhanced atmospheric dust loading. This shifts the
descending branch of the circulation poleward, resulting in a warmer “polar warming” and a transient vortex
warming event. Like in the MCS observations, the
vortex warming event occurs abruptly (particularly in
the “High Dust” simulation) (Figure 2A), despite the
more gradual increase in dust opacity in the simulation
relative to the MY28 global dust storm. In addition to
changes in the circulation and temperature structure,
the westerly polar jet is weakened and shifted poleward with enhanced dust loading.
We use Ertel’s potential vorticity (EPV) to diagnose the dynamics of the polar vortices. Figure 2B
shows the EPV field from the “Hish Dust” simulation
before, during, and after the winter solstice (Ls =
270°). In the “High Dust” simulation, the EPV field is
drastically weakened at Ls = 270°, indicating that the
polar vortex has been disrupted by the transient vortex
warming event. A similar, but less dramatic reduction
of the EPV field occurs in the “Standard” simulation
while the “Low Dust” simulation exhibits nearly constant EPV values near the pole throughout the season.
By Ls = 300°, as dust opacity begins to decline in the
“Standard” and “High Dust” simulations, the EPV values modestly recover.
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Conclusions: Transient vortex warming events
are brief and rapid temperature increases inside the
northern hemisphere winter vortex. They are dynamical responses to enhanced atmospheric dust loading at
lower latitudes. Several such events have been observed by MCS, with the most dramatic being the
MY28 global dust storm.
Using MarsWRF GCM simulations, we show how
the atmospheric dynamics are altered during enhanced
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dust loading and how they produce the transient vortex
warming event.
References: [1] Toigo, A.D. et al. (2012), Icarus
[2] Guzewich, S.D., A.D. Toigo, D.W. Waugh (2016),
Icarus. [3] Lewis, S.R. et al. (1999), JGR.
[4] Montmessin, F. et al. (2004), JGR. [5] McCleese,
D. et al. (2008), Nature. [6] McDunn, T., et al. (2013),
JGR.

Figure 1. MCS zonal mean temperatures (K) for 85-90°N from MY28-31 (a, top) and line plots
for MCS zonal mean temperatures (b, bottom) for 198.04 Pa (solid line), 11.173 Pa (dashed line),
and 0.20463 Pa (3 dot-dash line).

Figure 2. (A) 85-90°N zonal mean temperatures and (B) scaled EPV (potential vorticity units) at
the 400 K potential temperature level for the “High Dust” simulation for the Ls = 240° (left), Ls =
270° (middle), and Ls = 300° (right) time periods.
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STABILITY OF THE EARLY MARS ATMOSPHERE TO COLLAPSE INTO PERMANENT POLAR
CAPS. R.M. Haberle1, M.A. Kahre1, R. Wordsworth2, F. Forget3, 1NASA/Ames Research Center, Moffett Field,
CA, 94035, USA, Robert.M.Haberle@nasa.gov, 2School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University,
Cambridge, MA 02138, USA, 3LMD, Institut Pierre-Simon Laplace, Universit P. et M. Curie, BP 99, 75005 Paris,
France
The presence of a permanent CO2 polar ice cap on
Mars has important consequences for the planet’s climate system. The heat balance of such a cap, which is
determined mainly by atmospheric heat transport, and
the downward solar in infrared radiative fluxes, determines its surface temperature, which through the vapor
pressure relation sets the mean annual surface pressure.
On Mars today, for example, the south residual CO2
cap is present year-round with a mean annual temperature of ~ 145 K which corresponds to a mean annual
CO2 vapor pressure of ~ 600 Pa. On early Mars, permanent polar caps are also possible especially since the
sun was less luminous 3.5-4.0 Gya. Thus, the existence
of permanent polar caps on early Mars is central to
understanding the nature of the planets climate system
in those ancient times and whether or not the atmosphere might have been capable of sustaining conditions
suitable for liquid water flowing over the surface as is
indicated in the geological record.
Forget et al [1] showed that for present orbital properties atmospheric collapse into permanent polar caps
could only be prevented for surface pressures roughly
between 500 – 3000 hPa. Though follow-on studies
confirm and extend the Forget et al. results [2], the full
sensitivity of this “window” of stability has not been
explored. There are many factors to consider such the
albedo of the caps, dust content of the atmosphere, and
the presence of water ice clouds. However, we begin
our exploration of the stability of the early Martian
atmosphere by focusing on the role of CO2 ice clouds.
In some preliminary simulations with the Ames Mars
General Circulation Model (GCM) we found that atmospheric collapse depends on assumptions regarding
the fate of CO2 ice clouds. If, for example, we assume
the clouds immediately fall to the surface, then in some
cases collapse is favored. On the other hand if the
clouds are allowed to fall and evaporate, collapse can
be averted. This implies that CO2 ice cloud microphysics is important to the overall stability of the atmosphere.
Though the Ames GCM has a sophisticated CO2 cloud
microphysics package that includes nucleation, growth,
and sedimentation (see accompanying poster by Kahre
et al. [3]), we have implemented a simpler scheme
based on the Forget et al. [1] approach to CO2 ice
clouds. Our goal is to reproduce and expand their
study. The key parameter in this approach is the con-

centration and vertical distribution of cloud condensation nuclei (CCN), i.e., dust particles. Fewer CCN lead
to larger particles which fall faster, while higher CCN
concentrations lead to smaller particles and thicker
clouds that remain suspended for longer periods of
time. We plan to explore the stability of the atmosphere to CCN concentrations and distributions and
then assess the capability of thick early atmospheres to
loft and distribute dust particles (CCN) around the
planet. Thus, our work will shed light on the nature of
the coupling between the dust and CO2 cycles and the
implications it has for the early Mars climate system.
References: [1] Forget et al. (2013) Icarus, 222, 81-99. [2]
Soto et al. (2015), Icarus, 250, 533-569, [3] Kahre et al.
(2016) Sixth Mars Polar Conference, University of Iceland,
Reykjavik, Iceland, Sept 5-9, 2016 (this meeting).
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CHLORINE SALTS AT THE PHOENIX LANDING SITE. J. Hanley1, B. Horgan2. 1Lowell Observatory,
Flagstaff, AZ (jhanley@lowell.edu); 2Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN.
Introduction: NASA’s Phoenix lander provided a
unique insight into the regolith of the North Polar
Region of Mars through its Wet Chemistry Lab (WCL)
analysis. Ions in solution were measured by a sensor
array of electrochemically based ion-selective
electrodes (ISE). WCL detected a variety of ions, in
particular chloride (Cl-) and perchlorate (ClO4-) [1-3]. It
is also possible that chlorate (ClO3-) was present but
masked by the signal of perchlorate [4]. However, one
drawback to this method is that while we know the ionic
composition of the soluble part of the regolith, we do
not know the original salt paragenesis.
The presence of chlorine salts at the Phoenix
landing site is important for understanding the
geological and chemical history of the North Polar
Region, as the presence of chlorine salts can help us
infer the chemistry and stability of any water/ice that
may be or has been present. This is because chloride,
perchlorate, and chlorate salts can all suppress the
freezing temperature of water significantly, in some
cases with a eutectic temperature down to ~204 K [4-6].
They also slow down the evaporation rate, extending the
lifetime of the liquid water solution. In a key
demonstration of the importance of these salts for the
stability of water and ice on the near-surface of
planetary bodies, perchlorate and chlorate hydrates were
recently detected in Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) [7]
and in fresh craters containing ice at mid-latitudes [8].
Positively identifying the various chlorine salts,
especially their cation-anion pair and hydration state,
will allow us to further understand the results from the
WCL experiment, and more importantly to assess the
stability of water (whether liquid or solid) at the Phoenix
landing site.
Methods: Although we know that chlorine salts
exist on the surface at the Phoenix landing site, we still
do not know what their original hydration state or
cation-anion pair was (e.g. Ca(ClO4)2.4H2O vs NaClO4
anhydrous vs Mg(ClO3)2.6H2O vs NaCl, etc.). The
biggest challenge to positively identifying and
distinguishing these salts through remote sensing is that
many hydrated salts look very similar in the nearinfrared, even when comparing to sulfate salts (Fig. 1).
We have developed routines specifically for
identification and mapping of variations in the
wavelength locations of absorption band minima in
CRISM spectra [9]. We have begun to apply these
routines in order to identify chlorine salts in our
specified CRISM images [10].
The majority of CRISM analyses use spectral
indices, however, these indices are not able to
differentiate between spectrally similar minerals. For

example, the SINDEX measures the convexity at 2.3 μm
due to sulfate absorptions at 1.9/2.1 μm
(poly/monohydrated sulfates) and 2.4 μm. This index,
though, will also be positive for any hydrated mineral
with a fall off toward 2.5 μm, like kaolinite. Likewise,
hydrated minerals are often identified using the CRISM
BD1900R parameter, which finds the average depth of
absorption between 1.91-1.94 μm relative to ~1.86/2.12
μm; yet, this parameter is non-specific to a particular
hydrated mineral. Typically, spectral indices are
followed up with manual detailed investigation to
characterize the spectral variability. However, a major
advantage of this study is that it relies on more precise
automated methods to help with identification of
possible chlorine salt spectra.
To start, we focus on the most unique spectral
parameters to detect the possible hydrated chlorine salts.
We map the typical hydration bands (e.g., SINDEX,
BD1900) and develop a spectral parameter to detect
absorption at 2.15 μm, which is a unique spectral
characteristic of hydrated perchlorate salts that has
previously been used to identify them on Mars [7, 11,
12]. We detect hydration bands and differentiate them

Figure 1. NIR reflectance spectra of CRISM spectra [13]
identified as "polyhydrated sulfates" (7D87-305p/13FF5304p) and "gypsum" (13D1F-326p), along with reference
spectra of gypsum, epsomite (MgSO4·7H2O), and various
chlorine salt hydrates for comparison [11].
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Figure 2. Comparison of spectra showcasing spectral
diversity in FRT7D87, Columbus Crater.

from sulfate or other absorption bands based on their
minima wavelength positions. We can then produce a
map illustrating shifts in the band location
corresponding to changing mineralogy [10]. These
maps contribute to overall spectral analysis and allow
mapping of quantitative spectral units at each site.
Fig 2 demonstrates the spectral diversity that can be
identified using this methodology. The top spectrum is
from within the “spectrally neutral” mask, the second
two spectra are from a unit mapped as “polyhydrated
sulfates” and the bottom two spectra are classified as
kaolinite. However they exhibit spectral variations (e.g.
the presence/lack of a 1.75 µm band, or structure within
the 1.4/1.9 µm bands) that imply mineralogical
variations. These variations are detectable and
mappable using our customized spectral indices and
band minima mapping techniques discussed above.
Based on playa analog studies [14], we expect similar
small-scale mineralogical variations in evaporites,
which are often heterogeneous due to their formation
via precipitation or efflorescence.
We compare variability in our identified spectral
units to our extensive database to constrain the salt
assemblage present. Spectral variation within these
units may include variations in band minima, spectral
parameters, band depth, band width, overall slope, and
shape of the bands. By using our new techniques, we are
able to more accurately map variations and assess the
minerals that may cause them. We will also be able to
combine various parameters in order to distinguish
between salts with similar spectra.
Implications: Chlorine salts are an important
aspect of understanding the stability of water on Mars,
as well as the potential habitability. Locating and
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identifying the types of chlorine salts present would
help pin down both the current and past conditions;
however, distinguishing hydrated chlorine salts from
other hydrated minerals through remote sensing is vital.
If these salts are in the presence of near-surface ice,
they will serve to suppress the sublimation rate, as well
and encourage liquid formation by lowering the freezing
temperature. In the polar summer, the temperatures
were such that a eutectic liquid solution of Mg(ClO4)2
could exist for most of the day. An important
consideration is that humidity plays a significant role in
the stability of these salts, in both their liquid and solid
phases. Humidity is directly related to the activity of
water (aH2O) of these solutions. In order to achieve
freezing temperatures down to ~204 K, the water must
be at aH2O = 0.5 [6]. Even chlorine salts in mixtures will
lower the activity of water enough to achieve liquid at
present day conditions, and almost certainly in the past,
as evidenced by possible paloelakes. This has
implications for the long term stability of any liquid
water or ice that may be present in the near-subsurface.
Chlorine salts may also play a role in the
mechanical properties of the regolith, as well as the
stability of subsurface water. High soil cohesion was
encountered at the Phoenix landing site making sample
analysis challenging; these soils were also reported to
contain perchlorates [1]. Such cohesion may result from
hydrated salts and eutectic brines bonding grains
together at their contacts by wetting, or from dehydrated
salts crystallizing at grain contacts. Changes in
hydration state with time (such as diurnally or
seasonally) may then result in correlated changes in
cohesive properties with time [15].
In sum, identifying the distribution of chlorine salts
near the Phoenix landing site will allow us to better
understand the stability of liquid water and ice in the
polar regions of Mars.
Acknowlegements: This work is funded by MDAP
#NNX16AJ51G.
References: [1] Hecht, M.H., et al. (2009) Science,
325, 64-67. [2] Kounaves, S.P., et al. (2009) JGR, 114,
E00A19. [3] Kounaves, S.P., et al. (2010) GRL, 37,
L09201. [4] Hanley, J., et al. (2012) GRL, 39, L08201.
[5] Altheide, T., et al. (2009) EPSL, 282, 69-78. [6]
Chevrier, V.F., et al. (2009) GRL, 36, L10202. [7] Ojha,
L., et al. (2015) Nature Geosci, 8, 829-832. [8] Ojha, L.,
et al. (2016) Sixth Int'l Conf Mars Polar Science, this
conference. [9] Horgan, B., et al., (2013) LPSC,
Abstract #3059. [10] Hanley, J. and B. Horgan, (2016)
47th Lunar and Planetary Science Conference, Abstract
#2983. [11] Hanley, J., et al. (2015) JGR, 120, 14151426. [12] Massé, M., et al. (2010) Icarus, 209, 434451. [13] Wray, J.J., et al. (2011) JGR, 116, E01001.
[14] Lynch, K.L., et al. (2015) JGR, 120, 599-623. [15]
Hanley, J., et al., (2014) LPSC, #2879.
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A DECADE OF IMAGING MARS’ SEASONAL POLAR PROCESSES WITH HIRISE. C. J. Hansen1, G.
Portyankina2, S. Diniega3, M. Bourke4, N. Bridges5, S. Byrne6, C. Dundas7, P. Hayne3, A. McEwen6, N. Thomas8.
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University of Bern, Switzerland.
Introduction: In 2005, prior to the arrival of the
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), little was known
about Mars’ seasonal surface processes. Images from
the Mars Observer Camera on the Mars Global Surveyor, had given us a taste of the exotic nature of the
sublimation of Mars’ seasonal CO2 cap. Fans of dark
material were observed on top of the seasonal polar
caps and in the south radially-organized channels
(“spiders”) carved into the underlying surface were
detected [1, 2]. To explain both phenomena Kieffer
[3] postulated that an impermeable layer of CO2 slab
ice forms every winter. In the spring sunlight penetrates the translucent ice and warms the ground below.
The ice sublimates from the bottom and gas is trapped
under increasing pressure, eventually rupturing the ice
and escaping, entraining material eroded from the surface. The entrained particulates fall onto the top surface of the ice in fan-shaped deposits, oriented by the
ambient wind.
With the High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) on MRO we have the advantage of
routinely pointing off-nadir to get repeat imaging of
this dynamic process, and a high signal-to-noise ratio
that enables imaging when the sun is low on the horizon, at the very beginning of the Spring seasonal activity. With a decade of images we have found that Kieffer’s model is still the best representation of the process, but we now see the subtleties and variety of expressions of spring. HiRISE results are consistent with
the assertion that sublimation of the spring polar cap is
the most effective agent of morphologic changes on
the surface in Mars’ climate today [4].
Southern Spring: Figure 1 shows a typical example of araneiform terrain (“spiders”). Radial channels
are carved in the surface in a starburst pattern in this
region. Fan-shaped deposits of fine material lie on top
of the seasonal ice layer. Two citizen science projects
are mapping fans and locating araneiform terrain.
Araneiform terrain. With HiRISE we have learned
that channels are typically <1–2 m deep but often 5-10
m wide. Fans emerge from sun-facing sides of the
channels, consistent with rupture of weak spots in the
ice, possibly due to more rapid thinning or higher pressure.
Topography influences araneiform location.
CO2 sublimation exploits weaknesses, as seen in rows
of “spiders” on different layers of the South Polar Lay-

ered Deposits [5, 6]. “Spiders” were thought to require
thousands of years to form [4] but very recent results
show development of araneiform terrain in just this
decade [7].

Figure 1. This image, ESP_038373_0980, at
lat/lon = -81.8/76.2E, was acquired at solar longitude
Ls =207 when seasonal ice still covered the scene. The
width is ~1 km. Fans of fine dust have been deposited
downwind from the ruptures in the ice that allowed gas
to escape.
Sometimes fans emerge from cracks in the ice unassociated with channels. This happens when a sheet
of ice cracks, often in polygonal patterns [4]. In at
least one case the polygonal cracks frame spiders, apparently relieving the gas pressure because there are no
fans coming from the spiders.
Southern dunes. With HiRISE images we have established that seasonal CO2 ice carves the large alcoves
and gullies seen on dunes in the southern hemisphere.
New gullies and changes in the morphology of alcoves
and gullies have been observed and are unambiguously
linked to the season of the year that CO2 ice is present,
when it is too cold for water to play a role [8]. Some
gullies could be formed by the presence of CO2 ice in
pores, which may destabilize the sand, resulting in gaslubricated debris flow [9]. A subset called “linear gullies” may be formed by sliding blocks of ice that make
leveed channels with pits at the distal ends [10].
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Northern Spring: The dunes of the north polar
erg also display dramatic seasonal processes. Interestingly, the surface where there are no dunes does not
have araneiform terrain as in the south. This may be
due to a variety of factors such as cohesion or texture
of the surface material, or the differences in the length
and severity of the winter season due to Mars’ elliptical orbit. On the dunes we find that with some
modification the Kieffer model is consistent with the
process imaged as the cap sublimates [11].
As shown in Figure 2 there are 3 weak points on
the dunes where seasonal ice will rupture: the crest or
brink of the dune, the interface between the dune and
the surface below at the dune margin, and the broad
shallow slope of the stoss side of the dune [12].
We typically see gas escape from the margin of the
dune first, evidenced by dark sand blown out around
the edges. Shallow furrows carved into the dune can
be seen once the ice layer is gone, and can be traced to
the vents around the edges. Although the formation
mechanism is analogous to the southern araneiform
terrain these furrows are ephemeral, not always lasting
from one year to the next [13]. This is not surprising
as the cohesion of the sand is likely zero, and wind will
work to erase the furrows.
With no real weak spots the ice sheet on the stoss
develops polygonal cracks to release the pressure of
the gas from basal sublimation of CO2 [14]. Dust and
sand are blown out, deposited on the ice either downslope or in a direction determined by the wind.
Cracks along the crest or brink of the dune release
sand to slide down from the brink across the slipface.
Sometimes the dark sand appears to have bright-darkbright banding. This may be due to the “cleansing”
mechanism of dust sinking into the ice at different
rates depending on particle size.

Figure 2. On this dune in the area known informally as “Kolhar” (lat/lon = 84.7/0.7E) we see dark
material released from under the seasonal ice blanketing the terrain. All 3 weak spots can be discerned: the
margins, the polygonal cracks on the stoss, and the
sandfall on the slipface.
Seasonal processes are likely responsible for the
development of new alcoves on the dunes from one
year to the next, however unlike the southern dunes the
mechanism is more difficult to establish. Changes tend
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to happen when HiRISE cannot image – after the polar
hood has formed, in the dark of polar night [15, 16].
As shown in Figure 3 the new alcoves can be very
large; quantifying the sediment flux is in progress.

Figure 3. These two images at lat/lon = 84/233.2E
compare MY31 (left, ESP_027394_2640) with MY32
(right, ESP_036387_2640) in the “Buzzel” dune field.
The new alcove is 57m across, with the debris apron
visible extending out from the bottom of the dune.
Interannual variability in the number of new alcoves from year to year, different between regions,
may implicate regional snow storms – this possibility
is the subject of a new joint campaign between HiRISE
and the Mars Climate Sounder instrument on MRO.
In 10 years HiRISE has returned over 4000 images
focused on studies of seasonal processes, many more
than can be described in this brief summary. In the
beginning we focused on simply observing and categorizing the spring activity. With multiple years of data
we progressed from “are changes occurring?”, to
“when, where and why is this happening?”. We are
now investigating interannual variability across the 5
Mars years. As the time domain lengthens we answer
some questions, but always find new ones.
References: [1] Malin, M. C. and Edgett, K. S.
(2001) JGR 106, 23429. [2] Piqueux, S., S. Byrne, and
M. Richardson (2003) JGR 108, (E8):3-1. [3] Kieffer,
H. (2007) JGR 112, E08005. [4] Piqueux, S. and P. R.
Christensen (2008) JGR 113, E06005. [5] Hansen, C.
J. et al. (2010) Icarus 205:283. [6] Thomas, N. et al.
(2010) Icarus 205:296. [7] Portyankina, G. et al.
(2016), Icarus, accepted. [8] Diniega, S. et al. (2010)
Geology 11, 1047. [9] Pilorget, C. and F. Forget (2015)
Nature GeoScience, ngeo2619. [10] Diniega, S. et al.
(2013) Icarus 225:526. [11] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2011)
Science, 311, 575. [12] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2013) Icarus 225:881. [13] Bourke, M. (2013) LPSC 44:2919.
[14] Portyankina, G. et al. (2012) JGR 117, E02006.
[15] Hansen, C. J. et al. (2013) Icarus 225:881. [16]
Hansen, C. J. et al. (2015) Icarus 251:264.
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Introduction: During the past fifty years the Martian southern polar cap has been extensively studied at
varying scales. Though small-scale investigations focused on studying the polar cap as a whole dominated
the first years of observations [1-3], further development
of camera systems now allows studying small features
on a much larger scale. As geomorphological surface
changes on Mars occur mainly on larger scales, it is important to observe these changes in high detail in order
to understand the distribution, temporal variability and
spatial changes as well as their interdependencies. The
amount of data collected over the last decades will also
allow us to characterize and study not only seasonal but
also annual changes.
However, while landforms have been studied in much
detail [4-11] and many aspects of their temporal and
spatial variations have been unraveled, only relatively
few works focus on the interdependences of features
within their environmental context as defined through
atmospheric and topographic, as well as morphometric
parameters.
In order to investigate these, we chose what we believe
is a representative area located in the south-polar deposits which exhibits significant morphological changes
throughout a Martian year and which has been covered
by multi-temporal observations at different scales to allow the study of details as well as context (see Fig.
1). We have used high-resolution images and data obtained from the Mars Observer Camera (MOC-NA), the
Context Camera (CTX), the High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE) and the High Resolution
Stereo Camera (HRSC) at scales of 0.5-15 m per pixel
to perform visual studies of features. Furthermore, the
Thermal Emission Spectrometer (TES) and the Thermal
Emission Imaging System (THEMIS) data were used
to derive environmental parameters helping to put these
image observations into a seasonal environmental context. Topography data from MOLA, HRSC and MRO
stereo observations are used to assess topographic effects and to study insolation characteristics and budget
in relation to slope azimuth and exposure.
Background: It has been known for decades [1214] that the southern polar cap of Mars is basically composed of H2 O ice, CO2 ice and dust. These components
directly interact with the atmosphere, which causes the
polar region to undergo seasonal changes and which are
sensitive indicators of the global climate. South polar
landforms are a direct result of seasonal conditions and
short-term changes of the Martian environment but they

Figure 1: Grid-based mapping approach. a) Spiders, b) Polygonal
terrain, c) Dark/Dalmatian spots, d) Dunes, e) Swiss cheese, f) Gullies.

also reflect longer-term effects of climate and geological processes, the interaction of H2 O and CO2 ices as
well as dust dominated landform expression and play a
crucial role in the Mars global energy balance and evolution history [15-16]. Therefore, studying changes of
landforms and their geomorphological expression over
periods longer than few seasonal cycles may help to assess and constrain effects and perhaps even climate variations in greater detail [e.g., [17]] as they are important
clues for understanding the geological and climatic evolution of the planet.
Methodology: In order to study surface features in
detail and systematically, we divided the research region
(Cavi Angusti City, 285◦ S - 301◦ S, 79◦ E - 85◦ E) into a
grid of 10 km x 10 km (Fig. 2) to trace the occurrence of
features within each grid cell. The collected data from
this survey are placed within a Geographic Information
System in order to maintain the spatial context. We employed a sinusoidal coordinate system in order to main-

Figure 2: Characteristic landforms in the south polar region. a) Spiders, b) Polygonal terrain, c) Dark/Dalmatian spots, d) Dunes, e)
Swiss cheese, f) Gullies.
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Figure 3: Examples showing the spatial relation of spiders,
dark/Dalmatian spots and polygonal terrain.

Figure 4: Changing surface morphology over time at the example of
a spider network in the south polar region. a) MOC image M1001405
(12/12/1999), b) CTX image P06_003514_0985_XI_81S064W
(04/27/2007), c) CTX image B10_013456_0984_XI_81S063W
(06/09/2009).

tain an equal-area mapping framework and to calculate
extents of features properly.
We also developed indices to quantify and qualify
these changes and distribution. The expected result includes the mapping of landforms as function of spatial
context and seasons over 10 Martian years. Datasets
covering these spatial and temporal frames were manually co-registered to minimize offsets introduced during
standard processing.
Approach: We initially focused on polar spiders,
polygonal terrain and dark spots as these features have
been well-described in the literature and their formation
mechanisms are well known [4-7].
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Preliminary results and discussion: We mapped
the distribution of landforms in study area (Fig. 4).
From this, we can see that spiders, dark spots and
polygonal terrain overlay each other to a large extent.
Dark spots often also occur in close vicinity to spiders and polygonal terrain. Our initial findings show
that black regions around the spiders sometimes exhibit slight changes even over the course of few days,
mainly occurring during late spring. The most dramatic
changes we have observed took place between the end
of May and the beginning of June in the year 2009.
Next Steps: With data acquisition on environmental conditions we will continue to identify landforms
and changes, and focus on investigating how far and in
which way they are controlled and affected by environmental parameters.
References: [1] van Gasselt et al. (2005) JGR 110
(E8). [2] Carr (2006) The Surface of Mars, XIV+307. [3]
Jian and Ip (2005) ASR 43, 138-142. [4] Mutch (1977) JGR
82, 4389-4390. [5] Thompson and Schultz (2007) Icarus
191, 505-523. [6] Piqueux et al. (2003) JGR 108 (E8). [7]
Kieffer et al. (2000) 2nd MPS (Abs. #4095). [8] Piqueux and
Christensen (2008) JGR 113 (E6). [9] Seibert et al. (2001)
GRL 28, 899-902. [10] Titus et al. (2004) 35th LPSC (Abs.
#2005). [11] Marchant et al. (2009) 40th LPSC (Abs. #1616).
[12] Leighton and Murray (1966) Science 153, 136-144.
[13] Kieffer et al. (1976) Science 194, 1341-1344. [14] Barlow (2008) Mars: An Introduction to its Interior, Surface and
Atmosphere, XII+264. [15] Tamparri et al. (2008) PSS 56,
227-245. [16] Philip et al. (2007) Icarus 192, 318-326. [17]
Thomas et al. (2000) Nature 404, 161-164.
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ICELANDIC ANALOGS OF MARTIAN GULLIES; GLACIERS ON MARS; AND UTILIZATION OF
DECAMETER-SCALE CRATERS IN MARTIAN CRATER CHRONOMETRY. W. K. Hartmann, Planetary
Science Institute, 1700 E. Ft. Lowell Blvd., Tucson AZ 85719, U.S.A.
Introduction: This presentation reviews 3 areas of
work by the author and colleagues. (1) Observations of
hillside gullies in Iceland show close similarities to
Martian gullies discovered by the Mars Global Surveyor mission. (2) Martian crater “Greg” shows glacial
features that are in the right place, and with the right
surface ages, to match ice deposition predicted by
global climate models during the last periods of high
obliquity. (3) Techniques are discussed to maximize
information to be gained about nature and timing of
geological surface layers. Preliminary data suggest
climate excursions and resurfacing (by ice-rich mantling) in some areas prior to about 5 Ma ago, prior to a
discontinuity in obliquity excursions, indicated by astronomical calculations.
Icelandic hillside gullies: During the 2000 Mars
polar conference in Iceland the author noted hillside
gullies that seemed match those just discovered by
Mars Global Surveyor [1, 2]. In 2001, T. Thorsteinsson, F. Sigurdsson, and the author surveyed a number
of Icelandic gullied hillsides. We demonstrated similarities to Martian gullied hillsides and reported on similarities not only to the “original” Malin/Edgett [1]
hillside narrow gullies with levies on the sides and deltaic fans at the bottom (Fig.1) but also to a pattern of
evolution toward dissected hillsides, with both Martian
and Icelandic examples. This work was published in
Icarus in 2003 [3].

Fig. 1. (Left): Classic Martian gullies (MOC image). (Right): T. Thorsteinsson at the foot of Mars-like
gully at Mjóafell, Iceland. Common features include
slightly raised levees and deltaic fans at base.

The Icelandic gullies appear clearly to involve liquid water; one line of evidence is that the deltaic fans at
the base of some examples appear to involve deposition of a slurry of mud and rocks. Remaining work on
Icelandic gullies includes aquiring clearer knowledge
of how they form. (Snowmelt? Hillside exposure of
aquifers? To the author’s knowledge formation of new
gullies has not been clearly documented, although records may exist). Also remaining is a careful comparisons of slopes of gullies on the two planets.
Martian Ice Deposition and Glaciers east of Hellas. In 1993 Laskar and Robutel [4] and Touma and
Wisdom [5] emphasized instability of the obliquity of
Mars, and by 2002-4 Laskar et al. and Costard et al.
began to emphasize that high-obliquity conditions
would cause significant climate excursions, with episodes of ice-rich mantling at moderate latitudes [6],
[7], [8]. Forget et al. in 2006 applied global climate
models and predicted the most intense area of ice deposition to lie east of Hellas during episodes of obliquity
>45° [9]. Laskar et al. [7] calculated the last obliquity
excursions at 17, 15, 9, 8, and 5.5 Ma ago, followed by
a notable discontinuity in their curve with much lower
excursions after 5.5 and none above 35° after 3 Ma
ago.
Meanwhile, in independent work on the MOC camera team, Hartmann and Berman in 2000 or 2001 noted
lobate flow features resembling glaciers on the N wall
of crater Greg and chevron-textured apparent flow
remnants in fluvial valleys on the S wall of this crater
(Fig.2). Greg (-38°S, 113°E), turned out to be in the
center of the region of maximum ice deposition predicted by the Forget et al. climate models.
Hartmann et al. [10] made a comprehensive study
of the Greg crater features. Craters counts indicated
(within the course limits of chronometric uncertainty)
that decameter-scale craters in the uppermost ~10m of
the surface layers of these features have survived typically for only the last few Ma --- in other words since
the period of that last few high-obliquity excursions.
Thus the data are consistent with significant ice deposition episodes in the time period and location predicted
by the Martian global climate models. The successful
application of climate models to predict locations and
formation timescales of features on another planet is all
the more noteworthy in view of the numbers of prominent American political figures asserting that climate
modeling is untrustworthy “junk science.”
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upper limits --- but with an uncertainty estimated about
a factor 4. This high uncertainty seems unacceptable to
some, but the author argues that at present stage of
Mars science, it is valuable to distinguish formation
ages, resurfacing events, and crater survival times of,
say 106 yr or 107 yr from those of, say, ~3.5 x 109 yrs.
Conclusions. Exciting work remains to be done
on the many Icelandic analogs to Mars, including the
hillside gullies, and possible glacial flow features. Accumulating data on small craters offers promise for
improved Martian chronometry. The still-emerging
view of Mars as a planet experiencing volcanism, radical climate shifts and localized fluvial activity within
the last few percent of its history is quite different from
the planet dead for 4 gigayears, as was posited after the
first spacecraft encounter, by Mariner 4 in 1965.
Fig. 2. Putative glacial flow features in Crater
Greg. (Left): Lobate tongue on N wall. Downhill toward bottom. (Right): Chevron texture in fluvial valley
on S wall. Downhill toward top. Width of image ~1
km. Note extremely low crater densities.
Utilization Of Decameter-Scale Craters In Martian Crater Chronometry: Some controversy exists
around the use of decameter scale craters (~2m to 31m
in diameter) to estimate crater retention ages (i.e. crater
survival times), in view of uncertain numbers of small
secondary craters on a given surface --- especially in
the context of Martian climate change episodes that
may cause resurfacing of at small diameter and depth
scales [e.g. 11, 12]. The author suggests this is a case
of seeing the glass as half full. Daubar and the author
are currently collaborating on a paper submitted to
MAPS, describing ways to maximize the information
to be gained from decameter-scale craters, especially in
in view of the expanding data set by Daubar et al.,
which constantly improves the measurement of production rates of decameter-scale primaries. For example,
given a provisional production rate for craters in a given diameter bin (√2 intervals in the author’s system,
e.g. 11-16 m) let us assume for the moment (improbably) that all craters are primaries; then, dividing the
observed crater density (craters/km2) by the primary
production rate in each diameter bin (craters/km2-yr)
we find a useful upper limit on the likely survival
times. Alternatively, we can apply isochron chronometric systems, such as developed by Hartmann and
independently by Neukum [see 13]. These are based
ultimately on lunar production rates projected to Mars,
giving provisional total production rates for primaries
and secondaries. These systems tend to give survival
times for small craters about a factor 4 below the above

References: [1] Malin, M., Edgett, K., 2000. Science 288, 2330–2335. [2] Hartmann, W. K. 2001. In
Chronology and Evolution of Mars, Eds. R. Kallenbach, J. Geiss, and W. K. Hartmann. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Netherlands, pp. 405-410. See also
[3] Hartmann, W. K., Thorsteinn Thorsteinsson, and
Freysteinn Sigurdsson 2003. Icarus, 162: 259-277.
[4] Laskar, J., Robutel, P., 1993. Nature 361, 608–612.
[5] Touma, J., Wisdom, J., 1993. Science 259, 1294–
1297. [6] Laskar, J., Levrard, B., Mustard, J.F., 2002.
Nature 419, 375–377. [7] Laskar, J., et al., 2004. Lunar
Planet. Sci. XLIII. Abstract #1600. [8] Costard, F.,
Forget, F., Mangold, N., Peulvast, J.P., 2002. Science
295, 110–113. [9] Forget, F., et al., 2006. Science 311,
368–371. [10] Hartmann, W. K. et al. 2015. Icarus
228, 96–120. [11] McEwen, A.S., et al. 2005. Icarus
176, 351–381. [12] Daubar, I. J., 2014. Eighth International Conference on Mars, abstract 1007. [13]
Hartmann W.K. and Neukum, G. (2001) Space Sci.
Rev., 96, pp. 165-194.
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SNOWFALL VARIABILITY AND SURFACE CHANGES IN THE POLAR REGIONS OF MARS.
P. O. Hayne1, C. J. Hansen2, S. Byrne3, D. M. Kass1, A. Kleinböhl1, S. Piqueux1, D. J. McCleese1, S. Diniega1, and
1
G. Portyankina4
NASA – Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology
(Paul.O.Hayne@jpl.nasa.gov), 2Planetary Science Institute, 3Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona,
4
Laboratory for Atmospheric and Space Physics, University of Colorado.
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Introduction: Seasonal exchange of carbon dioxide between the atmosphere and surface is a dominant
process in the present climate of Mars [1–4]. Given
that up to one third of the atmospheric mass participates in this CO2 cycle, surface modification might be
expected in response to any spatial or temporal variability in the deposition process. In fact, distinct features within the seasonal ice caps are associated with
different styles of deposition: “slab ice” occurs where
direct surface accumulation dominates, whereas highalbedo frosts persist where snowfall is common [5–7].
Furthermore, dune modification and gully formation in
the polar regions appear to involve seasonal processes
linked to CO2 deposition and removal [8, 9]. We investigated spatial and temporal variations in the occurrence of CO2 snowfall on Mars to identify predominant
climatic patterns, and also searched for any surface
changes caused by these variations.
Approach: We utilized data from NASA’s Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) mission, specifically
the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) and High Resolution
Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE) [10–12]. A
series of HiRISE images have been acquired at several
sites in the north polar erg to look for morphological
changes on the dunes from one year to the next. Icefree images with similar lighting conditions are selected for comparison. Snow-cloud occurrence and precipitation rates were determined by using multi-spectral
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Figure 2: Surface brightness temperatures at 32 µm retrieved from the MCS data for over five Mars Years (MY),
at the “Tleilax” site. Occurrences of granular snow deposits
during winter are indicated by points falling below the local
frost point (dashed line). Lines indicate the mean daytime
(red) and nighttime (blue) values, averaged over all six MY.

radiance measured by MCS, to retrieve profiles of
temperature, pressure, and aerosol (CO2 and H2O ice)
abundance [13, 14]. These standard retrievals are performed over each polar region at points along MRO’s
fixed-local time orbit. Data span Mars Years 28 – 32.
In addition, we performed a series of targeted campaigns, which increased the frequency of observations
of several locations from every ~24 hr (at best) to every ~2 hr. These campaigns enabled high-cadence observations to investigate cloud formation and evolution
on hourly timescales. Recent snowfalls can also be

Figure 1: Snowfall occurrence based on median brightness temperatures measured by MCS at 32 µm over three Mars Years (29 –
31). Polar stereographic maps show the median difference from the CO2 frost point temperature at the surface during the winter
periods: Ls = 90 – 180° (south), 270 – 360° (north). Large negative deviations from the frost point indicate recent snowfalls. Two
north polar regions of interest are indicated: “Large Alcove” (square) and “Tleilax” (circle).
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detected based on the low infrared emissivity of the
resulting surface deposits [3, 6, 8] (Fig. 1).
Results: High-cadence limb observations by MCS
indicate variable cloud activity on ~2-hr timescales,
consistent with the formation and precipitation of CO2
snow clouds composed of particles with effective radii
~50 µm. Furthermore, the occurrence of snow clouds
correlates strongly with low emissivity surface deposits [7]. We can therefore use low retrieved 32-µm surface brightness temperatures as a proxy for snowfall.
Persistent patterns of snowfall: Polar clouds and
snowfall show consistent spatial distributions in both
the northern and southern hemispheres, year-to-year
(Fig. 1). In the south, these patterns are driven primarily by topography, whereas in the north we observe
wave-like zonal variations suggestive of planetaryscale circulation. The longitudes of maximum activity
in the north are near -15 to 45°E, 60 to 120°E, and 200
to 250°E. Both poles (>85° lat.) show persistent snowfall activity throughout the winter. Orographic precipitation typically occurs near topographic features on
scales of ~100 km in the south, and ~10 km in the
north (consistent with [15]). Snow is much more
prevalent overall in the north polar region than in the
south, which has implications for the polar energy
budget [7, 14].
Snowfall variability and surface changes: Surface
brightness temperatures from MCS show significant
variability both within each winter period, and from
one MY to the next (Fig. 2). At the two study regions,
Tleilax and Large Alcove, we observe a correlation
(albeit over just two MY) between increases in snowfall and alcove formation on the dunes (Fig. 3). At
Tleilax, new alcoves were observed to form [9] at a
rate of 9 and 18 per MY in MY 29 and 30, respectively; an increase that corresponds to a reduction in mean
32-µm brightness temperatures of ~0.3 K. At the Large
Alcove site, a decrease from 97 new alcoves in MY 29
to just 12 in MY 30 corresponds to a relative increase
of ~2 K in brightness temperatures at that site.
Conclusions: Modification of the surface by seasonal carbon dioxide deposition may depend on the
contribution of snowfall. At the two sites considered so
far, we observed a correlation between enhanced
snowfall and formation of alcoves at dune crests. If
this correlation holds for a larger statistical sample, it
may indicate that the physical properties of the seasonal ice deposit determine its interaction with underlying
terrain. For example, snow deposits have higher porosity, and may crack and crumble due to gas pressure
during spring sublimation, triggering landslides. Alternatively, snowfall may result in thicker seasonal deposits, which experience failure due to stresses at dune
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Figure 3: Difference in mean wintertime 32-µm brightness
temperature from the 4-year average at two regions of interest. Lower values typically indicate more snowfall. Enhanced alcove formation was observed at Tleilax in MY 30
relative to MY 29. At the Large Alcove Dunes site, alcove
formation was greatest in MY 29.

crests. Further work is needed to investigate additional
sites and model this behavior in detail. Variations in
the defrosting process are also observed, and will be
studied further.
References: [1] James, P. B. et al. (1992), in
Mars, pp. 934–968. [2] McCleese, D. J. et al. (2008)
Nature Geoscience, 1(11), 745-749. [3] Forget, F.
(1998), In Solar System Ices, pp. 477-507. [4] Byrne,
S. (2009), Ann. Rev. of Earth and Planet. Sci., 37, 535560. [5] Colaprete, A. et al. (2005), Nature, 435(7039),
184-188. [6] Titus, T. N. et al. (2001), J. Geophys. Res.
106, 23181-23196. [7] Hayne, P. O. et al. (2012), J.
Geophys. Res. 117(E8). [8] Diniega, S. et al. (2013),
Icarus, 225(1), 526-537. [9] Hansen C. J. et al. (2015),
Icarus, 251, 264-274. [10] Zurek, R. W., & Smrekar,
S. E. (2007), J. Geophys. Res., 112(E5). [11]
McCleese, D. J. et al. (2007), 112(E5). [12] McEwen,
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MASSIVE LATE NOACHIAN SOUTH POLAR/SOUTHERN UPLAND ICE DEPOSITS: PREDICTIONS
AND TESTS OF THE LATE NOACHIAN “COLD AND ICY HIGHLANDS” MODEL. James W. Head, Earth,
Environmental and Planetary Sciences, Brown University, Providence RI 02912 USA (james_head@brown.edu).
I. Introduction: Forget et al. [1] and Wordsworth et al.
[2,3] presented improved 3D global simulations of the
early martian climate performed assuming a faint young
Sun and denser CO2 atmosphere, including a selfconsistent representation of the water cycle [2], with atmosphere–surface interactions, atmospheric transport, and
the radiative effects of CO2 and H2O gas and clouds taken
into account. They found that for atmospheric pressures
greater than a fraction of a bar, atmospheric-surface thermal coupling takes place and the adiabatic cooling effect
(ACE) causes temperatures in the southern highlands to
fall significantly below the global average. Long-term
climate evolution simulations indicate that in these circumstances, water ice is transported to the highlands from
low-lying regions for a wide range of orbital obliquities
and that an extended water ice cap forms on the southern
pole (Fig. 1). Conditions are too cold to allow long-term
surface liquid water. Punctuated events, such as meteorite
impacts and volcanism, could potentially cause intense
episodic melting under such conditions. Because ice migration to higher altitudes is a robust mechanism for recharging highland water sources after such events,
Wordsworth et al. [2,3] suggested that this globally subzero, Late Noachian ‘icy highlands’ (LNIH) climate scenario may be sufficient to explain much of the fluvial geology without the need to invoke additional long-term
warming mechanisms, or an early “warm and wet” Mars.
Here we explore the predictions for geologic settings and
processes in both equilibrium and non-equilibrium climate states [4-6] as steps in the comprehensive testing of
the “icy highlands” model.
II. Geology of the “icy highlands” equilibrium environment: 1) Global permafrost: With mean annual temperature (MAT) consistently well below 0°C [2], LNIH
Mars is characterized by a global permafrost layer that
forms a shallow perched aquifer [7,8] composed of a dry
active layer whose thickness is defined by vapor diffusive
equilibrium with the atmosphere. Permafrost thickness is
determined by local and regional geothermal heat flux and
mean surface temperatures, is thinner than today and varies with altitude and latitude, likely averaging several km
thick [9,10]. 2) Surface hydrological cycle: The LNIH
climate is dominated by an expanded south polar cap,

Fig. 1. Noachian icy highlands climate regime; snow at high elevations, a MAT well below 0°C, and a horizontally stratified hydrologic
system.

snow and ice accumulation in the highlands, and a global
cryosphere; H2O at lower elevations will be mobilized
and transported to the highland cold traps (Fig. 1). Altitude-dependent distribution of snow and ice is further
modulated by both latitude dependence and atmospheric
circulation patterns [2,3]. 3) Thickness and continuity of
snow and ice: To a first order, mean thickness will be determined by total water inventory and the percentage of
the inventory available at and near the surface, neither
value being well constrained for the Late Noachian [11].
We assume the current polar/near-surface water ice inventory (~5 M km3; ~30 m Global Equivalent Layer (GEL))
and thus that available ice is supply limited [12]. Snow
and ice will occur in several highlands environments: a)
Snow patches and continuous snow cover: These will
vary with seasonal and short term climate change, and locally with wind patterns and insolation shadowing as seen
in Antarctica [13]. b) Non-Flowing Ice Deposits: Accumulations in excess of a few meters will occur as firn/ice
deposits [14] but will not be thick enough to flow [15]. c)
Flowing Glacial Ice Deposits: Where ice thickness exceeds hundreds of meters and has an appropriate basal
slope [15], it will flow, but still be cold-based unless it is
thick enough (unlikely in the supply limited scenario) to
raise the local melting geotherm into the base of the ice
[12, 15-16]. 4) LNIH global distribution of snow and ice:
Based on typical conditions simulated by the GCM [1-3]
we adopt a plausible Equilibrium Line Altitude (ELA) of
+1 km; Fig. 2 portrays the LNIH. a) Poles: There is no
north polar cap under nominal obliquity and the south polar cap is much larger [2,3], approximately the size of the
Dorsa Argentea Formation (DAF), interpreted to be an
ice-sheet remnant [17]. On the basis of glacial flow modeling [18], the thickness of the DAF may have approached
3 km, and involve limited basal melting [19-20]. b) Hellas
hemisphere: Snow and ice are focused on the rim of Hellas, across the southern midlands, and in the Elysium rise;
ice deposit margins are very closely coincident with the
distribution of valley networks (VN), open-basin lakes
(OBL) and closed-basin lakes [6]. c) Tharsis hemisphere:
The LNIH Tharsis rise, a region thought to be characterized by an elevated geothermal gradient, is covered with
snow and ice, a phenomenon that may help explain the
charging of the Tharsis aquifer to source the outflow
channels [21-22]. Classic VN (Warego Valles) are also
near the margins of the ice accumulation [23].
III. LNIH melting scenarios: 1) Equilibrium topdown heating and melting: Under some climate equilibria, extreme orbital parameter-induced seasonal top-down
melting might occur, producing daily or seasonal temperatures above 0°C [2]. This could produce transient
melting conditions, as observed in the McMurdo Dry Valleys [7,24-25]. 2) Punctuated top-down melting: a) Impact: Impacts [26-27] are predicted to produce a runaway
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greenhouse atmosphere, rain and short-term flooding. Local ejecta deposits and impact-generated widespread dust
could change surface albedo and influence melting [2728]. b) Volcanism: Gases (SO2, H2S, CO2) released by
punctuated volcanism [4,5]; such punctuated phases may
be constantly recurring, but warming may only last for
decades [5], and may be regional [29]. Local to regional
dispersed volcanic ash [28,30-31] could alter melting patterns. c) Direct ice melting: Lava flows emplaced on or
against ice deposits can induce melting and flooding [3132]. 3) Sustained top-down heating: Should top-down
heating be maintained long enough (101-102 yrs), water in
the upper permafrost would begin to melt at the top of the
ice table. Longer sustained heating (104-106 yrs) could
melt through the permafrost, first locally, then regionally.
4) Bottom-up heating and melting: Accumulation of ice
to thicknesses exceeding hundreds of m [15] could raise
the global mean melting geotherm to the base of ice but
on a regional scale ice thickness may be supply-limited.
In enhanced heat flow areas (e.g., Tharsis), basal melting
may occur [21-22]. 5) Combinations of factors: Any one
(or more) of these can combine with orbital parameters already favoring melting. 6) Timescales to penetrate cryosphere: Starting with a nominal LNIH climate scenario
[2,3] and heat flux [18], we calculate that it would take of
order 104 to 106 yrs for the nominal global cryosphere to
be breached and for the hydrological cycle to change from
horizontally stratified (with a perched aquifer) to influent
and vertically integrated with the groundwater system.
The difficulty in sustaining MAT above 0°C for sustained
periods [2] makes this scenario unlikely globally; local
regions of elevated heat flux (e.g., Tharsis, Elysium) will
be exceptions [21]. 7) The role of impacts in cryosphere
penetration: Impacts of sufficient size (in excess of ~25
km) can penetrate the cryosphere and potentially form a
short term connection to a groundwater reservoir [33-35];
effects depend on global groundwater budget and regional
hydrostatic pressure.
IV. Nominal Late Noachian Icy Highlands (LNIH)
climate model and geological process predictions: For
most of the Late Noachian, an icy highlands caused by
atmospheric-surface coupling and the adiabatic cooling
effect appears to be the nominal equilibrium state (Fig. 1).
Orbital parameter variations cause regional redistribution
of ice, with limited melting only under extreme circumstances; any local meltwater rapidly freezes and returns to
the highlands. Non-equilibrium conditions that could raise
MAT above 0°C can be reached through punctuated
events such as impact crater formation and high rates of
volcanic outgassing, but the duration of the warming effects of individual events is very short geologically. This
leads to some predictions for processes that can be used to
test the LNIH model: 1) Global cryosphere: For most
top-down melting scenarios, the global cryosphere remains intact. 2) Altitude dependence of melting: Melting should preferentially occur around the lower margins
of ice deposits, where closest to the melting point. 3) Water reycling: During and following any melting events,
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water returns to the uplands, constantly recharging the
source region. 4) Relative constancy of source region
locations: Because of the general constancy of LN topography, meltwater returns to the same place, providing automatic recharge of source areas. 5) Character of ice
source regions: Variations in topography, altitude, slope
and insolation geometry will govern ice accumulation and
melting, particularly near ice margins. 6) Melting rates
and recharge: Raising MAT to >0°C will provide significant volumes of meltwater from top-down melting to
form VN and create OBL. 7) Likelihood of multiple
events: Top-down melting scenarios favor multiple
events; transition to equilibrium returns water to icy
source regions. 8) LNIH hydrological cycle model:
Long-term equilibrium icy highlands climate alternating
with multiple episodic, but widely spaced short pulses of
top-down melting; cycle favors immediate recharge of ice
in same source regions. 9) Valley network formation:
Caused by multiple episodic melting events (number, duration and intensity currently unknown) of snow/ice in icy
highlands; presence of shallow ice table during melting
events influences infiltration and channel shape and enhances erosion rates [7-8]. Stream/network geometry is
controlled by cold-based ice patterns [8]. 10) Tharsis and
Elysium: Areas with elevated geotherms are favored for
basal melting and aquifer recharge [21-22]. These predictions provide a basis for further analysis and testing of the
LNIH model [2, 3, 7-8, 19-20, 23-25, 27, 32-35].
References: 1. F. Forget et al., Icarus 222, 81 (2013); 2. R. Wordsworth et al.,
Icarus 222, 1 (2013); 3. R. Wordsworth et al., JGR 120, 1201 (2015); 4. J. Head,
L. Wilson, LPSC 42 #1214 (2011); 5. I. Halevy, J. Head, Nature Geosci. 1-4
(2014); 6. J. Head, LPSC 44 #1523 (2013); 5th Mars Atmospheres Workshop
(2014); 7. J. Head, D. Marchant, Antarctic Sci. 26, 774 (2014); 8. J. Head, J. Cassanelli, LPSC 45 #1413 (2014); 9. S. Clifford, JGR 98, 10973 (1993); 10. M.
Mellon et al., JGR 102, 19357 (1997); 11. M. Carr, J. Head, GRL 42, 1 (2015); 12.
J. Fastook, J. Head, PSS 91, 60 (2013); 13. D. Marchant, J. Head, Icarus 192, 187
(2007); 14. J. Cassanelli, J. Head, Icarus 253, 243 (2014); 15. J. Fastook, J. Head,
PSS, 106, 82 (2015); 16. M. Carr, J. Head, GRL 30, 2245 (2003); 17. J. Head, S.
Pratt, JGR 106, 12275 (2001); 18. J. Fastook et al., Icarus 219, 25 (2012); 19. K.
Scanlon et al., LPSC 46 #2247 (2015); 20. K. Scanlon et al., LPSC 47 #1315
(2016); 21. P. Russell, J. Head PSS 55, 315 (2007); 22. J. Cassanelli et al., PSS
108, 54 (2015); 23. K. Scanlon et al., GRL 40, 4182 (2013); 24. A. Horan, J.
Head, LPSC 47 #2394 (2016); 25. K. Scanlon et al., LPSC 47 #1532 (2016); 26. T.
Segura et al., Icarus 220, 144 (2012); 27. A. Horan, J. Head, LPSC 47 #1160
(2016); 28. L. Wilson, J. Head, JVGR 185, 290 (2009); 29. L. Kerber et al., Icarus
223, 149 (2013); 30. L. Kerber et al., Icarus 219, 358 (2012); 31. J. Head, L. Wilson, Ann. Glaciol., 45, 1 (2007); 32. J. Cassanelli, J. Head, Icarus 271, 237 (2016);
33. P. Russell, J. Head, GRL 29, 1827 (2002); 34. D. Weiss, J. Head, LPSC 47
#1066 (2016); 35. D. Weiss, J. Head, LPSC 47 #1064 (2016).

Fig. 2. Global view of the Noachian icy highlands (white areas above the
ELA surface ice stability line). Left) Hellas hemisphere: km-thick Dorsa
Argentea Formation ice cap near bottom; 10-100s m thick ice cover
(white) extends to the vicinity of the dichotomy boundary. Right) Tharsis
hemisphere. Valley networks (blue), closed-basin lakes (green dots), and
open-basin lakes (red dots) are well-correlated with margins of ice sheets.
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Speculations on cold, dense atmospheres, faint suns, and CO2 rain. M. H. Hecht1, 1MIT Haystack Observatory
(mhecht@haystack.mit.edu).

Introduction: Thick CO2 atmospheres are common
features of terrestrial planets, particularly in the early
stages of evolution. Present-day Venus has an atmosphere of ~90 bar CO2 at the surface, and while presentday Mars has only ~0.1 bar CO2, most models of a
warm, wet early Mars postulate 1-3 bar.
The phase diagram of CO2 is similar to that of H2O,
except shifted to higher pressure and lower temperature
(Fig. 1). While H2O has a triple point of 0.61 kPa and
273K, CO2’s triple point is 518 kPa (5.18 bar) and
216.4K. Since both these conditions individually are
well within the range experienced by planets in our own
solar system, presumably both would be met frequently
in the evolution of exoplanets. For this reason alone, it
is useful to explore the implications of a liquid CO2 climate cycle and the resultant geomorphology, geochemistry, mineralogy, and even biology. This report speculates on the possibility that such conditions may have
existed on early Mars, and explores the implications and
contradictions that might be suggested.
While numerous papers have speculated on the possibility that liquid CO2 emerging from deep underground may have had a role in forming features of martian morphology [1], the possibility that such liquid was
a stable state, with an active cycle of evaporation, precipitation, condensation, and phase change, has not been
the focus of those explorations. Under such conditions,
CO2 would condense out as liquid (much as it does today as a solid) until the atmospheric pressure dropped
to the phase boundary. The result would be a mixedphased system, with CO2 rain, lakes, rivers, and maybe
oceans in a CO2 atmosphere, with CO2 frost and snow
in the colder spots.
Evidence, Premises and Contradictions: Morphological features on Mars, ranging from the vast valley networks visible from space to ripple marks on rocks
examined in situ, offer unambiguous evidence of a sustained liquid agent, generally assumed to be water. The
primary justification for that speculation is widespread
geochemical evidence of aqueous alteration, ranging
from jarosite to phyllosilicates.
While the inventory of frozen water on Mars is consistent with the aqueous hypothesis, arguing against it is
the continued difficulty in identifying an atmospheric
composition that would sufficiently warm the planet to
allow for the sustained existence of water in the liquid
state, a problem exacerbated by what is generally referred to as the “faint sun paradox.” [2].
It would seem that the resolution of this paradox
should fall in one of three categories: (a) We have yet to

stumble on the recipe for a warm atmosphere; (b) the
liquids in question were aqueous brines, stable at very
low temperatures; or, a new hypothesis, (c) the geochemical alteration occurred in a water-saturated, nonaqueous medium.
Early Mars: It is generally agreed that a relatively
thick CO2 atmosphere is a necessary but not sufficient
condition for a warm, wet early Mars. But while models
generally postulate 1-3 bar, it is important to note that
this is not derived from either observational evidence or
evolutionary models, but is simply the amount of CO2
that optimizes the greenhouse effect [2]. The limit on
greenhouse warming, and the reason why “more isn’t
better” derives from the CO2 phase diagram itself. As
described by Kasting [2], despite the greenhouse effect
of a thick CO2 atmosphere, the precipitation of CO2 in
the lower atmosphere to form clouds buffers the temperature at the phase boundary, preventing the surface itself
from warming significantly. Addition of various atmospheric constituents such as SO2 [e.g. 3] have been
shown to mitigate this problem to some extent, somewhat raising the overall temperature of the atmosphere,
but not enough to achieve a warm, wet early Mars.
Notably, while Kasting [2] briefly entertains the notion that the atmosphere may have been sufficiently
thick (>5.2 bar) to stabilize liquid CO2 at the surface,
thus forming valley networks, he ironically dismisses
the idea on the basis that the surface would have been
too cold to even reach the CO2 triple point (216.4K).
Any such concern would presumably be far simpler to
remedy by adjustment of the atmosphereic composition
that the problem of reaching the H2O triple point.
If indeed the early martian atmosphere contained the
equivalent of 5-10 bar CO2, and temperatures were similar to those today, then liquid CO2 would have flowed
freely under many conditions – not merely bursting
from hillsides, but in a stable form. Liquid CO2 rain
would be as much a possibility as CO2 snow, depending
on latitude, season, and the vagaries of weather, just as
water appears in three phases on Earth. A significant
distinction between H2O and CO2 cycles, however, is
the fact that water is a minor species in Earth’s atmosphere, while CO2 is the dominant component in the proposed scenario on Mars. A better analogy might therefore be methane on Titan, which is responsible for morphology similar to water-carved features on Earth.
Geochemistry: The primary argument against a
cold, wet early Mars, with the “wet” referring to CO2, is
the mineralogical evidence of aqueous alteration. In this
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regard it is useful to think in terms of the CO2/H2O system, rather than one or the other, since Mars is rich in
both species. In particular, how does CO2-saturated
aqueous chemistry differ from H2O-saturated liquid
CO2 chemistry? While it is well beyond the scope of this
report to resolve this question, a simple and compelling
plausibility argument can be made.
Since Mars is rich in water ice, it can be assumed
that any significant body of liquid CO2 would have been
water-saturated (ignoring for the moment the clathratehydrate phases of the full CO2-H2O phase diagram).
Similarly, any body of liquid water on Mars would be
CO2-saturated, and the ionized CO2 component would
play an important role in the aqueous chemistry. The
relevant comparison, therefore, is geochemistry in water-saturated CO2 vs. CO2-saturated water.
H2O solubility in CO2 has not been extensively studied, but Stone et al. reported a value of ~0.02% (equivalent to ~0.02 mol/liter) at -29C. This is not such a small
number in light of the fact that chemical processes tend
to be responsive to concentration on a logarithmic scale.
Moreover, it is only the ionized fraction of the water,
indicated by the pH, that is responsible for chemical activity. Thus, if the ionization fraction of the water were
the same in a CO2 or an H2O solution, the difference in
the fraction of water (i.e. between 100% and 0.02%)
would be equivalent to an increase of just under 4 pH
units, by no means eliminating the possibility of aqueous chemistry.
Aside from the differences between CO2 and H2O
solvents, little is known about aqueous alteration at temperatures substantially below 0°C – a concern whether
the medium is water-saturated CO2 or a low-temperature brine. The temperature coefficients are reactionspecific and varied, and may well be more important
than the actual density of water molecules. Determination of both low-temperature reaction rates and the actual activity of water in liquid CO2 thus seem both fertile
and tractable areas of research to advance our understanding of early Mars.
A note on astrobiology: The growing use of liquid
CO2 in the dry-cleaning industry testifies to that fact that
that it is an excellent non-polar solvent for organics.
This would seem to argue against the likelihood that
life, which requires concentration of organics, might
have developed and thrived in liquid CO2. Nonetheless,
life on Earth seems to be resilient at developing defense
mechanisms, and one could imagine primitive cellular
psychrophiles on Mars developing protective inorganic
membranes for this purpose.
Conclusions: The purpose of this note is to point out
that aside from the assumption of a warm, wet early
Mars, there seems to be no particular evidence that the
CO2 atmospheric pressure was 1-2 bar, as is commonly
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assumed by modelers, rather thatn 5-10 bar, which is
sufficiently thick to stabilize liquid CO2. If so, and if
surface temperatures were similar to temperatures today, then liquid CO2 is the more likely causative agent
for morphological features indicative of flowing liquid.
Moreover, the sort of aqueous chemistry indicated by
present-day alteration products may not be incompatible
with this scenario.
The point of this note is not to argue for this solution
per se, but to suggest that a cold, wet Mars, which seems
to be supported by climate models, might be investigated on a similar footing as warm, wet Mars. In particular, experimental work may well reveal geochemical
and mineralogical distinctions that could be recognized
in the present-day geological record.
References: [1] See the discussion in Longhi J.
(2006) JGR, 111, E06001. [2] Kasting, J. F. (1991), Icarus, 94, 1-13. [3] Yung Y.L. and Gerstell M.F. (1997),
Icarus, 130, 222.

Figure 1: The CO2 phase diagram (ref. Wikipedia)
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FORMATION OF RSL ON MARS BY REWETTING OF SALT DEPOSITS FORMED IN AN EARLIER
WETTER CLIMATE. Jacob Heinz1, Dirk Schulze-Makuch1,2, and Samuel P. Kounaves3,4. 1Center of Astronomy
and Astrophysics, Technical University of Berlin, Germany (j.heinz@tu-berlin.de; dirksm@astro.physik.tu-berlin.de)
; 2School of the Environment, Washington State University, Pullman, WA, USA (dirksm@wsu.edu); 3Department of
Chemistry, Tufts University, Medford, MA, USA (Samuel.Kounaves@tufts.edu); 4Department of Earth Science &
Engineering, Imperial College London, UK

Introduction: Recurring slope lineae (RSL) are relatively dark and narrow flow-like features on Mars that
extend downslope from bedrock outcrops and occur annually during spring and summer, especially on steep,
equator-facing, southern slopes [1]. Several mechanisms have been proposed to explain their occurrence,
ranging from dry granular flows [2] to effects caused
by rapid heating of nocturnal frost [3] or boiling of metastable water [4]. The best current hypotheses for the
formation of RSL involve either the seasonal discharge
of a local aquifer, the melting of frozen brines, or via
deliquescence of salts dispersed in the soil [5,6,7]. All
of these proposed mechanisms would play an important
role in the water cycle of Mars that also involves the
Martian Polar Regions. RSL like features formed via
deliquescence of CaCl2 enriched soil were also observed on Earth in thalwegs close to the Don Juan Pond,
Antarctica [8].
In our studies we investigated the deliquescence
process and the resulting darkening of Mars analogue
soil mixed with various chloride and perchlorate salts
via electrical conductivity (EC) measurements and visible observations [9] in order to better understand the
relationship between the salts and changes in the content/distribution of the water and the soil albido.
Experimental setup: As a Mars analogue soil we
used JSC Mars-1a. In a recently published concept paper [9] that described more detailed the principle potential of the used techniques we mixed 10g of the soil
with
either
0.0123
mol
Mg(ClO4)2·6H2O,
Ca(ClO4)2·4H2O, MgCl2·6H2O, or CaCl2·6H2O. All
salts were ground in a mortar before mixing them with
the soil. The samples were initially dried for 2 days in
a desiccator. To increase the relative humidity (RH) in
the system the desiccant in the lower part of the desiccator was then replaced by water. Through intense stirring and slight temperature changes between 290 and
298 K the RH was kept between 70 and 85%.
The deliquescence process was monitored via visible observations and EC measurements. All EC measurements were made using two parallel 1mm diameter
copper wire electrodes inserted 25mm apart into the
soil samples and connected to a CR 10 data logger
(Campbell Scientific). The data logger is capable of applying an AC excitation voltage that prevents polarization of the electrodes. The applied excitation voltage

(VX) results in a current between the electrodes proportional to the EC of the sample. This current is converted
to a measured voltage (V). The observed output value
of the data logger, equivalent to the conductivity, is a
normalized voltage N given by
𝑉𝑋
∙ 1000.
𝑉
RH and temperature were measured with a HOBO Pro
v2 data logger throughout the entire experiment.
For experiments that were done more recently some
experimental parameters (salt concentration, hydration
state, particle size, temperature) were varied to investigate changes in the deliquescence behavior.
Results: Our experiments have shown that the typical darkening of RSL can be reproduced by the deliquescent wetting of a perchlorate- and/or chloride-containing martian simulant soil. This darkening process
caused by deliquescence induced adsorption of intergranular water [10] starts quickly after the soils have
been exposed to a relative humidity that is higher than
the deliquescence relative humidity (DRH) of the salt
intermixed with the soil. First, separated soil particles
on the top of the samples begin to darken (Figure 1a).
When deliquescence continues a wet soil layer is
formed (Figure 1b), which results in a detectable EC,
that increases in time with propagating soil wetting.
However, producing greater amounts of liquid water
in the forms of bulk or droplets (Figure 1c), which probably would leach out salts present in martian soil, takes
much longer than previously assumed, which lead us to
the assumption that RSL formation does not necessarily
require a salt recharge mechanism, as the darkening
might be only the result of a temporally rewetting of
older salt deposits that formed in an earlier wetter climate. The salt deposition in this period, resulting from
water evaporation, would have been most effective on
the warmer equator-facing slopes of the craters and
dunes, where RSLs are found today. The steep slopes
of these formations may have also impeded new dry
soil from covering the salt deposits.
Our most recent results show that the deliquescence
rate in soil/salt mixtures is strongly dependent on the
𝑁=
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Figure 1. Changes in normalized voltage (N) as a function of time, and photos of soil samples. (a–c) The time
when sample photos were taken. Wet separated grains on surface of the Ca(ClO4)2 sample with no measurable
conductivity after 2.5 h (a). Thin wet layer of soil in the upper part of the sample causes first measurable conductivity values after 19 h (b). Wet layers and droplets of salty water in the sample of Mg(ClO 4)2 with the highest
measured conductivity after 17 days (c). RH was kept at 70 – 85% throughout the whole experiment [9].
type of salt used, the salt concentration, the particle size
and the hydration state. It seems that even though perchlorate salts start to deliquesce earlier than chlorides,
they do not always have higher deliquescence rates.
It also can be observed that the higher the salt concentration in the soil the higher the deliquescence rate,
while the lowest salt concentration necessary for detectable deliquescence seems to be around 1 wt% after
two weeks, which is a good approximation for the general salt content in martian soil at the Phoenix lander
site [11]. For samples with high salt concentrations
(>25–50 wt%, depending on the type of salt) a steep
slope in the deliquescence rate curve can be observed
after several days. This is due to the formation of liquid
layers which increases conductivity spontaneously.
This demonstrates that the EC measurement technique
is capable of detecting the change from intergranular
water (before the steep slope) to bulk solutions (after
the steep slope) which would be necessary for a flowing
behavior in RSL like features.
Furthermore, our investigantions show that the
smaller the particle size of the salt the earlier deliquescence occurs. In comparison, samples with larger salt
particles need longer to produce measurable EC values,

however, in these samples often a steep slope in the EC
curve can be detected after several days, because the
local concentration around a large salt particle (e.g. >2
mm) is high enough to produce a liquid layer between
the electrodes while most of the residual sample stays
dry.
References: [1] McEwen, A.S. et al (2011), Science, 333(6043), 740–743; [2] McEwen, A. S. et al.
(2011), Mars Polar Science Conf., 5th, Abstract 6017;
[3] Dundas, C.M., McEwen, A.S., Sutton, S. (2015), Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf., 46th, Abstract 2327; [4] Massé,
M. et al. (2016), Nat. Geosci. 9(6), 425-428; [5]
Chevrier, V.F., Rivera-Valentin, E.G. (2012), Geophys.
Res. Lett., 39, L10202; [6] McEwen, A.S., et al. (2015),
EPSC Abstracts, 10, EPSC2015-786-1; [7] Ojha, L. et
al. (2015), Nat. Geosci., 8, 829–832; [8] Dickson, J.L.,
et al. (2013), Sci. Rep. 3, 1166; [9] Heinz, J., SchulzeMakuch, D., Kounaves, S.P. (2016), Geophys. Res.
Lett. 43(10), 4880–4884; [10] Massé, M., P. et al.
(2014), Planet. Space Sci., 92, 136–149; [11] Toner,
J.D.; Catling, D.C.; Light, B. (2015), Icarus, 250, 451–
461.
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MRO HIRISE OBSERVATIONS OF RECENT PHENOMENA IN THE NORTH POLAR REGION OF
MARS. K. E. Herkenhoff1, S. Sutton2, and the HiRISE Science Team, 1U. S. Geological Survey Astrogeology Science
Center (2255 N. Gemini Dr., Flagstaff, AZ 86001; kherkenhoff@usgs.gov), 2University of Arizona Lunar and
Planetary Laboratory (1541 E. University Blvd., Tucson, Arizona, 85721).

Introduction:
The High Resolution Imaging
Science Experiment (HiRISE) on the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has observed the north
polar region of Mars during 6 summer seasons. Here
we summarize analyses of the north polar data, focusing
on active and recent processes including evolution of
frost streaks, the north polar residual cap, and small pits
on the north polar layered deposits (NPLD).
Full-resolution HiRISE images are up to 20,000
monochrome pixels (~6 km) wide with color data in the
central 4000 pixels [1]. Such HiRISE images of the
north polar region at scales of ~30 cm/pixel show
morphologic details and reflectance variations
indicative of currently- or recently-active processes.
The observations discussed here highlight the
importance of both long- and short-term monitoring of
north polar targets to further our understanding of timevariable phenomena in this region.
North Polar Streaks: Bright and dark streaks have
been observed at the periphery of the north polar
residual cap (NPRC) by previous Mars orbiters and
were the target of repeated HiRISE observations. The
complex interactions between overlapping bright and
dark streaks in some of these HiRISE images (Fig. 1)
indicate that formation of the streaks involves processes
more complex than the emplacement of dark veneers
proposed by Rodriguez et al. [2]. Bright and dark
streaks are seen to evolve during the northern summer,
evidence for active eolian redistribution of frost and
perhaps darker (non-volatile) dust or sand. But the
sharp boundaries of the streaks remain unexplained.

Figure 1:
Subframe of red HiRISE
PSP_009273_2610
showing
complex
superposition at 80.8°N, 330.6°E.

image
streak

To constrain hypotheses for the formation of the
crossing streaks, HiRISE has been observing the area
shown in Fig. 1 during the early summer of multiple

Mars years. Images acquired to date do not provide
definitive evidence for formation mechanisms, but the
most recently acquired images suggest that dark
material has been mobilized.

Figure 2: Subframes, 300 m across, of HiRISE images
of the north polar residual cap near 87°N, 270°E. (Top)
Image taken at Ls = 143.7° in 2008. Average Lambert
albedo = 0.46. (Bottom) Image taken at Ls = 142.4° in
2010. Average Lambert albedo = 0.40.
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Residual Ice Cap: The NPRC on Mars has long
been known to be composed of water ice [3]. Relatively
dark patches observed within the NPRC during the
summer indicate that the cap is very thin or very
transparent in places. Counts of craters in MRO
Context Camera (CTX) and HiRISE images indicate
that the NPRC is accumulating at a rate that might result
in observable changes in crater morphology during the
MRO mission [4]. HiRISE and CTX images of the
NPRC show few fresh craters. It is likely that NPRC
resurfacing is temporally episodic rather than
continuous, and that recent changes may be detectable
at HiRISE image resolution. Therefore, a campaign of
HiRISE observations of four NPRC targets near 87°N
latitude (the maximum latitude of the MRO ground
track) was initiated during the Martian northern summer
of 2008 and continued through the summer of 2016.
The images acquired during this campaign, with nearly
nadir viewing geometry and similar solar azimuth, have
been searched for evidence of current redistribution of
NPRC material. Only minor albedo changes are
observed (Fig. 2), consistent with the resurfacing rate
discussed above.
Small Pits in the NPLD: Roughly circular pits
about 1-5 m in diameter were first recognized on the
NPLD in a HiRISE stereo pair (PSP_010198_2645 and
PSP_010014_2645) near 84.4°N, 254.6°E. Similar pits
were subsequently observed elsewhere on shallowlysloping NPLD exposures; their depth/diameter is at least
0.53 [5]. More recent images indicate that new pits are
forming in the discovery area, and that pit size varies
seasonally (Fig. 3). Pit diameters appear to increase
during early spring, followed by a decrease in size in
late spring, suggesting that volatiles such as CO2 are
involved in modifying these features, but their origin is
unknown. One pit disappeared during Mars Year 32 [5].
HiRISE monitoring of these areas of the NPLD
continues, and will hopefully help to constrain
hypotheses for their formation and evolution.
Summary: HiRISE and other MRO data show
evidence for multiple types of ongoing activity in the
north polar region, consistent with the apparent youth of
the NPRC surface [4]. The latest HiRISE images of
recently-active features will be shown and discussed at
the conference.
References:
[1] McEwen, A. S. et al. (2007) JGR 112,
doi:10.1029/2005JE002605.
[2] Rodriguez, J.A.P. et al. (2007) Mars 3, 29.
[3] Jakosky, B. M. and Haberle R. M. (1992) In Mars
(H.H. Kieffer et al., Eds.), pp. 969-1016. Univ.
Arizona Press, Tucson.
[4] Landis, M. E. et al. (2016) this conference.
[5] Mattson, S. et al. (2014) LPSC 45, abstract #2431.

Figure 3: Orthorectified HiRISE images of the NPLD,
showing seasonal evolution of small pits (yellow
arrows). Illumination is from upper left in all images.
(a) PSP_010198_2645, taken during the summer of
Mars Year (MY) 29. (b) ESP_032905_2645, taken
during MY 32. (c) ESP_034672_2645, taken during
MY 32. (d) ESP_035173_2645, taken during MY 32.
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The role of sublimation and condensation in the dynamics of aeolian ice sedimentation waves on the North
Polar Cap of Mars. C. Herny1,2, S. Carpy2, O. Bourgeois2, A. Spiga3, S. Rodriguez4, M. Massé2 and S. Le Mouélic2, 1University of Bern, Physics Institute, CH-3012 Bern, Switzerland (clemence.herny@univ-nantes.fr),
2
Laboratoire de Planétologie et de Géodynamique de Nantes, Nantes, France, 3Laboratoire de Météorologie et de
Dynamique, Paris, France, 4CEA-Saclay, DSM/IRFU/Service d’Astrophysique, Gif/Yvette, France

Introduction: The mass and energy balances of
ice sheets are driven by complex interactions between
the atmosphere and the cryosphere. For instance, it has
been demonstrated that feedbacks between katabatic
winds and the cryosphere may lead to the formation of
sedimentation waves at the surface of Martian and terrestrial ice sheets [1, 2, 3 and 4]. Here we explore the
role of sublimation and condensation of water vapor in
the development of these sedimentation waves. We
conduct this study by complementary observational and
numerical investigations on the North Polar Cap of
Mars.
Ice sedimentation waves on Mars: Spectacular
fields of ice sedimentation waves have been observed
at the surface of the North Polar Cap of Mars. These
waves are about 10 km in wavelength and between 10
m and 50 m in amplitude. Their downwind slopes are
generally steeper than their upwind slopes and their
crests develop at high angles to the katabatic wind
streamlines. These sedimentation waves can grow and
migrate downwind or upwind in response to the development of asymmetric ice accumulation/ablation patterns controlled by katabatic winds [1 and 4]. On the
Gemina Lingula lobe, the shallow-dipping upwind
sides, the tops and the intervening troughs of the sedimentation waves are covered by young fine-grained ice
and occasional longitudinal ridges, indicative of net
accumulation (Figure 1). On the other hand, their
steep-dipping downwind sides expose smooth surfaces
of coarse-grained ice, indicative of reduced net accumulation associated with metamorphism (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Interpretative cross-section of a part of Gemina Lingula, illustrating the surface topography, the
internal stratigraphy and the physical processes involved in the dynamics of ice sedimentation waves
over a year.

Physical processes at the surface of the North
Polar Cap of Mars: The Martian atmosphere is thin
(7 mbar), cold (220 K) and dry (< 80 µm-pr) [5]. These
extreme climatic conditions set up a water cycle that is
controlled by the change of state between ice and water
vapor. The North Polar Cap of Mars experiences a
permanent katabatic wind regime [6] and periods of
accumulation by condensation (autumn and winter)
alternate with periods of ablation by sublimation
(spring and summer). Ice redistribution at the surface
of the North Polar Cap is therefore driven by the interaction of winds and sublimation/condensation of water
vapor [2, 3 and 4].
Model of mass transfer on a wavy surface: We
designed a numerical model to explore the coupled
interaction between the mass transfer of water vapor
and a steady unidirectional atmospheric flow on a wavy
surface. The mass transfer of water vapor is computed
by an equation of transport-diffusion and the flow by
Navier-Stokes equations [7]. The model solves the
water vapor content as a function of the Martian solar
longitude and therefore as a function of surface and
atmosphere temperatures. We set as input data a logarithmic boundary layer profile tuned with atmospheric
models [6]. We impose at the ice surface the saturation
pressure of water vapor and let evolve the water vapor
profile in the resolution domain. The model is validated with different benchmarks and applied to flat and
wavy surfaces on Mars.
Results: At the temperatures of the North Polar
Cap, the rate of water vapor mass transfer increases
with the wind speed. Above wavy surfaces, the maximum of water vapor flux coincides with the maximum
shear stress, whose location relative to the crest depends on the wavelength of the topographic undulations and on the fluid characteristics. For a maximum
of flux located upwind of the crest, the mass transfer
rates are smaller on the downwind sides. These results
are the same for sublimation (ablation) and condensation (accumulation). During a given simulation, the ice
waves do not experience simultaneous accumulation
and ablation as it would be the case, for instance, for
aeolian sand dunes. These results mean that if the accumulation rate is greater than the ablation rate the
waves will migrate upwind by redistribution of ice by
sublimation and condensation of water vapor.
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Figure 2: Synthetic sketch of the different cases of the
dynamics of ice waves in response to wind flow and ice
mass transfers. The black line corresponds to the initial
topographic surface and the dashed black line corresponds to the evolution of the topographic surface
trough time due to the influence of mass transfers and
phase shifts of the shear stress (dotted grey line).
Conclusion: Our observations and simulations are
in accordance with the hypothesis that sedimentation
waves can migrate upwind or downwind due to an
asymmetric accumulation rate between their upwind
sides and their downwind sides over a Martian year
(Figure 2). Our model shows that the dynamics of these
patterns result from the interaction between the fluid
flow and the wavy icy surface trough mass transfer.
The initiation of the sedimentation and growth of ice
waves is probably due to linear instabilities in the lower atmosphere.
Acknowledgements: This work benefited from financial supports from the Center National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS), Centre National
d’Études Spatiales, Institut National des Sciences de
l’Univers (INSU), Programme National de Planétologie (PNP), Agence Nationale de la Recherche (Project
ANR-12-BS05-001 EXODUNES), ATLAB project
from the European program RegPot and the Fundation
for Polish Science project (FNP) TEAM/2011-7/9. C.
Herny is supported by a Ph.D. research grant from the
French government (Ministère de l’Enseignement Supérieur et de la Recherche).
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POTENTIAL VORTICITY AND OZONE IN MARTIAN POLAR REGIONS. J. A. Holmes1, S. R. Lewis1 and
M. R. Patel1,2, 1Department of Physical Sciences, The Open University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6AA, UK,
james.holmes@open.ac.uk, 2Space Science and Technology Department, STFC Rutherford Appleton Laboratory,
Chilton, Didcot, Oxfordshire, OX11 0QX, UK.

Introduction: Potential vorticity (hereafter PV) is
a dynamical tracer which is a product of the absolute
vorticity and static stability of the atmosphere. PV can
be redistributed but neither created or destroyed on an
isentropic surface in the absence of friction and diabatic processes [1].
The conservation principle explains why PV is
used to study polar vortices on Earth. PV contains information on winds and temperature in a single scalar
variable and the motion of air is generally parallel to
contours of PV [2]. The invertibility of PV is also an
important property, since given sufficient boundary
conditions PV can be inverted to deduce the flow of
the whole atmosphere. Changes in the PV distribution
thus `induce' changes in the wind and temperature
fields.
On Earth, studies have found a significant positive
PV-ozone correlation in both global maps of total
ozone from satellite observations [3] and local profiles
of ozone at multiple observatories [4,5], particularly at
mid to high latitudes in the winter hemisphere (Figure
1). While the relationship of ozone and PV on Mars
has never before been investigated, a strong correlation
between PV, a dynamical tracer, and ozone suggests
several applications such as using ozone observations
to study the dynamical behaviour of the polar vortices
and using PV as a proxy for ozone in polar winter.

Figure 1 - Northern hemisphere total ozone (left) and
PV (right) on the 460K surface for 22 February 2011.
White lines on the PV image are streamlines, where
the thickness of the streamlines and size of the arrows
indicate the strength of the local flow. Image courtesy
of NASA Ozone Watch.
Observations of ozone over several Mars years
have been collected by the Mars Color Imager [6] on
the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter, and therefore inter-

annual variations or trends in the dynamical state of the
polar vortices can be investigated. Current satellite
observing techniques to retrieve ozone cannot however
reach high poleward latitudes in polar night, where the
largest amounts of ozone exist and ozone is effectively
a quasi-passive tracer due to the lack of destruction
mechanisms [7]. If a strong correlation is apparent
between PV and ozone at poleward latitudes in polar
night, the spatial distribution of PV, which can be constrained by reanalysis datasets [8,9], can be used as a
proxy for ozone to extend the coverage of total ozone
observational datasets. This technique has already been
performed successfully on Earth [10,11].
Atmospheric modelling: To investigate the link
between PV and ozone on Mars, the UK version of the
LMD Mars GCM (hereafter MGCM) is used. The
model has been developed in a collaboration of the
Laboratoire de Météorologie Dynamique, the Open
University, the University of Oxford and the Instituto
de Astrofisica de Andalucia.
The MGCM uses physical parameterisations accounting for CO2 condensation and sublimation, subgrid scale dynamics, vertical diffusion and convection
(amongst others) coupled to a spectral dynamical core
and semi-lagrangian advection scheme [12] to
transport tracers. Using a spectral model, spatial derivatives are calculated exactly, and so the calculation of
PV is more accurate than previous attempts using temperature observations and interpolation methods [13].
Ozone, along with 14 other tracers, is adjusted
chemically by the LMD photochemical model [7]
which provides an extensive analysis of photochemical
and chemical interactions in the martian atmosphere.
Preliminary results: The day-to-day PV-total
ozone correlation for northern and southern polar regions in Mars Year 29 are shown in Figure 2. For
poleward northern latitudes, a very strong PV-total
ozone correlation of r = 0.8 or greater is found for 274
sols in the year.
In northern summer, the PV-total ozone correlation
decreases as expected, and in some cases even goes
negative. Over this time period (LS = 75–150°), small
amounts of total ozone and PV are found, but PV is
still increased poleward primarily due to the planetary
vorticity being largest at this location. Total ozone is
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more abundant away from the pole causing the negative correlation.

Figure 2 – PV-total ozone correlation for northern
(black) and southern (red) latitudes for Mars year 29
covering latitudes 35–90° in both hemispheres. PV is
sampled on the 260K surface. The dashed black line
indicates zero correlation.
In the southern hemisphere, the variation in topography at latitudes further south than 35°S provides
preferential sites for a localized increase of ozone.
Ozone will reach high levels in the Hellas and Argyre
basins due to the high surface pressure (hence large
atmospheric column mass) at these locations providing
an ideal setting for the accumulation of ozone near the
ground [7]. This contributes to a slight weakening of
the PV-total ozone correlation in the middle of southern polar winter.
Northern polar winter. A snapshot of the total
ozone and PV spatial distribution in norther polar winter (LS = 292°) is displayed in Figure 3. The PV-total
ozone correlation for this case study is r = 0.826. The
strong PV-total ozone correlation on a short daily time
scale suggests that the variations in total ozone are
largely due to dynamical influences, as to be expected
for winter when chemical reactions are at a minimum.
A filament of PV can be seen from 0-135°W in
Figure 3, which corresponds well to a similar feature in
the total ozone distribution, further strengthening the
possibility of using PV as a proxy for total ozone (and
vice versa). PV has been used on Earth to track the
polar vortices and has recently been used equivalently
for Mars [9]. A contour of PV which lies at the sharpest PV gradient can be used to trace the vortex edge.
The martian polar vortex also provides an excellent
barrier for the mixing of chemical tracers, suggesting
that total ozone in the winter season, when it is quasi-
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passive, can potentially be used to track the shape of
the polar vortex.
Further results will be discussed at the conference,
including the first ever calculation of the ozone/PV
ratio on Mars.

Figure 3 – Northern polar projection of total ozone
(top) and PV (bottom) during northern polar winter at
LS = 292°. Black contours indicate topography.
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HISTORY OF THE MARTIAN NORTH POLAR LAYERED DEPOSITS, AS WE KNOW IT. J.W. Holt, Institute for Geophysics, Jackson School of Geosciences, The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX (jack@ig.utexas.edu)
Introduction: Major advances in our understanding of the polar regions of Mars have come about in
the past decade, and since the last Mars Polar Science
and Exploration conference in 2011. In particular, a
new perspective on Planum Boreum (PB) has emerged
that builds on what was already an extensive base of
knowledge [1]. This is in great part due to a wealth of
data from recent and ongoing missions including Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) and Mars Express
(MEX). In terms of data, radar stratigraphy obtained
by the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) [2] on MRO has
provided an entirely new stratigraphic context for interpreting high-resolution imagery, morphology, and
spectral data. This review focuses on our current understanding of the long-term evolution of the north
polar layered deposits (NPLD) of Planum Boreum, and
the significant challenges remaining.
Overall, NPLD evolution began as a gradational
change from aeolian erosion of the siliciclastic-rich
cavi unit to the widespread deposition of water ice, the
early formation of Chasma Boreale, the complete infilling of a similarly-sized chasma, the relatively late
onset and subsequent migration of spiral troughs in two
distinct stages. All of this occurred in the context of
apparently periodic growth/retreat events that have left
their imprint on the modern surface. Furthermore, the
stratigraphic evidence indicates that processes observed operating today can explain all of the major
features of PB. Finally, the sequence of growth and
retreat has provided a means to test global climate
models that predict ice growth and retreat as a function
of orbital parameters (e.g., [3]).
In The Beginning: The near-complete mapping of
the uppermost surface of the basal unit (BU) with
SHARAD [4,5] shows that NPLD was deposited on a
surface that was highly nonuniform and asymmetric
about the pole, likely having undergone extensive erosion, although perfectly contiguous with Olympia Undae in morphology. SHARAD also shows that the
uppermost cavi and lowermost NPLD were contemporaneous, supporting an earlier interpretation based on
outcrops [1], but also revealing the presence of what
appear to be extensive dune fields within the lowermost NPLD [6] and placing the visible outcrops in the
context of cap-wide NPLD deposition.
Composition: While bulk composition of the
NPLD has been constrained by radar to be ~95% water
ice [8], radar reflectors are assumed to arise from variations in dust content that modulate the dielectric properties of the layers [7,9]. New work is attempting to
extract more information on layer properties, including
dust content, from radar data.
Ice Flow: Although ice flow has previously been
proposed as a significant factor in shaping the gross

morphology of Gemina Lingula [10-11], the analysis
of internal radar stratigraphy including a 3-dimensional
flow model [12] does not support that interpretation,
nor does the presence of buried troughs within Gemina
Lingula [13]. This is in contrast to mid-latitude glacial
features which exhibit viscous flow morphologies [1416] and are estimated to be at least 100 Myr old and
have therefore experienced more extreme variations in
obliquity [17].
Likewise, there is no evidence yet identified in
radar stratigraphy to support basal melting of NPLD
from enhanced geothermal flux, or brittle deformation
on large scales. Furthermore, sedimentary structures
indicate that aeolian processes have played a major
role throughout NPLD history. This is clearly a dominant force at work both within the basal unit [18] and
in the uppermost NPLD during the onset and evolution
of the spiral troughs [19-21].
Spiral Troughs: The spiral troughs of the NPLD
are unique windows into surface/atmosphere interactions that exert strong controls on the morphology of
Planum Boreum. Stratigraphic structures indicate the
first appearance of the spiral troughs out halfway
through NPLD accumulation, and their subsequent
migration concurrent with new deposition [19]. This
finding and the unique inter-trough stratigraphy supports an origin with katabatic winds as a critical driver
[20]. All major characteristics of the troughs can be
explained in the context of repeating katabatic jumps,
otherwise known as cyclic steps [21], wherein lateral
transport of material is an important process.
Accumulation History: Stratigraphy within the
NPLD indicates the dominance of processes that are
sedimentary in nature; therefore we use large-scale
stratigraphic unconformities to define the major depositional sequence boundaries. At least three large-scale
depositional sequences are preserved, each of which is
bounded by an erosional event. The lower of these depositional units was mapped across Planum Boreum to
reveal the early appearance of Chasma Boreale [22]. A
higher unconformity found in the saddle region east of
Chasma Boreale indicates a later period of regional
erosion. In both instances, the lateral extension of reflectors bounding these unconformities are conformal
under the main lobe of Planum Boreum, indicating that
these erosional epochs may have been relatively shortlived and limited in extent. Evidence does, however,
exist for significant retreat of the NPLD margin in the
region of Gemini Scopuli prior to the most recent
episode of deposition.
Overall, the stratigraphy indicates a relatively simple accumulation history, with continuous deposition in
the center of the deposits and either two or three largescale (but relatively brief) hiatuses interrupting deposi-
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tion and creating erosional surfaces in the lower latitudes of Planum Boreum. The youngest spiral troughs
initiated above the upper unconformity, but some are
older, indicating that conditions required for trough
formation are not necessarily connected to erosion
events or sudden changes in accumulation.
Links to climate modeling: Paleoclimate modeling
can link changes in orbital parameters to atmospheric
conditions and surface temperatures in order to predict
the temporal and spatial patterns of ice accumulation.
One such model, (MAIC-2; [3]), estimates global
surface-ice mass balance for the past 10 Myr. This
model uses as input the periodic changes in insolation
derived from predictions of Mars’ orbital parameters
[17]. Due to mean obliquities higher than ~35° prior to
~5 Ma, large polar ice deposits do not accumulate prior
to ~4 Ma in this model. The model was modified to
include only the volume of NPLD as mapped using
SHARAD data. Significantly, the model predicts three
large-scale erosional events that interrupt relatively
continuous accumulation in the past 4 Ma, largely consistent with the accumulation and erosional events observed in the radar stratigraphy.
The most recent of these events was further studied
by mapping a stratigraphic unconformity in the uppermost NPLD [23]. Following a depositional hiatus (and
possible erosion), an increase in accumulation is evident from steeper trough migration paths [13] and
layering that drapes the entire surface. This event is
most confidently tied to the most recent shift in obliquity at 370 ka [23, 24]. The quantity of ice accumulated after this unconformity (including an equivalent
package at the south pole) is within a factor of two of
that predicted to have moved from the mid-latitudes to
the poles poles [25], so for the first time we are beginning to match observations of ice accumulation to
global climate models for specific periods in Mars’
past.
Mesoscale Modeling: Paleosurfaces mapped with
radar enable new studies using atmospheric modeling.
The mesoscale atmospheric model of the Laboratoire
de Météorologie Dynamique (LMD) [26] has been
employed to evaluate feedbacks between topography,
deposition and winds. This uses paleotopography
mapped by SHARAD as an input, and helped determine that Abalos Mensa, an isolated mound bounded
by channel-like features, was a depositional construct
that grew contemporaneous with the NPLD [27]. This
also may help explain the persistence of Chasma Boreale throughout NPLD accumulation.
Conclusions: The stratigraphy of Planum Boreum
contains a rich record of deposition, erosion, aeolian
processes and compositional variations. Significant
challenges remain to fully link the observations to climate modeling, but the observed radar stratigraphy is
consistent with a simple model predicting northern
polar ice growth since 4 Ma. Aeolian processes have
exerted a strong role in shaping the surface, from the
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cavi/NPLD transition until the present day where we
can observe surface/atmosphere interactions at work.
The dynamics of dust entrainment, transport, and
deposition are important areas of future work to further
refine the correlation between modeled ice deposition
and observed layer stratigraphy at the outcrop level
[28, 29]. Accumulation patterns and layer dielectric
properties observed with radar can provide further constraints for such modeling [30] and may allow for the
interpretation of radar reflectors throughout the NPLD
as a climate signal linked to orbital forcing, which
could yield the next leap in our understanding of polar
processes on Mars.
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NASA grants NNX10AO26G, NNX11AL10G, and
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GLACIAL AND PERIGLACIAL CHEMICAL WEATHERING ON MARS: NEW RESULTS AND NEW
QUESTIONS FROM FIELD ANALOG STUDIES AND MARS REMOTE SENSING. B. Horgan, N. Scudder,
A. Rutledge, and S. Ackiss, Purdue University – West Lafayette, IN (briony@purdue.edu).

Introduction: Ice has been a powerful physical
weather agent on Mars through geologic time, extending from the potentially extensive Noachian highlands
ice sheet to the widespread glacial and periglacial features observed at midlatitudes today. However, it is
less well understood how much chemical weathering
ice has caused on Mars, and how the mode of alteration has changed with the climate over time. Here we
summarize recent advances in our understanding and
identify remaining unknowns regarding glacial, periglacial, and polar weathering on Earth and Mars.
Glacial weathering on Earth: The flow of wetbased glaciers over their substrate causes significant
mechanical weathering underneath the glacier, and
generates large volumes of fine-grained materials (glacial flour, etc.). Aqueous geochemistry of glacial outwash has shown that the high surface area under the
glacier combined with large weathering surface area in
these materials drives significant chemical weathering
[1]. However, the mineralogy of the alteration products
produced in the subglacial, proglacial plain, and proglacial lake environments is poorly understood [2], so
we are currently unable to evaluate whether or not
glaciers played a major role in the chemical evolution
of the martian surface.
Glacial weathering of coarse grained sediments and
rocks may resemble subaerial pedogenic weathering by
snow and ice melt. In alpine and polar environments
on Earth, very high leaching rates during seasonal
snow melt tend to favor the rapid precipitation of poorly-crystalline phases, like the aluminosilicate allophane
[3]. Thus, alpine soils are commonly dominated by
poorly crystalline phases, which then mature into kaolin minerals [4]. Glacial weathering of sediments finegrained enough to be suspended in glacial outwash
may be more severe. Glacial flour in distal lakes on
Earth contains clay minerals that could be glacially
sourced [5], suggesting that glaciers could have been a
source of alteration minerals in lacustrine deposits on
Mars.
New glacial Mars analog studies: To better understand the alteration minerals that are characteristic
of glacial environments, we have established a new
Mars analog sites at the Three Sisters volcanic complex in central Oregon. The Three Sisters is the most
mafic persistently glaciated peak in the continental US,
making it an ideal site to study the effects of long-term
glacial alteration on rocks of Mars-like composition.
We will be conducting field work at the site prior to

the meeting, in August 2016 and will report first results from our field campaign in this presentation as
well as several others [6,7].
Preliminary results from reconnaissance campaigns
have suggested that the mineralogy of glacial weathering is unique and detectable by instrumentation on
Mars orbiters and rovers. In particular, we have found
that samples from the proglacial plain contain high
abundances of poorly crystalline silicates, most likely
iron-bearing. Remote sensing investigations of the
field site support this interpretation, showing enhanced
hydrated silica absorptions in the visible/near-infrared
(VNIR) [6] and high-silica phases in the thermalinfrared [7]. In our field campaign and following laboratory investigations, we will determine the composition of the poorly crystalline phases, as well as their
distribution in the glacial environment. We will acquire subglacial and supraglacial rocks and sediments,
proglacial plain and lake sediments, and suspended
sediments, in addition to fluid chemistry and field
VNIR spectra.
A major outstanding question related to glacial alteration is whether or not cold-based glaciers (frozen to
their based with limited or no melting) cause significant chemical weathering over long timescales. Based
on the lack of mechanical alteration in these systems, it
has generally been assumed that cold-based glaciers do
not cause chemical alteration, but this has never been
verified in the field.
Glacial weathering on early Mars: Abundant
morphologic evidence suggests that ice sheets and
glaciers were widespread during the Noachian and
Hesperian on Mars [e.g., 8], and that these ice sheets
were at least locally wet-based [9,10]. Thus, we might
expect that these ice sheets cause significant chemical
weathering on ancient Mars. However, the fate of these
weathering product is poorly understood. Some glacial
alteration products may have been transported into
lakes and deltas at lower latitudes. Intriguingly, poorly
crystalline alteration phases have been detected as a
major component of Noachian deposits sampled by
landed missions. Models of MER Mini-TES mid-IR
spectra of altered Clovis and Watchtower class rocks
in Gusev Crater include up to 50% of an unknown
poorly crystalline component [11]. Furthermore, nearly
every unit sampled for CheMin XRD analysis by Mars
Science Laboratory at Gale Crater, including lacustrine
and deltaic deposits, contains a significant poorly crystalline component of variable composition [12-14]. We
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hypothesize that these poorly crystalline phases could
be the result of weathering by ice/ snow melt, perhaps
providing some limited geochemical support for sustained cold climates on early Mars.
An additional form of subglacial alteration that may
have been common under the extensive ice sheets of
ancient Mars is subglacial volcanism. Subglacial volcanism produces volcanoes with unique table-top morphologies known as tuyas, and possible tuyas have
been identified at both northern midlatitudes and
southern high latitudes on Mars [15,16]. New analyses
of CRISM VNIR spectra over the Sisyphi Montes region of Mars has shown that these possible tuyas exhibit a unique assemblage of minerals including zeolites, clays, oxides, and sulfates that together, strongly
suggest hydrothermal alteration due to subglacial volcanism [17]. Confirmation of these edifices as tuyas
may help us to reconstruct the past extent and thickness of the Dorsa Argentea ice sheet during the Hesperian on Mars.
Amazonian glacial/periglacial weathering: Results from orbiters and rovers have demonstrated that
weathering on more recent Mars terrains is generally
much more acidic than on ancient terrains, most likely
due to more restricted water:rock ratios and volcanic
emissions [e.g., 18,19]. This increased acidity appears
to extend to polar and periglacial weathering as well.
Some Amazonian mid-latitude mantles in the northern
plains exhibit extensive morphologic evidence for periglacial modification, and are appear to be a source of
the widespread dark and glass-rich sediments that cover much of the northern plains [20]. These sediments
exhibit spectral evidence for silica enrichement due to
prolonged acidic leaching, perhaps due to ice melt at
low water:rock ratios [21]. This suggests that this periglacial mantle experienced acidic weathering at some
point in its history. Acidic alteration also appears to
have occurred in the Amazonian deposits of the north
polar cap, Planum Boreum. Gypsum, a hydrated sulfate, has been detected throughout the north polar sand
sea as well as within the north polar layered deposits,
and is also most likely due to acidic alteration of mafic
sediments [22,23].
Global implications: One of the signatures of cold
climate weathering under either neutral or acidic conditions is enrichment in high-silica poorly crystalline
phases. Such phases have been observed across Mars
by both landers and rovers, including the high silica
component of the globally distributed TES Surface
Type 2 composition, as well as the high-silica detections by Mars Pathfinder in the northern lowlands.
Both of these detections are as yet unexplained, but we
hypothesize that they may be due to widespread glacial
and periglacial alteration throughout martian geologic
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history. This suggests that glacial alteration may have
been one of the major drivers in determining the observed surface composition of Mars.
References: [1] Anderson (2007), An Rev Earth Planet
Sci, 35, 375–399. [2] Carrivick & Tweed, (2013) Quat Sci
Rev, 78, 34-52. [3] Ziegler et al (2003) Chem Geo 202, 461478. [4] Tsai et al. (2010) Geoderma 156, 48-59. [5] Menking (1997) GSA SP 317, 25-36. [6] Scudder et al., this volume. [7] Rutledge et al., this volume. [8] Fastook & Head
(2015) PSS 106 82-98. [9] Kress & Head (2015) PSS 109, 120. [10] Kite et al. (2013) Icarus 223, 181-210. [11] Ruff et
al (2006) JGR 111, doi:10.1029/2006 JE002747. [12] Blake
et al (2013) Science 341, doi:10.1126/science. 1239505. [14]
Vaniman et al. (2014) Science 343, 10.1126/ science.1243480. [15] Ghatan & Head (2002) JGR 107, doi:
10.1029/2001JE001519. [16] Martinez-Alonso et al. (2011)
Icarus 212, 597-621. [17] Ackiss et al., this volume. [18]
Hurowitz et al. (2010) Nat Geo 3, 323-326. [19] Bibring et
al. (2006) Science 312, 400-404. [20] Soare et al. (2015)
EPSL 423, 182-192. [21] Horgan & Bell (2012) Geol 30,
391-394. [22] Horgan et al (2009) JGR 114, 27. [23] Horgan
et al., this volume.
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EVIDENCE FOR A LITHIC UNIT WITHIN THE NORTH POLAR LAYERED DEPOSITS., F. Seelos1, B.
Horgan2*, and I. Smith3, 1Johns Hopkins University/Applied Physics Laboratory – Laurel, MD, 2Purdue University –
West Lafayette, IN, 3Southwest Research Institute – Boulder, CO, *corresponding author (briony@purdue.edu).
Introduction: Planum Boreum, the north polar
plateau of Mars, is composed of over 2.5 km of layered
deposits [1]. While the bulk of the plateau corresponds
to the ice-rich north polar layered deposits (PLD), a
sedimentary unit known as the cavi unit (ABbC) near
the base of the sequence displays morphologic characteristics consistent with a buried and ice-cemented
sand sea [1,2]. Our previous work using OMEGA visible/near-infrared spectra has shown that the cavi unit
sheds sediments composed of weathered glass, and is a
major source of sand for the north polar sand seas (red
and yellow in Fig. 1) [3,4]. However, the cavi unit may
not be the only lithic unit within Planum Boreum.
The other major composition observed within the
north polar sand sea is high-calcium pyroxene (HCP)
mixed with variable amounts of gypsum (blue in Fig.
1). Based on transport pathways inferred from Fig. 1
(white arrows), the high-calcium pyroxene appears to
be sourced from both somewhere on Planum Boreum
and from within the polar outliers. While the source
unit is not well constrained, the blue arrows in Fig. 1
indicate where high calcium pyroxene may also be
present on Planum Boreum, in association with lowalbedo mantles that cover the cap. These mantles or
“veneers” (yellow and red outlines in Fig. 2) were proposed to be sourced from an enigmatic low albedo unit
located between the upper and lower PLD (ABb2)
[1,5]. The detections of HCP in the low resolution
OMEGA map correspond to the most continuous parts
of the veneers, so if these deposits are indeed com-

Figure 1: OMEGA mosaic, greyscale = 0.75 µm albedo, colors
= 1 µm iron band center [3]. White arrows indicate inferred
transport paths and blue arrows indicate HCP on top of cap.

posed of HCP, higher resolution observations near
their source within the polar cap should exhibit similar
spectral signatures. Thus, in this study, we seek to constrain the origin of the north polar veneers by determining their composition using high resolution (18
m/pixel) visible/near-infrared hyperspectral images
taken by the Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars (CRISM/MRO), and by verifying
the stratigraphic unit that they are sourced from using
morphology from visible images and radar observations from the Shallow Radar (SHARAD/MRO).
CRISM Analysis: In this study we are using
CRISM MTRDR data products, which have had corrections applied for atmospheric, photometric, and
instrumental effects [6]. So far, we have analyzed 10
MTRDR’s from various locations on Planum Boreum
(e.g., Fig. 3). Two additional CRISM cubes in dune
fields identified using OMEGA as pyroxene-rich
(HRS3091) and glass-rich (FRTAD89) were also analyzed to establish consistency between the data sets.
Preliminary analysis was carried out using the
CRISM Analysis Toolkit for ENVI. Water ice dominates the spectra of most CRISM cubes on the polar
cap, but some variability is observed that may be consistent with variable amounts of dark mafic and bright
dust components. While ice absorption bands at 1.5
and 2.0 swamp out spectra beyond ~1.3 µm, absorption
bands due to iron between 0.5-1.3 µm can be detected
in locations of relatively low ice abundance. These
absorptions can be mapped using the standard CRISM

Figure 2: Areal fraction of large ice grains indicating exposed ice (cyan) over albedo. Red/yellow lines indicate regions of low albedo veneer. Modified from [5].
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spectral parameters BD530_2, HCPINDEX2, and
LCPINDEX2 [7]. In Fig. 3, BD530 is most likely detecting ferric oxides in dust, and HCPINDEX/
LCPINDEX may be detecting more ferrous phases like
pyroxene and glass. The fact that these indices emphasize different areas in the scene suggests that we are
indeed observing something more mafic than dust
eroding out of the PLD.
Of the 10 Planum Boreum CRISM cubes analyzed
to date, three are totally dominated by ice, two exhibit
possible evidence for sediment derived from glass-rich
layers corresponding to the cavi unit, and five show
weak evidence for a mafic component within the layered deposits and associated debris. Only one
(FRTC204; Fig. 3; 50°E/82°N) shows a clear relationship between specific sedimentary deposits and mafic
spectral indices – in particular, with HCPINDEX.
However, this latter observation is the only cube in our
initial set that is within the bounds of the veneers as
identified by [5], perhaps suggesting that the veneers
may contain a mafic component such as the HCP detected by OMEGA observations. We will verify this
hypothesis via further analysis of cubes located within
the veneers themselves.

Figure 3: CRISM RGB combinations showing enhanced true color
(left) and spectral indices (right), red=BD530 (dust), green =
HCPINDEX (veneers), blue = LCPINDEX.
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Figure 4: SHARAD tracks indicating a possible reflector in the
polar layered deposits, colored by depth (red = brighter reflection, indicitave of a larger dielectric contrast).

SHARAD Analysis: SHARAD reflections in the
PLD are caused by changing dielectic properties of the
materials [8]. Brighter reflections are caused by greater
contrasts, e.g. a transition from pure ice to a layer with
high lithic concentration [9]. Within the uppermost
several hundred meters, one reflector is noticeably
brighter than others, indicating a large contrast. Mapping of this reflectors (Fig. 4) shows that tthe brightest
reflections occur in a region just poleward from veneers mapped by [5] as sourced from nearby troughs
and our CRISM detection of HCP. This suggests that
these SHARAD relfections could correspond to a lithic
source unit for the veneers, but further detailed analysis is required to validate this hypothesis.
Conclusions: Assuming that the pyroxene was
originally deposited on top of Planum Boreum, it must
have been emplaced via airfall. As no clear volcanic
features are present in this region, the most likely
origin is impact ejecta. Regardless of origin, the presence of an extensive lithic unit within the PLD could
provide implications and testable hypotheses for the
history of Planum Boreum. This layer as a lag deposit
could have provided some protection against warming
due to increased obliquity, and thus the PLD could
have endured more heating that previously estimated.
References: [1] Tanaka et al (2008) Icarus 196, 318-358.
[2] Kocurek & Ewing (2012) SEPM Spec Pub 102, 151-168.
[3] Horgan & Bell (2012) Geol 40, 391-394. [4] Horgan et al.
(2015) 4th Intl Wkshp Plnt Dunes, #8054. [5] Rodriguez et al.
(2007) Mars 1, 1-13. [6] Seelos et al. (2011) LPSC 42,
#1438. [7] Vivano-Beck et al. (2014) JGR 119, 1403-1431.
[8] Phillips et al. (2008) Science 320, 1182-1185. [9] Putzig
et al. (2009) Icarus 209, 443-457.
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Diurnal and Seasonal Exchange of Deuterated Water Between Martian Atmosphere and Regolith. R. Hu1 and
Y. L. Yung2, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, CA 91109, USA,
renyu.hu@jpl.nasa.gov, 2Division of Geological and Planetary Sciences, California Institute of Technology, CA
91125, USA, yly@gps.caltech.edu.

Subsurface water is a controlling reservoir of the
seasonal variation of the D/H ratio. Over a depth relevant to the seasonal exchange (~20 cm), the mass of
the subsurface water is ~2 orders of magnitude greater
than the mass of water in the planetary boundary layer.
The D/H ratio of the atmospheric water is therefore
regulated by the exchange with the subsurface reservoir.
Figure 1 shows an example of the exchange in a
low-latitude location in the southern hemisphere. The
simulation yields an annual mean atmospheric D/H
ratio of 5 VSMOW, consistent with current measurements [9]. The D/H ratio of the subsurface water reservoir varies by ~3 VSMOW annually, and this variation
can be expected for the atmospheric water as well. The
diurnal variation is on the order of ~1 VSMOW. This
result indicates that the variability in the D/H ratio
caused by surface exchange has the magnitude necessary to explain the observed variability in addition to
atmospheric condensation.
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Introduction: Mars atmospheric water cycle is an
important component of the planet’s current climate
and impacts on our understanding of the Martian volatile history. It has been suggested that water sublimes
from the northern residential polar cap during the
northern summer, and is redistributed in the atmosphere by circulation [1]. On Earth, the global water
cycle is traced by isotopic signatures in meteoric waters, featuring a linear relationship between hydrogen
and oxygen anomalies and a latitude dependency due
to increasing rain-out at high latitudes [2]. On Mars,
such isotopic tracers have not been established.
Recently reported maps of water isotopologues
suggest that condensation alone cannot explain the
isotopic variability [3]. The D/H ratio in water can
change from 10 relative to Earth’s ocean [Vienna
standard mean ocean water (VSMOW)] at a latitude of
~60 to 5 VSMOW at the equator. This variability is
substantially stronger than what is predicted by general
circulation models, which include atmospheric condensation and its isotopic effect [4]. The observed D/H
versus water vapor column power-law index is at least
twice as large as model predictions.
We suggest that in addition to sublimation and
condensation, exchange between the atmosphere and
the surface causes significant variation in the D/H ratio
of atmospheric water. The effects of the Martian regolith on the water cycle have been simulated by general
circulation models [5], but the effects of the regolith on
the isotopic signatures are not known.
Results: We simulate transport of water in subsurface regolith by solving a diffusion equation taking
into account physical adsorption by regolith particles
and condensation and sublimation. The model has been
described in [6]. Adsorption fractionates water because
latent heat of adsorption of HDO is higher than that of
H2O [7]. The effective adsorption coefficient for HDO
is twice as large as that of H2O. This difference in the
adsorption not only causes the adsorbed water to be
enriched in D, but also causes the effective diffusion
coefficient of HDO to be about half that of H2O. We
find that the first effect is important for both the seasonal and diurnal variation, and the second effect is
important only for the diurnal variation. In addition to
adsorption, condensation and sublimation fractionate
water because the vapor pressure of HDO is smaller
than that of H2O [8].
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Figure 1: Example of subsurface D/H ratio variability.
The upper panel shows the assumed surface temperature for a location in the southern hemisphere. The
bottom panel shows the simulated D/H ratio in soil
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water, which includes water vapor in the regolith, adsorbed water, and water ice.
References: [1] Haberle R. M. and Jakosky B. M.
(1990) JGR, 95, 1423–1437. [2] Craig H. (1961) Science, 133, 1702–1703. [3] Villanueva G. L. et al.
(2015) Science, 348, 218–222. [4] Montmessin F. et al.
(2005) JGR, 110, E03006. [5] Bottger H. et al. (2005)
Icarus, 177, 174–189. [6] Hu et al. (2016) Astrobiology, in press. [7] Moores J. E. et al. (2011) Icarus, 211,
1129–1149. [8] Pupezin J. et al. (1972) J. Phys. Chem.,
76, 743–762. [9] Webster C. R. et al. (2013) Science,
341, 260–263.
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CONSTRAINTS ON PAST CLIMATE ON MARS FROM THE NORTH POLAR LAYERED DEPOSITS.
C. S. Hvidberg1, 1Center for Ice and Climate, Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen, Denmark. Email:
ch@nbi.ku.dk.

Introduction: The polar layered deposits (PLD) on
Mars are km thick ice-rich deposits with a stratigraphy
that preserves a record of past climate variations. The
stratigraphy of the PLD is exposed at the surface within
scarps and trough walls [1], and radar sounding of the
subsurface has revealed the internal stratigrahy [2,3].
Oscillations of the orbital parameters of Mars are
thought to lead to dramatic climate variations on Mars
similar to Milankovitch cycles on Earth [4,5]. Variations in insolation strongly affects the surface temperatures with impact on transport and deposition of ice
and dust at all latitudes.
An important and challenging step in inferring a
climate signal from the PLD is to establish the timescale of the stratigraphic record [6,7]. The age of the
deposits are not well constrained by geological data
[1], and although insolation has varied significantly
over time and caused dramatic changes in climate[8],
the effect on polar deposition rates of ice and dust and
the resulting layering is not fully understood.
Here, we infer constraints from the NPLD stratigraphy on the water and dust cycles and their variations
on longer timescales. We present a model of PLD formation with insolation-driven latitude-dependent ice
and dust deposition rates. The model is extended from
an earlier version [9], here investigating in more detail
the dust processes and how they vary over time. We
use observations of NPLD stratigraphy as well as ice
extent and thickness to test the model parameterizations, using both visual and radar data.
The model captures characteristic features of the
complex layer sequences observed in the north polar
layered deposits (NPLD). The results suggest that local
stability of water ice exerts a strong control on the polar ice deposition rate. We consider different parameterizations of the dust deposition rate and conclude that
the processes controlling dust deposition rates are
complex and depend on the orbitally controlled seasonality and global-scale processes. Dust may also impact ice stability and prolong periods of erosion at the
NPLD.
The model: Our main objective is to identify the
link between orbital forcing and the stratigraphy of the
NPLD by considering the key processes controlling ice
and dust deposition. Linking orbital variations to specific layers would provide an accurate dating of the
layers, and the model schemes of ice and dust deposition rates would then provide records of past climate.

Our approach is to use a model of NPLD formation
driven by insolation and based on physical processes
[9]. We determine the model parameters by an inverse
method: we run the model through time forced by the
insolation record for Mars and compare the resulting
model stratigraphy with the observed stratigraphy of
the NPLD. We systematically vary the model parameters to find sets of parameters that provide a model
stratigraphy that fits the observed data.
In order to set up the model, we make several simplifying assumptions following earlier work [9]. We
neglect effects of ice flow on the stratigraphy. We assume that the polar deposition rates are controlled by
insolation, thereby neglecting all other forcing mechanisms, including long-term evolution of the Martian
climate system not contained in the insolation record
and variability in the climate system on shorter timescales. A reliable insolation record is limited to the last
20 Ma [10], thereby constraining the comparison with
data to within this time interval. We take into account
that the surface layers of dust and ice may affect the
deposition rates.
The ice deposition component of the model is set
up following methods from terrestrial ice sheet modelling. The mean annual deposition rate is the result of
accumulation and ablation processes during the year,
and they are controlled by different processes. We assume that the net annual deposition of ice is a result of
a deposition term, which is assumed constant as a first
simple approach, and a sublimation term, which is controlled by the local temperature.
The dust deposition component of the model is
more complex. Dust deposition is the combined result
of dust uplift, dust transport to the poles, and dust deposition. The processes depend on local and global scale
conditions. The CO2 and water cycles are potentially
key contributors but their role on orbital timescales is
not yet fully understood. As a first approach, we expressed the polar deposition of dust in terms of the
meridional temperature gradient in northern summer,
which is essentially an obliquity signal [11]. We further
investigated parameterizations related to the seasonality and location of the dust sources.
In this model, dust-rich layers form by two mechanisms: 1) increased summer sublimation during highobliquity, and 2) variations in polar dust deposition
rate controlled by orbital variations.
Results: The model has been compared with visual
and radar data in several steps. The model was com-
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pared to the visual stratigraphy, which is known in high
resolution, and thereby able to distinguish more subtle
layers than radar images of the internal structure [9].
The comparison was done using a stratigraphic column
from the north polar layered deposits (NPLD) obtained
from a stereo pair of HiRISE images at (87.1°N,
92.6°W) [12], and showed that the model can be tuned
to reproduce complex layer sequences observed in the
visual images covering the top 500 m of the NPLD. A
set of model parameters were identified that consistently explains layer formation in accordance with the observations. The model dates the top 500 m of the
NPLD back to ~1 million years before present with an
average net deposition rate of ice and dust of 0.55
mm/year. This is consistent with a build-up of the
NPLD over approximately 5 million years. Modelled
layers produced by high sublimation rates at highobliquity were linked precisely to observed layers. This
suggest that the ice deposition processes are well understood, and that local stability of water ice exerts a
strong control on the polar ice deposition rate. Observed fine layers could not be explained by the model
but was linked to model sections with high-dust deposition rates. This suggests that the obliquity is not sufficient to explain the variability in the dust deposition
rate.
The model was then extended to be latitudedependent and compared with radar data [9]. The model was ran through the entire time period covered by
the insolation record (20 Myr) showing the build-up of
the NPLD and formation of its stratigraphy [9]. The
simulation suggested that the NPLD started to build up
at 4.2 Ma, in agreement with a climate model [13]. The
model stratigraphy was structured in packages similar
to the observed radar stratigraphy, and the model stratigraphy lack dust-rich layers at certain depth intervals.
This may provide an important constraint on how dust
processes have varied in the past. We discuss possible
processes that could influence dust deposition, e.g.
influence from conditions at low latitudes.
Conclusions: We use a model of NPLD build up
to infer constraints on climate and ice and dust processes from the NPLD stratigraphy.
We set up a model based on simple parameterizations of ice and dust deposition rates expressed in
terms of insolation, and compare the model stratigraphy with the observed visual and radar stratigraphy.
We used a simple expression of dust deposition rate
expressed in terms of an obliquity signal, and identified
a set of model parameters that linked the NPLD stratigraphy to the insolation record and thereby provided a
timescale. The observations cannot uniquely constrain
the model parameters, and deviations between the
model and observations, suggest that more complex
dust schemes are needed to explain the stratigraphy.
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We consider more complex parameterizations of
dust deposition rates and discuss how future work
should include more data to provide additional constraints. We discuss the implications of the results for
the evolution of the NPLD and the processes controlling ice and dust deposition at the poles. Our approach
show that dust processes are important in understanding the NPLD and reconstructing its past history, and
provides new constraints for the modelling of past climate.
References: [1] Tanaka, K.L. (2005) Nature, 437,
doi:10.1038/nature04065. [2] Phillips R. et al. (2008)
Science, 320, doi: 10.1126/science.1157546. [3] Holt,
J.W. et al. (2010), Nature 465, 446-449. [4] Fishbaugh, K.E. et al. (2008) Icarus, 196, 305–317. [5]
Clifford, S.M. et al. (2000) Icarus, 144, 210-242. [6]
Milkovich, S. and Head, J.W. (2005) JGR, doi:
10.1029/2004JE002349. [7] Putzig N. E. et al. (2009)
Icarus, 204, 443. [8] Laskar J. et al. (2004) Icarus,
170, 343-364. [9] Hvidberg, C.S. et al. (2012) Icarus,
221, 405-419. [10] Laskar, J. et al. (2002) Nature, 419,
375-377. [11] Newman C.E. et al. (2005) Icarus, 174,
135-160. [12] Fishbaugh K.E. et al. (2010) GRL, 37,
L07201, doi:10.1029/ 2009GL041642. [13] Levrard B.
et
al.
(2007)
JGR,
112,
E06012,
doi:10.1029/2006JE002772.
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A RECORD JÖKULHLAUP FROM THE SUBGLACIAL LAKE BENEATH THE EASTERN SKAFTÁ
CAULDRON, VATNAJÖKULL ICE CAP, ICELAND
1
T. Jóhannesson, 1B. Einarsson, 1B. Ófeigsson, 1M.J. Roberts, 1O. Sigurðsson, 1K. Vogfjörð and 1Th. Thorsteinsson
1
Icelandic Meteorological Office, Bústaðavegi 9, IS-108 Reykjavík, Iceland. E-mail: tj@vedur.is

Introduction. Steady ice melting due to geothermal
areas beneath the Vatnajökull ice cap sustains two subglacial lakes beneath Skaftárkatlar (Skaftár cauldrons),
located 10-15 km NW of the Grímsvötn subglacial
caldera. Each lake releases 0.05-0.4 km3 of meltwater
in jökulhlaups every 2 years on average.

Fig. 1. The setting on Western Vatnajökull. The
subglacial routes of jökulhlaups from Grímsvötn and
the two Skaftár cauldrons is shown in blue. The location of GPS stations placed on the ice surface, directly
above the jökulhlaup routes are indicated.

The 2015 jökulhlaup. A jökulhlaup (glacier outburst flood) from the subglacial lake beneath the Eastern Skaftá cauldron in W-Vatnajökull ice cap, Iceland,
was released into the river Skaftá near the end of September 2015. The flood reached a record discharge of
>3000 m3/s on 2 October. The flood occurred after
more than five years had elapsed since the lake last
released a jökulhlaup in June 2010. This was an unusually long time interval between jökulhlaups from this
cauldron, which typically occur every 2 to 3 years. The
maximum discharge was approximately twice the previous maximum for jökulhlaups in Skaftá and the flood
caused substantial damage to roads and infrastructure
on its way to the ocean in the Skaftárhreppur district in
southern Iceland. The initial jökulhlaup flood front
burst through the glacier at several locations 1–2 km
from the terminus. Dark bands of debris that had sedi-

mented from the flood waters extended down the terminus where the jökulhlaup had flowed. Ice fragments
were scattered over the surface of the glacier, a few
tens of cm in size near the terminus but blocks up to 3–
5 m high and 10 m long were observed close to the
outflow points where the water had burst through the
ice. The flood waters appeared to have flowed through
the glacier for some time and concentrated in one or
more circular channels that the flow melted through the
glacier. The flow up through the glacier did not last
long, though, and a few hours after the initial outburst,
the jökulhlaup flowed out through six or seven main
outlets at the terminus. The outburst of this jökulhlaup
in Skaftá through the terminus area of Skaftárjökull
glacier appears in many ways similar to the start of the
much larger jökulhlaup from Grímsvötn through
Skeiðarárjökull in S-Vatnajökull in 1996 except that
the breakup of the ice in 1996 was much more dramatic
and the ice blocks correspondingly larger. The subsidence of the ice shelf in the cauldron was monitored in
real-time with a networked GPS-instrument allowing a
several day warning of the impending flood. Other
instruments and measurement systems, including two
GPS-instruments on the glacier over the flood path 15
and 3 km from the terminus, seismic stations on the
glacier and near the glacier margin, seismic arrays
close by the glacier, and hydrometric stations in Skaftá
river, provide an unprecedented data set documenting
the developments of this flood, both as it propagated
subglacially along the glacier bed and also after it entered the river path and continued into the lowland as a
subaerial flood. The propagation mechanism of this
jökulhlaup, its effects in lowland areas and the potential hazards of similar sized floods in the future are
currently being assessed by the Icelandic Meteorological Office and other bodies.
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Fig. 2. View of the surface cauldron after the
jökulhlaup in October 2015.

Fig. 3. Ice blocks on the surface close to the place
where the floodwater burst through the ice.

Fig. 4. Debris flows on the ice surface due to
floodwaters emerging from below. Photo from a 2006
jökulhlaup at the same site.
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Fig. 5. Lowering of the central part of the surface
cauldron (left) during outflow of water from the 100 m
deep subglacial lake under 300 m thick ice cover. A 70
m lowering occurred in 36 hours during this event.
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INVESTIGATING MARS’ SOUTH RESIDUAL CO2 CAP WITH A GLOBAL CLIMATE MODEL. M. A.
Kahre (melinda.a.kahre@nasa.gov)1, J. Dequaire2, J. L. Hollingsworth1, and R. M. Haberle1, 1NASA Ames Research
Center, Moffett Field, CA, U. S. A., 2University of Oxford, Oxford, U. K.

Methods: We use a version of the NASA Ames
Mars Global Climate Model (GCM) that includes a
sophisticated CO2 cloud microphysical scheme. Processes of cloud nucleation, growth, sedimentation, and
radiative effects are accounted for. Our approach is to
modify the microphysical routines that have previously
been developed and tested for water ice clouds to make
them appropriate for the prediction of CO2 ice clouds
[2,3,4,5,6].
Results: Our simulated results are consistent with
the Colaprete et al. investigation. Figures 1 and 2
show the GCM-predicted annual mean column CO2
cloud visible opacities and CO2 snowfall rates over the
south pole. A zonal asymmetry in the annual mean
cloud pattern is present, with increased cloudiness in
the western hemisphere (in the Argyre corridor). The
snowfall pattern is also asymmetric and consistent with
the cloud pattern.
The CO2 cloud and snowfall patterns in the south
polar region are controlled by the topographically
forced atmospheric circulation. Figure 3 shows the
stationary eddy thermal pattern in the southern hemisphere during winter. The cold (warm) stationary
thermal anomalies are hydrostatically consistent with
intense cyclonic (anticyclonic) geopotential height
anomales (not shown). The stationary wave pattern is

dominated by the s=1 mode. The cold thermal anomaly in the western hemisphere produced by the stationary circulation is generally consistent with the enhanced cloudiness in the Argyre longitudinal corridor.
It is notable, however, that the peak of the cold anomaly resides to the west of the longitudinal corridor of
enhanced cloudiness.
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Figure 1: Annual mean column-integrated CO2 cloud
visible opacities over the south pole.
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Introduction: The CO2 cycle is one of the three
controlling climate cycles on Mars. One aspect of the
CO2 cycle that is not yet fully understood is the existence of a residual CO2 ice cap that is offset from the
south pole. Previous investigations suggest that the
atmosphere may control the placement of the south
residual cap (e.g., Colaprete et al., 2005 [1]). These
investigations show that topographically forced stationary eddies in the south during southern hemisphere
winter produce colder atmospheric temperatures and
increased CO2 snowfall over the hemisphere where the
residual cap resides. Since precipitated CO2 ice produces higher surface albedos than directly deposited
CO2 ice, it is plausible that CO2 snowfall resulting
from the zonally asymmetric atmospheric circulation
produces surface ice albedos high enough to maintain a
residual cap only in one hemisphere. The goal of the
current work is to further evaluate Colaprete et al.’s
hypothesis by investigating model-predicted seasonally
varying snowfall patterns in the southern polar region
and the atmospheric circulation components that control them.
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Figure 2: Annual mean CO2 snow fall rates over the
south pole.
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Figure 3: Stationary eddy temperatures at the 1-mb
pressure level over the south pole at Ls 90°.
Summary and Future Work: Our simulated results thus far agree well with the Colaprete et al.
study—the zonally asymmetric nature of the atmospheric circulation produces enhanced snowfall over the
residual cap hemisphere throughout much of the winter
season. However, the predicted snowfall patterns vary
significantly with season throughout the cap growth
and recession phases. We will present a detailed analysis of the seasonal evolution of the predicted atmospheric circulation and snowfall patterns to more fully
evaluate the hypothesis that the atmosphere controls
the placement of the south residual cap.
References: [1] Colaprete, A. et al. (2005) Nature,
435, 184–188. [2] Montmessin, F. et al. (2002) JGR,
107. [3] Montmessin, F. et al. (2004) JGR, 109.
[4] Maattanen, A. et al. (2005) JGR, 110. [5]
Colaprete, A. et al. (2008) P&SS, 56, 150–180. [6]
Listowski, C. et al. (2013) JGR, 118.
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Constraints on Landscape Formation of Euripus Mons, Mars, from Topographic and Radar Data Analysis.
J.-R. Kim1, H. Baik2, S. van Gasselt1, 1University of Seoul, Department of Geoinformatics, Seoul, Korea
(kjrr001@gmail.com), 2Korea Institute of Geoscience and Mineral Resources (KIGAM), Daejeon, Korea.

Background. The Promethei Terra region of Mars
exhibits a variety of geomorphic landforms indicative
of ice-assisted creep of debris and ice, similar to
features and processes found at the Martian dichotomy boundary in Deuteronilus, Protonilus and
Nilosyrtis Mensae. Despite limited doubt about the
fact that ice played an integral role in the formation of
these features, it is still disputed if these features were
formed by glacial processes, requiring precipitation of
ice and snow and exhibiting glacial deformation and
basal sliding, and/or if these landforms are a product
of periglacial denudation and subject to creep deformation mainly. In both cases, however, ice might have
been distributed from polar areas during changes in the
planet’s obliquity.
As information about past climate conditions on
Mars is sparse, the proper assessment of landform
types today allows to put constraints on their environmental conditions in the past. Due to limited
knowledge about the internal physical and thermal
structure of these landforms, it remains impossible to
unambiguously determine their origin [1]. A variety of
geomorphic and model–based indicators need to be
taken into account when putting constraints on their
history and when trying to reconstruct their evolution.
For selected features on Mars it has been shown by
SHARAD radar observations that the ice content might
be relatively high [2], and that some of them might be
composed of pure ice, protected from sublimation by
a thin debris cover. One of such examples, Euripus
Mons, is a 80 km remnant feature with an associated
circumferential talus deposit that shows indicators for
deformation by downslope movement, i.e. debris
apron morphology. Recent modelling assuming glacial deformation helped to reconstruct some internal
structural properties [3]. Despite these attempts, Euripus Mons shows clear geomorphic signatures of classical periglacial denudation which do not fit into the
concept of glacial-only evolution.
We here report on our observations supporting a
periglacial mass-wasting evolution of Euripus Mons.
Methodology. In order to start reconstructing the
development of Euripus Mons we calculated a highresolution stereo terrain model based on CTX data
with a resolution of 18 m/px. Based on volumetric
calculations we determined areas and volumes by constructing boundaries using TIN delineation. Denudation rates were estimated using volume calculations of
the apron and by assuming continuous erosion and

downslope movement of material. Given that only
little information is known about the thickness of mantling material, no estimates were made for its volume.
Thus, erosion rates are minimum values. Morphometric analyses as well as ages were calculated using
techniques summarized in [4] on a CTX ortho- image
mosaic. HRSC and HiRISE were used as complimentary datasets.
We employed a photogrammetric approach to provide higher-resolution topographic products – i.e. geodetically controlled orthorectified images and gridded
DTMs, over the Martian surface from high and very
high- resolution optical pushbroom sensors such as
HiRISE and CTX (Fig. 1). It is based on the DTM
extraction process described in [5] where first, HRSC
products are extracted using DLR VICAR routines,
followed by CTX (and HiRISE) using geodetic-control
information from previous products. Consequently, all
topographic datasets will be well co-registered. For our
study area, DTM strips with a spatial resolution of 18
m from 3 different CTX stereo pairs were extracted
and a seamless DTM mosaic was constructed. Residual
height discontinuities in the southern part of the topographic model will be improved in the future to conduct numerical simulation of rock and debris transport.

Figure 1. CTX DTM mosaic over Euripus Mons (sinusoidal projection, referenced on IAU2000 ellipode).
Results. Based on our geomorphic analysis we
have found observational evidence to conclude that
formation of Euripus Mons’ apron does not differ
from other apron features on Mars associated with
debris flow and ice-assisted creep. Ages of apron material are in the range of 50-65 Myr with some poten-
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tial resurfacing around 10 Myr ago, which his consistent with ages at all other locations on Mars (see
Fig. 2). For denudation rates it can be assumed that
remnants are of Noachian–Hesperian age, that is, denudation has been active for 3.5 Ga at variable rates.
We obtain average erosion rates of 0.06 mm±0.01 mm
yr-1 for the last 3.5 Ga, corresponding to 60 Bubnoff
units (B). This rate, despite being considerable lower
than those described in [4] are considerably higher
than maxima of around 8 B as determined by, e.g., [6]
which might be due to much higher potential in highrelief areas.
Aprons are formed by accumulation of debris below cliff faces through slope failures (Fig. 3, circular
scars), or wall-rock denudation caused by physical
weathering and gravitational movement, or by redeposition of a mantling cover. Along downslope transport
paths (green dashed lines), ridges and furrows indicate
compression of material, lineations on the detachment
surface (black dashed lines) indicate direction of
transport. The contact between mantling material and
wall-rock surface is often pronounced and convex
where material accumulates and slightly concave
where material could be removed more efficiently. A
pronounced dune-like wave-pattern on the basal apron
surface is formed by compressional ridges and their
partly asymmetric (scale-like) form is suggestive of
overthrusting. These ridges provide settings for
efficient sublimation and formation of larger scallops.

Figure 1. Cumulative crater-size frequency distribution of the apron surface.
Upcoming Work. Previously published work is suggestive of large amount of sub-surface water and glacial origin for Euripus Mons and potentially other
aprons. Upcoming investigations will focus on numer-
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ical flow models to reconstruct shape and extent of
landforms. Additionally, characteristics of terrestrial
rock glaciers investigated by systematic surveys using
L-band polarimetric/interferometric SAR campaigns
will be compared to shape morphometry and observations made at Euripus Mons and similar features.

Figure 3. ESP_036525_1350. Southern remnant and
upper aprons.
Acknowledgement. The research leading to these
results has partially received funding from the European Union’s Seventh Framework Programme
(FP7/2007-2013) under iMars grant agreement
607379.
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Progr. Phys. Geogr. 36(2), 238-261. [2] Holt, J. W. et
al. 2008. Science 322(5905), 1235- 1238. [3] Parsons,
R. & Holt, J. W. 2014. 44th Lun. Planet. Sci. Conf.
Abs., #1484. [4] van Gasselt, S. et al. (2011) Geol.
Soc. London, 356, 43–67. [5] Kim, J.-R. & Muller, J.P., 2009. Planet Space Sci. 57, 2095-2112. [6]Hynek,
B. M. & Phillips, R. J. 2001. Geology, 29, 407–410.
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EVIDENCE FOR CO2 ICE FORMATION AND CO2 GAS DEPLETION IN THE SOUTH POLAR WINTER
ATMOSPHERE OF MARS FROM MARS CLIMATE SOUNDER MEASUREMENTS.
A. Kleinböhl1, P. Patel1,2, J. T. Schofield1, D. M. Kass1, P. O. Hayne1, and D. J. McCleese1, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA. 2Imperial College, London, UK.
(Armin.Kleinboehl@jpl.nasa.gov)

Introduction: Temperatures in the martian lower
atmosphere commonly reach the frost point of CO2 in
polar winter conditions [1,2]. New temperature retrievals using data from the Mars Climate Sounder (MCS)
reveal that temperatures in the south winter polar region repeatedly drop several degrees below the frost
point of CO2. This behavior is consistent with the removal of CO2 from the atmosphere through condensation, resulting in an atmosphere that is depleted in gaseous CO2 and enhanced in non-condensable gases like
N2 and Ar. Enhancements in Ar by up to a factor of six
have been detected by means of γ-ray spectroscopy in
the southern polar winter [3-5]. The temperature behavior observed in the MCS data allows us to map
these CO2 depletions with higher spatial and temporal
fidelity than previously possible. In addition, emission
features at 22 μm in MCS limb measurements suggest
the presence of CO2 ice in the polar vortex, which can
be correlated with the depletion of CO2 gas.
MCS Instrument and Retrievals: The Mars Climate Sounder [6] is a passive infrared radiometer
onboard Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), which
views the martian atmosphere in limb, nadir, and offnadir geometries. It has 5 mid-infrared, 3 far infrared,
and one broadband visible/near-infrared channels.
Each spectral channel uses a linear detector array consisting of 21 elements, which provides -10 to 90 km
altitude coverage with 5 km vertical sampling when
pointed at the Mars limb.
Profile retrievals from MCS radiance measurements
use a modified Chahine method together with a CurtisGodson approximation in the radiative transfer [7] and
employ a single-scattering approximation to account
for scattering in the limb radiative transfer [8].
The work described here relies on retrievals with a
2D radiative transfer scheme for orbital limb emission
measurements in the infrared, recently developed for
MCS [9]. Due to their long optical path through the
atmosphere, limb measurements are susceptible to horizontal gradients in temperature or absorber amount in
their line-of-sight (LOS). This can lead to systematic
biases in retrieval results if not properly taken into account. The effect is expected to be particularly important in the polar winter regions due to strong latitudinal temperature gradients in the atmosphere [1,10].

In order to describe horizontal gradients we make
use of consecutive limb measurements by MCS in the
forward direction along the orbit track. The lines-ofsight of these limb views overlap significantly, which
allows the characterization of horizontal gradients for a
particular measurement through information from its
neighboring measurements.
Our approach incorporates 2D radiative transfer into the limb retrieval by performing a first pass of profile retrievals on a set of MCS radiance data assuming
spherical symmetry. Successful retrievals from the first
pass are used to create horizontally interpolated fields
of temperature, pressure, and aerosol opacity, and a
second pass of profile retrievals is performed on the
same set of MCS radiance data with gradients in temperature, pressure, and aerosol along the LOS taken
into account using the interpolated fields. The successful retrievals from this second pass are then analyzed.
Retrievals of temperature use the MCS midinfrared channels A1, A2, and A3 that cover frequencies within the 15 μm gaseous absorption band of CO2.
Aerosol extinction retrievals are based on limb measurements in channel A4, centered on a water ice absorption feature at 12 μm, and channel A5, covering an
absorption feature of Mars dust around 22 μm. We
note that channel A5 is also sensitive to CO2 ice occurring in the lower atmosphere of the winter polar regions. Atmospheric CO2 ice in these regions is characterized by large particle sizes, leading to an extinction
spectrum that is comparatively flat over a large range
of infrared wavelengths [11]. For some retrievals analyzed here, dust extinction efficiencies were replaced
with extinction efficiencies of CO2 ice with effective
radii of 32 μm. This enabled the retrieval of CO2 ice
extinctions in the polar regions using channel A5. Initial comparisons indicate that this has virtually no influence on the result of the temperature retrieval in the
south polar region.
Initial Results: Figure 1 shows examples of profile retrievals of temperature, CO2 ice, and H2O ice
opacities in the core of the southern polar vortex at
Ls=130°-140°. Temperatures at pressures over ~20 Pa
(below ~20 km) are consistently below the CO2 frost
point calculated for a 95% mixing ratio of CO2 (black
dotted line). The average temperature profiles parallel
the frost point with a separation of about 4 K. It is un-
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Figure 1: Profile retrievals of temperature (left), carbon dioxide ice (center) and water ice extinction (right)
from MCS measurements in polar night between 90°S and 85°S at L s=130°-140° of Mars Year 28 (corresponding to November 2006). Retrievals use two-dimensional limb radiative transfer to account for horizontal
inhomogeneities in temperature and aerosol along the line-of-sight. Thin lines represent individual profiles,
while thick lines represent zonal averages. Blue colors indicate results from the nightside part of an orbit
while red/orange colors correspond to the dayside part of the orbit. The black dotted line indicates the CO 2
frost point corresponding to a CO2 mixing ratio of 95%, while the green dotted line shows the CO 2 frost point
corresponding to a CO2 mixing ratio of 73%.
likely that this effect is caused supersaturation due to
the abundance of condensation nuclei present in form
of water ice as well as the occurrence of CO2 ice.
Considering a 73% CO2 mixing ratio (corresponding to
an enhancement in non-condensables of about a factor
of six [3-5]) moves the CO2 frost point about half-way
towards the measured temperatures (green dotted line).
This suggests that CO2 depletions in the core of the
polar vortex at this season might have been larger than
reported previously.
The depression of the CO2 frost point is correlated
with the presence of CO2 ice in the core of the polar
vortex. MCS observes CO2 ice extinctions of order 10-3
km-1 above pressures of ~10 Pa that are nearly constant
with altitude. In addition, water ice extinctions averaging 2-310-4 km-1 are observed where CO2 ice is present and at slightly higher altitudes, suggesting that
water ice particles might serve as condensation nuclei
facilitating the formation of CO2 ice particles.
The depression of temperature below the CO2 frost
point for nominal CO2 mixing ratios enables the characterization of the depletion of gaseous CO2 in the polar vortex. The extent of this depletion will be studied
and its onset and seasonal development will be described. The observation of CO2 ice aerosol allows us
to establish correlations between the extent and seasonal development of CO2 ice occurrence and the depletion of CO2 gas. This will provide insights in polar
vortex dynamics, particularly in the isolation of airmasses. The global coverage of the MCS data and the
multi-year duration of the observations will allow com-

parisons between the north and south polar regions and
the characterization of interannual variability.
Acknowledgments: This work was performed at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. © 2016, California
Institute of Technology. Government sponsorship
acknowledged.
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(2007) JGR, 112, E05S06. [7] Kleinböhl, A. et al.
(2009) JGR, 114, E10006. [8] Kleinböhl, A. et al.
(2011) JQSRT, 112, 1568-1580. [9] Kleinböhl, A. et
al. (2016) JQSRT, submitted. [10] McDunn, T. et al.
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APPLYING KNOWLEDGE FROM TERRESTRIAL DEBRIS-COVERED GLACIERS TO CONSTRAIN
THE EVOLUTION OF MARTIAN DEBRIS-COVERED ICE. M.R. Koutnik1,*, A.V. Pathare2, C. Todd3, E.
Waddington1, and J.E. Christian1; 1University of Washington, Department of Earth and Space Sciences, Box
351310, Seattle, WA 98195 (*mkoutnik@uw.edu), 2Planetary Science Institute, 3Pacific Lutheran University.

Introduction: A rich literature on terrestrial debris-covered glaciers exists from decades of field
work, remote-sensing observations, laboratory studies,
and modeling. Debris-covered glaciers from around the
world offer distinct environmental, climatic, and historical conditions from which to study the effects of
debris on glacier evolution. While terrestrial glaciers
exhibit some processes that are not ideal Mars analogues, numerous insights and approaches from these
terrestrial studies can be applied to constrain the evolution of Martian debris-covered ice. We highlight those
that are most relevant, and focus on terrestrial
knowledge about 1) supraglacial debris emplacement,
2) the effects of debris on glacier-surface topography,
3) supraglacial and englacial debris transport by ice
flow, 4) deformation of debris-laden ice, and 5) atmosphere-glacier feedbacks.
This review cannot be exhaustive, but draws from a
rapidly growing literature base and has an emphasis on
how glacier shape, glacier length, and glacier evolution
are affected by debris compared to a glacier without
debris cover. Rock glaciers are often considered an
end-member state, but some glaciers may alternate
between these states depending on the ratio of snowfall
vs. debris input [e.g., 1]. We will consider the data
sets, methods, and results from applicable studies and
provide a perspective on how this terrestrial knowledge
may be applied to constrain the evolution of Lobate
Debris Aprons in the mid-latitudes of Mars as well as
to polar debris-covered ice, including the South Polar
Layered Deposits.
Debris-covered glaciers are found around the
world, typically in mountain ranges with high relief
and significant supplies of debris [2] – especially in the
Himalaya, Karakoram, Caucasus, Alaska, New Zealand, and parts of the Andes, as well as in Iceland,
Greenland, Svalbard and the west coast of the continental United States. There are also debris-covered
glaciers in the Antarctic Dry Valleys, which harbor ice
that may be at least one million years old [e.g., 3]. In
order for the ablation zone of a glacier to be covered
by more than ~50% debris, the debris flux needs to be
relatively high and the ice-flow rate needs to be relatively low.
Supraglacial debris emplacement: The primary
sources of debris to the surface of the glacier include
rockfall, rock avalanching, and avalanching of
rock/ice/debris mixtures, and at some sites lateral mo-

raine degradation and local-slope landslides also provide debris sources. While debris may be sourced in
the ablation zone of the lower glacier, at most sites the
debris is sourced high on the glacier in the accumulation zone and then buried by subsequent snowfall,
transported down glacier by ice flow, and emerges on
the lower glacier surface by ablation. There is often a
clear distinction between a lag deposit and a rock avalanche deposit, where the thicker avalanche debris has
spread in grain size that decreases porosity and permeability, making the avalanche deposits more effective
inhibitors of ablation [4]. In additional, volcanic ash
deposition on glaciers has been well studied in Iceland
[e.g., 5].
Effects of debris on surface topography: Since
1959 [6] we have known that a thin debris cover can
enhance melt of underlying clean ice because loweralbedo debris absorbs incoming short-wave radiation,
but if the debris cover is thick enough then the underlying clean ice is insulated. Melt rates decline asymptotically with increased thickness of debris, and controlled experiments found that 10-50 cm is very effective [7], including if the cover is sand, volcanic ash, or
coal dust [8; 9]. However, most glaciers have an extremely heterogeneous distribution of debris and clast
size, which is not as simple to quantify and can lead to
surface relief on the order of meters (Fig. 1) to tens of
meters on the largest glaciers.

Fig. 1: Multi-meter scale surface relief on the debriscovered terminus of Nisqually Glacier, Mt. Rainier,
WA (October, 2015). Until the debris cover is a thick,
continuous insulator the surface continues to change
shape each year.
The debris cover is typically well sorted with fines
and small clasts concentrated near the ice surface and
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larger clasts and boulders on top. Debris thickness typically increases down glacier and the lowest regions of
the glacier toward the terminus can stagnate, and middle regions of the ablation zone may experience the
most melt. Since the debris either insulates or enhances
melt, the cover significantly alters the glacier mass
balance, climate sensitivity [10], the observed accumulation-to-ablation area ratio, and the surface slopes
compared to debris-free glaciers [11].
Debris transport by ice flow: Debris can be
transported directly on the glacier surface by flow and
also moved downslope by mass wasting. Idealized
paths of particles through the glacier will submerge in
the accumulation zone and emerge in the ablation
zone. Recent work has advanced modeling capabilities
for temperate glaciers that receive a headwall influx of
debris [12]. This work showed that melt-out of englacial debris and advection of supraglacial debris significantly affected the length and structure of debriscovered glaciers. On Earth this has important implications for interpreting the moraine record and assessing
terminus fluctuations in relation to climate changes
[e.g., 13].
Deformation of debris-laden ice: Based on the
calculated englacial debris fraction through time it may
be necessary to use a different constitutive relationship
(stress-strain relationship) for ice flow; Moore [14]
provided a comprehensive review. Existing “suspension models” are idealized but require knowing only
the volumetric debris fraction and may be suitable for
cold ice, up to a certain debris fraction and stress.
Mechanistic relationships that modify Glen’s flow law
using a threshold stress above which dislocations in the
ice matrix can bypass debris particles have experimental merit and are also relatively simple to apply
[e.g., 15].
Atmosphere-glacier feedbacks: Physically based
energy-balance models have been developed for debris-covered glaciers, calibrated using meteorological
variables, debris thermal properties, and debristhickness estimates and compared to available surface
temperature and melt-rate measurements on select
glaciers [e.g., 16; 17]. Accurate modeling is complicated because the thermal behavior between atmospheredebris-ice is complex, controlling variables change
with time, and feedback mechanisms exist. In addition,
the models are most sensitive to the extent, thickness,
and thermal properties (thermal conductivity, albedo,
surface roughness) of the debris cover that can be difficult to measure remotely or to extrapolate to the entire glacier from ground measurements.
Initial perspective: It is important to recognize
that debris-covered glaciers on Earth are dynamic systems, and that debris properties and emplacement
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mechanisms can be just as important in governing
glacier response as debris thickness and extent. Models
developed for terrestrial glaciers can be applied to
Mars, but model assumptions must be justified for each
application; we will suggest strategies from terrestrial
knowledge where more data are likely available.
At present, many studies have targeted debriscovered glaciers in the Himalaya because of downvalley water-resource concerns and glacial-lake outburst hazards [e.g., 18]. While outcomes of these studies may not directly relate to Mars, these rich data sets
are part of the global database and analysis methods
are useful to evaluate in relation to analyses of Mars
data. For example, Scherler et al. [19] compiled surface topography and surface slopes for hundreds of
glaciers across High Mountain Asia and showed that
glacier surfaces indicate distinct relationships between
hillslope erosion, debris emplacement, and glacier
flow; these low slope debris-covered valley glaciers
with steep headwalls may have geometric parallels to
LDAs off mid-latitude massifs on Mars.
The Antarctic Dry Valleys have environmental
conditions that may be the best analogue to Mars, but
given the variety of terrestrial glacier forms and differences in the histories of debris-covered glaciers on
Earth it is important to consider how a range of debrisrelated processes affect ice flow and ice ablation –
analogue processes do not necessarily have to exist in
the closest analogue environments. For the conference
we will explore these themes in more depth and summarize ways that the terrestrial knowledge base can be
applied to constrain the evolution of Martian debriscovered ice.
References: [1] Ackert R. (1998) Geograf. Annal.
80, 267-276. [2] Kirkbride M. (2011) Ency. snow, ice
and glaciers, Ed. Singh et al., p. 190-192. [3] Liu L. et
al. (2015) JGR 120(8) 1596-1610. [4] Reznichenko N.
et al. (2011) Geomorph. 132, 327-338. [5] Nield J. et
al. (2013) JGR 118, 12948-12961. [6] Ostrem G.
(1959) Geograf. Annal. 41, 228-230. [7] Reznichenko
N. et al. (2010) J. Glaciol. 56, 385-394. [8] Nakawo
M. and B. Rana (1999) Geograf. Annal. 81A, 695-701.
[9] Adhikary S. (2000) IAHS Publ. no. 264, 43-52.
[10] Banerjee A. and R. Shankar (2013) J. Glaciol. 59,
480-490. [11] Scherler D. et al. (2011) JGR 116. [12]
Anderson L. and R. Anderson (2016) The Cryo. 10,
1105-1124. [13] Vacco et al. (2010) EPSL 294, 123130. [14] Moore P. (2014) Rev. Geophys, 52, 435-467.
[15] Goldsby D. et al. (2013) LPS XXXXIV, #2739.
[16] Nicolson L. and D. Benn (2006) J. Glaciol. 52,
463-470. [17] Reid T. et al. (2010), J. Glaciol. 56, 903916. [18] Benn D. et al. (2012), Earth-Sci Rev. 114,
156-174. [19] Scherler et al. (2011) Nat. Geosci. 4,
156-159.
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BAROCLINIC WAVES AND CO2 SNOWFALLS IN MARTIAN WINTER POLAR ATMOSPHERE
SIMULATED BY A GENERAL CIRCULATION MODEL. T. Kuroda1,2, A. S. Medvedev3, Y. Kasaba2 and P.
Hartogh3, 1National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (4-2-1 Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei,
Tokyo 184-8795 Japan, tkuroda@nict.go.jp), 2Department of Geophysics, Tohoku University (6-3 Aramaki-azaAoba, Aoba, Sendai 980-8578 Japan), 3Max Planck Institute for Solar System Research (Justus-von-Liebig-Weg 3,
37077 Göttingen, Germany).

Introduction: The seasonal CO2 polar cap is
formed from ice particles that have fallen from the atmosphere as well as those condensed directly on the
surface. The possible occurrence of CO2 snowfall in
the winter polar regions have been observed [1,2]. In
addition, especially in the northern polar region, transient planetary waves are the prominent dynamical feature during winter, as have been detected from the data
analyses [3] and general circulation modeling [4]. This
study focuses on revealing the mechanism of how the
dynamical influence, such as transient planetary waves
and gravity waves, affects the occurrences of CO2 ice
clouds, snowfalls and formations of seasonal CO2 polar
cap in high latitudes during northern winters using a
Martian general circulation model (MGCM).
Model description: The DRAMATIC (Dynamics,
RAdiation, MAterial Transport and their mutual InteraCtions) MGCM used in this study has been developed
on the dynamical core of CCSR/NIES/
FRCGC
MIROC with a spectral solver for the threedimensional primitive equations [5]. For the application to Mars, radiative effects of gaseous CO2 and airborne dust has been implemented as well as realistic
surface parameters (topography, albedo, thermal inertia
and roughness) [6]. A simple scheme representing the
formation and sedimentation of CO2 ice clouds has
been implemented into the MGCM [7], in which we
assume the particle size of CO2 ice clouds to be ~50
μm near the surface. The formed clouds can be transported also by advection.
We set two kinds of horizontal resolutions for the
simulation. One is the spectral resolution of T21 or
5.6° × 5.6° grid interval, and the other is T106 or 1.1°
× 1.1° grid interval. The vertical grid consists of 49 or
69 σ-levels with the top of the model at 80-100 km.
The non-LTE effect is not considered in the radiative
effects of CO2 molecules.
Results: In the T21 simulation, the CO2 snowfalls
are seen in the north of 70° N below ~40 km height
around the northern winter solstice (Ls=270°), which is
consistent with the observed signals by Mars Orbiter
Laser Altimeter (MOLA) onboard Mars Global Surveyor [2] and Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) onboard
Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter [8,9].
Figure 1 shows the composite features of the simulated mixing ratio of CO2 ice clouds, atmospheric
temperature at 15 and 30 km altitudes, and CO2 ice

deposition rate on the surface at 80° N. It is apparent
that the occurrence of CO2 ice clouds is very much
aligned with cold phases of the baroclinic waves with
zonal wavenumber of 1 and 5–6 sols period which have
been indicated in past studies [3,4]. Although the amplitudes of wave-induced variations in temperature are
of the order of a few degrees Kelvin, they are sufficient
enough to modulate the CO2 cloud formation by dropping the local air temperature below the condensation
threshold.
It takes ~0.2 sols for particles to descend from 25
km to the surface, which is much shorter than the periods of the transient waves. Thus, the fate of ice particles during sedimentation depends on the thermal
structure below. Regions where the warmer and colder
anomalies alternate vertically, which results in the sublimations of CO2 clouds formed in upper atmosphere,
except in the longitude of 30° W–60° E where the deposition rate is at its largest. At 30° W–60° E, CO2 ice
particles formed below ~20 km can reach the surface.
Calculations show that about 42 % of the ice cap is
created due to the snowfalls, while the rest is by direct
condensation.
In the T106 simulation, the small-scale features of
the snowfalls are also simulated, in addition to the synoptic features due to planetary waves which can be
simulated with T21. Figure 2 shows a snapshot of the
conditions of snowfall in the atmosphere and accumulation of the CO2 ice cap on the surface. Small-scale
dynamical disturbances such as gravity waves can be
simulated with this resolution, and the winter polar jet
seems to be an important source of gravity waves [10].
Thus, such waves generated in the winter polar region
would affect to make small cold pockets which contribute to condense the CO2 atmosphere.
Conclusions: Our simulations using a MGCM
showed that the CO2 ice clouds are formed at altitudes
of up to ~40 km in the northern polar region during
winter, and their occurrence correlates to a the cold
phases of transient planetary waves as well as the
small-scale disturbances due to gravity waves. Ice particles formed up to ~20 km can reach the surface in the
form of snowfall in certain longitude regions, while in
others these particles likely sublimate in the lower
warmer atmospheric layers. In a synoptic view, given
the regular nature of planetary waves, our results suggest that statistics of the occurrence of such snow
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events in high latitudes may be reliably predicted.
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Figure 2: Upper: A snapshot of CO2 ice cloud mixing
ratio (white contour, interval of 2000 ppm of mass) and
temperature (K, shades) at 80° N around the northern
winter solstice simulated by our MGCM with T106
resolution. Lower: The corresponding snapshot of the
accumulation rate of CO2 ice cap in which both the
effects of snowfall and direct condensation on surface
are reflected (cm sol-1, green), and the total accumulation for 20 sols (cm, red).

Figure 1: Composited features at 80° N simulated by
our MGCM with T21 resolution: Mass mixing ratio of
CO2 ice clouds (Hovmöller diagrams at 0, 15 and 30
km altitudes and longitude-altitude cross-sections for
every 4 sols since Ls = 271°), atmospheric temperature
at 15 and 30 km altitudes, and CO2 ice cap deposition
rate on the surface. All values represent as dailyaveraged.
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DISTRIBUTION, ORIGIN, STABILITY AND HABITABILITY OF GROUND ICE IN UNIVERSITY
VALLEY, DRY VALLEYS OF ANTARCTICA: ANALOGUE TO GROUND ICE CONDITIONS ON
MARS. D. Lacelle1, A. Davila3, B., Faucher1, D. Fisher4, A. Jackson, C. Lapalme1, W. Pollard2, C.P. McKay5.
1
Department of Geography, University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada (dlacelle@uottawa.ca), 2Department of Geography, McGill Univrersity, Montreal, Canada, 3SETI Institute, Mountain View, USA; 4Department of Earth Sciences,
University of Ottawa, Ottawa, Canada; 5NASA Ames, Mountain View, USA.
Introduction: In 2008, the Phoenix mission landed on
Mars at 68ºN and began an investigation of the polygonal terrain and permafrost conditions [1]. Phoenix
confirmed the presence of dry permafrost overlying
ice-bearing permafrost, which had been deduced from
remote observations [2,3] and had been predicted by
theoretical models [4]. Some of the most important
discoveries made by Phoenix was finding two different
types of ground ice: (1) dark-toned ice; and (2) lighttoned ice [5] and calcium carbonate in the soils [6].
Dark-toned ice was interpreted as vapor deposited, a
process whereby vapor in the atmosphere diffuses and
freezes in the pore space of the regolith. Light-toned
ice was interpreted as the result of freezing of thin
films of liquid water, but this was based on the observation that the ice content was greater than the natural
soil pore space (i.e. excess ice). The presence of calcium carbonates provided evidence of past liquid water
at the site, which support the latter hypothesis.
Dry permafrost above ice-cemented ground, and
regolith-atmosphere exchange of water dominated by
vapor diffusion is the norm on Mars but is rare on
Earth. In fact this type of ground ice was only documented in the upper elevations of the McMurdo Dry
Valleys (MDV) of Antarctica [7,8,9]. Therefore, the
upper MDV offers a unique opportunity to study how
different types of ground ice form and becomes preserved in a hyperarid, hypothermal environment, similar to what has been observed at the Phoenix site and
other places on Mars. Between 2009 and 2013, we
conducted multi-disciplinary field investigations in
University Valley, a small hanging valley in the upper
MDV to: 1) determine the ice table depth and its stability; 2) assess the distribution of salts in the dry and icecemented soils; 3) assess the distribution and origin of
ground ice; 4) assess the carbon content, source and
cycling in the permafrost; and 5) evaluate the habitability of the permafrost. Here, we present of summary
of our findings and how they shed light on ground ice
conditions on Mars.
Study Area: University Valley (77°52’S; 163°45’E;
1600-1800 m a.s.l.) is a 1.5 km long, 500 m wide and
northwest facing valley in the Quartermain Mountains
of the MDV. A small glacier is located at the head of
the valley and polygonal terrain comprised of sand
wedges is widespread on the valley floor and some of
the talus cones. The surface sediments consist of alpine
drift on the valley floor in the upper and central parts

of the valley, of undifferentiated till in the lower section and of colluvium on talus cones.
With mean annual air temperature is –23.4 ± 8.3°C
with maximum mean daily and hourly air temperatures
of –5.7 and –2.8°C, respectively [10], the valley is
located in the stable upland climatic zone. Two zones
defined by distinct ground surface temperatures were
identified in University Valley, including: i) a perennially cryotic zone (PCZ) in the north-east portion of the
valley that is characterized by ground surface temperatures always below 0ºC due to higher topographic
shadowing; and ii) a seasonally non-cryotic zone
(NCZ) characterized by ground surface temperatures
>0°C for up to a few hours on clear summer days, the
latter contains geomorphic features associated with
aqueous processes, such as frozen ponds and runoff
deposits [10] Although the mean annual air temperatures approximates the mean annual ground surface
temperature (i.e, surface offset ~ 0°C; [10]), the mean
annual relative humidity of 45.5 ± 14% is much lower
than the mean annual ground surface relative humidity,
the latter decreases along the valley floor from 100%ice
near the glacier to near 85%ice in the lower portion [8].
Ground Ice Conditions in University Valley:
Ice Table Depth. The polygonal terrain is composed of
polygons with flat to slightly convex centers and shallow troughs (on the order of 10-50 cm deep and 20-50
cm wide). However, polygon diameter increases from
ca. 10 m in upper section of the valley to ca. 20 m in
the lower part and are correlated with the depth of ice
table [11]. The ice table depths generally increase with
distance from the glacier: from <1 cm in proximity to
the glacier to >50 cm at the mouth of the valley [7, 12].
We conducted a series of numerical experiments and
estimated the water vapour flux and ice table depth
using the conditions measured in University Valley.
When ground surface temperature and humidity are
used as boundary conditions (instead of those measured above the ground surface as done in all other
studies), along with diurnal and annual temperature
cycles and effect of advective flows within the sandy
soil, our modeling predicts that the measured ice table
depths in the valley are likely in equilibrium with contemporary conditions [13].
Distribution and Source of Salts in the Dry and Icy
Permafrost. The salt fraction in permafrost soils of
University Valley can be used as a proxy for cold desert geochemical processes. Results from [14] showed
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that [Cl] and [NO3] ranged between 10 and 1,000
mg/kg of dry soil mass, whereas [ClO4] and [ClO3]
were in the µg/kg range. In all vertical dry soil profiles,
anion concentrations generally peaked between 5 and
15 cm depth and then decreased downward toward the
ice table. Concentrations of all soluble ions decreased
by a factor of ~2 immediately below the ice table and
remained constant with depth within the ice-cemented
sediment. Ionic abundances in the dry permafrost layer
indicate limited vertical transport under the current
climate conditions, likely due to percolation of snowmelt. Subtle changes in ClO4/NO3 ratios and NO3 isotopic composition with depth and location may reflect
both transport related fractionation and depositional
history. The results show that near surface salts in
University Valley serve as an end-member of stratospheric sources not subject to biological processes or
extensive remobilization.
Distribution and Origin of Ground Ice. According to
previous studies [15, 16], the upper 2 m of soils in
University Valley was not expected to contain ground
ice as the area was mapped as dry permafrost. However, even though air temperatures are always <0°C and
precipitation is <10 mm SWE, ground ice is ubiquitous
in the mineral sandy soils [17]. Excluding the two bodies of buried glacier ice, excess ice and volumetric ice
contents ranged from 0 to 93%. These ice contents are
as high as those measured in the coastal thaw zone and
in Arctic permafrost; as such, the cold temperatures,
low precipitation and relative humidity in the upper
MDV are likely not limiting factors to the development
of ice-rich permafrost. Further, ground ice content varied within polygons: ground ice content decreased in
the centers of polygons and increased in the shoulders
of polygons along a down-valley gradient. Based on
δD-δ18O measurements, the ground ice was interpreted
to have three different origins: vapor-deposition, freezing of evaporated snow meltwater or burial of glacier
ice [8, 17]. The variability in the origin of ground ice is
attributed to ground surface temperature and moisture
conditions where vapour-deposited ground ice is situated in the PCZ and ground ice of evaporated snow
meltwater origin is situated in the NCZ; the latter has
also been described in lower elevation valleys. The
description of vapour-deposition ground ice is rare in
the literature and as such the PCZ offers a unique environment to further our understanding about this type of
ground ice, which is expected to be the norm on recent
Mars
Distribution and Source of Carbon in the Icy Permafrost.
Concentrations of total C and N in the ice-bearing
permafrost cores are low throughout; although average
concentrations from the PCZ (C: 0.93 mg g-1 soils, N
:0.32 mg g-1 soils) is lower than those from the NCZ
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(C: 1.8 mg g-1 soils, N: 0.4 mg g-1 soils). Results from
one core with differing ground ice origin (vapourdeposited in the upper section and freezing of liquid
water in the bottom section) revealed that DOC was <
4 mg L-1 in the upper part, but reached values > 8 mg
L-1) in the bottom section. This points to distinct abundance of organic carbon and nitrogen following availability of liquid water (or lack thereof). Upcoming results (i.e. δ13C and δ15N) and additional organic carbon, nitrogen and DOC will shed further light on the
nature of carbon and nitrogen cyling in such extreme
environments, especially in the PCZ where little evidence of life was detected [18].
Habitability of Permafrost and Comparison with Sites
on Mars. MEPAG developed a habitability index that
encompasses three key probabilistic factors: i) the
presence of liquid water; ii) the presence of available
energy source; and iii) the presence of elements essential to life in a biologically available form (C, H, N, O,
P, S). [19] added a fourth probabilistic factor, the presence of physically and chemically favorable environment that considers soil temperature, water activity and
toxicity of the environment. We applied the quantitative habitability index approach to evaluate the habitability of both types of ice-cemented permafrost encountered in University Valley and compare our results
to computed values for various sites on Mars. Based on
our results, we assigned values assigned to each habitability factors. The habitability index for the vaporderived ground ice is 0.20, and 0.83 for the liquidderived ground ice.
Overall, our analogue study sheds light on the potential
formation and habitability of ground ice in extremely
cold and hyper-arid regions where liquid water is rare,
such as Mars, and can inform site selection for future
missions with the objective goal to search for life in
the martian icy regolith.
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Modeling SHARAD Reflectors As Marker Beds: A Possible Record Of Regional Accumulation Rates In The
North Polar Layered Deposits D. Lalich1 and J. W. Holt1, 1University of Texas Institute for Geophysics,
del729@austin.utexas.edu

Introduction: The North Polar Layered Deposits
(NPLD) are a formation of nearly pure water ice [1] up
to 2 km thick and roughly centered on the north pole,
in the Planum Boreum region of Mars. They are likely
no more than four million years old [2]. The Shallow
Radar (SHARAD) instrument on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) has detected many sub-parallel
reflectors within the NPLD [3]. The exact cause of
these reflecors is a matter of debate, but they are widely thought to result from variations in dust content with
depth [3]. This variation has been linked to orbital and
insolation cycles, implying that these reflectors contain
some sort of climate record for late Amazonian Mars
[4, 5, 6].
One potential cause of reflectors is the so-called
“marker beds” identified in outcrop stratigraphy [6, 7].
Marker beds are thin layers characterized primarily by
their resistance to erosion, which implies that they
have a different composition than the surrounding ice.
Previous research has failed to conclusively link specific marker beds to radar reflectors, but has shown
that some genetic link is likely [7].
In this work, we compare the reflectivity of
SHARAD reflectors to a model approximating marker
bed reflection. The model, which is dependent on dust
content and layer thickness, is able to reproduce observed SHARAD reflectivities over a wide range of
inputs. However, there are large regional reflectivity
variations within and between each of the three
mapped reflectors. This seems to indicate some local
process is dramatically altering either the thickness or
composition of marker beds and that this process
changes over relatively short time scales. However, by
mapping each reflector’s depth below the surface and
comparing it to that reflector’s modeled thickness, we
show that these seemingly different regional reflectivity patterns may instead be the result of a consistent,
long term pattern in accumulation rate

Figure 1: Expanded portion of SHARAD radargram
FPA_1716901000, located in the saddle region of the NPLD,
with the analyzed reflectors shown in color.

Data: Radar data were acquired using the
SHARAD instrument on MRO. SHARAD is an orbital
radar sounder that uses an 85 μs chirped pulse centered
at 20 MHz with a 10 MHz bandwidth. It has a crosstrack resolution of 3-6 km and an along-track resolution of 0.3-1 km achieved using synthetic aperture processing [8]. It has a nominal vertical resolution of 8.4
m in water ice.
Three reflectors were mapped near the surface in
the “saddle region” of the NPLD connecting Gemina
Lingula to the main lobe (Fig. 1). Between ~15,000
and 40,000 radar traces were mapped for each reflector.
Measuring Reflectivity: Reflectivity for each reflector was measured using a modified version of the
method from Lauro et al. [9]. Assuming a lossless medium, equal surface and subsurface roughness, and
zero degree slopes, reflectivity can be calculated using
the ratio of the power reflected by a subsurface reflector to the power reflected at the surface. The total power reflectivity of the surface is calculated assuming a
surface of pure water ice. Surface reflectivity (Rs) is
inserted into Equation 1 below, along with the reflected power at the surface (Ps) and subsurface (Pss) to
calculate the reflectivity of the subsurface reflector
(Rss).
𝑅!! =

!!!

!!
!! !!!! !

(1)

Marker Bed Model: We use the model from
MacGregor et al. [10] to approximate thin layer reflection, as marker beds are generally thinner than
SHARAD’s vertical resolution and thus can not be
modeled as simple interfaces [11].
𝑅 = 𝑟!" + 𝑡!" 𝑟!" 𝑡!"

! !!!!! !
!!!!" !!" ! !!!!! !

!

(2)
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Here, r and t are the complex Fresnel amplitude reflection coefficients at each interface, k1 is the propagation constant in the thin layer, and δ is the thickness
of that layer. The first subscript of r and t refers to the
medium through which the wave is currently travelling, while the second subscript denotes the medium
the wave is travelling into. For the purpose of computing individual Fresnel reflection coefficients, we assume a dust-ice mixture between two layers of nearly
pure ice. Using this model, we can determine reflectivity for the full parameter space of layer thickness and
dust content.
Results: By holding dust content constant, we reduce the marker bed model to dependence on a single
variable: layer thickness. This allows us to map the
layer thickness of the entire reflector, using only the
measured reflectivity and an initial thickness as inputs.
Reflector depth is obtained by depth-correcting radargram time delay data, assuming a dielectric constant of
3.15 for the ice. Results of this procedure are shown in
Figure 2.
While regional patterns in measured reflectivity
vary greatly between reflectors, we find that variation
in reflector depth is more consistent. Because the
marker bed reflectivity model is not linear for layer
thickness, the choice of initial conditions determines
whether reflectivity is positively or negatively correlated with thickness. Thus, it is possible that reflectors
that have opposite regional reflectivity patterns in fact
have the same layer thickness pattern. If we propagate
these thickness patterns upward through the cap, areas
with thicker layers will be buried beneath more ice,
and vice-versa, resulting in the observed depth pattern.
This potentially explains why regional reflectivity can
vary so greatly between reflectors, but relative depth
does not. It also removes the need to invoke rapid,
dramatic shifts in local climate conditions to explain
observed reflectivity changes.
Future Work: Unifying SHARAD data and optical
stratigraphy could provide valuable constraints on layer thickness and dust content, providing initial conditions for the model and allowing us to test the hypothesis presented here. Correlating SHARAD reflectors to
high resolution digital elevation models of NPLD outcrops is a potential step in this direction. Further mapping both spatially and with depth could also allow us
to determine if the patterns observed here are consistent throughout the history of the NPLD, and perhaps identify periods when climate conditions at the
pole shifted.
References: : [1] Grima C. et al. GRL 36, (2009).
[2] Levrard, B. et al. JGR: Planets 112, (2007)
[3] Phillips, R. J. et al. Science 320, (2008). [4] Cutts,
J. A. & Lewis, B. H., Icarus 50, (1982). [5] Toon, O.B.
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(2013). [8] Seu, R. et al. JGR: Planets 112 (2007). [9]
Lauro, S.E. et al., Icarus 219, (2012). [10] MacGregor,
J. et al., Journal of Glaciology 57, (2011). [11] Milkovich, S. M. & Head, J. W. JGR: Planets 110, (2005).

Figure 2: A: Modeled layer thickness for reflecter C as
idendified in Figure 1, assuming 50% dust content. B: Depth
of reflector C below the surface.
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SURFACE AGE AND RESURFACING RATES OF THE NORTH POLAR LAYERED DEPOSITS, MARS.
M.E. Landis1, S. Byrne1, I.J. Daubar2, K.E. Herkenhoff3, C.M. Dundas3. 1Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ USA (mlandis@lpl.arizona.edu) 2Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 3United States Geological Survey Astrogeology Science Center, Flagstaff, AZ
Introduction: The North Polar Layered Deposits
(NPLD) on Mars are layers of water ice with varying
dust content, and make up the bulk of Planum Boreum.
They are on the order of ~2km thick [1] and are interpreted to contain a record of past martian climates
(e.g., [1-3]). The link between the North Residual Ice
Cap (NRIC), commonly thought to be the uppermost
layer of the NPLD, and current martian climate is explored in this work.
Previous estimates of the NRIC age have ranged
from 8.7kyr [4] to ~120kyr [5] based on crater counting. Banks et al. [6] used a combination of HiRISE
images and the Hartmann [7] crater production function (PF) to determine that the NRIC did not have a
single age, but rather the crater population was in equilibrium with the oldest crater being ~10-20Kyr.
We revisit the work of Banks et al. [6] using a PF
developed from currently-forming small impacts (craters 10s of meters in diameter) in the dusty regions of
Mars [8]. This PF offers an alternative to the scaled
lunar isochrones (developed from minimum 250 m
diameter craters on the Gyr old lunar mare) as it is
developed from craters more similar to the 10s to 100s
of meters diameter and thousands of year timescale of
the craters on the NRIC. We calculate crater lifetimes
based on the two PFs [7,8]. We compare these lifetimes to results from thermal and ice accumulation
modeling in order to estimate the current accumulation
rate on the NRIC.
Crater Observations & Statistics: We revised the
catalog given in Banks et al. [6] by re-measuring crater
diameters and locations, as well as acquiring HiRISE
images of craters that were previously only measured
in CTX images. We use the region of interest in [6].
There are 85 impact sites >10m-diameter (Fig. 1),
and we do not consider the catalog complete below 31
m diameter due to the resolution limitations of the
CTX and HiRISE images to find craters in the highly
textured surface of the NRIC at those scales [9]. Fig. 2
shows the crater size-frequency distribution (SFD) of
the NRIC craters with isochrones from the [7,8] PFs.
Due to the icy composition of the PLD (<5% dust
[10]), the effects of their physical properties on crater
size must be considered. Viscous relaxation does affect
larger South PLD craters (e.g. [11]) over millions of
years. However, viscous relaxation for a ~100 m diameter crater on the NPLD is less than 1 mm yr-1 [12].
This is not detectable over even the longest NRIC lifetime reported in previous work, e.g. [6].

We also use pi-group strength scaling to account
for differences in target properties between regolith
and icy targets [9]. This process utilizes scaling laws
given in [13]. In general, the differing strength of ice
and regolith causes craters on the NRIC to be larger
than an equivalent impact into regolith. Scaled crater
diameters, assuming an effective yield strength of ice
of 1.0 MPa, are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Polar projection map of the NRIC region of interest
(blue), locations of all craters (black and red), and those with
DTMs (red). The base map is Mars Orbiting Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) shaded-relief topography.

Crater Lifetimes: We calculate the lifetime of craters (Table 1) as a function of crater diameter by dividing the fit to the differential SFD (in units of craters
km-3) by the PF (in units of craters km-3 yr-1) [6]. The
Daubar et al. [8]-based PF produces a lifetime an order
of magnitude shorter for craters on the NRIC than the
Hartmann PF [7].
Modeling: Crater lifetimes derived from these
population statistics can constrain accumulation models of ice within the craters. These same models applied to flat areas (outside of craters) of the NRIC can
then predict its accumulation rate. Our model, based on
[14], combines free and forced convection to calculate
the amount of ablation/deposition on an icy surface.
We use a thermal model combined with appropriate
shadowing parameters to calculate the temperatures
within a crater on the NRIC. These temperatures will
be combined with the accumulation model to calculate
predicted annual infill rates in craters. We can compare
these results to calculated crater lifetimes (Table 1) in
order to calibrate the infill of an idealized crater.
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vs. 11 terrestrial years, respectively.
Based on these estimates, no large (e.g. 10s of pixel) changes should be detected in current HiRISE images in either diameter case after only several Mars
years. Repeat imaging of craters over many Mars
years, espeically those in the 200 m diameter range,
could reveal changes that would distinguish between
predictions made using [7,8] and verify our modeling
for the accumulation in the interiors of craters.
Combining models with input from crater-lifetime
derived accumulation estimates will constrain values,
like the near-surface vapor content of the martian atmosphere in the north polar region, which will then be
used to constrain the accumulation model of a flat surface on the NRIC.

Fig. 2 Differential SFD of the NRIC craters plotted with
isochrons (dashed blue) from the PFs of a) Hartmann [2005]
[7] and b) Daubar et al. [2013] [8]. Red points and best-fit
line are our NRIC crater data. Black squares and best-fit line
are the scaled crater diameters (yield strength of 1MPa).
Uncertainties shown are one-sigma and calculated for small
numbers according to [15].

In order to calculate average accumulation from
crater lifetimes, we assume that ice accumulation is the
main source of infill within a crater bowl, starting with
a depth/diameter ratio of 0.2. Using the unscaled lifetime of a 200 m diameter crater (from formulas given
in Table 1) calculated using the PF of [7], the average
accumulation rate within the crater is 1.0 mm/yr vs. 3.0
cm/yr using the lifetime calculated using [8]. Ice deposits in craters expand in area as they accumulate
vertically. HiRISE bin1 resolution is 0.3m/pixel, and
o
assuming a crater wall slope of 20 , these vertical accumulation rates translate to a 1 pixel horizontal expansion of the crater ice deposit expected every ~110
terrestrial years given [7] vs. 3.6 terrestrial years based
on [8].
Repeating the calculation for a 60 m diameter
crater, the lifetime calculated from the PF of [7] would
give an average accumulation rate within the crater of
1.8 mm/yr vs. 9.9 mm/yr using lifetime calculated
o
from [8]. Assuming again a crater wall slope of 20 ,
this predicts a 1 pixel change every 61 terrestrial years

Table 1 Crater lifetimes calculated from the size-frequency
distribution and PF.
Hartmann
Daubar et al.
[2005]
[2013]
Unscaled
4.23x105*D(km)1.47±0.47
1.48x103*D(km) 0.07±0.59
crater lifetime
e.g. 60 m
6.76 kyr
1.22 kyr
diameter
crater
Scaled
1.84x104*D(km)0.82±0.74
64.5*D(km) -0.70±0.82
(1MPa) crater
lifetime
e.g. 60 m
1.83 kyr
0.46 kyr
diameter
crater
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SUBLIMITES: AN UNCOMMON TERRESTRIAL PROCESS WITH LARGE IMPLICATIONS FOR
PLANETARY SULFATES. M. Massé1, B. Rondeau1, M. Thomas1, P. Ginot2,3, O. Bourgeois1, B. Schmitt4, M. De
Angelis3, F. Civet1, 1LPGN, 2 rue de la houssinière, 44322 Nantes cedex 3, France (marion.masse@univ-nantes.fr),
2
OSUG, IRD, Grenoble, France, 3LGGE, UJF-CNRS, Grenoble, France, 4IPAG, UJF, Grenoble, France.

Introduction: Salts are commonly found on planetary surfaces, and sulfates have been widely observed
on Earth, Mars [1] and on some of Jupiter’s and Saturn’s icy moons [2]. These minerals can form under a
wide range of conditions, from warm environments
with high water/rock ratioes to cold environments with
low water/rock ratioes [3, 4]. The accurate determination of sulfate formation can thus provide key elements
for deciphering past planetary surface conditions.
Althoug most terrestrial sulfates are formed with a
high water/rock ratio, this condition is rarely encountered in the Solar System. A formation process involving cold and dry conditions appears more relevant for
Mars and icy moons. Sulfate formation in this kind of
environment is however poorly documented on Earth.
Two mechanisms of cryogenic sulfate formation have
been documented so far on Earth: (1) post-depositional
chemical reaction in ice [5, 6], and (2) crystallization
during ice destabilization [4]. The first mechanism is
very anecdotic and the second one has been observed
only in Antarctica, where ice impurities include an important oceanic contribution.
As planetary sulfates are often associated with ice
deposits, this study focuses on the formation mechanism of cryogenic sulfates in extreme cold and dry environments. For that purpose, we performed a detailed
analysis of sulfates found on a Chilean glacier. The
obtained results are then compared to planetary data.
Field observations and mineralogy: The Guanaco
glacier (29.3°S, 70.0°W) is located in the Pascua Lama
region in the “South American Arid Diagonal”, above
an altitude of 5000 m (Fig. 1a). According to the surrounding geology, the glacier ice is mostly contaminated by continental impurities and volcanic aerosols.
Field analyses [7, 8, 9] reveal a cold-based glacier and
a surface temperature that remains below 0°C throughout the year. The annual mass balance is negative and
ablation occurs mostly by sublimation.
Sublimation leads to the formation of ice cliffs
where deep ice layers are exhumed (Fig. 1b). Field
observations reveal the presence of gypsum crystals
that grow on the cliffs and accumulate at their foot
while ablation proceeds (Fig. 1C). The observation of
these crystals under the microscope indicates that they
are covered by micrometric white and yellow accessory
crystals including jarosite sideronatrite, K-alum and
other mixed sulfates. The fine euhedral needle mor-

phology of all these crystals suggests that these minerals are neoformed and have not been transported in the
ice. This interpretation is supported by the absence of
these crystals in ice cores drilled through the glacier.
Gypsum and other sulfates thus seems to have crystallized as the ice cliffs retreated by sublimation. To distinguish this original salt formation process from the
more common evaporites, we name these minerals
“sublimites”.

Figure 1: a) Landsat satellite image of Guanaco glacier, b)
Sublimation cliff observed on Guanaco surface, c) Gypsum
crystals released from the cliff.

Martian and planetary implications: Though the
sublimite formation process is uncommon and generates minor quantities of sulfates on Earth, it may be
dominant in the Solar System.
On Mars, the conditions observed on the North Polar Cap are particularly similar to those of the Guanaco
glacier with: cold and dry climate, ablation by sublimation creating vertical cliffs, and impurities coming from
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the alteration of the martian soil or volcanic aerosols.
Though the sublimation cliffs on Mars are much higher
than those observed on Guanaco (Fig. 2), the formation
process may be identical. Gypsum has been detected on
the dust-rich ice layers exhumed on the cliffs and on
the dunes and superficial sediments accumulated at the
foot of the cliffs throughout the ice ablation (Fig. 2,
[10]). As gypsum appears in the same conditions on the
martian North Polar Cap and on the Guanaco glacier,
we infer that the sublimite crystallization process is
consistent with the occurrence of polar gypsum on
Mars. A sublimation origin could be also considered
for other evaporite-kind minerals in polar regions, like
the perchlorates found associated to periglacial soils by
Phoenix lander [13].
Similarly to the Earth, our study can also extend the
possible paleoenvironments associated to ancient martian sedimentary deposits. The analysis of sulfates-rich
outcrops found in the equatorial regions on Mars tends
to demonstrate that these minerals form with a low
water/rock ratio [14], and a possible formation by
weathering in ancient ice deposits has been suggested
[13]. An alternative or complementary scenario could
involve sublimites and should be considered.
Planetary implications: Sulfates have also been
detected on icy moon surfaces, particularly on Europa
[2] and on Ceres [16]. Liquid water can’t exist on theses planetary bodies. A completely dry formation process lead by ice sublimation thus has to be considered,
and is supported by the observation of sublimation
processes on these bodies [14, 15].
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Conclusion: The analysis of a cold and dry glacier
located in the Chilean Andes reveals that authigenic
sulfate crystals can form by cryogenic processes at the
surface of glaciers. The crystallization occurs during
ice sublimation and does not involve liquid water.
Though this original formation process is uncommon
and generates minor quantities of sulfates on Earth, it
may be dominant in the Solar System because sublimation is a common process at the surface of other planets. The Guanaco glacier is thus a particularly relevant
analog for the Martian North Polar Cap, but sulfate
formation by ice sublimation has also to be considered
for the formation of sulfates in martian equatorial regions, on icy moons, Ceres and comets.
References: [1] Gendrin et al., Science, 307, 15871595, 2005. [2] Dalton et al., GRL, 34, L21205, 2007.
[3] Liu and Bish, 41th LPSC, 2024, 2010. [4] Liu et
al., Antarctic Science 27(1), 73-84, 2014. [5] Ohno et
al., GRL, 33, L08501, 2006. [6] Iizuka et al., JGR,
113, D07303, 2008. [7] Ginot et al., Clim. Past, 2, 2130, 2006. [8] Rabatel et al., The Cryosphere, 5, 10291041, 2011. [9] MacDonell et al., The Cryosphere, 7,
1513-1526, 2013. [10] Massé et al., Icarus, 209, 434451, 2010. [11] Massé et al., EPSL, 317, 44-55. [12]
Hecht et al., Science, 317, 2009. [13] Niles and Michalski, Nature Geosc., 215-220. [14] Berger et al.,
Am. Min, 94, 2007. [15] Howard and Moore, GRL, 35,
L03203, 2008. [16] Nathues et al., Science, 254, 2015.

Figure 2: a) Detection of gypsum on a sublimation cliff carved into the North Polar Cap of Mars. Gypsum was detected form the
analysis of CRISM hyperspectral data (cube: hrl0000330c) [10]. Pixels where both gypsum absorption bands centered at 2.21
and 2.27 µm have been detected are colored in red. Gypsum detection map overlaps a 3D representation of the North Polar Cap
based on the HiRISE DTM: DTEPC_009913_2635_010019_2635_A01 and ortho-image: PSP_9913_2635 (center coordinates:
83.51°N, 118.5°E). b) Interpretative scenario for the formation of superficial gypsum bearing sediment in the North Polar Cap.
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OBSERVATIONS AND MODELING OF THE SEASONAL BEHAVIOR OF THE MARS POLAR
VORTEX.
D. J. McCleese1, A. Kleinböhl1, J. T. Schofield1, D. M. Kass1, and R. J. Wilson2, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA, 2NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ.
(Daniel.J.McCleese@jpl.nasa.gov)

Introduction: The complex structure and seasonal
evolution of the Mars polar vortices continue to present
challenges to General Circulation Models (GCM) [1].
To date, limitations in the observational record are
central to the difficulty in modeling these prominent
features of the Martian atmosphere. A new 2D retrieval
scheme has been applied to data from the Mars Climate
Sounder (MCS) revealing details of the north and south
polar vortices not previously available. Observations
now include high resolution maps of temperature and
aerosols of dust and H2O ice. In addition, CO2 ice aerosol can be studied in the polar region. Comparisons of
MCS data and GCM output of the thermal structure
and aerosol distributions in the vortices are presented
in this paper.

these extreme conditions may have had systematic biases.
The operational MCS retrieval algorithm used to
process these data does not yet distinguish between
dust in the atmosphere and CO2 ice aerosol. Our data
products identify CO2 ice as dust (see figure 1 below).
Several characteristics of the MCS data in the winter
polar regions, principally temperature dependence and
location, strongly suggest that the source of retrieved
dust opacity is, in fact, CO2 ice. The appearance of this
source of opacity is consistent with the atmosphere
being at (and at times below) the condensation temperature of CO2 [5]. In the discussion presented in this
paper, we use the frost point to identify CO2 ice aerosol.

MCS Observations: Limb and near-nadir observations by the Mars Climate Sounder onboard the Mars
Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) provide vertical profiles of temperature and the opacities of dust and water
ice [2]. Profiles of the opacity of CO2 ice in the winter
polar atmosphere are inferred from spectral and thermal information (see below). The vertical coverage of
MCS observations extends from near the surface to 80
km altitude with a vertical resolution 5 km. MRO is in
a 3 am–3 pm a near-polar orbit, which is well suited to
studies of seasonal and interannual variability of the
atmosphere.
MCS measures atmospheric radiance in 5 spectral
channels in the mid-infrared and in 3 spectral channels
in the far-infrared, plus a visible to near-infrared channel. Each spectral channel comprises a 21-element detector array. Together they provide simultaneous measurements and vertical profiles in all 9 channels when
directed towards the limb by elevation and azimuth
actuators [3].
Recent advances in the MCS data processing algorithm have improved significantly the retrieval of atmospheric properties, e.g. temperature and aerosol
opacities, when strong horizontal gradients exist along
the limb optical path [4]. This 2D radiative transfer
scheme enables the investigation of the winter polar
vortices, where strong latitudinal gradients are present,
and a more meaningful comparison of retrieved quantities from MCS measurements with the output of
GCMs. Previous versions of MCS data products for

Mars General Circulation Model: The temperature structure and aerosol distributions observed by
MCS will be compared with results from the GFDL
Mars General Circulation Model [6,7]. Particular emphasis will be placed on the radiative effect of water
ice clouds in the martian atmosphere because it has a
significant influence on the intensity of the meridional
circulation [7], which will directly influence vortex
formation and may inform our understanding of the
transport across the winter vortex boundary.
Results: In Figure 1, we show a zonally averaged
vertical cross-section of Martian atmospheric temperature, together with aerosol opacities in southern winter
Ls=85º-90º. The southern polar vortex is well established at this time, with minimum temperatures between 120-130 K centered at ~20 Pa (~30 km altitude).
The atmosphere above is warmed by descending motion associated with the meridional circulation in this
season. Estimating from temperature alone, the vortex
extends equatorward to at least 60ºS at the surface.
Atmospheric dust extends from the equator to ~50ºS,
where an abrupt reduction in dust opacity occurs. Substantial opacity can be seen in the core of the vortex,
interpreted as CO2 ice (center panel). H2O ice is also
present in the vortex core. The presence of a significant
abundance of water ice in the vortex core is the subject
of investigation using GCM output presented in this
paper.
Figure 2 shows the same cross-section but for
Ls=10º-15º, before the southern polar vortex has
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formed completely. The equatorward edges (~45ºS) of
what will later in the season become the intense vortex
are apparent in the maps of dust and H2O ice.
Inspection of time-steps of 5º of Ls, for Ls=0º
through 300º, shows that aerosols are an excellent indicator of the state and evolution of the north and south
polar vortices (shown in the paper). Among the features evident are effective blocking of dust at the
boundaries of the vortex in mid-winter, and the development of clouds or hazes of H2O and CO2 ice, with
H2O ice formation preceding CO2 ice formation in the
vortex core.
The onset, evolution and ultimate morphology of
the northern and southern polar vortices is similar. The
exception to this is the larger abundance of water ice in
the northern polar vortex throughout the period studied. Again, comparisons with GCM results will be presented and discussed.
Acknowledgments: This work was performed at
the Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, under contract with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. © 2016, California
Institute of Technology. Government sponsorship
acknowledged.
References: [1] Mitchell, D. M. et al (2015) Q. J.
R. Meteorol. Soc. 141, 550-562. [2] McCleese, D. J. et
al. (2010) JGR, 115, E12016. [3] McCleese, D. J.
(2007) JGR, 112, E002790. [4] Kleinböhl, A. et al.
(2016) JQSRT, submitted. [5] Kleinböhl, A. et al.
(2016) Mars Polar Conference 6. [6] Wilson, R. J. &
Hamilton, K (1996) JAS, 53, 1290-1326. [7]
Kleinböhl, A. et al. (2013) GRL, 40, 1952-1959.

Figure 1: Temperature structure (top), dust extinction
at 463 cm-1 (center), and water ice extinction at 843
cm-1 (bottom) of the southern hemisphere as seen by
the Mars Climate Sounder in winter (Ls=85º-90º) of
Mars Year 29. Profiles retrieved with a twodimensional retrieval algorithm were zonally averaged
in latitude bands of 5° width. The temperature structure indicates the southern polar vortex.

Figure 2: As in figure 1, temperature structure (top),
dust extinction (center), and water ice extinction (bottom) for the southern hemisphere in early-fall (Ls=15º20º) of Mars Year 29. The temperature structure indicates the formation of the southern polar vortex, leading to a depression of dust south of ~45°S.
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An Investigation Into the Potential Role of Carbon Dioxide Sublimation in Linear Gully Pit Formation on
Mars. L. Mc Keown1, J. McElwaine2,3, M. C. Bourke1,2, 1Trinity College Dublin (College Green, Dublin 2, Ireland,
mckeowla@tcd.ie), 2Planetary Science Institute (1700 E Fort Lowell Road #106, Tucson, Arizona, U.S.A,
bourkem4@tcd.ie), 3Durham University (Stockton Road, Durham, County Durham, DH1, U.K.,
mcelwainejim@gmail.com)

Introduction: Martian gullies were first identified
from high resolution images taken by the Mars Orbiter
Camera [1]. Predominantly located in the southern
hemisphere, these features are present in the vicinity of
craters, south polar pits and valleys. Gullies were
recently classified into seven groups, based on distinct
geomorphic features [3].
A sub-group of gullies exists on dune slopes mainly between 36.3°S and 54.3°S, and occasionally between 64.6°S and 70.4°S [8]. Terminal pits in place of
aprons distinguish these active linear gullies [4, 5]
from those comparable with terrestrial gullies. Linear
gullies are characterized by small alcoves,
predominantly linear yet sometimes sinuous channels
framed with levées and a paucity of terminal deposits.
Many hypotheses are proposed regarding the
formation of linear gullies. These include a wet debris
flow, dry granular flow and sublimating carbon
dioxide, among others. However, the formation
mechanism responsible for terminal pits remains
unresolved.
The issue of equifinality surrounding Martian
gullies and thus the importance of rigorously
examining all potential formation processes, was raised
at the recent Martian Gullies and their Earth
Analogues 2016 meeting at the Geological Society.
Given the distinct morphology of linear gullies and the
absence of terrestrial analogues for these features, it is
essential to consider processes involving carbon
dioxide – the dominant volatile on present day Mars.
The sublimating carbon dioxide hypothesis
suggests that carbon dioxide ice blocks achieve
geomorphic work by incising the km – scale length of
v – shaped channels, mobilizing sediment to form
levées and later sublimating at the terminus to form a
singular, or multiple circular depressions known as
pits.
We present the results of a series of Earth – based
laboratory experiments conducted under controlled
atmospheric conditions, with a view to testing the hypothesis that sublimating carbon dioxide ice blocks are
responsible for the formation of Martian linear gullies
and their accompanying pits. Temperature and pressure
profiles within beds of glass spheres of discrete grain
sizes were recorded to later be compared with the output of our numerical model which simulates Martian

atmospheric conditions and acceleration due to gravity
[6].
The geomorphic response of the bed to the presence of a CO2 ice block in each case was recorded to
be quantified using Structure From Motion technology.
Extrapolating our morphometric results to Martian
conditions and later comparing these results with dimensions derived from HiRISE images and Digital
Terrain Models of linear gully pits, will broaden our
understanding of the interaction between Mars’s primary volatile and porous substrate.
Method:
Laboratory Experiments. Following preliminary
experiments undertaken at the Planetary Science Institute in Tucson, Arizona, the protocol for our experiments at Trinity College, Dublin was developed. We
procured a low humidity and constant temperature
(within 1°) Weiss Salt Spray Chamber and surrounded
our apparatus with silica gel beads to avoid frost deposition from atmospheric water vapour interfering with
the accuracy of our results. iButton technology ensured
our low humidity environment was sufficiently sampled and monitored.
The apparatus was arranged in order to sample the
thermal and pressure profile of the bed in response to
interaction with a CO2 ice block. Taut strings were
threaded horizontally across five sampling depths in a
plastic container which would contain sediment samples. Four T – type thermocouples were attached at the
lower four depths. A pressure sensor was positioned at
the topmost string. A video camera was positioned
above the apparatus to monitor the sublimation process.
During each trial, sediment samples of varied grain
sizes were poured into the container and carefully leveled, ensuring the sampling depths were covered. The
thermocouples and pressure sensor were connected to
analog input modules and an output source.
A carefully measured and weighed CO2 ice block
was gently placed at the centre of the bed surface and
LabView data acquisition software was activated,
where analog output of thermal and gas pressure information was converted to digital. Plots were drawn
in Matlab to monitor thermal and surficial gas pressure
profiles over time for later use in testing our numerical
model.
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Photographs of the features resulting from the interaction between sublimating CO2 ice blocks and porous substrate were taken at many angles, to be employed in the development of Digital Elevation Models
and subsequent morphometry measurements.
Measurements of Martian Features: Locations of
equatorial and south polar dunes where NASA High
Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE)
images and DTM’s were available, were identified
using the Mars Global Digital Dune Database [7]. Sites
which feature linear gullies were examined using
ArcGIS and the dimensions of a cohort of pits were
recorded. The width and depth of their associated
channels were also noted. Where multiple pits were
available, the decrease in pit depth was recorded in
order to estimate the sublimation rate of CO2 needed to
mobilize the estimate of sediment displaced.
Results: Distinct modification of the granular
surface was observed for each glass sphere grain size.
Notably, a carbon dioxide ice block was capable of
navigating downward as it sublimated into the bed
containing spheres of 0.044 mm – 0.088 mm diameter.
The consequent mobilization of sediment resulted in a
pit feature surrounded by levées, comparable in
morphology to those observed at termini of Martian
linear gullies (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Pit resulting from sublimation of carbon
dioxide ice on a bed of spherical beads of diameter
0.044 mm – 0.088 mm.
Plots of temperature and pressure at 15 mm increments within each bed were recorded and are currently
being used to develop our numerical model. This work,
including our morphometry measurements, is ongoing
and further results will be presented at The Sixth International Conference on Mars Polar Science and Exploration.
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Thermal Inertia Dependent Late Spring Albedo in South Polar Gullies. C. P. Mount1 and P. R. Christensen2,
Arizona State University, 1151 S. Forest Ave., Tempe, AZ, 85287, 1cpmount@asu.edu, 2phil.christensen@asu.edu.

Introduction: Approximately 25% of the Martian
atmosphere condenses and then sublimes at the poles
annually, making the CO2 cycle a dominant driver in
the current global climate [1-3]; because the global
climate and atmospheric circulation depend on the CO2
cycle, we must examine modern CO2 processes to understand the climate history of Mars. The CO2 cycle is
controlled by the polar energy balance which depends
critically on the emissivity and albedo of the surface,
which varies during spring and across the polar caps. It
is therefore important to understand the underlying
processes governing CO2 emissivity and albedo.
Temporal and spatial variations in springtime albedo of seasonal deposits has been well documented [49] and is thought to be caused primarily by depositional mode, grain size, and contaminants [4-9]. Most studies have focused on cap-wide and/or regional scale
variations [4-9], where depositional modes can vary
widely. However, little work has been done on the role
ice-free surface properties have on grain size evolution
nor at the small scale where depositional modes are
likely more uniform. We hypothesize that ice-free surface properies are, in part, responsible for driving albedo variations in seasonal ice, particularly on the
small scale. Here we investigate the dependence of
springtime CO2 albedo on ice-free thermal inertia.
Observations: Four gully sites were identified between -67°N and -72°N that exhibit similar temporal
albedo evolution and late spring albedo variations.
Three of the sites are situated on polar pit scarps and
one is on a crater wall. In early spring the surface at all
sites has almost no contrast, with a nearly homogeneous brightness. This changes radically by late spring.
Figure 1 displays High Resolution Science Experiment (HiRISE) red channel images of the four sites in
late southern spring. The fan material at the end of the
gullies is bright in each, while the floors of the pits and
crater are characteristically darker than the fan material. Figure 1a is the Type example of these gully sites
and is the focus on the preliminary results discussed
herein.
Figure 2a is colorized Lambert albedo of Figure 1a.
The HiRISE albedo is subject to an absolute error of
±30% [10], but offers superior spatial resolution for
small-scale analysis. Albedos vary between 0.20 and
0.45, with the scarp being the lowest, the fan material
being the brightest, and the pit floor being intermediate. Interesting low albedo features are labeled A1 –
A5.

Figure 1. Late spring HiRISE images of four gully sites
identified to exhibit similar albedo behavior. a) Polar pit
gully at 1.35°E, -68.4°N; Ls~226° b) Polar pit gully at
3.15°E, -71.2°N; Ls~245°. c) Crater wall gully at 264°E, 70.8°N; Ls~237°. d) Polar pit gully at 346°E, -69.4°N;
Ls~237°.

To understand the level of error associated with the
HiRISE albedo, we constructed a synthetic instrument
response function to approximate the red channel (0.55
– 0.85 μm) to first order and deconcolve a Compact
Reconaissance Imaging Spectrometer for Mars
(CRISM) Full Resolution Targeted (FRT) spectral im-
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age, taken at the same Ls, to HiRISE albedo (Figure
2b). This analysis will be useful when analyzing albedo
of HiRISE scenes not accompanied by CRISM spectra.
Figure 2b is given the same color stretch as 2a to show
that the CRISM albedos are less extreme than HiRISE
albedos.
Figure 2c is a THermal EMission Imaging System
(THEMIS) ice-free thermal inertia (TI) image of the
same scene as Figure 1a. The locations of the low albedo features from 2a are also indicated on this image.
The thermal inertia ranges from ~300 to 600 J m-2 K-1
s-1/2, with high TI units at the scarp and albedo features,
low TI units in the pit floor and the plains above the
scarp, and moderate TI units at the fans. A1 has the
lowest albedo of the gully site as well as the highest
thermal inertia. This is likely due to the high boulder
count in the gully alcoves. A2 is a layer of blocky bedrock. This accounts for the relatively high thermal inertia. A3 is an east-facing hillslope and A4 is a northfacing hillslope. Why these have high thermal inertia is
unknown. A5 is also a blocky layer of bedrock.
Results: The discrepancy in the extrema of the
CRISM and HiRISE albedos likely stems from subpixel mixing. A FRT pixel is the size of 72 HiRISE
pixels, thus there is significant spatial averaging. This
accounts for the less extreme albedo variations in the
CRISM albedo, as the larger pixel size shifts values
closer to the average and suppresses variations. A spatial deconvolution of the HiRISE albedo to CRISM
resolution is required to show this, but to first order,
the albedos are nearly identical. This gives high confidence to HiRISE derived albedos.
It is unclear whether the low albedo features A1 –
A5 are due to complete sublimation or rather modification of seasonal ice. Ice may be present but either, thin
or patchy. This maybe be a cause of spring sublimation
or could be related to excess heat stored in the high TI
units during fall deposition. If any ice is present it
could also be highly transparent. High TI implies high
thermal conductivity, thus high TI would be conducive
to conducting away heat. This could inhibit fracturing
and foster annealing [11]. Positive feedback could lead
to highly transparent late spring deposits. Comparison
with summertime albedos could assist in discerning
whether ice is present as would spectral analysis using
CRISM. Finally ice depths could be estimated if sufficient boulders are present [12]
Whether the low albedo/high TI anit-correlation is
present the three gully sites is still unknown. Investigation of the other three sites is necessary. If the correlation holds for the other sites, observations should be
taken to a larger scale.
Conclusions: Preliminary results at one gully site
suggest that late spring albedo and ice-free thermal
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inertia are anti-correlated. Units with high thermal inertia have low albedo in late spring, while units of low
thermal inertia are higher in albedo. However, gully fan
material itself is of moderate thermal inertia yet retains
the highest albedo in the region throughout spring.
Thus, we conclude that while ice-free thermal inertia
does appear to affect springtime albedo, it is likely a
second-order effect. Other factors such as slope or
slope azimuth may also be responsible for the observed
variations.

Figure 2. a) Colorized HiRISE lambert albedo of Figure 1a.
Low albedo features are labeled A1 – A5. b) CRISM FRT
lambert albedo deconvolved to HiRISE bandpass of Figure
1a. To first order the HiRISE albedo and CRISM albedo are
identical. c) THEMIS ice-free thermal inertia of same scene
in Figure 1a. Low albedo features from Figure 2a are labeled
and appear to be correlated with high thermal inertia units.
References: [1] Tillman J.E. et al. (1993) JGR, 98(E6),
10963-10971. [2] Forget F. and J. B. Pollack (1996) JGR,
101, 16865-16879. [3] Kelly N. J. et al. (2006) JGR, 111,
E03S07. [4] Appéré T. et al. (2011) JGR, 116(E5), E05001.
[5] Kieffer H. H. et al. (2000) JGR, 105(E4), 9653-9699. [6]
Titus T. N. et al. (2001) JGR, 106, 23181-23196. [7] Langevin Y. et al. (2007) JGR, 112(E8), E08S12. [8] Piqueuex S.
et al. (2015) Icarus, 251, 164-180. [9] Brown A. J. et al.
(2010) JGR, 115, E00D13. [10] McEwen A. S. et al. (2007),
JGR, 112(E5), E05S02. [11] Eluskiewicz J. et al. (2005)
Icarus, 174, 524-534. [12] Mount C. P. and Titus T. N.
(2015) JGR, 120(E7), 1252-1266.
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Simulating Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics in the Polar Regions of Mars. L. Neary1, F. Daerden1 and S.
Viscardy1, 1Royal Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy, Brussels, Belgium, lori.neary@aeronomie.be.

Introduction: The composition of the Mars atmosphere in the polar regions is driven by a complex system of photochemistry, transport and small scale processes. Ozone is of particular interest as it can provide
valuable information about the photochemistry and
dynamics (it can be considered as a passive tracer in
the polar night).
Global circulation models (GCMs) are crucial in
the interpretation of the ozone distribution in the polar
regions. We use the GEM-Mars GCM [1, 2] to investigate the concentrations and structure of chemical species in the polar regions with focus on ozone.
The GEM-Mars Model: The GEM-Mars GCM is
a grid-point model with an implicit semi-Lagrangian
integration scheme. The radiative transfer includes
scattering and absorption by both dust and water ice
clouds. The dust distribution is computed with dust
lifting by winds and dust devils. Other physical parameterisations included in the model are gravity wave
drag and low-level blocking, a 14 layer soil model with
subsurface ice and a water cycle with simple bulk condensation.
The simulations presented are made with horizontal
resolution of 4°x4°, 103 staggered vertical levels up to
approximately 160 km and a 30 minute timestep.
The model has already been used to explain elevated layers of dust in the northern summer as observed
by the Phoenix lander [1] and to examine the transport
and vertical distribution of methane [2].
Gas Phase Chemistry: The chemical package included online in the GEM-Mars GCM uses reactions
and rate coefficients based on the work of [3]. There
are 15 photolysis and 31 chemical reactions (solved
implicitly using Gaussian elimination) and include the
following 13 species: O3, O2, O(1D), O, CO, H, H2,
OH, HO2, H2O, H2O2, O2(a1Δg) and CO2.
The chemical species are transported and mixed by
the resolved circulation, eddy diffusion and in the upper atmosphere, molecular diffusion. With the condensation/sublimation of CO2, the mixing ratios of the
other non-condensible gases are adjusted. The simulation was run for 20 Mars years to ensure chemical and
water cycle stability.
Results: As the ozone distribution is sensitive to
the water cycle, we will investigate the impact of the
vertical distribution of H2O on the ozone column. For
example, the column amount of ozone in the north
polar region in spring depends on the vertical mixing
and distribution of water vapour. The Mars Color Im-

ager (MARCI) on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter
(MRO) [4] provides excellent spatial coverage of
ozone columns in the daylit regions, including the
northern polar spring and summer and will be used to
evaluate the model performance.
Another element in the modeling system is the
chemical timestep, and we will explore the sensitivity
to timestep length on the ozone concentration, with
focus on the polar region.
We will show that the simulated CO2 cycle compares well to observations from Mars Odyssey Gamma
Ray Spectrometer (GRS) [5] and High Energy Neutron
Detector (HEND) [6] and the pressure cycle resulting
from the condensation/sublimation of CO2 agrees with
measurements from the Viking Landers and MSL Curiosity Rover Environmental Monitoring Station
(REMS) [7] (see figure 1).

Figure 1 Time series comparison between GEMMars surface pressure (black) with that observed
with REMS (blue).
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to
thank T. Clancy for access to MARCI data. The research presented here has received support from the
European Union Seventh Framework Program
(FP7/2007-2013) under grant agreement no. 607177,
the CROSS DRIVE project.
References: [1] Daerden et al. GRL (2016) [2]
Viscardy et al. GRL (2016) [3] Garcia-Munoz, A. et al.
Icarus (2005). [4] Clancy et al. Icarus, (2016). [5]
Kelly et al. JGR (2006), [6] Litvak et al., JGR (2006),
[7] Haberle et al., JGR (2014)
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STRATRAPHIC RECONSTRUCTION OF THE CAVI UNIT-NPLD TRANSITION WITH SHARAD.
S. Nerozzi1 and J. W. Holt1, 1Institute for Geophysics, Jackson School of Geosciences, The University of Texas at
Austin (stefano.nerozzi@utexas.edu, holt@utexas.edu)
Introduction: The rich stratigraphic record of the
north polar layered deposits (NPLD) has long been regarded as the key for understanding the most recent climate evolution of Mars [1,2] and its dependency on periodical variations of Mars’ orbital parameters (orbital
forcing) [3-5]. Stratigraphic studies based on orbital imagery, spectroscopy and radar sounding determined that
the NPLD initially accumulated contemporaneously to
the underlying cavi unit, generating a gradational and
laterally transgressive contact [6-9]. The emplacement
of the NPLD on top of cavi unit represents a major,
global scale shift of water ice on Mars, likely driven by
climate change, yet the timing and processes involved
in this event are still unknown. This is primarily due to
a general lack of outcrops of the lowermost NPLD and
the contact between the two units, as well as an incomplete understanding of global climate.
It is now feasible to decipher the stratigraphic record
of the lowermost NPLD and the upper cavi unit by following an integrated approach that couples radar sounding and high-resolution visible imagery. Here we present the results of radar reflector mapping along the
cavi-NPLD contact.
Methods: This study involves the tracking of radar
reflectors (“horizons”) in SHARAD radargrams in
Planum Boreum [10]. Single reflectors are assumed to
represent isochron surfaces and to result from changes
in the concentrations of dust that significantly alter the
dielectric constant [11-13].
A set of horizons was tracked across 1000+ radargrams in a seismic interpretation environment (Landmark DecisionSpace) and after depth conversion with
the assumption of a bulk composition equivalent to water ice (εr=3.15) [12], thicknesses were calculated for
each stratigraphic interval using ESRI ArcMap.
Results: Analysis of SHARAD profiles in the Gemina Lingula region revealed the presence of a weak reflector located beneath the NPLD and adjacent to the
presently mapped cavi unit (Fig. 1, red arrows and dotted line). This reflector is interpreted as the top of the
Vastitas Borealis Formation (on which Planum Boreum
sits, [7]), and delineates the base of a sedimentary body
up to 160 m thick (assuming εr=3.15) that appears continuos to cavi unit (Fig. 3). In fact, the reflector can be
traced beaneath cavi unit and the two units share almost
identical radar scattering signatures. At the presently
mapped extent, this lobe of material covers an area of
over 35,000 km2 but does not outcrop; mapping work is
continuing to determine the full extent of this unit.
Although SHARAD does generally detect subtleties
of the gradation between cavi and the NPLD, perhaps

Figure 1: Delay time and depth corrected samples of
SHARAD profile 1294501. Diffuse radar returns (red arrow)
and a weak reflector (red dotted line) appear beneath the
NPLD in the Gemina Lingula region. Note that the reflector
becomes flat when a depth conversion assuming bulk water
ice composition (εr=3.15) is applied (d). A lens of material is
detected between cavi and the NPLD as a combination of
sharp, diffuse and lack of reflections (green arrow). The yellow line in (c) delineates the interpreted top of cavi unit.
The lowermost NPLD reflectors (pink and purple) have limited lateral extent and appear to pinch-out onto the top of cavi
unit. These are completely overlain by younger icy deposits
(light blue lines, lateral extent depicted in Fig. 3).

due to the limited vertical extent of the transition, we did
find evidence of a lens of material located between cavi
unit and the NPLD in the main lobe of Planum Boreum
(Fig. 1, green arrows). The top of this deposit is a relatively sharp reflector protruding from the underlying
cavi unit, followed by a diffuse return and a reflectionfree zone. This feature extends over an area of ~4000
km2 and could be evidence for a final episode of siliclastic deposition (i.e., cavi) in that area (Fig. 3).
Moving upwards in the stratigraphic column, the
earliest record of NPLD deposition is characterized by
the limited lateral extent of two reflectors sharing similar scattering characteristics and located just above the
cavi unit (Fig. 1c,2). The units delineated by these two
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Figure 2: Thickness map of lowermost units in the NPLD, superimposed to the shaded relief map of the basal unit resulting
from SHARAD mapping [9]. A net accumulation gap is present between the two deposits. Note the pinch-outs appearing
in cold colors. The blue dotted line delineates the mapped lateral extent of the overlaying reflector delineated in Fig. 1c.
The black arrow indicates location and directionality of the
SHARAD profile in Fig. 1. No data are available in the shaded
area surrounding the north pole.

horizons are laterally bounded by pinch-outs that delineate a non-depositional or erosional hiatus, or a thickness below the theoretical SHARAD vertical resolution
[10]. These units are completely buried under the overlying NPLD reflectors, which extend farther to the south
over large areas in the PB main lobe and Gemina Lingula (Fig. 1c,2).
Discussion: The limited extent of the oldest NPLD,
immediately overlain by larger, more extensive deposits
is indicative of a southward growing ice sheet that gradually buried the cavi unit, with a possible renewed pulse
of cavi deposition in at least one area. This scenario
agrees well with the cavi-NPLD laterally transgressive
contact observed in visible outcrops in the mouth of
Chasma Boreale [7], and confirms that portions of cavi
were still active and undergoing accumulation during
the first phases of NPLD emplacement, in some areas.
In addition, our reflector mapping provided fundamental stratigraphic context for the interpretation of the
gradational and laterally transgressive contact between
cavi and the NPLD observed in outcrops. In fact, at least
two of the earliest polar layered deposits are completely
buried under younger units, therefore meaning that coeval cavi and NPLD accumulation persisted at least after
those two initial water ice deposition episodes.
Finally, we interpret the lens of material located between cavi and the NPLD as a transitional deposit composed of a terrigenous dune field sitting on top of
cleaner water ice. Multiple terrigenous dunes have been
observed within the first tens of meters of the lowermost
NPLD in outcrops 7-9]. This could be the first detection
of such transitional deposits in radar profiles and pro-
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Figure 3: Mapped extent and thickness of the lobe of cavi unit
material (a) and the putative dune field (b) delineated in Fig.
1c. The background basal unit elevation map (brown shades)
results from SHARAD mapping [9]. Note the increase in
thickness (warmer colors) of the lobe (a) approaching the previously mapped edge of cavi unit [9]. The red dotted lines delineate the currently mapped extent of the units.

vides new information on the potential size of these features.
Future work: The modern Olympia Undae region
represents an excellent analog of contemporaneous cavi
and NPLD accumulation. Nearly pure water ice 10s of
meters thick blankets large portions of a dune field that
is actively migrating where terrigenous sediment is not
completely frozen [14]. Recently acquired HiRISE images show progressive stages of dune immobilization
and burial under water ice, and renewed terrigenous
dune growth on top of water ice. This scenario reminds
of the gradational characteristics observed along the
cavi-NPLD contact in both visible exposures and
SHARAD profiles, and warrants further investigations
to fully understand the processes involved in the initial
emplacement of the NPLD.
Acknowledgments: This work was supported by
NASA MDAP grant NNX15AM52G.
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Space Law and International Claimant Rights. David C. Neumann1, Nicole Trach2, Dr. Austin Mardon3
1
Affiliation (dneum363@mtroyal.ca), 2Affiliation (trach@ualberta.ca), 3Affiliation (aamardon@yahoo.ca).

Introduction: This is a study to determine the
most effective and longlasting ways to assist humanity
in the equitable distribution of outer space necessary
for survival. It will be calling into question previous
policies, frameworks established by both governing
and private bodies, and providing solutions to all outstanding issues.
Background: To do this, the study relies heavily
on current UN policies for both space and other areas
of ‘discovery’ (i.e. oceanic and Antarctic expeditions),
and how countries have been able to co-exist in the
past as a precedent for a space era.
It also takes into account any and all solutions that
have been presented by the multiple private bodies
seeking to both claim and present frameworks for
claimant issues that could be utilized to fit a global
agenda of human survival.
Order of Investigation: The study is broken into
four different sections – introduction, background,
framework suggestions, and conclusion – in which to
conclude a suitable means for an international governing body to oversee the implementation of enforcement
to prevent abuses by specific nations/private companies.
Conclusion: The conclusion of the study culminates in the belief that a council of the UN must be
created that has sovereign abilities (under the scrutiny
of international presence) to create an amalgamated
claim for space that will serve to both halt malicious
practices and to set forth an ability for altruistic human
cohesion. The requirement of this ability – which the
UN does not currently possess – is the only way that
humanity will be able to prevent private corporate ideals from resource mining and inequitable distributions
that will deny humanity of a new era.
References: Use the brief numbered style common
in many abstracts, e.g., [1], [2], etc. References should
then appear in numerical order in the reference list, and
should use the following abbreviated style:
[1] Lyall, Francis. Larsen, Paul B. (2009) Space
Law: A Treatise [2] Weeks, Edythe. (2012) Outer
Space Development, International Relations and Space
Law: A Method for Elucidating Seeds. [3] Hobe,
Stephan. (2013) Pioneers of Space Law. [4] Goh, Gerardine Meishane. (2007) Dispute Settlement in International Space Law: A Multi-Door Courthouse for Outer
Space. [5] Marian, Ilie. (2012) “Controversial Features
of International Space Law.” [6] Ed. Frans von der
Dunk and Fabio Tronchetti. (2015) Handbook of Space
Law.
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Laboratory Studies of Perchlorate Deliquescence and Water Adsorption at the Surface of Mars with Raman Scattering.
G. Nikolakakos1 and J.A. Whiteway1, 1Centre for Research in Earth and Space Science, York University, 4700 Keele St, Toronto, ON M3J 1P3, Canada (GNikolakakos@gmail.com)

Introduction: Sensors on board the NASA Mars
Phoenix lander and the NASA Curiosity rover have
provided high frequency measurements of relative humidity and temperature directly from the surface of
Mars for the first time [1][2]. One of the more striking
features common to both data sets is the observation
that the atmospheric water vapour content near the surface appears to decrease slowly in the evening, in many
cases prior to 100% relative humidity being reached,
and then increase again during the daytime. This indicates that a significant exchange of water is likely occurring between the atmosphere and surface of Mars on
a diurnal time scale. Current knowledge of Martian
surface mineralogy suggests that the processes most
likely responsible for this exchange are deliquescence
of salts such as perchlorate and/or the adsorption of
water onto mineral grains such as zeolites. The aim of
this work is two-fold; first to determine whether laser
Raman spectroscopy is capable of detecting and discriminating between different processes and minerals
associated with the Martian hydrological cycle, and
secondly to conduct water exchange process studies by
simulating the conditions found at the Phoenix landing
site.
Raman lidar and environmental chamber: A
stand-off Raman lidar system has been developed at
York University in order to study these processes. It
was built on the heritage of the Lidar instrument on the
NASA Phoenix Mars mission [3][4] and is capable of
performing range-resolved atmospheric measurements
as well as probing the near-range surface. The 266 nm
laser light is directed toward a sample located inside an
environmental chamber which is capable of simulating
the thermodynamic conditions found at the surface of
Mars. A schematic diagram of the experimental setup
is shown in Figure 1.
Perchlorate deliquescence experiments: A major
accomplishment of the NASA Phoenix Mars mission
was the identification of perchlorate (ClO4-) in the surface regolith by the Wet Chemistry Laboratory instrument [5]. More recently, the Sample Analysis at Mars
instrument on the NASA Curiosity Rover detected the
presence of perchlorate in Gale Crater [6], suggesting
that it is globally distributed. Perchlorates are of great
interest on Mars due to their high affinity for water
vapour (deliquescence) as well as their ability to greatly depress the freezing point of water when in solution

[7]. This has intriguing biological implications as resulting brines could potentially provide a habitable
environment for living organisms. Additionally, it has
been speculated that these salts may play a significant
role in the hydrological cycle on Mars.
In this work a sample of magnesium perchlorate
was subjected to the water vapour pressure and temperatures found at the landing site of the Phoenix Mars
mission. Laser Raman scattering was applied to detect
the onset of deliquescence and provide a relative estimate of the quantity of water taken up and subsequently released by the sample. As the temperature of the
sample decreased at the same rate as measured on Mars
during the evening, significant uptake of water from the
atmosphere was observed to occur prior to the frost
point temperature being reached. As the temperature
was lowered, water uptake continued as saturation was
reached and frost formed on the surface surrounding
the perchlorate sample. Freezing of the brine film was
observed at the eutectic temperature of -67°C and
thawing occurred at a temperature of -62°C. These
results are displayed in Figure 2 [8].
Water adsorption experiments: Adsorption is an
easily reversible process in which water vapour molecules become attached to regolith grains as a result of
van der Waals forces between the dipolar water molecules and the negatively charged mineral grains [9].
This results in a thin film of liquid-like water forming
on the surface of the grains. Modelling results have
suggested that adsorption is likely to be an ongoing
process on Mars [10], however prior experimental
work demonstrated that the kinetics of water adsorption
may be too slow for it to be occurring on present day
Mars [11].
Here we have used Raman spectroscopy to study
the adsorption properties of zeolites, a naturally occurring mineral detected in the dust of Mars [12], under
conditions found at the Mars Phoenix site. Preliminary
experimental results indicate that zeolites on the surface of Mars are capable of adsorbing water from the
atmosphere on diurnal time scales and that Raman
spectroscopy provides a promising method for detecting this process during a landed mission.
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perchlorate sample began to fade as water was taken up
and aqueous solution formed (point B). As the brine
froze at point C, the sample region appeared to increase in brightness. Frost was visible on the sample
plate in panels B and C.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the Raman lidar
optical arrangement and the environmental chamber.

Figure 2. (a) Measured Raman signal at a wavenumber shift of 3150 cm-1 as the temperature was lowered from -42⁰C to -80⁰C and then increased. Water
uptake began at the 80 minute mark as the temperature
reached -51⁰C (60% RHi) and ceased after 150
minutes. Freezing began at the 200 minute mark as the
temperature was decreased below the eutectic temperature of -67⁰C. Melting occurred when the temperature
was increased above -62⁰C at the 440 minute mark. (b)
Spectra of magnesium perchlorate hexahydrate at various temperatures corresponding to points A, B, and C
indicated in Fig. 4a. The peak in the O-H stretch region
broadened as liquid water was taken up. As the solution froze, the characteristic water ice peak near a
wavenumber shift of 3100 cm-1 became apparent. (c)
Visual images of magnesium perchlorate hexahydrate
and the surrounding surface at points A, B and C. The
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42, 7899–7906. [9] Mohlmann D. (2005) Astrobiology
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MARTIAN POLAR SULFATE FORMATION UNDER EXTREMELY COLD WATER-LIMITED
ENVIRONMENTS. P. B. Niles1 , and J. Michalski2,3 ; 1 Astromaterials Research and Exploration Science, NASA Johnson
Space Center, Houston, T X (paul.b.niles@nasa.gov); 2 Planetary Science Institute, T ucson, Arizona. 3 Dept. of Mineralogy,
Natural History Museum, London, United Kingdom.

Introduction: The origin of vast deposits of sulfate-rich sand dunes in the north polar region of
Mars [1] has remained unexplained [2], perhaps because of a deeply held assumption that chemical
weathering would be prohibited by the cold, icy
conditions of Amazonian Mars. Yet, the origin of
the sulfate-bearing material is strongly linked to the
basal unit, which could be as old as the early Amazonian [3]. Spectral observations of the polar ice
and BU have suggested that the ice-dust mixtures in
the deposits likely contain sulfate, but the mechanism of sulfate formation in polar environments has
remained elusive. Here we experimentally explore
sulfate formation at low temperatures.
Low-temperature sulfate formation is likely relevant to older, layered, lithified sulfate deposits
found at lower latitudes. The mechanism for sulfate
formation on Mars has been frequently attributed to
playa-like evaporative environments under prolonged warm conditions [4]. However, there are
several problems with the presence of prolonged
surface temperatures on Mars above 273°K during
the Noachian including the faint young Sun [5] and
the presence of suitable greenhouse gases [6]. The
geomorphic evidence for early warm conditions may
instead be explained by periodic episodes of warming rather than long term prolonged warm temperatures [7].
In the polar region, this is even more evident. It
is not expected that the polar regions experienced
periods of warm/wet conditions and playa-like
evaporite deposits are not currently considered feasible. Simply stated, the geological explanation for
polar sulfate occurrences on Mars will require a new
idea. We propose a new paradigm in which chemical
weathering rates can actually be increased by lower
temperatures, in certain circumstances . This hypothesis might explain in part the occurrence of sulates in the polar dunes, and shed new light on the
formation of low-latitude sulfates in the Hesperian.
We suggest here that mixtures of atmospheric
aerosols, ice, and dust have the potential for creating small films of cryo-concentrated acidic solutions
that may represent an important unexamined environment for understanding weathering proces ses

on Mars [8, 9]. We propose that sulfate formation
may be possible at temperatures well below 0°C in
water limited environments removing the need for
prolonged warm periods to form sulfates on early
Mars.

Figure 2. Plots of Mg and Fe measured in NaOH buffering
solution used to quench the experiments. Calculated rates from
these data are similar to dissolution rates of olivine in pH 4
solution at 25°C.

Most low-latitude sulfate deposits on Mars date
to a period of intense volcanic outgassing (Hesperian). In fact, it is widely accepted, even in an evaporite model for sulfate formation, that sulfur reflects a
volcanic source. The method of localization and
concentraton has never been addressed, but dep osition along with ice and dust is one environment
worth consideration. The geochemical consequences of deposition of water ice, silicate ash (dust), and
sulfuric acid are testable through experimentation.
We have also collected experimental evidence
that sulfate formation occurs under Mars -like conditions [10]. Olivine dissolution rates measured at -40°
C are comparable to forsterite dissolution rates in a
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pH 4 solution at 25°C [11], suggesting that acid
weathering under subzero conditions may be more
efficient than the temperature alone would predict.
At these temperatures, the strength of the acidic
solution is maximized through eutectic freezing in an
environment where the silicate minerals are extremely fine grained and have high surface areas. This
provides an ideal environment despite the very low
temperatures.
These combined data collected from Mars, Earth
analogs, and laboratory experiments demonstrate
that low-T weathering is a viable process for producing sulfate minerals from a silicate protolith in
the presence of sulfuric acid on Mars. The presence
of large deposits of mixed ice and dust on Mars is
undisputed. The presence of substantial sulfur-rich
volcanism, and sulfur-rich surface deposits also
makes it very likely that sulfate aerosols have also
been an important component of the martian atmosphere [9]. Thus mixtures of ice, dust, and sulfate
aerosols are likely to have been common on the martian surface. The major question at hand is therefore, how prevalent is this process on Mars compared to more Earth-like evaporite processes?
The variation in orbital obliquity on Mars
through history requires that at certain periods of
high orbital obliquity the polar regions received
greater solar insolation than the equatorial regions
[12]. This high orbital obliquity would almost certainly result in the movement of ice away from the
modern poles to lower latitude regions [13]. This
process could set in motion substantial sedimentary
processes that would result in reworking and deposition of materials in the polar region.
The martian polar regions contain polar layered
deposits which have been suggested to record the
last 900,000 years of obliquity variations [14]. The
basal unit (BU) that lies stratigraphically below the
modern north polar layered deposits has been suggested to be a paleo-polar deposit and thus the sublimation lag of a layered ice deposit [3]. This provides a direct analog to what should be left behind
by ancient equatorial ice deposits.
The basal unit is finely layered with alternating
light and dark bands that contain undulating textures that resemble cross -bedding [15]. Dark duneforming material mantles the base of BU scarps and
may contain sulfate minerals [16]. The BU is speculated to be the source of material supplying the
Olympia Undae dune field and thus may be the
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source of sulfate minerals identified in this region
[16, 17]. Numerous fans of material also lie at the
base of BU scarps often displaying sinuous features with positive topography that have been interpreted to represent debris flows due to mass
wasting [15].
The chemical composition of sulfates in the
north polar region has been shown to predominately Ca-rich, unlike elsewhere on Mars where Fe, Mgrich sulfates are more abundant. We suggest that
this could be due to micro-wetting events occurring
either seasonally or during obliquity variations similar to the environments modeled by Los iak et al.
[18].
These results challenge the paradigm that chemical weathering rates decrease exponentially, perhaps to the point of inconsequence, at low temperatures. We show that, under acidic conditions, low
temperatures exponentially increase the rate of
chemical weathering until the temperature is below
the eutectic temperature. While these results only
address the scope of olivine weathering by sulfuric
acid, this system is clearly relevant to low-T acidic
weathering of fine-grained mafic material on Mars.
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ATMOSPHERIC CO2 SUPERSATURATION OBSERVED IN THE MARTIAN POLAR NIGHTS. K. Noguchi1, T. Kuroda2 and H. Hayashi3, 1Nara Women’s University (Kita-uoya Nishi-machi, Nara 630-8506, Japan),
2
National Institute of Information and Communications Technology (4-2-1, Nukui-Kitamachi, Koganei, Tokyo 184-8795,
Japan), 3Fujitsu FIP (2-1, Shibaura 1-chome,Minato-ku, Tokyo 105-8668, Japan).
Introduction: In the Martian atmosphere, the main
component is carbon dioxide (CO2). Since the air temperature often falls below the condensation temperature
of CO2 in the polar night regions on Mars, it is supposed that the supersaturation and/or condensation of
CO2 can occur in the atmosphere.
Radio occultation (RO) measurements, which can
derive vertical profiles of temperature and pressure of
the planetary atmospheres, have been conducted to
measure the Martian atmosphere by several Martian
explorers in the past. The RO measurements by Mars
Global Surveyor (MGS) [2] provided more than
20,000 profiles of temperature and pressure on Mars
during 1998-2007 and those data are suitable for the
studies of atmospheric thermal structures including
CO2 supersaturation in the atmosphere.
The present study shows the spatio-temporal distribution of the occurrence of CO2 supersaturation in the
Martian atmosphere by using the MGS RO data. We
focus on the polar nights regions at the northern high
latitudes (60-80N), where enough profiles of temperature and pressure of the MGS RO data are available.
We also compare the MGS RO results with numerical
simulation results.
Data: The MGS RO data includes altitude, temperature, pressure and air number density and are provided at the website of the Planetary Data System,
NASA. For comparison, we utilized simulation results
from the numerical models, Martian Climate Database
(MCD) [3] and Dynamics, RAdiation, MAterial
Transport and their mutual InteraCtions (DRAMATIC)
[4].
Results: CO2 supersaturation appears more frequently at longitudes 90-180E and 270-360E than at
other longitude domains around 100 Pa (Figure 1a).
The longitudinal sections where CO2 supersaturation
frequently occurs overlap with zonal temperature minima with wave number 2. The results from the numerical model (DRAMATIC) are consistent with the observations and suggest the more occurrence of CO2 supersaturation at the lower pressure level (above 100 Pa)
(Figure 1b).
References: [1] Kieﬀer, H. H. et al., (1977) JGR,
82(28), 4249–4291. [2] Hinson, D. P. et al. (1999)
JGR, 104(E11), 26,997–27,012. [3] Millour, E. et al.,
(2012) European Planetary Science Congress, Abstract Vol. 7, EPSC2012-302. [4] Kuroda, T. et al.,
(2005) J. Meteorol. Soc. Japan, 83(1), 1–19.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) CO2 supersaturation occurrence (black
circles) with zonal deviation of temperature observed
by MGS RO measurements for (Ls=300-330, 60-70N).
The size of circles indicates the degree of supersaturation. (b) Averaged degree of CO2 supersaturation simulated by the DRAMATIC model (Ls=300-330,
69.213N).
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SHORELINE FEATURES AT THE DRAINED SYLVENSTEIN LAKE, GERMANY, WITH
APPLICATION TO MARS. J. W. Nußbaumer1 1Johannes Gutenberg University, Mainz, Germany.
Introduction: I investigate the surface morphology
of a study area in upper bavaria, Germany, which is
characterized by a variety of landforms that may
resemble those of martian shoreline landscapes (Fig. 25). The Mars ocean hypothesis states that nearly a third
of the surface of Mars was covered by an ocean of
liquid water early in the planet’s geologic history[1][2].
This primordial ocean, dubbed Paleo-Ocean and
Oceanus Borealis [3], would have filled the Vastitas
Borealis basin in the northern hemisphere, a region
which lies 4–5 km (2.5–3 miles) below the mean
planetary elevation, at a time period of approximately
4.1–3.8 billion years ago. Evidence for this ocean
includes geographic features resembling ancient
shorelines, and the chemical properties of the Martian
soil and atmosphere [4]. Early Mars would have
required a denser atmosphere and warmer climate to
allow liquid water to remain at the surface. The
hypothesis of an ancient (Hesperian) ocean within the
northern plains of Mars is one of the most debated
issues of the martian geology (e.g., [5] [6] [7] [8] [9]
[10]). Such a reservoir in Vastitas Borealis could
potentially represent a remnant of a more extensive
standing body of water (an ocean) that possibly existed
within the northern plains of Mars (e.g., [11] [12]). For
how long this body of water was in the liquid form is
still unknown. New evidence for a vast northern ocean
was published in May 2016. A large team of scientists
described how some of the surface in Ismenius Lacus
quadrangle was altered by two Tsunamis. The
Tsunamis were caused by asteroids striking the ocean.
Both were thought to have been strong enough to
create 30 Km diameter craters. The first Tsunami
picked up and carried boulders the size of cars or small
houses. The backwash from the wave formed channels
by rearranging the boulders.
The Sylvenstein lake: Sylvenstein Dam (Fig. 1) is
an earthen embankment dam in the Isar valley, in the
alpine part of Upper Bavaria, Germany which
impounds the Sylvenstein Reservoir (German:
Sylvensteinspeicher). Several hydropower plants were
built in the tributary of the upper Isar river in the
1920s, for example at the Achensee and Lake Walchen
Power Plant. Therefore, the river ran nearly dry during
the dry season. This mainly affected the town of Bad
Tölz. A reservoir was established to ensure a minimum
level of water in the river. During the dry season a
volumetric flow of 4 cubic metres per second is
released to prevent the Isar from running dry.

Additionally, the reservoir provides flood control for
the Isar river between Bad Tölz and Munich.

Fig. 1: Image of the Sylvenstein lake

Fig. 2: Image of a shoreline at Sylvenstein lake
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2010. Lakes on Mars. Elsevier. NY. [2] Rodriguez, A.
et al. (2015) Nature. [3] Baker, V.et al. (1991) Nature,
352, 589-594. [4] Villanueva, G. et al. (2015) Science.
[5] Parker, T. et al. (1989) Icarus 82, 111–145. [6]
Parker, T.et al. (1993) JGR 98, 11061–11078. [7]
Clifford, S.M., Parker, T.J., (2001) Icarus 154, 40–79.
[8] Carr, M.H., Head, J.W. (2003). JGR 108, 5042.
[9] Tanaka, K. et al. (2003) JGR 108, 8043. [10]
Tanaka, K.et al. (2005) Geologic map of the Northern
Plains of Mars. USGS Map. p. 2888. [11] Baker, V. et
al. 1991. Nature 352, 589–594. [12] Boyce, J. et al.
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Fig. 3: Image of a shoreline at Sylvenstein lake

Fig. 4: Image of a shoreline at Sylvenstein lake

Fig. 5: Image of a ripple features at Sylvenstein lake
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UPSTREAM MATERIAL ACCUMULATION AND MEANDERING ON PRESENT DAY GULLY
EVOLUTION. K. Pasquon1, J. Gargani1, M. Massé2, S.J. Conway2, M. Vincendon3, and A. Séjourné1 1GEOPS,
Univ. Paris-Sud, CNRS, University Paris-Saclay, rue du Belvédère, Bat. 504-509, 91405 Orsay, France
(kelly.pasquon@u-psud.fr, julien.gargani@u-psud.fr, antoine.sejourne@u-psud.fr). 2LPGN, University of Nantes
UMR-CNRS 6112, 2 rue de la Houssinière, 44322 Nantes, France (marion.masse@univ-nantes.fr,
susan.conway@univ-nantes.fr). 3IAS, Univ. Paris-Sud, CNRS, University Paris-Saclay, rue Jean-Dominique
Cassini, 91440 Bures-sur-Yvette (mathieu.vincendon@u-psud.fr).

Introduction: Since their first observation by Malin
and Edgett (2000) [1] martian gullies have been
abundantly studied, but their formation mechanism is
still under debate [e.g. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Gullies are
generally composed of an alcove, a channel and an
apron [1, 7] and some of them are active today [8, 11].
They present sometimes sinuosities and infrequently
meanders. Meanders are an intringuing morphology on
Mars because they are known to involve liquid water
on Earth. Here we describe the present day evolution
of a meandering gully on Mars, located on the sand
dune of the Matara crater (49.5°S; 34.7°E) (Fig. 1).
The aim of this study is to answer two main questions:
i)
How sand material accumulation in the
alcove influence the meandering gully
evolution?
ii)
What process can explain the present day
formation of meanders?
Method: This study was performed using:
1) HiRISE images at 25-30 cm/pixel: We
performed our survey of meandering gully by
inspecting all the HiRISE images available.
Morphological differences between images were
identified by manually georeferencing the images
locally.
2) 1 m/pixel HiRISE elevation data (DTM): Slope
measurements and cross sections were performed on
the active areas of the gully and over the surface of
major interest.
3) Temperature model: We performed a 1D model
(GCM) to estimate the temperatures on the dune
surface at a 0.5h step.
Observations: The meandering gully is
composed of an alcove, a channel, and an apron. It is
2700 meters long and is extremely active during the
last 4 martian years. This gully is observed on a
moderate mean slope (~13°), on a dune oriented
towards the east. Each year, we observed material
transport from the alcove to the apron (Fig. 1). Three
main morphological changes are observables:

Fig. 1: A) Matara crater dune fields. B) and C) Detailed view of
the Est part of the dune fields. D) The gully studied (HiRISE image:
PSP_006648_1300 Ls 8.8°).

i) a sand accumulation can be observed in the
alcove. Slope process oriented toward NNE transport
non negligible amount of sand material. During the last
4 martian years, the total amount of material
transported is more than 13 000 m2. This activity
seems not seasonal.
ii) a mass transport deposits trigger seasonally
the growth of meanders, the extension of the channel,
and the elongation of the apron (Fig. 2). Over one
martian year the debris apron elongated by almost 150
meters from an initial size of 900 meters. The activity
of the mass transport deposits occurs each year during
winter between Ls 117.6° and Ls 180.8°. Mass
transport deposits are observed when surface
temperatures oscillate between 165K and 238K (Fig.
3). During this period of time CO₂ frost is still present
and seems to just begin to defrost.
iii) linear gullies and isolated pits creation
appear at the end of winter and in the beginning of
spring, between Ls 176.4° and Ls 199.8°. Linear
gullies and pits are visible when temperatures range
between 215K and 258K (Fig. 3). These activities can
be observed when the seasonal defrosting is coming to
an end.
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Fig. 2. Mass transport deposits activities. A) B) Digging and filling
of channel at the bottom of the alcove (ESP_037965_1300 Ls 188.6°
and ESP_028972_1300 Ls 180.8°). C) D) Digging of meanders on
the channel (ESP_006648_1300 Ls 8.8° and ESP_037965_1300 Ls
188.6°). E) F) Elongation of the apron (ESP_034009_1300 Ls 41.8°
and ESP_037411_1300 Ls 164.5°).
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with fluid processes, and 3) a white halo that can be
observed around the apron.
Seasonal deposits on the studied gully are composed of
CO2 and water [9]. The temperature is too low when
the mass transport deposits occurred to argue for liquid
water. At the opposite, gully activity occurred every
year when CO₂ begin to defrost. CO₂ as an agent of
topographic change has been suggested by recent
laboratory experiments which showed that small
amounts of CO2 frost deposited into a granular
medium can cause granular flows on slopes >13° under
terrestrial gravity [10]. However, it is not known how
CO2 sublimation could create meanders in the channel.
Complex processes could perhaps explain this
phenomenon.
Linear gully and pits are observed later and could be
related to CO2 gas activity but also to a process
involving the presence of brine [11].
Conclusion:
The present day evolution of this spectacular
meandering gully is formed following three different
phases: 1) Sand material accumulation (not seasonal)
occurred on the alcove. 2) Seasonal frost deposits,
composed of CO2 and water, can be observed on pole
facing slopes in autumn and winter. 3) Sudden
defrosting of seasonal deposits during the middle of
winter triggers the sand transport. CO2 gas is the best
candidate to explain the present day creation and
development of meanders on Mars as well as the
significant sand material deposit on the debris apron.

Fig. 3. Modeled surface temperatures on the Matara dune fields
(49.5S; 34.7E) for pole facing slopes of 13° with a time step of ½
hour during one martian year.

Discussion:
Solid material accumulation in the alcove and
gullies evolution:
The meandering gully activity can be separated in 3
main phases: 1) Sand material is accumulated in the
alcove on the equator facing slope all along the year
(not seasonally), 2) Seasonal frost is deposited on pole
facing slopes in autumn and winter, 3) Sudden
defrosting of seasonal deposits occurred after midwinter and triggered the transport of material toward
the debris apron as well as the development of
meanders.
Present day formation of meanders:
Several processes seems to disagree with a purely dry
mechanism: 1) The slope of the gully is too low (16° in
the upper part of the meandering gully; mean slope of
13°) and smaller than the sand friction angle, 2) the
presence of meanders that is known to be associated

References:
[1] Malin M.C. and Edgett, K.S. (2000) Sciences, 288,
2330-2335. [2] Costard F. et al. (2002) Science 295,
110-113. [3] Treiman A.H. (2003) J. Geophys. Res.
Planets, 108, (E4), 8031. [4] Heldmann J.L. and
Mellon M.T. (2005) J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 110,
(E5), 004. [5] Hugenholtz C.H. et al. (2008) Icarus
197, 65-72. [6] Cedillo-Flores Y. et al. (2011)
Geophys. Res. Lett. 38, L21202. [7] Harrison, N.H., et
al. (2015) Icarus, 252, 236-254. [8] Diniega S. et al.
(2010) Geology, 38, 1047-1050. [9] Vincendon M.
(2015) J. Geophys. Res. Planets, 120 (11). [10]
Sylvester M.E. et al. (2016) Lunar Planet. Sci. 46
Abstract 2667. [11] Pasquon K. et al. (2016) Icarus
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NEW CONSTRAINTS ON MID-LATITUDE GLACIER DEBRIS LAYER COMPOSITION FROM SHARAD
AND HIRISE E. I. Petersen1 , J. W. Holt1 , J. S. Levy1 , T. A. Goudge2 , and E. A. McKinnon3 1 Institute for Geophysics,
University of Texas at Austin, Austin TX (eric petersen@utexas.edu),2 Jackson School of Geosciences, University of
Texas at Austin, 3 Bureau of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin
Introduction: Features thought to be debris-covered
glaciers (DCG) are abundant in the northern and southern mid-latitudes of Mars [1]. Many DCG exhibit basal
reflectors in MRO Shallow Radar (SHARAD) sounding
data, consistent with a composition of nearly pure water
ice under a debris cover no thicker than 10 m [2,3].
Not all DCG exhibit basal reflectors. In the dichotomy boundary region of Deuteronilus Mensae some
DCG exhibit weak, fading reflectors (Site C, Fig. 1) or
no reflectors at all (Site D, Fig. 1).
Varied radar properties may be the result of differing
bulk compositions, differing physical properties of the
surface debris layer, or differing properties of the basal
interface. In this work, which focuses on 5 DCG complexes in Deuteronilus Mensae (2 each with SHARAD
detections and nondetections), we show that surface morphologies attributable to glacial and periglacial processes
may play a strong role, while there is little evidence for
the role of varied internal characteristics.
Methods: SHARAD Reflection Strength: We extracted SHARAD reflection amplitudes for observed
subsurface reflections. These amplitudes are normalized to the surface return and fit to a linear regression
as a function of the thickness of the glacial deposit to
parametrize the attenuation of the radar signal through
the DCG interior, as well as compare surface to subsurface reflection strength. If there are significant differences in DCG internal composition, this will be reflected
in our empirical treatment of attenuation.
HiRISE Geomorphology: We examined surface geomorphology at the tens to hundred meter scale using 3-4
HiRISE images over each site. Surfaces were characterized into 3 broad categories and 8 subcategories based
upon general appearance, surface roughness, and hypothesized formation mechanism. These include brain terrain, polygons, and other.
Brain terrain exhibits high roughness at the tens of
meters scale. This scale is relevant to SHARAD as it produces incoherent summation losses. Brain terrain is hypothesized to form via infilling of extensional or thermal
cracking in an icy substrate with overlying sediments,
followed by ice table lowering [5].
Thermal contraction-crack polygons [6] are very
smooth at the scale relevant to SHARAD and may serve
to mask or smooth out underlying and neighboring morphologies.
HiRISE DTM Surface Roughness: HiRISE stereo observations are currently available for Sites A, C, and D.
We produced DTMs for these using the Ames Stereo

Figure 1: MOLA-derived map of Deuteronilus Mensae
with confirmed detections and non-detections of LDA
basal reflectors mapped. Selected LDA, designated Sites
A, B, C, D, and E, are highlighted in orange boxes.
Pipeline [7,8], giving reliable results for the topography
of features on the tens of meters scale. Roughness height
deviation is produced by subtracting the mean elevation
in a surrounding 50 meter wide square cell from each
DTM pixel.
We then used the roughness height values to calculate
the expected transmission losses in a subsurface return as
it passes through the surface, following the methods of
[9]:
4πσh √
(  − 1)
λ
σφ2
2
ρ = e−σφ I02 ( )
2

σφ =

Where σφ is the rms phase delay in the SHARAD signal calculated from the roughness height σh , SHARAD
wavelength λ (15 m), and the dielectric constant of the
debris layer . The signal loss ρ is then calculated from
σφ using the zeroth-order Bessel function of the first
kind, I0 .
Results: SHARAD Reflection Amplitudes: Typical
values for strong, shallow basal reflections and surface
reflections from DCG are -25 to -30 dB. SHARAD’s
SNR performance is nominally -50 dB relative to a specular reflection from a  = 3 surface [11], and in practice
is roughly -40 to -45 dB. Observed SHARAD reflections
on DCG are thus roughly 10-30 dB above SNR. Attenuation values calculated at each of Sites A (-25 dB/km),
B (11 dB/km), C (-16 dB/km), and E (-27 dB/km) were
roughly similar to values found by [2,3] (-9-18 dB/km),
notably with the inclusion of Site C. Site C is an anomalously thick DCG deposit, exhibiting SHARAD reflections of comparable amplitude to the other sites fading
out to SNR at a depth of 1.2 km. Site D exhibits no reflectors and thus is not included in this analysis.
HiRISE Geomorphology: Geomorphic characteriza-
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Figure 3: (A) Roughness heights and (B) subsequent
SHARAD signal loss as a function of dielectric constant
calculated from HiRISE DTMs on Sites A, C, and D.
The black dashed line in (B) corresponds to the
dielectric constant expected for a debris layer composed
of basalt clasts with 30% porosity (see text).

Figure 2: Roughness derived on fields of brain terrain in
HiRISE DTMs produced for Sites A, C, and D.
Hillshades display the faithfulness of the DTMs to
observed topography, with lighting from the NW. All
images are at the same scale.
tion revealed the following: Site A is dominated by brain
terrain and altered by ejecta from a nearby synglacial
crater, Site B is dominated by polygonal mantle deposits,
Site C is dominated by brain terrain arranged in flow lineations, Site D is dominated by linear brain terrain, flow
lineations and deflated troughs, and Site E is dominated
by polygons punctuated by large fields of brain terrain.
All of the sites exhibited brain terrain. The percentage of DCG surface area covered by brain terrain correlated poorly with radar results. In most cases brain terrain was randomly oriented, with the exception of Site
D. At Site D brain terrain is typically linearly oriented
sub-orthogonal to inferred glacial flow directions, and
exhibits larger scales of roughness.
HiRISE DTM Roughness: Roughness values calculated for the HiRISE DTMs were similar between Sites
A and C, with 7.4% of the surface at roughness values of
>2 m. The DTM at Site D was much rougher, with 35%
of the surface at roughness values of >2 m.
Theoretical transmission losses can thus be quite significant for SHARAD (Fig. 3B) at Site D. If we assume
a debris layer formed of basaltic clasts ( = 9) with a
porosity of 30%, we can estimate the effective dielectric
constant to be  = 5.7 from the Maxwell-Garnett mixing
formula [10]. Transmission losses for this value are cal-

culated at 40 dB for Site D, while Sites A and C exhibit
modest losses at 8-10 dB.
Discussion: The presence and extent of brain terrain
on DCG surfaces does not correlate with SHARAD performance, which would seem to indicate that it is not a
primary control. However, differences in brain terrain
butte heights play a much stronger role than extent.
At Site C, signal loss is achieved at depth through attenuation typical of pure DCG ice, similar to other sites.
At Site D, higher roughness brain terrain induces more
significant signal losses, providing an additional -30 dB
signal loss over other sites at an assumed debris layer
dielectric constant of  ≥ 5.5. The higher roughness
brain terrain at Site D, along with its orientation suborthogonal to flow, may be the result of ice crevassing
dominating over thermal contraction-cracking in seeding brain terrain formation. This provides us insight into
varying conditions in the ancient flow state and debris
layer emplacement of DCGs.
These findings support the hypothesis that all study
site DCG are composed of pure ice overlain by a debris
layer composed of bedrock clasts, and that debris layer
properties as well as DCG thickness are responsible for
varied radar properties.
References: [1] Levy, J., et al., 2014, JGR: Planets, 119(10), [2] Holt, J., et al. (2008), Science, 322,
1235-1238. [3] Plaut, J., et al. (2009), GRL, 36(2). [4]
Parsons, R., et al. (2011), Icarus, 214(1), 246-257. [5]
Levy, J., et al. (2009), Icarus, 202(2), 462-476. [6] Head,
J., et al. (2003), Nature, 426(6968), 797-802. [7] Broxton, M., L. Edwards (2008), LPSC 39, 2419, [8] Moratto,
Z., et al. (2010), LPSC 41, 2364. [9] Schroeder, D., et
al. (2016), Geophysics, 81(1). [10] Maxwell-Garnett, J.
(1904), Philos. Trans. R. Soc. London, 203(385), [11]
Nunes and Phillips (2006), JGR, 111(E6).
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SEASONAL EVOLUTION AND ENERGY BUDGET OF THE SOUTH RESIDUAL POLAR CAP OF
MARS FROM CRISM AND HIRISE OBSERVATIONS
C. Pilorget1, S. Douté2, M. Vincendon1, 1Institut d’Astrophysique Spatiale, Campus d’Orsay Bat 121, 91400 Orsay
France, 2Institut de Planétologie et d’Astrophysique de Grenoble, F-38041 Grenoble cedex 9, France.
cedric.pilorget@ias.u-psud.fr

Introduction: The evolution of the CO2 reservoirs is
one of the key aspects to decipher the martian climate
changes. On Mars, during winter, up to 30 % of the
atmosphere (composed of 95 % of CO2) condenses at
the surface to form seasonal polar caps, which completely sublime in spring, except in the South where a
residual cap, a few meters thick, persists during summer.
The evolution of the CO2 icy surface is directly
linked to its radiative properties : solar albedo and
thermal emissivity. In particular, the albedo of the CO2
ice has been shown to increase during spring as the
insolation increases [e.g. 1]. Different mechanisms
could potentielly explain this behavior : ice cracking
due to thermal stress, water ice deposition, dust
transport at the surface, aerosol variations in the atmosphere, etc. Photometric effects could also possibly
affect the albedo retrieval since it is generally derived
from nadir acquisitions (lambert albedo).
Here we use both HiRISE/MRO high resolution
images and CRISM/MRO VIS-NIR multi-angular hyperspectral data from the South residual cap to investigate this behavior and determine its energy budget
through the retrieval of the directional-hemispheric
surface ice albedo, i.e. the actual fraction of solar energy that is reflected by the ice.
Methods: HiRISE images of 6 different regions of
the South residual polar cap have been acquired over
MY32, covering the spring and summer seasons. Data
acquired over the previous years also allow comparison
of the overall morphology of the surface over several
years. These images have a spatial resolution of
~25cm, thus allowing to detect potential cracks in the
ice. Images from the RED channel were also corrected
from the atmospheric aerosol contribution by using [2]
method in order to determine the nadir reflectance factor of the icy surface at local/regional scale.
CRISM multi-angular hyperspectral data of the
same regions (acquired over several years) were corrected from the aerosol contribution (mineral dust and
H2O ice) by using the Mars-ReCO approach [3,4]. This
method uses the multi-angular nature of the data (11
different viewing geometries) to perform the joint
characterization of both the aerosol contribution and
the bidirectional reflectance distribution function
(BRDF) over the CRISM spectral range (0.4-3.9 µm).

In particular, it does not assume a lambertian behavior
of the surface.
Results: After correction of the aerosol contribution, both HiRISE and CRISM data exhibit a continuous increase of the nadir reflectance factor until
~Ls270, followed by a decrease during the summer
season. This trend is not restricted to certain areas or
morphologies and is observed in all investigated regions so far (6 regions with HiRISE and 2 with
CRISM) at both local and regional scale.

Fig.1 Conjoint temporal evolution of the atmospheric
optical depth at 1000 nm and the surface directionalhemispheric albedo at 750 nm over an area located at 85.4° lat, 319.6° long (MY29).
Over spring and summer seasons, surface ice exhibits a photometric behavior rather close from lambertian, with forward and backward scattering lobes relative
weight depending on the area. In particular the various
classes of spectro-photometric behavior that are observed appear to be linked to the composition, grain
micro-texture, and surface roughness of polar materials. The directional-hemispheric albedo calculated at
750 nm is typically 10-15% higher than the reflectance
factor measured at nadir and exhibits similar seasonal
behavior which shows that photometric effects are not
controlling the evolution observed at nadir (Fig.1).
In the meantime no ice cracking can be observed in
HiRISE images before ~Ls270. After that, a few
cracks, a few tens of meters long typically, appear lo-
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cally (Fig. 2) and could be linked to thermal stress.
CRISM spectra do not show water ice contamination
that is correlated with the albedo increase.

Fig.2 Temporal evolution of the ice surface morphology over an area located at -86.3° lat, 0.5° long. Cracks
a few tens of meters long appear in early summer as
shown in red.
Conclusion: A retrieval of the directionalhemispheric albedo of CO2 icy surface of Mars, corrected from the aerosol contribution, has been made
here for the first time. Important constrains on the surface physical properties, morphology and composition
temporal evolution of the residual cap have also been
obtained through HiRISE and CRISM data. In particular our results suggest that most of the processes mentioned in the introduction (ice cracking, water ice deposition, aerosol content variations in the atmosphere)
are not the main contributors to the observed evolution
of the albedo of the residual cap. Ice cracking could
however occur at small scale and not be observable by
HiRISE. Other hypotheses like surface dust transport
and the possibility to have an heterogeneous CO2 ice
layer condensing/subliming will be tested in the future.
References: [1] Paige and Ingersoll 1985, Science
228 1160-1168 ; [2] Vincendon et al. 2008, Icarus 196
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[4] Douté and Ceamanos 2015, IGARSS 2015 1-4.
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WIDESPREAD LOW-LATITUDE DIURNAL CO2 FROST ON MARS. S. Piqueux1*, A. Kleinböhl1, P. O. Hayne1,
N. G. Heavens2, D. M. Kass1, D. J. McCleese1, J. T. Schofield1, J. H. Shirley1, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology, USA, 2Department of Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Hampton University, *Sylvain.Piqueux@jpl.nasa.gov

Introduction: We use Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter Mars Climate Sounder (MCS) atmosphericallycorrected surface observations to map and characterize
the distribution of nighttime temperatures consistent
with the occurrence of CO2 frost on Mars. We show
that low-latitude nighttime CO2 frost on Mars is widespread, and we discuss potential implications for the
physical nature of the surface layer.
Results: MCS atmospherically corrected nighttime
surface temperatures [1] at 32µm consistent with the
presence of diurnal CO2 frost are detected on nearly all
dusty, bright, low thermal inertia terrains (Fig. 1).
Thus ~60% of the Martian surface experiences surface
frost at some point during the Mars Year –MY–
(~95% of all terrains with thermal inertias < 100 J m-2
K-1 s-1/2). Nighttime surface temperatures consistent
with CO2 frost are observed seasonally (Fig. 2) at nearly all latitudes, except between 20°S and 40°S where
no low thermal inertia units exists. The seasonal distribution of CO2 frost is controlled by latitude, elevation,
and presence of water ice clouds in addition to the surface thermophysical properties. Lesser factors are the
seasonal pressure cycle, dust loading, and insolation
variations linked to Mars’ orbital eccentricity (Fig. 3).
Energy and mass balance modeling indicate that the
equivalent CO2 ice thickness can reach up to a few
hundreds of microns at sunrise, but is most often much
thinner depending on location and season. Models predict typical survival times of less than one hour after
sunrise, making this frost a difficult target for reflected
light instruments. Such low amounts of frost account
for <<0.1 % of the atmospheric mass on the surface at
any time, and are not anticipated to influence the local/global pressure cycle.
Discussion: This recurring condensation and sublimation cycle may have a significant influence on the
thermophysical properties of the Martian surface and
the global climate. While virtually all dusty surfaces
receive frost at some point during the MY, the rest of
the Martian surface, where frost is not observed, is
characterized by indurated regolith with variable fractions of sand and rocks (Units B and C in [2]), as confirmed by landers and rovers traverses (e.g, [3,4,5]).
The medium/high thermal inertia of these indurated units indicates that regolith particles are able to develop and maintain infinitesimal amounts of cement
[6] of unknown composition [7], offering a continuous

Fig. 1: A: Surface layer thermal inertia [2] versus frequency
of CO2 frost presence over one MY at 3AM (as observed by
MCS, B) and at sunrise (modeled, C). High frequencies (yellow) indicate that CO2 ice is present at night over most of the
year, whereas blue signals regions where CO2 is rarely present. Regions where CO2 is never detected are not colorized
(TES albedo background).

medium for efficient heat conduction between grains,
resulting in increased thermal conductivity and inertia.
In contrast, regolith compaction and induration processes cannot be prevalent in the low thermal inertia
regions. We hypothesize that the recurring growth of
CO2 crystals on or within the top surface layer exclusively occurring in the dusty low thermal inertia regions at mid to low latitudes generates sufficient upper
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Mars. If the low latitude CO2 ice cycle described in
this abstract is indeed a key element maintaining dusty
regions, this self maintaining cycle might be fundamental to nurture a large surface reservoir of mobile
dust available for lifting in the atmosphere.
Acknowldegements: The figures and parts of the
text in this abstract originate from a manuscript submitted to JGR-Planets. Work at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory/California Institute of Technology was performed under a contract with NASA. Support form the
MCS/MRO project is acknowledged.

Fig. 2: Seasonal trends in retrieved surface temperatures near
the Equator in Arabia Terra (25-31°E, 3°S-3°N) at 3PM
(245-290K) and 3AM (145-180K). The blue curve shows
3AM-modeled temperatures assuming a thermal inertia of 40
Jm-2K-1s-1/2 (chosen to illustrate the lower bound trend), ignoring CO2 frost condensation. The black curve indicates the
theoretical local CO2 frost point temperature. A domain exists (40<Ls<150) where the coldest surface temperatures
deviate from the model prediction and remain close to the
local frost point, suggestive of a buffered surface temperature
at ~148K with an emissivity nearing 1.

regolith disruption to prevent induration and mechanical bonding of soil particles.
The relatively rapid sublimation after sunrise might
also result in surficial gardening of the very top regolith, maintaining high regolith porosity and further
preventing mechanical bonding of soil particles.
In addition, the deposition of surface CO2 may be a
trigger and enabler for various dynamic surface features observed in these regions. Slope streaks are currently forming on dusty surfaces and are found to be
ubiquitous in the areas where we have observed or
predicted formation of diurnal CO2 ice [8,9].
The morphological properties of slope streaks in
dusty terrains pose a challenge to modelers in order to
explain their length given the shallow slopes where
they occur. The longer-than-predicted size of slope
streaks on shallow Martian slopes and their preferential
occurrence on South facing slopes may suggest that the
necessary fluidization of the avalanching material [10]
could be enabled by subliming CO2 ice after sunrise.
While a quantitative validation of this hypothesis is
beyond the scope of this work, [11] confirms that regolith fluidization enabled by subliming surface CO2 ice
is a viable scenario to explain slope movement on

Fig. 3: Latitudinal distribution of CO2 frost (black dots) versus season using data acquired by MCS between MY28 (Ls
110°) and MY 32 (Ls 160°). Diurnal condensation and sublimation of CO2 frost on the caps or their margins are not
discussed in this abstract. Color background is the relative
noon insolation at the top of the atmosphere.
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DEEP STRUCTURE OF THE POLAR PLATEAUS OF MARS FROM MARSIS RADAR SOUNDING.
J.J. Plaut, Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109,
plaut@jpl.nasa.gov
Introduction: The polar regions of Mars are dominated by thick accumulations of deposits of volatiles
and other material that comprise the plateaus known as
Planum Boreum (north) and Planum Australe (south).
The radar sounders MARSIS (Mars Advanced Radar
for Subsurface and Ionospheric Sounding) and
SHARAD (Shallow Radar) are powerful tools for
probing the interiors of the polar plateaus. The polar
deposits are very amenable to penetration of the radar
signals of these sounders. In the case of MARSIS,
which operates at long wavelengths (frequencies between 1.3 MHz and 5.5 MHz), reflections are obtained
from the base of the polar deposits in a large majority
of areas of the polar deposits. In this paper, MARSIS
data processed with a comprehensive ionospheric and
geometric correction method are utilized to give a
complete and detailed view of the deep structure of
both polar plateaus, providing new insights into the
early history of the development of the polar deposits.
Background: Initial studies of the polar plateaus
using MARSIS data showed that: the wave speed and
low loss of the radar signal through kilometers of material were consistent with a composition of nearly
pure water ice [1, 2]; and the total volume of H2O contained in the deposits was approximately 10-12 m
global equivalent layer (GEL) in the south [2] and 8-10
m GEL in the north [3]. Selvans et al. [3] separately
mapped and measured the volume of the finely layered
upper unit of the Planum Boreum (north polar layered
deposits, NPLD) and the lower so-called basal unit
(BU). These units can be distinguished in MARSIS
data by their different scattering characteristics (see
figure). The NPLD show several bright layered reflectors in the upper ~0.5 km, followed by a zone of relatively low returns and muted layering. A distinct upper
contact of the basal unit is observed, below which appears a generally diffuse brightly scattering unit that
continues to the basal reflector, presumably the contact
with the underlying Vastitas Borealis bedrock unit.
Data processing: The operating frequencies of
MARSIS were selected to optimize penetration into the
subsurface, as lower frequencies generally sound deeper than higher frequencies. A challenge to operating
and processing MARSIS data arises when the plasma
frequency of the ionosphere is comparable to the radar
frequency [4]. The ionosphere induces several distorting effects on the radar signals, which are manifest
as smearing and delaying the returned echoes in the
resulting radargram. These effects can be corrected in
ground processing. Using the formulation of [4], a new

implementation of the MARSIS processing has been
developed, which focuses the radar returns and places
them in their proper geometric position [5]. In addition, radargrams are produced that automatically compensate for the change in wave velocity in the subsurface medium, under an assumption of the real part of
the dielectric constant. The resulting radargrams represent the true geometry of the subsurface, in terms of
depth of the reflectors. Interpretation of the subsurface
signatures can be much more easily conducted than
with prior products.
Interpretation of radargrams: Depth corrected
radargrams of the north and south polar plateaus are
shown in the figure (next page). In Planum Boreum,
the depth correction using a wave velocity expected for
pure water ice (real dielectric of 3.1) reprojects the
basal contact into a nearly flat, linear reflector. This
reflector is continuous and nearly straight beneath both
the Gemina Lingula lobe, which consists entirely of
NPLD, and the main lobe of Planum Boreum, which
has a considerable thickness of the BU. In the radargram shown, the flatness of the lower contact suggests
that the BU does not have a high enough fraction of
non-ice material to significantly slow the wave speed,
compared to pure water ice. Analysis of the geometry
of the basal reflector over many radargrams covering
the entire plateau can be used to further constrain the
impurity fraction of the BU. The geometric corrections
are applied to all frequencies obtained by MARSIS,
which can then be compared with one another and with
similarly processed 20 MHz data from SHARAD.
Several prominent subsurface interfaces show different
character, and even different positions, in radargrams
obtained at different frequencies. These variations can
be used to further constrain the mechanisms of radarinterface interactions, and the nature and origin of the
subsurface boundaries.
In Planum Australe, MARSIS penetrates the full
thickness of the south polar layered deposits (SPLD),
to a maximum thickness of 3.7 km [2]. A notable feature of the basal contact is its unusually reflective appearance in some areas. This indicates a very low loss
rate of the radar signals through the bulk of the plateau,
and raises the possibility of an unusually smooth interface or some exotic composition. Basal melting can
likely be ruled out, as the bright reflector often extends
nearly to the surface at the margins of the SPLD,
where the thermal conditions preclude the presence of
liquid even in the form of a depressed-freezing-point
brine. Lenses of buried CO2 ice have been identified in
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the SPLD using SHARAD data [6]. The newly processed MARSIS data can be used to search for occurrences of such deposits that are not evident in
SHARAD data due to their depth or wavelengthdependent scattering.
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MARSIS radargrams of Planum Boreum (top) and Planum Australe (bottom) with the groundtrack shown on MOLA
shaded relief topography below each. Data are depth corrected assuming a wave speed in ice below all surface reflections. Note the flat basal reflectors below both stacks of deposits.
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The Colour And Stereo Surface Imaging System (CaSSIS) on board Exomars TGO: expected performance and
new opportunities for the study of seasonal processes at high latitude. A. Pommerol1, N. Thomas1, V. Roloff1, L.
L. Tornabene2, C. Caudill2, L. Gambicorti1, V. DaDeppo3 R. Ziethe1, C. J. Hansen4, A. S. McEwen5, G. Cremonese6,
1
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Science & Exploration (CPSX) and Dept. of Earth Sciences, Western University, London, ON N6A 5B. 3CNR-INF
UOS Padova, Italy. 4Planetary Science Institute, St George, Utah, USA. 5Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, Tucson,
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Introduction: ESA’s Exomars Trace Gas Orbiter
lifted off from Baikonur on the 14th of March 2016 and
will be inserted into Mars orbit on the 19th of October
2016. The Colour And Stereo Surface Imaging System
(CaSSIS) is the high-resolution scientific imaging
system of this mission [1]. From the nominal orbit of
TGO, CaSSIS will take images of the surface of Mars at
a surface resolution of 4.6 m/pixel, with a swath width
of about 9 km, in four colors and in stereo. The
instrument was designed, assembled, tested and
calibrated at the University of Bern before being
integrated onto the spacecraft in November 2016. The
INAF-Astronomical Observatory of Padova in Italy and
Space Science Institute of Warsow in Polland provided
important hardware contributions to the instrument and
University of Arizona in the USA provides the selection
and planning tools for scientific observations.
The combination of the particular orbit of TGO and
some intrinsic features of the imaging system provide
new and interesting opportunities for observations of
high latitudes areas of Mars and the study of seasonal
and dynamical phenomena.
Exomars TGO orbit: Following aerobraking, the
nominal science phase orbit will be circular, with a
constant altitude of 400 km, a 2-hours orbital period and
an inclination of 74°. From this orbit, the poles of Mars
will not be observable by CaSSIS. However, highlatitude regions (≤ ±74°N) will receive an excellent
coverage with in particular the possibility to image a
given region at 74° latitude with a time resolution of one
day. Another interesting feature is that the orbit is not
sun-synchronous. Therefore, CaSSIS will have
opportunities to observe the surface at variable local
time, which is very important for the study of dynamical
seasonal phenomena over diurnal cycles.
CaSSIS color and stereo imaging strategy:
CaSSIS uses a push-frame approach for surface color
imaging. The detector is a 2048x2048 pixels CMOS
with 10µm pixel pitch. The surface image is produced
by acquiring a series of 2048 px wide and 280 px high
framelets that are then mosaicked. The frequency of
these acquisitions is synchronized with the ground-track
velocity to obtain a 5 to 10% overlap between
successive framelets. A filters strip assembly with four
different color filters is installed directly in front of the

detector so that the color image is built directly from
reading different parts of the detector illuminated
simultaneously.
Stereo acquisition is made possible by having the
telescope mounted on a rotation unit. The rotation axis
is tilted by 10° with respect to the line-of-sight. As a
result, the same region of the surface can be imaged two
times, from two positions on the orbit and with a
nominal stereo convergence angle of 22°. The
acquisition of such a stereo pair is quasi-simultaneous
with only about 30 seconds between the two images.
Laboratory testing and calibration: Despite a
tight schedule, the instrument was thoroughly tested and
calibrated in the lab prior to shipment for integration on
the spacecraft. Absolute calibration, relative spectral
response, bias and dark current, linearity, flat-field,
point spread function and focus, acquisition timing were
all studied and characterized. Some of these data were
used to produce the standard calibration products that
will be used throughout the mission. Other data were
used to validate a model for the signal and signal-tonoise budget of the instrument.

Figure 1: Signal and signal to noise ratio (SNR) calculated for
each of the four filters for a nominal integration time of 1.50 ms.
The case considered here is vertical sun incidence, and a typical
ice-free bright surface from the Northern hemisphere. This model
was verified pre-flight in the lab and partly in-flight during NearEarth-Commissioning and Mid-Cruise-Checkout.

As an example, Fig. 1 shows the signal expected in
each filter for an observation with vertical Sun
incidence over bright ice-free areas of the Northern
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hemisphere. The data confirm a high signal to noise
ratio (> 250) in the PAN filter that is used for stereo
reconstruction. SNR is high as well in the RED and NIR
filters. BLU shows a lower level of signal and therefore
a lower SNR (100) but is anticipated to show much
higher levels over icy areas. Signal and SNR decrease
as the incidence angle increases, but the overall high
SNR in PAN will allow imaging the surface at high
incidence as well with, for instance, a SNR of 100 for
observations at 80° of incidence. The other filters, BLU
in particular can be binned to increase the signal while
decreasing the spatial resolution.
In flight commissioning: CaSSIS was turned on for
the first time on the 7th of April 2016 and several images
of stars and starfields were acquired with different
exposure times (Fig. 2, left). The star images were used
in particular to check the focus of the instrument that
appears to be excellent once the instrument reaches
operational temperature with a width of the PSF of
about 1.2 to 1.4 pixels.
The first image of Mars was acquired on the 13th of
June 2016 with the nominal exposure time of 1.5 ms
(figure 2, right) as part of the mid-cruise checkout
commissioning activities. The image was acquired
through the NIR filter. Although the resolution is
limited by the large distance, the image is sharp,
confirming the good focus, and the signal level is as
expected from the model shown in Fig. 1. The signalto-noise ratio was verified as well by measuring the
variance of 5 successive images, resulting in an average
SNR of 150, as expected for an average of dark and
bright regions.

Figure 2: (left) image of a star acquired through the PAN filter
during Near-Earth commissioning. The star image was fitted with
a 2D Gaussian function. (right) First image of Mars acquired
through the NIR filter during mid-cruise-checkout.

Potential for studies of high-latitudes regions and
seasonal processes: The potential for original science
with CaSSIS related to these topics originates from the
combination of TGO’s unique orbit and the capabilities
of CaSSIS itself for imaging in four colors, with nearsimultaneous stereo acquisition and with high signal-tonoise. These capabilities will allow us to observe the
seasonal polar caps very early in Spring and witness the
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first steps of activity and defrosting. The capability to
image the surface at variable local time will also be
useful to study the diurnal cycle of frost
deposition/sublimation and features possibly associated
with transient liquid water. Acquiring stereo pairs
within a short time is crucial for high-latitude regions as
the changing conditions, in particular ice coverage make
the stereo reconstruction from images acquired at
different times (CTX and HiRISE images) more
challenging. We also have the interesting possibility
with CaSSIS to produce and compare DTMs produced
from stereo pairs acquired through different color
filters.

Figure 3: CRISM/CTX-based simulation of a CaSSIS IRB colour
observation (see [x,y)] using bands 4-2-1 in RGB of the Russell
Crater dune field located at 12.9°E, -57.25°N and at Ls ~157.7°.
The image was cropped to show the nominal full-swath width of
CaSSIS (~9.4 km across). NOTE: the length of a real CaSSIS
image would be much longer (possibly up to ~50 km) than what
can be shown by this simulation (i.e., limited to the size of the
CRISM footprint).

Fig. 3 shows an example of a simulated CaSSIS
Infrared-Red-Blue (IRB) image composite created by
deriving the CaSSIS colors from CRISM S-detector
data (39DF) and using a spectral pan-sharpening
algorithm to combine the colors with a CTX I/F image
[2,3]. This image shows the Russell crater dune field
during late southern winter (Ls ~157.7°), displaying
variability in color associated with seasonal frost (blue
arrows) and slopes bearing numerous dark spots (red
arrows) associated with the initiation of defrosting, and
thereby revealing the underlying darker dune deposits.
References: [1] Thomas N. et al. (2014) 8th International
Conference on Mars, abstract, #1067. [2] Tornabene L. L. et al.
(2016), LPSC XXXIII, Abstract #1402. [3] Tornabene L. L. et al.,
Space Sci. Rev., in prep.
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LABORATORY INVESTIGATIONS OF PHYSICAL STATE OF CO2 ICE ON MARS G. Portyankina1 ,
J. Merrison2 , J. J. Iversen2 , Z. Yoldi3 , C. J. Hansen4 , K.-M. Aye1 , and A. Pommeroll3 1 Laboratory
for Atmospheric and Space Physics, CU Boulder, 3665 Discovery Drive, Boulder, CO 80303, USA
(Ganna.Portyankina@lasp.colorado.edu;) 2 University of Aarhus, Denmark; 3 University of Bern, Switzerland;
4
Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, AZ, USA
Introduction: Remote sensing instruments provide trometer places behind one of them. During the test runs
wide range of observational data on present-day activ- quartz windows get easily covered by CO2 layer of the
ity related to CO2 ice throughout the Solar System. In same thickness as areas away from the windows. This alapplication to Martian polar regions, images from the lowed us to use the spectrometer for characterization of
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment (HiRISE), ice layer quality. The standard test run was conducted as
on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) show terrains follows: the Wind Tunnel chamber was evacuated, then
sculpted by the sublimation of dry ice [1]. However ac- the cooling plate cooled to a target temperature, and then
tual lab experiments to quantify the capability of escaping CO2 gas was introduced to the chamber. We investigated
CO2 gas to carve channels and gullies are lacking. Mars the ranges of temperatures and pressures similar to those
seasonal CO2 polar caps have long been understood to in Martian polar areas and observed the physical state of
control the pressure of its atmosphere and numerous mod- the created CO2 ice layer. We also have measured optical
els have been developed to gain insight into Mars climate properties of the ice layer.
evolution. Although models have matured, there is a severe paucity of laboratory data to verify and quantify the
veracity of this process. In the present shape the high- Results: The maximum thickness of the ice that we
est uncertainty in the analysis of remote sensing data and have achieved using above-mentioned set-up approached
in modeling efforts to understand Martian polar environ- 2 cm and this CO2 slab ice layer was transparent.
ment comes from the absence of reliable measurements of
Fig. 1 shows the phase diagram of CO2 with with
physical properties of CO2 ice.
different types of CO2 ice marked on it. We have obFew experiments have been performed on CO2 ice to served all these typed during the last three experimental
measure its optical, mechanical, and thermal properties. campaigns. Most importantly, we find that under condiMost experiments used millimeter-size samples. For ex- tions usual for martian polar areas in fall and winter, CO2
ample, visible and IR optical constants were measured on ice always deposits as a translucent slab. Under signifi1.6 mm thick samples [2]. Seiferlin et al. [3] have ex- cantly lower temperatures or in states away from equilibplored the thermal properties of porous CO2 . Measure- rium (for example, when CO2 gas input into the chamber
ments were made at vacuum conditions and, as expected, is fast and thus creates over-pressure) CO2 forms differgave very low values. Laboratory measurements of rhe- ent crystalline structures and is not transparent. However,
ological properties of CO2 ice showed that it had lowest even in those cases it still retains some level of transluviscosity among planetary icy analogs [4].
cency.
Models ordinary assume that CO2 either condenses
One of the factors that prevents CO2 ice to stay transdirectly from atmosphere as a slab ice or undergoes some parent is the thermal cracking of it. We were able to
sort of annealing process from snow precipitation [5, 6]. observe this process with the microscope multiple times.
Experimental investigations on the very basic question of The crack often appear because of temperature variations
what physical state of CO2 is the most common in Mar- in the cooling plate (due to not ideal thermal control) or
tian polar areas are absent. As a first step, we investi- when the ice is exposed to powerful light sources. The regate the physical conditions under which CO2 directly cent improvement of cooling mechanism allowed both nicondenses from martian-like CO2 -rich atmosphere in its trogen gas and liquid to circulate inside the cooling plate.
translucent form.
This significantly increased the time when CO2 layer was
stable and did not crack - i.e. from 30 sec before improveLaboratory experiments: We used Environmental ment to 7 min after. We also observed that visually the
Wind Tunnel of Aarhus University [7] in the framework cracks were disappearing in matter of 1 to 2 min.
of Trans-National Access opportunities within the EuroThe growth of CO2 ice layer in thickness is prevented
Planet Research Infrastructure to simulate CO2 ice con- by the warm CO2 atmosphere on top of it. The gas that
densation in the conditions similar to those expected in enters the chamber is warm and it is difficult to efficiently
the Martian polar areas. A small cooling plate (35 by cool it. This difficulty has partially to do with the large
50 cm, LN2-cooled) was manufactured exclusively for volume of the chamber in use. We made an attempt to cool
this project. We aimed for CO2 to condense onto this the atmosphere by using top-mounted large cooling plate,
plate directly from chamber’s atmosphere. The plate has however, this did not significantly influence ice deposition
through-puts covered with quartz windows and a spec- rates.
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Figure 1:
Phase diagram showing different physical
states of CO2 ice observed during the test runs. Martian
polar conditions fall into temperature range 140-160 K
and pressure 4-10 mb. CO2 exclusively formed highly
translucent ice layer under these condition. Solid black
line represents CO2 phase transition.

Discussion: To advance in the analysis of remotesensing data related to CO2 ice, the following CO2 ice
properties are essential and unfortunately lacking either
completely or partially: 1) optical properties of CO2 ice
in dependence of the grain size; 2) dependence of the
grain size of forming ice on the pressure and temperature
regime similar to martian conditions; 3) sublimation rates
of mixes of dust and ice depending on mixture proportion;
4) mechanical properties, namely yield stress and Youngs
modulus, of the slab CO2 ice and/or granular ice after sintering.
It is also important to mention here that the complete
idea of the translucent CO2 ice layer existing in the polar
areas of Mars so far has only indirect evidence. The spectroscopic observations do not provide a conclusive detection of the slab CO2 . In many cases they also vary depending on the instrument and method of data reduction
[8, 9]
In this work we did the first steps towards providing
experimental data for CO2 ice properties. These results
showed that CO2 ice is created in translucent slab form.
We have confirmed that it is feasible to create thick CO2
ice samples with high translucency. This will serve as a
starting point for future measurements of mechanical and
thermal properties of CO2 ice of different grain sizes, including but not limited to the slab form.
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Production of HRSC Base DTMs for Multi-Instrument Auto Coregistration and Orthorectification over the
Mars South Polar Region. Alfiah Rizky Diana Putri, Panagiotis Sidiropoulos and Jan-Peter Muller, Imaging
Group, Mullard Space Science Laboratory, Dept. of Space and Climate Physics, University College London,
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Introduction: The south polar region on Mars is
interesting to research because of the residual carbondioxide ice layer that stays on the surface even during
the summer, aptly named the Mars South Polar Residual Cap (SPRC). Although most of the surface is remains unchanged, there are small changes on the surface, which have been named as spiders [1], Swiss
cheese terrain [2], and around the ice layers [3] seen on
the edges of the cap. Research on changes on Mars are
usually done using images taken by the same instrument. Using images from different instruments (multiinstrument) will increase the probability of detecting
changes both temporally and spatially [4]. To reach
this objective, we need to co-register multi-instrument
images precisely to each other.
Coverage of HRSC Images and DTM on SPRC:
The MOLA DTM serves as a global geodetic reference dataset for Mars [5]. However, the MOLA DTM
has a resolution of 463 m/pixel, which is roughly 2000
times worse than the finest resolution we have for
HiRISE, the highest resolution camera orbiting Mars.
With this difference in resolution, it is better to
coregister and orthorectify HiRISE images to a base
DTM with higher resolution. Using CTX or MOC-NA
images to produce a base DTM is restricted because of
their coverage and the need to have specially targeted
stereo images. An alternative is to use HRSC images
which employ a MOLA DTM within their bundle adjustment of heights. Over the polar region the density
of MOLA sampling is sufficiently high that they can
be used to co-register planimetrically with DTMs derived from HRSC.

Based on the coverage of HRSC Level 3 images
(images which have been orthorectified with a 5x5km
MOLA DTM) in Figure 1, we can see that there is
enough spatial coverage of HRSC images to be used as
a base image for coregistration and and orthorectification of images from other instruments. Although the
coverage of HRSC level 3 images is sufficient at latitude 85o and beyond, the HRSC DTMs available aren’t
sufficient based on the coverage map in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Coverage of Available HRSC DTMs over SPRC
(Mapped using Jmars [6])

To reduce effects from seasonal changes, DTMs are
made using images from the same Martian Year (MY)
and similar season. There are 149 HRSC images which
cover the region beyond 85o S, ranging from MY 27 to
MY 31. Based on their coverage and resolution, 24
orbits from MY 27 are used to produce a base DTM.

Figure 3 HRSC Coverage of 24 Orbits over SPRC Used to
Produce DTM Base Images (Mapped using Jmars [6])

Figure 1 Coverage of Level 3 HRSC Images over SPRC
(Mapped using Jmars [6])

DTM Production Method: Each HRSC DTM is
produced from nadir and two stereo images from the
same orbit using a DLR-VICAR orthorectification
program from DLR with modifications by Kim and
Muller [7] through an IDL script. With these modifications, area-based matching is done using a regiongrowing variant of the Gruen ALSC matcher (Adaptive
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Least Square Correlation) within the Gotcha (GruenOtto-Chau) algorithm [8][9]. Matching is done with a
MOLA basemap and DTM produced with the DLRVICAR Processing Chain [10]. The DLR-VICAR processing chain with the Kim and Muller [7] modification is pictured in Figure 4.

Figure 5 Example of DTMs produced (orbit H2162_0000)

Figure 4 Processing Chain used for Generating DTMs and
ORIs by DLR-VICAR modified by Kim & Muller [7]

In this research all DTMs are made referenced to
the MOLA radius with a resolution of 50 m/pixel to
adjust to different resolution of level 2 images with the
highest nadir resolution of 12.5 m/pixel. Subsequently
all orbits are being orthorectified using a polar stereographic projection with the same parameters, centred
on 90o S and 0o E. Similar mapping parameters are
important to allow the individual orbital DTMs to be
mosaiced to cover the SPRC area. Example of a typical
result can be seen in Figure 5, for H2162_0000.
The other DTMs will be presented in the conference using the open source QGIS and the plugin from
EPFL which allows the display of SHARAD and
MARSIS profiles. These products will be available
through the i-Mars.eu website after the end of 2016
along with co-registered CTX, THEMIS, MOC-NA
and Viking Orbiter.
Summary and Future Work:
Previously we have discussed the possibility of using HRSC images to produce a DTM base image covering the SPRC. The DTM produced will be used as a
base dataset to autocoregister and rectify images from
different instrument which can then be used in research
on automatic change detection over the SPRC.
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STRUCTURES WITHIN MARTIAN POLAR CAPS REVEALED IN SHARAD 3-D RADAR VOLUMES.
N. E. Putzig,1 F. J. Foss II,2 B. A. Campbell,3 I. B. Smith,1 R. J. Phillips4 1Planetary Science Institute, Lakewood,
CO; 2Freestyle Analytical & Quantitive Services, LLC, Longmont, CO; 3Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC;
3Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO. Contact: nathaniel@putzig.com.
Introduction: We will present two three-dimentrack scatterers, leaving a structural blur in the data. In
sional (3-D) volumes of radar data, each created from
addition, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) can be quite
observations by the Shallow Radar (SHARAD)
low when material properties lead to substantial scatsounder on over 2000 orbits of the Mars Reconnaistering or absorption.
sance Orbiter (MRO) [1]. These volumes encompass
SHARAD studies typically have used elevation
Planum Boreum and Planum Australe, the domes of
data to produce synthetic radargrams for identifying
ice-rich deposits that form the polar caps of Mars. The
surface clutter [e.g., 4, 7], but this technique does not
volumes provide new and improved views of the interaddress clutter obfuscation of nadir subsurface returns,
nal structures from the surface to the base of the demis-positioning of internal structures, and signal lossposits at depths of ~2–4 km. Features of the cap interies. Fortunately, dense radar coverage allows treating
ors that required painstaking effort to identify and map
the data collectively in a volume and applying an
with 2-D radargrams (images of power along track vs.
imaging process that will largely correct structural disdelay time) are readily identified in the 3-D data voltortion effects by placing signals in their correct locaumes, even in the preliminary southern volume with no
tions in 3-D space while improving their SNR.
geometric corrections applied. The completed volume
Time delays. Prior to applying the 3-D imaging
for Planum Boreum (Fig. 1) reveals new features beprocess, the along-track data must be corrected for any
low large regions that were largely undecipherable in
relative time delay introduced by the variable orbit
2-D radargrams due to interfering off-nadir surface
altitude and the Martian ionosphere. While accurate
returns from polar troughs. In addition, we have identiephemeris data enables a straightforward altitude corfied likely buried impact craters within the ice.
rection, we found that ionospheric delays vary substanSHARAD Observations: SHARAD operates with
tially along track and from one orbit to another. A maa 10-MHz bandwidth centered at 20 MHz. Range resojor effort produced an accurate method for estimating
lution is 15 m in free space, ~8 m in nearly pure water
those delays [8], but residual delays have led to some
ice (expected for much of the icy layered deposits
degradation of vertical resolution in the volumes rela[2-4]), and still finer in ice with a greater proportion of
tive to that of the 2-D input data. An effort is underway
lithic inclusions. With the MRO orbit altitude of 250–
to eliminate the residuals and improve 3-D resolution.
320 km, lateral resolution at the
surface is ~3–6 km, reducible along
track to 0.3–1.0 km in processing
[5]. High-power returns indicate a
strong contrast in dielectric properties of materials at a geologic interface. In polar terrains, reflections
likely arise from different degrees
of dust or sand loading between
adjacent ice layers [3, 4, 6].
Off-nadir returns. Topography
(e.g., hills, crater walls, polar
troughs) off of the spacecraft’s
nadir track often yield reflections,
termed clutter, that can be difficult
to distinguish from nadir returns.
Internal structure—such as dipping
or folded layering—may result in Figure 1. Cut-away view into a SHARAD 3-D migrated and depth-converted
the mis-location of features. The volume showing radar return power (blue high, red low) in the interior of
Planum Boreum. Previously mapped structures—buried chasma [15],
use of synthetic-aperture focusing boundary of the basal unit [18], trough bounding surfaces [20]—are readily
in creating 2-D radargrams com- seen and new features—sub-trough layering [25], possible buried impact
presses the response from along- craters—are newly revealed. The no-data zone is 310 km across and the
track scatterers but not from cross- stack of NPLD layers to the right of the buried chasma is 2 km thick.
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3-D Imaging Process: The occurrence in
seismic data of the geometric and loss concerns discussed above led to the develop ment of migration processing, a mathematical inversion that converts the recorded
seismic image to one in which subsurface
features appear in their proper positions [9,
10]. Migration also improves resolution by
collapsing backscattered wave-field energy
to the scattering point. Many migration algorithms have been developed to account for
various degrees of subsurface complexity
[11-14]. Applied to radar data, 3-D migration
addresses many limitations of 2-D radargrams. For example, clutter returns treated as
noise in 2-D become useful signals in 3-D,
enhancing the image upon being repositioned to their source locations. Interfering
returns are unraveled and internal structures
are properly positioned. In addition, SNR
improves by a combination of band-limited, Figure 2. Cut-away view into a SHARAD 3-D volume showing
spatial-domain processing and incoherent radar return power (blue high, red low) in the interior of Planum
summation of reflectors seen in adjacent and Australe. Numerous craters at the surface—and perhaps some fully
buried in the ice—are visible, as is interior layering of the SPLD,
crossing orbit tracks.
Results and Discussion: The 3-D vol- including CO2 ices [19]. No migration processing has been applied.
The no-data zone is 310 km across and the vertical dimension
ume enables views into the interior of shows 17 µs of delay time (~2.5 km).
Planum Boreum (Fig. 1) that are difficult or
impossible using separate 2-D profiles. The
Achieving these objectives would be a major addelay-time and depth slices allow identification of
vancement toward the overarching goal of linking the
structural elements in plan view, including circular
geologic history of the polar layered deposits to clipatterns associated with known impact craters that are
mate processes and their history.
repeated elsewhere in the volume without surface exReferences: [1] Putzig N. E. et al. (2015), AGU
pression, strongly suggestive of buried craters. One
Fall Meeting, Abstract #P53G-05. [2] Picardi G. et al.
must be cautious with this interpretation because quasi(2005), Science 310, 1925–1928. [3] Phillips R. J. et al.
circular planforms at the surface are also associated
(2008), Science 320, 1182–1185. [4] Putzig N. E. et al.
with some polar troughs and are not impact-related.
(2009), Icarus 204, 443–457. [5] Seu R. et al. (2007),
The correction of clutter and proper positioning of
J. Geophys. Res. 112, E05S05. [6] Nunes D. C. and R.
trough bounding surfaces [16] has been particularly
J. Phillips (2006), J. Geophys. Res. 111, E06S21. [7]
effective for Planum Boreum, notably supporting the
Holt J. W. et al. (2008), Science 322, 1235–1238. [8]
mapping of a shallow unconformity that has been asCampbell B. A. et al. (2014), IEEE Geosci. Remote
sociated with the most recent retreat of mid-latitude
Sens. Lett. 11, 632–635. [9] Claerbout J. F. (1985),
glaciation [17]. In the preliminary Planum Australe
Imaging the Earth’s Interior, Blackwell, Oxford, UK,
volume, many other crater-like structures are evident,
398 p. [10] Yilmaz O. (1987), Seismic Data Processconsistent with the notion that these deposits are an
ing, SEG, Tulsa, OK, 526 p. [11] Stolt R. H. (1978),
order of magnitude or more older. Migration processGeophysics 43, 23. [12] Gazdag J. (1978), Geophysics
ing will sharpen this view, and the expected improve43, 1342–1351. [13] Gray S. H. et al. (2001), Geoment in SNR may reveal structures that are missing or
physics 66, 1622–1640. [14] Bednar J. B. (2005), Geovery faint in 2-D profiles.
physics 70, 3MJ–20MJ. [15] Holt J. W. et al. (2010),
The clarified view of the polar-cap interiors proNature 465, 446–449. [16] Smith I. B. and J. W. Holt
vided by the SHARAD 3-D volumes promises to ad(2010), Nature 465, 450–453. [17] Smith et al. (2016),
vance our ability to map out the interior structures and
Science 352, 1075–1078. [18] Brothers et al. (2015),
infer the history of their emplacement. A full assessJ. Geophys. Res. 120, 1357–1375. [19] Bierson et al.
ment of likely buried craters may provide a means to
(2016), GRL 43, 4172–4179.
date the deposits that is independent of climate models.
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HALOPHILIC-PSYCHROPHILIC BACTERIA FROM TIRICH MIR GLACIER, PAKISTAN, AS
1
2
1
POTENTIAL CANDIDATE FOR ASTROBIOLOGICAL STUDIES. M. Rafiq , A. M. Anesio , M. Hayat ,

S. Zada1, W. Sajjad1, A. A. Shah1, F. Hasan1. 1Department of Microbiology, Quaid-i-Azam University,
Islamabad, 45320, Pakistan. 2Bristol Glaciology Centre, School of Geographical Sciences, University of
Bristol, Bristol, UK. Email: farihahasan@yahoo.com. †contributed equally.
Introduction: Outside polar region, the largest
glacier reservoir lays in Hindu Kush, Karakoram and
Himalaya (HKKH) region and referred to as ‘third
pole’ by many scientists. HKKH represent a total of
54,252 small and large glaciers which cover an area of
60,000 km2. These glaciers feed 10 rivers of eight
countries covering 9 million km2 [1]. Pakistan has
unique and very diverse climate, terrain, composition
of soil. There are glaciers, deserts, grasslands, wetlands, mountains, sulfur hot springs, areas with high
salinity and increased levels of natural minerals. These
conditions make it a very suitable region as a terrestrial
analog of Mars and increased possibility of finding
polyextremophiles.
We focussed our study on halophilic psychrophiles.
This is the first report so far on the culturable microbial
communities of glaciers in Hindu Kush region, Chitral,
Pakistan.
Methodology: Subsurface ice, sediment and glacier melt water samples were collected and analyzed
geochemically and microbiologically. Amino acids
(aspartic acid, tyrosine, serine, tricine, adenosine, valine and alanine) were isocratically determined with a
CarboPac PA20 column. Concentration of Cation
(Ca2+, Mg2+, Na+, Ammonium) and Anions (PO42-, acetate, SO42-, Cl-, NO3, NO2) was determined by using a
Dionex ICS-5000 reagent-free, capillary ion chromatography system and concentration of ammonia in all
samples was determined by FIA. For detection of
metals, soil samples were analyzed after heating in
aqua regia. Genomic DNA was extracted from all study
isolates using CTAB method. Sequencing was done
commercially using Macrogen Inc. Seoul, Korea. All
sequences were prepared by sequin and send to NCBI
GeneBank for acquisition of accession numbers. Metal
resistance and antimicrobial activity was determind.
Results: All the samples were rich in many
important metals. The sediment was rich in free amino
acid contained all amino acids in in varying concentrations. Tyrosine was found in high concentration.
Concentration of Na and Ca was high in sediment
followed by glacial melt water. While anion (SO4)
concentration was high in water and sediment samples
as compared to ice. Very high levels of Na makes the
environment salty.
Out of total 43 isolates 74% showed tolerance up to
10% of NaCl concentration, while maximum tolerance
demonstrated by some isolates was up to 36% NaCl

thus making them extreme-halophiles, this correlates
with high sodium or salt in the samples. Most of the
isolates were able to grow at 4°C and 15°C, while
some showed growth at 25°C and 37°C. Most of the
isolates were able to tolerate different metals like Cd+2,
Cr+3, Hg+2, Fe+3, Ar+3 and Ni+2, with highest resistance
against Fe+3 and least against Hg+2. This correlates with
very high concentrations of cations and anions in the
glacial samples.
Another interesting finding was the antimicrobial
activity of many of the strains against ATCC and clinically isolates (Gram positive and negative bacteria and
fungi). This gives an insight into the survival strategy
of these bacteria in extreme conditions especially the
polyextremophiles having ability to inhibit other
microorganisms in fight for nutrients.
16S rDNA sequence analysis revealed that all isolates belonged to Proteobacteria, Firmicutes, Actinobacteria and Bacteroidetes. The most abundant group
was Proteobacteria (53%), followed by Firmicutes
(23%), Actinobacteria (15%) and Bacteroidetes (9%).
The subgroups of Proteobacteria were dominated by
Beta-proteobacteria (44%), Gamma-proteobacteria
(40%) and Alpha-proteobacteria (16%).
Further we are working on resistance of these
bacteria to radiation, high CO2 and their piezophilic
nature. We conclude that non-polar glaciers such as of
HKKH region, are a rich source of cultivable
microbiota, such unexplored saline, cold and frozen
habitat should further be explored as a terrestrial
analog for Mars and understanding the microbial life
style, microbial diversity both culturable and
unculturable, the role they are playing in cycling of
nutrients, survival strategies in such a habitat. It is of
significance that study of low temperature ecosystem,
its components and processes provides a model to
study habitability of low temperature environments and
is also considered as a potential analog for habitats on
other icy worlds/planets where reactions between water-rock may take place with saline deposits and subsurface oceans [2].
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ON THE USEFULNESS OF RADIOACTIVE HOT SPRINGS IN MARS EXPLORATION. J. C. Rask1, K. F.
Bywaters2, and T. S. Magnuson3, 1A.E. Wood & Associates, PO Box 228 Moffett Field, CA, 94035,
jon.c.rask@nasa.gov, 2USRA NPP, NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA, 94035, 3 Department of Biological Sciences, Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID, 83209.
Introduction: As evidence for past geothermal activity on Mars continues to grow [1], the importance of
studying hot springs on Earth as an analog of environments that may harbor life on other planetary bodies
also grows. Hot springs in general possess habitability
advantages by offering stable environments that produce rich sources of bioavailable energy, and are also
able to preserve biosignatures of extant and or past life
(Figure 1). While there is an abundance of literature
concerning the geochemistry and ecosystems of hot
springs, little is known about the effects of radiation on
these environments, or the distribution of radioactive
hot springs in polar regions of Earth or on Mars. We
assert that elevated radiation in a hot spring on Earth
serves as a useful analog environment for hot springs
on other planetary bodies with thinner atmospheres and
elevated levels of radiation on their surfaces. For the
majority of hot springs around the world, the radiation
environment has not been evaluated or reported.

Figure 1. Biosignatures in rocks from Worswick Hot Springs.

We report on a systematic characterization of the
radiation environment, water temperatures, and microbial systems of Worswick Hot Springs (Figure 1), as a
model for future characterization of hot spring environments. We have discovered localized areas of elevated radiation that are approximately 4 to 5 times
greater than background radiation. Additionally we
have observed that both the radiation environment and
the temperature of the spring waters vary over time.
We have also observed Opal-A silica minerals coating
surfaces of rocks found at the field site. Genomic and
proteomic studies of microbes collected from the site
have also been completed.

Background: Radioactive hot springs are well
documented in some locations around the world [2-4,
6, 7, 13, 14, 19, 25] and radiation resistant microbes
have been found in them as well [11]. Examples of
some of the earliest discoveries of radiation in and
around hot springs in the United States were made on
public lands, namely at Hot Springs National Park in
1904[4], and at Yellowstone National Park in
1906[22]. Follow-on reports document the sources of
radiation to be radon gas within the hot spring waters
[5, 21]. For polar regions, little is known about the
frequency radioactive hot springs. However, in September of 2015, the Icelandic Radiation Safety Authority announced that radioactive build-up had been discovered in Iceland for the first time in mineral deposits
at a geothermal power plant [26].
Field Site: Worswick hot springs is located at 1827
feet altitude in the southern Soldier Mountains of Idaho at GPS coordinates 43˚33.869 N, 114˚47.814 W.
The field site is approximately 73 miles straight east of
Boise, ID, or 15 miles straight north of Farfield, ID.
Worswick hot springs contains multiple small hot
spring sources that form two streams (Stream A and
Stream B), which flow into Worswick Creek.
Methods: Radiation Measurements: A Bicron
Micro Analyst micro-r-meter (Bicron NE, SaintGobain Industrial Ceramics, Inc.) capable of sensing
x-rays and gamma-rays (0-5000 µR/hr), was operated
in the field to gather radiation data at twenty-four field
locations around and above the region of each stream
channel. The micro-r meter was held within 10 centimeters of flowing cold or hot spring water at all twenty-four field locations. Radiation levels, measured as
µR/hr, were read from the instrument and recorded in
the field. Temperature measurements: A digital handheld infrared thermometer (Oakton WD-39642-00
Mini-Temp Tester) was operated in the field, and was
held as close as possible (approximately 25 cm or less)
to flowing cold or hot spring water at all measurement
locations. Temperature (measured in ˚C), were read
from the instrument and recorded. Figure two contains
the radiation and temperature data gathered from each
field visit to Worswick.
Radiation and Temperature Observations: We
observed more radioactivity along Stream A. In May
2015, radiation variability ranged from 12 µR/hr
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(background) to ~50 µR/hr, as compared to the radioactivity of the area around Stream B, which ranged
from 12 µR/hr to 20 µR/hr. Several elevated point
sources of radioactivity were identified in Stream A,
whereas no significantly elevated point sources of radioactivity was observed in Stream B. Repeated measurements in September 2015 and May 2016 revealed
elevated radioactivity and temperatures along Stream
A (up to 75 µR/hr), and new point sources of elevated
radioactivity along Stream B. The highest water temperature observed in Stream A was 78.8˚C. The highest water temperature observed in Stream B was
77.0˚C.

Figure 2. Radioactivity and water temperature data from Worswick.

Biology Results: Cultivation experiments resulted
in enrichment of sulfur- and Fe-metabolizing thermophiles, consistent with our original hypotheses regarding metal/mineral transformation in this system. These
isolates are mainly chemoheterotrophs, using Fe(III) or
reduced S species as electron acceptors. Indeed, pronounced S and Fe gradients are observed in Stream B,
and these geochemical conditions drive microbial population composition. It appears that S and Fe gradients
can be linked to radioactivity gradients in both channels, and this factor also may drive community structure. Finally, we have observed unique Fe-mineral
production in Worswick enrichments (biogenic F(II)sulfides), and these minerals could be used as biosignatures in conjunction with extant radiation regimes.
Summary: While it is clear that many different
hot springs around the world are radioactive in nature,
we have been unable to find a record that documents
the presence of an elevated radiation environment
around Worswick Hot Springs, despite detailed characterization of its waters [17, 19] and local hydrothermal
systems [8, 9, 11]. Although the regional geology has
been well described [14-16] and evidence of features
within the Idaho Batholith containing radioactive materials have been observed [7, 22, 23], we believe our
work represents the discovery of radioactivity at
Worswick Hot Springs. Our work also suggests that a
correlation between temperature and radioactivity may
exist at Worswick. Future work will include continued
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characterization of the radiation environment, temperatures of the waters, and microbial ecology of the site.
We recommend that an effort to characterize the radiation environment of terrestrial polar hot springs be
made. If any are found to have elevated radioactivity,
efforts to compare and contrast their characteristics
with Worswick and other radioactive hot springs
should also be completed. If possible, we suggest that a
search for the signatures of radioactive hot springs on
Mars should also be performed. This work is supported
by the NASA Exobiology and Evolutionary Biology
Program Element.
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A MARS ANALOG FOR WET-BASED GLACIAL ALTERATION OF VOLCANIC TERRAINS:
THERMAL INFRARED REMOTE SENSING AT THREE SISTERS, OREGON, U.S.A. A. M. Rutledge1,
N. A. Scudder1, B. Horgan1, and E. B. Rampe2, 1Dept. of Earth, Atmospheric and Planetary Sciences, Purdue University (alicia.rutledge@gmail.com), 2Aerodyne – Jacobs JETS contract NASA Johnson Space Center.
Introduction: The significant effect of water and
ice on the surface of Mars is well documented [1].
There exists geomorphic and radar evidence for both
the presence of large volumes of ice persisting on the
surface to the present day [2], chemical evidence of
aqueous alteration on early Mars [1], and atmospheric
modeling evidence of a “cold and icy” early Mars [3].
As a result, some studies have proposed an early Mars
dominated by widespread glaciation with transient
melting [4]. However, weathering products produced
by subglacial processes are not well understood [5], so
the amount of alteration mineralogy observed on Mars
which could be abscribed to glacial weathering is unknown. A terrestrial analog study can better inform us
about glacial alteration processes.
Field site. The Three Sisters volcanic complex in
the Cascade Range, Oregon (44.156ºN, -121.78ºE, Fig
1) contains the most mafic actively glaciated peaks in
the continental U.S.A. The three largest glaciers are the
targets of this study: Collier Glacier on the west slope
of North Sister (Fig 2a) and Hayden and Diller Glaciers on the east slope of Middle Sister (Fig 3b). Collier and Hayden overlie a combination of dacite, andesite, and basaltic andesite, and Diller Glacier has a
primarily mafic substrate [6].
The goal of this study is to characterize glacial
weathering products at a volcanic Mars analog site
using thermal infrared (TIR) remote sensing.
Methods: An Advanced Spaceborne Thermal
Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) multiband image of the Three Sisters was acquired on September 19, 2003, including five-band (8.125-11.65µm)
TIR data with a resolution of 90m/pixel. A
MODIS/ASTER airborne simulator (MASTER) scanning spectrometer image was acquired on August 27,
2003 at a resolution of 35m/pixel and a spectral range
of 0.4-13µm over 50 bands [7]. A Thermal Infrared
Multispectral Scanner (TIMS) airborne multispectral
image including Diller Glacier was acquired in July
1992, with six spectral channels (8.2-12.2µm) and a
spatial resolution of 2-6m/pixel.
Decorrelation stretches. A decorrelation stretch
(DCS) of multispectral TIR data is an effective method
by which to highlight compositional differences within
an image [8]. The data is transformed to principal
components and independently contrast stretched, then
retransformed back to the approximate original axes.

Colors of the same scene components are similar in
enhanced images of similar scenes. DCS images using
similar spectral bands of ASTER (bands 13-12-10, or
10.6-9.1-8.3µm), MASTER (bands 47-44-42, or 10.649.09-8.25µm), and TIMS (bands 5-3-1, or 10.7-9.28.4µm) were made in order to highlight geologic compositional differences at the study site.
Initial results: In ASTER, MASTER, and TIMS
DCS images, felsic or quartz-rich materials are pinkred, mafic materials are blue, and ice/snow/water is
black. Figures 2 and 3 show that the source regions for
each glacier do not necessarily predict the composition
of the moraines. High-silica (pink-red) materials are
associated with all three glacial outwash plains. Collier
and Hayden overlie both mafic and dacite units; thus,
unaltered dacite could be the source of some of the
high-silica till. However, the substrate of Diller is primarily basaltic andesite, suggesting an alteration
source for the observed silica materials. We postulate
that local weathering processes are forming a secondary high-silica phase at all three glaciers. TIR laboratory spectra of samples from the moraine and proglacial plain at Collier Glacier are modeled as a mixture
of primary minerals and a major glass/poorly crystalline compenent, poorly crystalline competent, interpreted to be an aluminosilicate such as allophane [9].
This interpretation is consistent with hydrated silica
found in samples from Collier using laboratory nearinfrared spectroscopy [10].
Figures 2 and 3 also highlight the importance of
scale when using orbital data to gain insight into surface composition. While it is immediately obvious that
higher resolution imagery results in finer scale information (e.g. Fig 3), it is important to note that the
overall color/compositional differences are remarkably
well-preserved at coarser scales [8]. While TIMS resolution (2-6m) provides the finest-scale information,
compositional differences and their geographic relationships are preserved at MASTER (35m) and
ASTER (90m) scales. As the spatial resolution of the
Thermal Emission Imaging System (THEMIS, 100m)
is similar to that of ASTER, this data could be used to
search for similar compositional assemblages on Mars
in Noachian terrains which could have experienced
wet-based glaciation, and identify candidate sites for
detailed investigation.
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Figure 1: Overview of field site: glaciers at North and
Middle Sister Mountains in the Three Sisters Wilderness, Oregon, U.S.A. Image is centered at 44.156ºN,
-121.78ºE. (i) Collier Glacier: Figure 2. (ii) Hayden
and Diller Glaciers: Figure 3. Image: Google
Earth/QuickBird, acquired 7/8/2013.

Figure 3: Overview of Hayden (H) and Diller (D)
Glaciers at Middle Sister, OR. a) Detail of Figure
1(ii). Dashed box indicates area shown in (e). b) Detail
of regional geologic map [6]. Units are described in
Fig. 2. c) DCS of ASTER TIR imagery. d) DCS of
MASTER TIR imagery. e) DCS of TIMS TIR imagery.

Figure 2: Collier Glacier (C). Black arrow indicates
Collier Cone, which dams the outwash valley; dotted
lines indicate lateral moraines. a) Detail of Figure
1(i). b) Detail of regional geologic map [6]. White:
glaciers, purple: dacite, orange units: andesite, blue:
basaltic andesite, speckled: till, yellow: sediment. c)
DCS of ASTER TIR imagery. d) DCS of MASTER TIR
imagery.

References: [1] Ehlmann B.L. et al (2011) Nature,
479, 53-60. [2] Levy, J. et al. (2014) JGR, 119, 21882196. [3] Forget, F. et al. (2013) Icarus, 222, 81-99.
[4] Head, J.W. et al. (2014) LPS XLV, Abstract #1412.
[5] Anderson, S. (2007) Annu. Rev. Earth Planet Sci.,
35, 357-399. [6] Hildreth W. et al. (2012) USGS Sci.
Invstgs. Map 3186. [7] Hook S.J. et al. (2001) Rem.
Sens. Environ. 76, 93-102. [8] Gillespie A. et al.
(1986) Rem. Sens. Environ., 20, 209-235. [9] Horgan
B. et al. (2015) LPS XLVI, Abstract #2923. [10] Scudder, N.A. et al. (2016) LPS XLVII, Abstract #2937.
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THE DORSA ARGENTEA FORMATION AND THE NOACHIAN-HESPERIAN TRANSITION:
CLIMATE AND GLACIAL FLOW MODELING. K. E. Scanlon,1 J. W. Head,1 J. L. Fastook,2 and R. D.
Wordsworth,3 1Department of Earth, Environmental and Planetary Science, Brown University, Providence, RI,
USA. 2School of Computing & Information Science, University of Maine, Orono, ME, USA. 3School of Engineering and Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA, USA. <kathleen_scanlon@brown.edu>
Introduction: The Dorsa Argentea Formation (DAF),
a set of geomorphologic units (Fig. 1) covering ~1.5
million square kilometers near the south pole of Mars [13], has been interpreted as the remnants of a large south
polar ice sheet that formed near the Noachian-Hesperian
boundary and receded in the early Hesperian [4,5]. Determining the extent and thermal regime of the DAF ice
sheet, as well as the mechanism and timing of its recession, can therefore provide insight into the ancient martian climate and the timing of the transition from a comparatively thick CO2 atmosphere to the present climate.
We used early Mars GCM and glacial flow model simulations to constrain climates allowing (1) development of
a south polar ice sheet of DAF-like size and shape, (2)
basal melting of this ice sheet in amounts and locations
consistent with observed glaciofluvial landforms, and (3)
recession of this ice sheet consistent with the preservation and crater exposure ages of landforms in the DAF.
Climate modeling: Growth. To determine climate
conditions that favor the growth of a DAF-like ice sheet,
we ran the LMD GCM with a 64x48 horizontal grid and
25 vertical levels; a pure CO2 atmosphere; 0.75 the present solar flux [6]; and modern topography. Simulations
were conducted with atmospheric pressure (Patm) of 600,
1000, and 1500 mb; the martian atmosphere is unstable
to CO2 condensation at the poles at Patm substantially
higher than on modern Mars but lower than 600 mb [7;
see 8 for similar findings with another Mars GCM].
Since a real gas that could warm early Mars sufficiently
has not yet been identified, for “warm, wet” simulations,
we added a grey gas, i.e. an artificial wavelengthindependent absorption coefficient κ = 2.5×10-5, 5×10-5,
1×10-4, or 2×10-4 m2 kg−1 [see 7].
Annual average surface temperature is nearly symmetric about the south pole on modern Mars [e.g. 9], reflecting the importance of surface radiation balance on planets with thin atmospheres [e.g. 10]. In early Mars simulations, with weaker insolation and a thicker atmosphere,
annual average surface temperature has a wavenumber-3
pattern about the south pole. Correlation between altitude and annual average temperature increases with Patm
(at 41.8° obliquity, r2 = 0.37 for 600 mb, 0.95 for 1500
mb), indicating that the south polar temperature pattern
reflects both latitude-dependent insolation (important at
low Patm) and colder temperatures at higher altitude (important at high Patm [11, 12]). The large 0°W and 90°W
lobes of the DAF suggest that the DAF ice sheet formed
in a climate where elevation significantly affected surface temperature. The ice distribution at the south pole is
similar to the coldest part of the temperature pattern.

Surface melting is not significant in GCM simulations
warmed only by CO2. At relatively low Patm (600 mb)
and very high obliquity (60° or 70°), the DAF ice sheet
undergoes some surface melting, but only for a few days
each year. In all other pure CO2 simulations, surface
temperatures in the region never exceed 273°K.
Ablation. Ablation of the DAF ice sheet may have
been caused by loss of the thicker early martian atmosphere, causing the south pole to become a less favored
site for ice deposition; high-obliquity excursions, making ice less stable at the poles; or climate warming, leading to ice meltback. To investigate these possibilities, we
initialized the GCM with ice as a uniform layer present
only within the footprint of the present-day DAF, and
setting a low Patm (50 or 200 mb), increasing obliquity to
the maximum value Mars is likely to have experienced
even briefly (60° or 70°; [13]), or adding a grey gas.
At 60° and 70° spin-axis obliquity in a 1000 mb atmosphere, ice is removed from the DAF-like ice sheet at
a rate of a few cm yr-1. At 600 mb, removal rates are
similar at 60° obliquity, but increase substantially at 70°
obliquity, reflecting the greater importance of insolation
in a thinner atmosphere. At 200 mb, the DAF-like ice
sheet sublimes at a rate of a few tenths of mm yr-1. At 50
mb, ice accumulates on the DAF-like ice sheet; while
the altitude effect is unimportant at this pressure, the
high albedo of the ice makes it an efficient cold trap in
the insolation-dominated climate.
Glacial modeling: Since it does not simulate ice flow
or basal ice temperature, the GCM alone cannot determine whether the extent of the south polar ice sheet in a
given climate matches that of the DAF, or the amount
and locations of basal melting. We used the University
of Maine Ice Sheet Model (UMISM), adapted for Mars
[5, 15, 16], to address these questions. We varied: (1)
Atmosphere: 600 or 1000 mb CO2, or 1000 mb CO2 plus
a grey gas; (2) global ice inventory: 2×107 – 2×108 km3;
(3) geothermal heat flux: 45 – 65 mW m-2 [17, 18].
In UMISM simulations at 42° spin-axis obliquity with
climate fields from pure CO2 atmospheres, and those
with weak grey gases (κ < 1×10-4), the extent of the
south polar ice sheet is smaller than that of the DAF for
all ice inventories and geothermal heat fluxes studied.
Due to ice flow, the 0° lobe is more prominent in the
UMISM results than in GCM results with 1000 mb of
CO2, but the extent and thickness of the ice sheet do not
match the extent of the DAF and the thickness inferred
from the heights of the Sisyphi Montes. Instead, ice in
these simulations preferentially accumulates on Tharsis
and the rims of the Hellas and Argyre basins, with ice
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flowing west into Hellas and northwest into Argyre. In
42° simulations with grey gas κ = 2×10-4, ice accumulates mostly on Tharsis. In 42° simulations with grey gas
-4
κ = 1×10 , ice accumulation is strongly favored at the
south pole, and the south polar ice sheet resembles the
DAF in shape and extent. The modeled ice sheet is
somewhat larger than the DAF for global ice inventories
≥ 2×107 km3, but with 107 km3, its extent closely matches
that of the DAF (Fig. 2). Basal melting (Fig. 3) also requires additional greenhouse warming.
At 25° and lower spin-axis obliquity, ice is widespread throughout the highlands, exceeding the extent of
the DAF. Regardless of planetary ice inventory and geothermal heat flux, additional greenhouse warming is still
required for basal melting (see also [16]).
Conclusions: In GCM simulations with a thick (i.e. ≥
600 mb) pure CO2 atmosphere, an extensive ice sheet
forms near the south pole, with lobes near 0°W and
90°W. The asymmetry of the DAF therefore likely reflects emplacement by an asymmetric ice sheet, rather
than asymmetric erosion. In UMISM simulations, basal
melting does not occur in the pure CO2 atmospheres
studied, regardless of the geothermal heat flux. The extent of the ice sheet in the pure CO2 simulations is
smaller than that of the DAF regardless of ice inventory,
but in artificially warmed simulations, the ice sheet is
larger than the DAF unless global ice inventory is <
2×107 km3 (≲ 137 m GEL). We therefore conclude that
the DAF ice sheet reached its maximum extent in a climate between our “cold and icy” and “warm and wet”
endmembers, in a climate similar to our warm simulations with a small ice inventory, or in a cold climate that
experienced periodic warming. Eskers in the DAF are
located in the regions where ice first ablates from a
DAF-like ice sheet in GCM simulations, and where basal melt fluxes are highest in “warm, wet” UMISM simulations; no eskers are observed where basal temperatures are warmest in the “cold and icy” climate
endmember simulations, and few occur in association
with glaciovolcanic features. We therefore conclude that
the eskers in the DAF formed from a combination of
surface melting and “top-down basal melting” [5] during
warm intervals. Crater ages for the eskers [14] are consistent with this hypothesis and the hypothesis that they
formed in the same era as the equatorial valley networks.
References: [1] Tanaka, K.L., and D.H. Scott (1987), USGS Map I–
1802-C. [2] Tanaka, K.L., and E.J. Kolb (2001), Icarus, 154, 3–21. [3]
Tanaka, K. L. et al. (2014), PSS, 95, 11–24; [4] Head, J. W., and S. F.
Pratt (2001), JGR, 106, 12275-12299; [5] Fastook, J.L., et al. (2012),
Icarus, 219, 25-40. [6] Gough, D. O. (1981), Physics of Solar Variations, 21–34, Springer Netherlands; [7] Wordsworth, R. D., et al.
(2015), JGR: Planets, 120, 1201–1219; [8] Soto, A., et al. (2015),
Icarus, 250, 553-569; [9] Kieffer, H. H. (2013), JGR: Planets, 118,
451-470. [10] Read, P. L., and S. R. Lewis (2004), The martian climate revisited, Springer Science & Business Media.; [11] Forget, F., et
al. (2013), Icarus, 222, 81-99; [12] Wordsworth, R., et al. (2013),
Icarus, 222, 1-19; [13] Laskar, J., et al. (2004), Icarus, 170(2), 343364. [14] Kress, A. M., and J. W. Head (2015), PSS, 109, 1-20; [15]
Fastook, J. L., et al. (2008), Icarus, 198, 305-317; [16] Fastook, J. L.,
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and J. W. Head III (2015), PSS, 106, 82-98; [17] Montési, L. G. J., and
M. T. Zuber (2003), JGR: Planets, 108, E6; [18] Solomon, S.C. et al.
(2005), Science, 307, 1214–1220.

Fig. 1. The DAF: units as mapped by [1], with glaciofluvial and
glaciovolcanic features outlined and labeled.

Fig. 2. UMISM south pole-centered ice surface in the grey κ = 1×10-4
scenario. Ice thickness shown as red contours at intervals of 500 m.

Fig. 3. As in Fig. 2, but with basal melting rate shown
as shaded contours with intervals of mm yr-1.
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Slab ice characterization on Martian Richardson crater F. Schmidt1, F. Andrieu1, S. Douté2 1 Univ Paris-Sud,
Laboratoire GEOPS, Orsay, France, CNRS, Orsay, F-91405. 1 Institut de Planétologie et d’Astrophysique de Grenoble, CNRS-Univ. Joseph Fourier, France (frederic.schmidt@@u-psud.fr)

Abstract: The Martian climate is mainly controlled
by CO2, as it represents 95% of the atmosphere. Understanding the behavior of surface/atmosphere interactions is a major scientific issue. Here we focus on
ices, and particularly on the physical structure of the
seasonal CO2 ice deposits, that is still a debating point.
Ices show very different behaviors according to their
structure. We propose in this study to determine if the
CO2 ice is translucent in Richardson crater. We use
two radiative transfer models to simulate spectroscopic
data corresponding to these two different structures.
We then discuss the consistency of each hypothesis
comparing them to actual data. The result is a strong
evidence of slab structure for CO2 ice, and thus the
detection of translucent ice.
Introduction: The CO2 ice condensation and sublimation cycle is the major climatic process on Mars.
During the polar night, the CO2 from the atmosphere
condenses into seasonal ice caps, that sublimate during
spring [1], triggering various processes, such as jets or
flows [2]. The structure and the composition of these
ices are keys to constrain the way they trigger one or
an other seasonal process, and how fast they will sublimate. It is commonly accepted that the CO2 ice deposits have a compact structure [3], but previous studies [4,5,6] have put forward contradictions and difficulties in the detection of translucent ices. Indeed, the
behavior of the cryptic region and TES observations
suggested a structural difference between cryptic region covered by slab and non-cryptic regions covered
by granular ices [4]. Thermal emission models [5]
seemed to confirm this, but NIR spectral observations
and simulations concluded that cryptic region has an
exceptional dust cover [6]. In this study, we compare
the consistency of each structure (slab/granular) to the
spectroscopic data, using two different radiative transfer models. The purpose is to look for spectroscopic
evidences favoring one structure or the other.
Method:
Model overview. We used an existing radiative
transfer model for semi-infinite granular ices [7] and a
recently developed two layer slab ice model [8]. The
bidirectional reflectance of a slab can be described as
the sum of specular and diffuse reflectance contributions. We model the specular reflectance using a realis-

tic probability density function describing the surface
roughness [8]. The diffuse reflectance of the slab is
estimated considering the first optical path in the slab
to be anisotropic, corresponding to a collimated solar
irradiation.
Comparisons of the two models. We used an inversion method [9] on both models, using the same optical
constants [10] and the same spectroscopic data.

Figure 1: Evolution of the slab thickness throughout the local spring during the Martian year 28 for a
CRISM observations on the crest of a dune in the
Richardson crater. The levels of green represent in log
scale the likelihood of the thickness for a given observation, the maximum being marked with a circled red
cross. The blue diamond represent the values predicted
by the GCM [11]. There is a good agreement between
the two sets of values.
Results:
Agreement with the data. It is difficult to strictly
compare two models that do not depend on the same
parameters. Nevertheless, the best fits in both cases
show a good agreement with the data. The data used
was composed of CRISM spectra from Richardson
Crater (72,0085°S/179,4218°E ; Ls from 180° to
250°). The residual errors for the granular and the slab
models are the same order of magnitude. This criterion
cannot be used in this case to favor one structure
against the other.
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Consistency of the results. The Figure 1 shows the
evolution of the slab thickness through spring of a
small area in Richardson Crater (72,0085°S/
179,4218°E ; Ls from 180° to 250°), given by the inversion considering a compact CO2 ice structure, and
the ice thicknesses predicted by general circulation
models [11]. The results are very consistent and suggest that the slab model is compatible with the data. To
the contrary, the results given by the granular model
suggest grain sizes for CO2 ice always larger than 3
cm, that is very unrealistic for a granular media. These
results are consistent with previous works [12].
Discussion and conclusion: The spectral agreement with the data cannot discriminate the two types of
structures. Both compact and granular models are able
to fit satisfactorily the data. Nevertheless, the granular
model give results for the ice grain size that are not self
consistent. A grain size that is the same order of magnitude that the expected thickness of the layer strongly
suggests a compact structure. We consider this to be a
strong evidence of the slab nature of the seasonal CO2
ice deposits. As the diffusion of radiation in granular
or slab media are very different, we cannot deduce an
equivalent layer thickness from the grain sizes given
by the granular model. The compact model is able to
reproduce the data and seems to correctly extract the
surface properties. We consider this to be a strong evidence of translucent CO2 ice detection.
References: [1] Leighton, R. B. & Murray, B. C.
Behavior of Carbon Dioxide and Other Volatiles on
Mars, Science, 1966, 153, 136-144 [2] Malin, M. C. &
Edgett, K. S., Mars Global Surveyor Mars Orbiter
Camera: Interplanetary cruise through primary mission, J. Geophys. Res., AGU, 2001, 106, 23429-23570
[3] Kieffer, H. H.; Christensen, P. R. & Titus, T. N.
CO2 jets formed by sublimation beneath translucent
slab ice in Mars' seasonal south polar ice cap, Nature,
2006, 442, 793-796 [4] Kieffer, H. H.; Titus, T. N.;
Mullins, K. F. & Christensen, P. R. Mars south polar
spring and summer behavior observed by TES: Seasonal cap evolution controlled by frost grain size.
Journal of Geophysical Research: Planets, 2000, 105,
9653-9699 [5] Eluszkiewicz J., Moncet J.-L., Titus T.
N. & Hansen G. B. A microphysically-based approach
to modeling emissivity and albedo of the martian seasonal caps. Icarus, Mars Polar Science III, 2005, 174,
524-534 [6] Langevin Y., Douté S., Vincendon M.,
Poulet F., Bibring J.-P., Gondet B., Schmitt B. & Forget F. No signature of clear CO2 ice from the 'cryptic'
regions in Mars' south seasonal polar cap. Nature,
2006, 442, 790-792 [7] S. Douté and B. Schmitt, A
multilayer bidirectional reflectance model for the
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Schmitt, B., Douté, S., and Brissaud, O.: Radiative
transfer model for contaminated slabs: experimental
validations, The Cryosphere Discuss., 9, 5137-5169,
doi:10.5194/tcd-9-5137-2015, 2015. [10] Schmitt B.,
Quirico E., Trotta F. & Grundy W., M. Schmitt B., de
Bergh C. & Festou M. (Eds.) Optical Properties of Ices
from UV to Infrared Solar System Ices, Kluwer, 1998,
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L.; Forget, F.; Hourdin, F.; Fournier, R.; Hourdin, C.;
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High-resolution images of the Martian surface have revealed numerous deposits with complex patterns consistent with the flow of ice [1], and radar sounding data
has revealed that these features primarily consist of water ice [2]. As water is currently not stable at the midlatitudes of Mars, the features were probably created
during different climatic conditions several million
years ago and have been protected from sublimation by
a thin layer of dust [3]. Here we applied a simple iceflow model to estimate the ice thickness and volume of
these mid-latitude deposits, utilizing a simple inverse
Monte Carlo method to estimate the unknown climatic
parameters. With this method, we could estimate the
ice volume with an uncertainty of 25% when compared
to radar observations. In addition, we found that the
yield stress at the ice-bedrock interface is comparable
to that observed for terrestrial glaciers, indicating that
the glaciers are governed by similar physical processes.
[1] Head J.W. et al. (2003) Nature, 426 , 797–802
[2] Holt J. W. et al. (2008) Science, 322, 1235–1238.
[3] Fastook, J. (2014) Icarus, 228, 54–63
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Planetary Science Institute, Tucson AZ (alexis@psi.edu); 6NASA Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, CA
(jon.c.rask@nasa.gov; jhony.r.zavaleta@nasa.gov).

Introduction: Caves are an ideal target for the exploration of Mars as they provide shelter, more benign
temperatures, and are interesting sites for astrobiological investigations [1]. Of special interest are ice caves
or permafrost caves, because they provide an opportunity to explore possible remnant water ice and protected subsurface environments, which are critical resources for the establishment of long-term human settlements. Thus, we suggested Hebrus Valles as a suitable target location at NASA´s First Human landing
site, at which close to 50 sites were suggested as possible landing sites for an anticipated human mission
(http://www.nasa.gov/feature/mars-human-landingsite-workshop-presentations).
Geological setting: The suggested candidate landing site and Exploration Zone (EZ) are located in the
middle reaches of Hebrus Valles (Fig 1, centered at
20º05’ N, 126º38’ E). An important fraction of the
science and exploration efforts at this site would focus
on the characterization of an extensive subsurface
cavern network, and its scientific, engineering and insitu resource utilization.
The proposed EZ occurs within a broad outflow
channel system in western Elysium Mons that dissects
boundary plains materials along the southwest perimeter of the Utopia Impact basin. The lower reaches of
the channels dissect into the Vastitas Borealis Formation (VBF), a possible remnant of a Late Hesperian
ocean. This geologic formation exhibits widespread
evidence for recent periglacial resurfacing, which
along with fluvial bedforms, are not buried by aeolian
mantles.
The VBF consists of a sedimentary deposit 30 to
170 m thick, formed during the Late Hesperian/Early
Amazonian when sediment-laden water effluents of the
outflow channels ponded in the northern lowlands,
rapidly froze solid and sublimed [2,3].
Hebrus Valles is an intricate system of individual
pits, pit chains, troughs and channels that extends for

~500 km in a NW direction. The troughs and channels
have been tentatively identified as outflow channels
carved by large, catastrophic floods due to melting of
subsurface ice [3]. At some locations within and
around the EZ, features interpreted as mud volcanoes
cluster into linear ridges, and are further indicators of
liquid water activity at regional scales [4]. Hence, the
EZ includes recently extruded water-rich sediments
with geochemical signatures indicative of aqueous or
groundwater/mineral interactions that could date back
to the ocean’s emplacement, freeze over and evaporation histories.
The lower reaches of Hebrus Valles consists of pits
and troughs, interpreted as apertures that captured the
catastrophic floods into networks of caverns [4]. The
total extent of partially collapsed cavern sections in
the Hebrus region include ~2400 km of troughs, and
~3600 km as indicated by the pattern of aligned sinkholes. Both the fluvial features with their associated
sediments, the remnants of water ice, and the subsurface caverns have a high preservation potential for
evidence of past habitability and fossil biosignatures.
A ~900 m deep (15 km diameter) crater located in the
eastern portion of the EZ would provide access to explore subsurface materials, likely composed of Hesperian deposits buried beneath the VBF sediments. The
stratigraphic contact between these units can be used
for relative age determinations.
Engineering merit: The suggested landing site
has also high engineering merit and is located in the
middle of the EZ, between two large fluvial features
(Fig 1). Dissected near surface VBF materials in the
EZ likely consist of desiccated permafrost and bouldery outwash materials (a few meters/tens of meters
thick) overlying massive ice (tens/hundreds of meters
thick). If confirmed, the presence of near surface massive ice would be a key resource for humans. Regionally, there are abundant, small and shallow craters that
appear to be partially infilled.
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Slope at the LS is <1º and surface materials have relatively low thermal inertia (<200 J m-2 K-1 sec-1/2),
pointing to loose, fine surface dust and very few rocks.
Practically no boulders larger than 1 m are observed
near the landing site area in HIRISE images at 24
cm/pixel resolution, satisfying safety constrains for
EDL operations.
The inferred magnitude of floodwater infiltration in
the EZ points to the existence of structurally stable
caverns that were largely evacuated of fluids and sediments prior to Hebrus Valles outflow channel activity
[5]. The predicted typical mean annual surface tem-
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Interest (ROI) requirements, and also represents a diverse setting with multiple geological contacts and layers. Further, it provides an opportunity to explore possible remnant water ice and protected subsurface environments, which are critical resources for the establishment of long-term human settlements, and present
ideal targets for exobiological exploration.
References: [1] Davila, A.F. et al. (2015) Abstract
and Presentation at First Mars Human Landing Site
Workshop, Houston, TX, Oct 26-30, 2015; [2]
Kreslavsky, M.A., Head, J.W. J. Geophys. Res.,
107(E12), 5121; [3] Tanaka et al (2005) U.S. Geologi-

Figure 1. Proposed landing site, Exploration Zone and ROIs in the Hebrus Valles region.
perature for the EZ investigated latitudes is -60ºC [6].
At these temperatures, permafrost could have a mechanical strength close to that of limestone [7, 8],
which could have stabilized evacuated caverns. Chemical precipitation from circulating brines in terrestrial
cold springs can produce cements along the periphery
of feeder conduits, thereby enhancing their overall
structural stability [9]. Cements developed in association with cold water circulation include calcite, aragonite, Fe-Mn oxides, sulfides and sulfates [10,11]. On
Earth, caverns are known to occur in ice-welded sediments such as in association with networks of ice
wedges in permafrost [12] and ice-welded moraine
deposits [13]. Some glacier caverns are known to have
remained stable over decades [14]. Subsurface caverns
and steep walls in Hebrus Valles might represent natural terrain features that can be adapted for construction
purposes. Hence, infrastructure could be emplaced or
constructed at the suggested landing site.
Summary: The suggested Hebrus Valles land EZ
fulfills a significant number of minimum Resource of

cal Survey Scientific Investigations Map 2888; [4] Rodriguez, J. A. P., et al. (2012), Geophys. Res. Lett., 39,
L22201; [5] Carr, M.H., Malin, M.C. (2000), Icarus,
146(2), 366–386; [6] Mellon, J.T. et al. (2004) Icarus,
169, 324–340; [7] Kuribayashi, E. et al. (1985), Proceedings of the 4th Internat. Symposium on Ground
Freezing, 177–182, Balkema, Rotterdam, Netherlands;
[8] Ladyani, B. (2003), in Permafrost, edited by M.
Phillips, S. M. Springman, and L. U. Arenson, pp.
621–626, Swets and Zeitlinger, Lisse, Netherlands. [9]
Pentecost, A. et al. (2003), Can. J. Earth Sci. 40(11),
1443–6; [10] Jones, B. et al. (2007) Journal of the
Geological Society, London, 164, 227-242; [11] Guo,
X., Chafetz, H.S. (2012) Sedimentology, doi:
10.1111/j.1365-3091.2011.01315.x; [12] Costard, F. et
al. (2012) Proc. Lunar Planet. Sci. Conf., 43rd, Abstract 1822; [13] Moorman, B. J. (2005) in Cryospheric Systems: Glaciers and Permafrost, vol. 242, edited
by C. Harris and J. B. Murton, pp. 63–74, Geol. Soc.,
London; [14] Halliday, W. R. (2007), J. Cave Karst
Stud., 69(1), 103–113.
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A MARS ANALOG FOR WET-BASED GLACIAL ALTERATION OF VOLCANIC TERRAINS: VISIBLE
AND NEAR INFRARED REMOTE SENSING AT THREE SISTERS, OREGON, U.S.A. N. A. Scudder1, A.
M. Rutledge1, B. Horgan1, and E. B. Rampe2, 1Dept. of Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, Purdue University (nscudder@purdue.edu), 2Aerodyne – Jacobs JETS contract NASA Johnson Space Center.

Introduction: Water-related geomorphic and mineralogical features (e.g., valley networks, clay minerals) have traditionally been interpreted to imply a
warm, wet early Mars climate [1]. Despite this, atmospheric modeling has long suggested a colder, icier climate where mean annual temperatures struggle to
climb above 0 °C [2, 3]. Attempts to reconcile these
observations have prompted some studies to propose a
cold and icy early Mars where transient melting of
widespread glaciation produced the observed features
[4]. However, cold-climate glacial weathering on basaltic terrain is poorly understood [5], so the extent to
which glacial processes can explain the alteration mineralogy observed on Mars is unknown. In this study,
we are using a terrestrial analog to provide insight to
glacial alteration processes on Earth and Mars.
Field site. The Three Sisters volcanic complex is
part of the Cascade Range in western North America
and constitutes the most mafic actively glaciated terrain in the continental U.S.A [6]. We focus on the three
largest glaciers: Collier and Hayden are underlain by a
combination of dacite, andesite, and basaltic andesite,
and Diller has a primarily mafic substrate (Fig. 1a and
1b). As even transiently wet-based glaciation would
have caused significantly greater surface alteration
than dry-based glaciation on Mars, we focus this study
on wet-based glaciers.
Methods: We used the 6 short-wave infrared
(SWIR; 1.65-2.40 µm) bands from one Advanced
Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) multispectral image (acquired
9/19/2003). One MODIS/ASTER airborne simulator
(MASTER) spectral image was also acquired
8/27/2003 with 50 bands between 0.46-12.75 µm at 25
m/pixel. Both images are in calibrated radiance.
Principal component analysis (PCA) and decorrelation stretches (DCS). PCA and DCS are useful tools
for highlighting spectral variability in a scene by using
orthogonal transformations to remove band-to-band
correlations and fill component space. PCA can be
performed on any number of bands, making it useful
for hyperspectral images, and each output PC band
corresponds to different causes of variability (e.g., topography, albedo, composition). DCS is performed on
3 bands and transformed back into wavelength space,
making an enhanced version of the original RGB image. A PCA of the 25 visible to near infrared (VNIR)
MASTER bands (0.46-2.39 µm) and a DCS of ASTER

Figure 1: Overview of field site: Collier (C),
Hayden (H), and Diller Glaciers straddle North Sister
and Middle Sister volcanoes in the Three Sisters Wilderness in central Oregon, USA. (a) Google Earth
imagery (7/8/2013) of field site. Boxed region is detailed in (b) and in Fig. 2. Dashed lines within indicate
lateral moraines ending at the southern edge of Collier
Cone in the Collier glacial valley. (b) Regional geologic map [6]; white=glacier, purple=dacite, orange=andesite, blue=basaltic andesite, speckled=glacial till, and yellow=alluvium.
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bands 5-6-8 (2.16-2.20-2.33 µm) were made to emphasize the geologic variability at the field site.
To compare image spectra to laboratory VNIR
spectra of retrieved samples, the average of 25 pixels
from the outwash plain were ratioed to a nearby nonglaciated lava flow (Fig. 2).
Initial results and discussion: The bands in the
MASTER PCA image were chosen to best highlight
compositional variability (Fig. 2a): red and blue loosely correspond to hydrothermally and pedogenically
altered volcanic units, with the exception of the Collier
proglacial lake; pink corresponds to vegetation; and
green, yellow, and orange correspond to varying types
of till/rock composition and alteration. Color variability is associated with the outwash plains and near the
toes of all three glaciers. We hypothesize this could be
due to local weathering processes producing altered
phases subglacially and via outwash fluid. In the
ASTER DCS (Fig. 2b), significantly altered units appear bright cyan, vegetation is red, the volcanic edifice
and recent lava flows are purple-red, and surrounding
volcanic material is green. The significant difference
between the edifice and surrounding material may indicate a lower degree of pedogenic alteration in the
edifice due to higher degrees of erosion.
VNIR and thermal infrared laboratory analysis of
samples from the Collier outwash indicate poorly crystalline phases due to glacial weathering, including hydrated silica, mixed with preexisting hydrothermal
alteration [7, 8]. MASTER and ASTER ratioed spectra
of glacial plains sediments agree well with lab spectra
and indicate a hydrated phase potentially consistent
with hydrated silica (Fig. 2c). The distribution of hydrothermally altered rock, as shown in the MASTER
PCA, may indicate that the hydrothermally altered
rocks found in the Collier proglacial terrain are mechanically weathered out from the head of the valley.
References: [1] Haberle, R. M. (2014), 8th Int’l
Conference on Mars, abstract #1270. [2] Haberle, R.
M. (1998), J. Geo. Res., 28, 467-479. [3] Kite, E. S., et
al. (2013), Icarus, 223(1), 181–210. [4] Head, J. W., et
al. (2014), LPSC XLV, abstract #1412. [5] Anderson,
S. P. (2007), Annu. Rev. Earth Planet Sci., 35, 357399. [6] Hildreth, W., et al. (2012), USGS Scientific
Investigations Map 3186. [7] Scudder, N.A. et al.
(2016), LPS XLVII, abstract #2937. [8] Horgan, B. et
al. (2015), LPS XLVI, Abstract #2923.

Figure 2 (right): VNIR imagery of the field site. Averaged spectra in (c) are from the area denoted by the arrows, after being ratioed to the average spectrum of the boxed region. White dashed line indicates the end of
Collier’s glacial valley. (a) MASTER 35 m/pixel PCA RGB image highlighting spectral variability in the scene.
Snow/ice are masked out. (b) ASTER 30 m/pixel DCS. Snow/ice/water are masked out. (c) Average ratioed
MASTER and ASTER spectra compared to an ASD spectrum average of 8 retrieved samples.
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POLAR BASAL ICE AS MICROBIAL HABITAT, AN ANALOG FOR MARS? M. L. Skidmore1, J. E. Dore2,
M. Lindsay3, P. Tunby1, R. S. Sletten4 and E. S. Boyd3. 1Department of Earth Sciences, Montana State University,
Bozeman, MT, USA (skidmore@montana.edu). 2Department of Land Resources and Environmental Sciences, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT, USA. 3Department of Microbiology and Immunology, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT, USA. 4Department of Earth and Space Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, WA, USA.
Debris-rich basal ice of terrestrial glaciers and ice
sheets has similar physical properties to Martian polar
layered deposits even though they are likely formed via
different processes [1]. Debris-rich basal ices outcrop at
glacier termini and ice sheet margins, and in polar glaciers on Earth have been shown to harbor microbes [2, 3]
and provide a favorable microbial habitat, in terms of
energy sources and nutrients primarily from the entrained debris [2, 3] and unfrozen water films on particle
surfaces that persist at sub-zero temperatures [3, 4].
These basal ices contain metabolically diverse microbes
that can be cultured oligotrophically at low temperatures
(0 - 4°C), including aerobic chemoheterotrophs, anaerobic nitrate reducers, sulfate reducers, and methanogens
[2]. Microorganisms that survive in the basal ice layers
in terrestrial polar ice masses need to be adapted to surviving subzero temperatures on extended timescales as
would any microbes in debris-rich ices on Mars [1]. Isolates from terrestrial basal ice have been shown to be
well adapted to sub-zero temperatures in laboratory
studies, demonstrating respiration in ice [5, 6], alteration of ice structure via ice-binding proteins [7, 8] and
respiration in sub-zero brines [9].
The presentation will describe the physical, chemical and biological properties of debris-rich ice sampled
from the margin of the Greenland Ice Sheet and evaluate
its habitat potential. It will also discuss the value of such
basal ice sequences as possible test sites for life detection tools that might form part of future planetary missions.
References: [1] Davila A. F. et al., (2010) Astrobiology, 10(7), 705-710. [2] Skidmore, M.L. et al. (2000)
Applied and Environmental Microbiology, 66(8), 32143220. [3] Montross, S., et al. (2014) Geomicrobiology
Journal, 31(1), 76-81. [4] Price B P. (2007) FEMS Microbiology Ecology, 59, 217–231. [5] Bakermans C. and
Skidmore M. (2011b). Environmental Microbiology Reports, 3(6), 774-78. [6] Doyle S. M. et al. (2013) Biology, 2(3), 1034-1053. [7] Brown J. R. et al. (2014) Biotechnology Reports, 3, 60-6. [8] Brox T. I. et al. (2015)
Journal of Glaciology, 61, 225, 55-64. [9] Bakermans
C. and Skidmore M. (2011a) Environmental Microbiology, 13(8), 2269–2278.
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Introduction: A thin unit of CO2 ice, called the
south polar residual cap (SPRC), overlies the south
polar layered deposits (SPLD) of Mars. This unit, capping a domed-shaped ice cap, has inspired several
studies concerning the glacial-like flow of CO2 ice
under martian conditions [1-3]. Furthermore, evidence
of moraines at the north pole have led to interpretations
that CO2 ice was once prevalent there and that it
flowed [4]. Laboratory experiments determined that
CO2 ice is much less viscous than water ice at similar
temperatures (~150 K), by up to two orders of magnitude [1,2], and therefore it may flow much more readily. Based on those rheological studies, [3] determined
that the bulk of the SPLD could not be CO2 because
the cap would have insufficient strength to maintain its
current shape over the long periods of time implied by
crater dating [5]. Thus, CO2 could not be abundant in
the SPLD.
That was the state of knowledge until 2011, when
data from the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) instrument
on Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter were used to determine that massive CO2 deposits are buried beneath the
surface of the SPRC [6]. Using geophysical arguments
and layer geometry, [6] and then [7] determined that
CO2 ice up to 1000 m thick had been deposited in the
spiral depressions of the SPLD before being buried. A
total of 14,800 km3 is likely stored there, having been
deposited in three distinct periods. This interpretation
leads us to test the hypothesis that these massive CO2
deposits have or do undergo viscous flow.
Observations: Three distinct observations support
the flowing ice hypothesis (Fig 1). A thin dome of CO2
ice resides near the highest point on the SPLD. At the
lowest elevations, the CO2 deposits have surfaces that
are nearly perfectly flat, and at intermediate elevations,
where the ice fills troughs, topographic profiles and
contours resemble those of alpine glaciers on Earth.
Modeling: We approached modeling in two steps,
taking into account the lower gravity of Mars and
higher density of CO2 ice. First, we considered a 2dimensional model (2D) to describe ice flow over a
plateau and into a basin. Ice was deposited above the
surface during a short period and allowed to flow until
there was no change in topography (Figure 2). Rheology, as determined by [1,2], was considered, but any
parameters would return the same result over a long
enough model run.
Second, we adapted the topography and thickness as
measured by [7] into the three-dimensional (3D) Ice
Sheet System Model (ISSM) [9]. Changes were made
to accommodate the thermal and rheological properties
of CO2 ice versus H2O ice, the estimated geothermal
flux of Mars, and the average annual surface temperature (Table 1). A very high friction coefficient was chosen to minimize basal sliding.

Figure 1: Relative topography and contours of SPLD
CO2 deposits: above) 20 m contour lines over a south
polar summer mosaic [8]. Topographic profiles in
lower panel correspond to colored lines; below)
topographic profiles corresponding to colored lines
above. Observations can be categorized by three
groups: domal topography (red), convex up ‘alpine
style’ glaciers (blue), and nearly flat topography
(green). Straight lines indicated linear slope to show
Table 1: Model Inputs.
Heat Capacity CO2

700 J/K

Thermal Conductivity

0.4 W/m/K

Geothermal Flux

0.020 W/m2

Current Surface Temp

150 K

Higher Surface Temperature

170 K
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Snow

0 m/yr

0.12 m/yr

Figure 2: 2D model of ice flow over a plateau and
basin. Ice was initially deposited over plateau and
slope during a short period (blue blob). After sufficient run time a small dome remains on the plateau,
and the basin is filled level.
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The rheological behavior is constrained by laboratory experiments [1,2]. Following [3], we choose a
Glen’s law behavior using this equation:

!!
!!

with A = 103.6 MPa-n/s; Q = 31600 J/mol; R(gas) =
8.3144598 J/K/mol; n = 4. Full thermal conduction and
advection is included with the model.
We ran full transient simulations, allowing for mass
transport, for 100 years and plot the velocity solutions
for the high temperature run in Fig 3.
Discussion: Our simulations support the hypothesis
that these CO2 deposits are flowing. Even in the low
temperature case (not shown) velocities reach several
mm/yr for portions of the deposits; however, the velocity contours do not match the topographic contours.
In the high temperature case velocities reach 12 cm/
yr, and velocity contours in the ‘alpine glacier’ locations mimic the topographic contours. Units with flat
tops have almost no velocity.
We interpret these results to mean that while the CO2
deposits are likely flowing now, that rate is two orders
of magnitude slower than in a previous epoch, where
velocities could reach tens of centimeters per year.
Thus, the current state of the deposits was set up prior
to the deposition of the SPRC, which fixed the surface
temperature at 150 K.

!!
!!
!

Figure 3: Two views (different perspective) of a single
model output for high temperature runs with average
annual temperature = 170 K. Above: map view of CO2
velocities reaching 12 cm per year, and velocity
contour lines match closely to topographic contours.
Below: perspective view showing topography and
colorized flow. In lower temperature runs, with 150 K
surface temperatures (present state) return velocities
two orders of magnitude lower.

!
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THE IMPORTANTANCE OF ICE FLOW AT THE NORTH POLE OF MARS Michael M. Sori1, Shane Byrne1, Christopher W. Hamilton1, and Margaret E. Landis1. 1Lunar and Planetary Laboratory, University of Arizona,
Tucson, AZ 85721, USA (sori@lpl.arizona.edu).
Introduction: The north polar layered deposits
(NPLD) of Mars are composed of nearly pure [1,2]
water ice layers with a minor dust constituent. The
NPLD are hypothesized by many researchers [e.g., 3–
6] to contain a record of climate history linked to orbital variations of Mars, but the complex processes
acting on the NPLD, especially those leading to a nonlinear time-depth relationship, complicate the identification of an orbital signal in the stratigraphy [7, 8].
One such process that may be important in understanding the history and evolution of the NPLD is viscous flow. While radar data have revealed that the
NPLD are unlikely to have experienced flow as a
whole structure [9], topographic features may flow
locally. Previous papers have modeled flow along a
line of longitude in the NPLD [10], in troughs in the
NPLD [11], and in craters on the south polar layered
deposits (SPLD) [12]. In this study [13], we use a finite element method (FEM) approach to model recently discovered NPLD topography (craters and steep
scarps, described below). We quantify stresses, temperatures, and flow velocities to learn about timescales
over which the topography flows, constraints on the
age of the features, and the importance of viscous flow
at the Martian poles.
Methods: We use the FEM code Elmer/Ice [14],
which was developed specifically for glaciological and
ice dynamics problems. The code solves the NavierStokes equations for the conservation of linear momentum and mass over a volume of ice. For simulations
that are not isothermal, the code solves the heat equation, and the simulation is thermo-mechanically coupled. Elmer/Ice was developed for problems in terrestrial glaciology, but we adapt the model for Mars by
changing the rheology laws and other important parameters.
Studies of terrestrial ice sheets often use the nonNewtonian Glen-Nye flow law, in which strain rate is
proportional to stress raised to an exponent. Here, we
instead separately calculate strain rate due to different
modes of deformation [15]. We take into account effects such as dust fraction [16], grain size [17], and the
composition of the underlying basal unit (BU) [18].
We use a thermal model [19] to estimate surface temperatures.
Craters: Impact craters on the NPLD [20] were
discovered by searches of Context Camera (CTX) and
High Resolution Imaging Science Experiment
(HiRISE) [21] images (Fig. 1a). Analysis of crater
size-frequency distribution has yielded a crater retention age of ~kyrs for the NPLD [22], but this young

age will not represent the true age of the ice if viscous
relaxation is important as it is for SPLD craters [12].
We show results of (Fig. 1b) a 3D model of a 200m-diameter NPLD crater with temperature 170 K, dust
fraction 2%, and grain size 1 mm. We also show flow
velocities in a cross-section of ice through the crater’s
center (Figs 1c,d). Flow velocities are maximized at
the center of the structure, causing the floor to rise and
the walls to shallow. However, these velocities do not
exceed µm/yr for any reasonable combination of parameters, and are too small for viscous relaxation to
appreciably modify NPLD craters presently observed.
We ran models with other realistic values for temperature, crater diameter, dust content, and grain size and
found this result to be robust.
(a)

(b))

200 m
0
0.20
0.40
Flow velocity magnitude (μm/yr)

(c)

(d)
100 m
-0.12
0
0.12
Horizontal velocity (μm/yr)

100 m
-0.04

0.18
0.40
Vertical velocity (μm/yr)

Figure 1. Results for a crater at 170 K on the NPLD, such as
the one observed in HiRISE image PSP_009773_2675 (a).
Total (b), horizontal (c) and vertical (d) flow velocities do
not exceed µm/yr (positive directions are up/right).

Steep scarps: Scarps of ice (Fig. 2a) far steeper
than typical troughs have been observed at the periphery of the NPLD [23]. HiRISE monitoring has revealed seasonally active avalanches composed of dust
and CO2 frost which do not directly transport significant mass but may have important indirect effects on
scarp evolution [23]. The steep, equatorward slopes
cause the scarps to experience relatively warm temperatures compared to the rest of the NPLD [19] and thus
make them a prime candidate for viscous flow.
We show results of a 2D model run of a steep scarp
with scarp height 800 m, scarp width 400 m, dust fraction 2%, grain size 1 mm, and immobile BU (Fig. 2b–
h). Flow is outward at the scarp base and downward
at the scarp top, implying the slope is shallowing with
time. Flow velocities are high, with maximum velocities on the order of ~1 m/yr. We quantify the sensitivi-
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Figure 2. Results for a scarp 800-m-high and 400-m-wide,
with a maximum slope of ~70°, such as the one in HiRISE
image PSP_007140_2640 (a); red dotted line traces an example 2D profile as seen in the other panels. Positive directions are left/down.
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ty of flow velocity to various input parameters; results
for a few parameters are shown in Fig. 3. We find that
ice flow is an important factor in scarp evolution for
any realistic combination of input parameters.
Conclusions:
NPLD craters are smaller and
younger than SPLD craters, and our models show these
factors are sufficient to cause viscous flow to be unimportant in the modification of present day NPLD craters. We conclude that infilling is the primary modification mechanism of NPLD craters.
In contrast, the comparatively high-relief, steep, and
warm scarps that host avalanches at the NPLD margin
experience ice flow fast enough (10s–100s cm/yr) to
be a critical factor in scarp evolution. If there were no
other processes shaping topography, scarps would flow
into their presently observed shape from an initial vertical cliff in kyrs and continue flowing. However, given observations of dust/frost avalanches [23], ice block
falls [24], and thermal modeling that shows thermal
stresses on the scarps exceed the tensile strength of the
PLD [19], it is perhaps more plausible that scouring of
dust off the scarps leads to thermal stress-induced mass
wasting which steepens the scarps in a competing effect to that of shallowing viscous flow.
A tantalizing prospect is the possibility of observing
active flow. Our favored model (Fig. 2) yields a maximum flow velocity of ~1 m/yr. Even if viscous flow
and block falls provide competing effects, the discrete
nature of block falls means that a steady-state is not
achieved perfectly, and the continuous viscous flow
may still be observable. Additionally, flow would decrease the elevation of the scarp top (~40 cm/yr for the
case in Fig. 2), which would not be countered by block
falls. HiRISE images have resolutions of ~30 cm/pixel.
We predict that scarps flow several pixels in an image
over the lifetime of the instrument, and therefore analyses of future images and DEMs of the same scarp
may be able to observe ice flow. Such observations
would allow us to constrain parameters with our models; lower flow rates than predicted could indicate
higher dust content or colder ice than expected.
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Figure 3. Sensitivity of scarp results to parameters. (a)
shows maximum flow velocity as a function of the annualaverage surface temperature on the steepest slope of the
scarp. (b) shows maximum flow velocity as a function of ice
grain size and dust content in the NPLD for an immobile BU;
our nominal case is marked with an ×.
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An interest for Martian geologists and glaciologists
Martian polar regions are, meteorogically speaking, very
active regions. This activity is evidenced by numerous surface morphologic features, from frost streaks to
dune fields, which putative inferred direction is roughly
compatible with directions obtained by mesoscale models [1]. The varying spectral signatures (H2 O or CO2 )
over polar slopes during seasonal retreat have been possibly ascribed to winds too [2]. The occurrence of trough
clouds has possibly been linked to the migration of spiral
troughs thanks to mesoscale modeling of polar katabatic
winds, both over the northern polar cap [3] and the southern polar cap [4]. Furthermore, smaller-scale sedimentation waves than troughs over the Martian polar caps
are thought to be controlled by katabatic winds [5]. The
control of surface morphology by winds might even be
extended to the paleo-topography revealed by radar imagery [6].
An interest for Martian climate scientists The interest for Martian polar regions is not restricted to surfaceatmosphere interactions. Studying the meteorology of
the Martian polar regions is a means to address key questions for the Martian climate at all scales. The fact that
many flushing storms originate from the Martian polar
regions [7] indicates that the mesoscale wind activity in
polar regions is likely to play a decisive role [8, 9]. At the
same time, the wind variability itself in the polar regions
is a matter of active research to disentangle the combined
influence of katabatic acceleration [10, 11], sea-breeze
circulations caused by the ice-soil contrasts [8], polar
transients [9], and, last but not least, the large-scale polar vortex [12, 13]. Polar regions also play a key role as
a seasonal source/sink for the water annual cycle, where
mesoscale transport processes [14] and cloud formation
with radiatively-induced effect [15] play a crucial role.
As far as the upper troposphere / lower mesosphere is
concerned, the polar atmosphere is also prone to a particularly strong mesoscale activity with the frequent occurrence of gravity waves [16].
Why use mesoscale simulations for polar regions?
Mesoscale models are well-suited to get insights into atmospheric and surface processes in polar regions. Contrary to global circulations models [GCMs], mesoscale
models integrate the atmospheric dynamics at high resolution in a specific region of interest on the planet with

Figure 1: The retreat of the seasonal CO2 cap is the primary driver
of the variability of the surface wind speeds in spring. Results of
a dx = 18 km mesoscale simulation (nested domain in a dx = 54 km
mother domain) at Ls = 60, 75, 90◦ (northern spring) in the northern
polar region. Wind vectors in m s−1 are shown each 3 grid points. Surface temperature is contoured. An albedo map of the Martian northern
polar region is included in the background to provide context.
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an adapted map projection. Polar mesoscale domains are
defined through stereographic projections, hence devoid
of the “pole singularity” present in most GCMs. In addition, high-resolution surface thermophysical properties
(albedo, thermal inertia) are used in mesoscale modeling.
A better seasonal coverage for polar mesoscale simulations As is detailed in the previous paragraphs, understanding the diurnal, seasonal, and even interannual
variability of temperature, winds, water vapor & clouds,
. . . in Martian polar regions is an important step to understanding both surface and atmosphere processes. Our
idea is that, since existing published mesoscale simulations focused on a specific season of interest, it is now
time to attempt a full annual coverage of polar mesoscale
simulations. We performed test mesoscale simulations
with the LMD Martian Mesoscale model [17, 10] over
a wide range of seasons to demonstrate the potentialities
of this concept and offer a first (and quite unprecedented
yet) discussion on the seasonal variability of winds in the
northern and southern regions of Mars. For instance, for
North pole, we provide simulations for each 5-10◦ of solar longitude (Ls ) beginning at northern vernal equinox
(Ls 0◦ ) and ending at northern autumnal equinox (Ls
180◦ ) [18]. Those simulations allow us to explore the
Martian polar meteorological variability: we show an example of wind changes associated with the CO2 cap retreat in Figure 1.
Building a Polar Mars Climate Database Our proposal is to build an online interface to map (and more
generally extract) the atmospheric predictions from the
LMD Martian Mesoscale Model in the Martian polar regions, following the example of both the online Mars Climate database [http://www-mars.
lmd.jussieu.fr/mcd_python], and similar online database for terrestrial polar regions [19]. The Mars
Polar Conference will be an excellent vector to discuss
with the community to determine the most relevant parameters and fields for the various studies undertaken, as
well as to define an infrastructure of the database which
will optimize the scientific return of the simulations.
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Introduction: Obliquity changes on Mars move
water ice from the midlatitudes to the poles on 120 kyr
cycles [1]. Mars currently has an obliquity of 25.1◦,
placing it within an interglacial period marked by retreat of mid-latitudinal ice towards the poles [1]. An
area in southwestern Utopia Planitia, Mars, has been
shown to harbor excess water ice in the shallow subsurface [2,3]. The ice is contained within layered mesas up to 170 m thick. The mesas appear to be in a
state of degradation as evidenced by abundant scalloped depresssions, interior gaps exposing an underlying unit, and partially exhumed craters (Figure 1). The
mechanisms of degradation are undergoing debate,
with some authors arguing that the depressions are
formed by freeze-thaw cycling [4] while others argue
they can form by sublimation alone [5].
Additional evidence supporting the idea that the
layered mesa deposit has undergone degradation is
found in SHARAD (SHAllow RADar) observations
showing spatial outliers in the distribution of subsurface reflective interfaces (Figure 2). Spatial outliers in
the radar-reflective interface exhibit similar morphologies as the layered mesas in CTX and HiRISE imagery. The radar-reflective interface is interpreted as the
contact between the base of the mesas and the underlying terrain [2,3]. Combining the observations of apparent mesa degradation and the outliers found in the
SHARAD-reflective interface suggests that the layered
mesas may once been more extensive than they are
now [2,3]
The apparent removal of material in southwestern
Utopia Planitia offers a unique opportunity to relate
regional ice loss from the shallow subsurface to recent
contributions to the global ice cycle on Mars. In this
study we quanity shallow subsurface ice loss in Utopia
Planitia by mapping the “missing” volume of ice and
sediment from interior gaps in the layered mesa deposit.
Methods: Mesas, scalloped pits, and inter-mesa
plains in Utopia Planitia were mapped in ArcGIS. A
combination of elevation (MOLA) data, thermal inertia
data (THEMIS), SHARAD results, and imagery datasets (CTX, HiRISE) were examined and compared
when delineating degraded from intact mesa deposits.
The layered mesas were characterized by: relatively
high thermal inertia; abundant polygonal terrain and
scalloped depressions; a spatial correlation with
SHARAD reflectors; relief 80-170 m higher than surrounding terrain; a relatively low crater frequency; and

internal layering. These criteria were used to map the
gaps in the layered mesa deposits. The volume of
“missing” material from intra-mesa depressions was
determined by fitting a plane to the elevation of the rim
of the gap and then calculating the volume between the
pl ane and the underlying depression topography.

Figure 1: Morphology of the layered mesas. Evidence of degradation includes interior gaps revealing an underlying unit (blue dashed line), partially
exhumed craters, and abundant scalloped depressions.
Results: Mapping of the interior gaps yielded a result of ~1900 km3 in total volume of material removed.
See Figure 3 for a map of the volume loss measured.
When assuming a volume ice proportion of 50-85%
(from the SHARAD results [3]), that amounts to a water ice loss volume of ~950 – 1615 km3 or a global
equivalent layer (GEL) 7 – 11 mm thick. ~90% of the
volume of the layered mesas remains intact.
Discussion: Recent SHARAD results show that the
northern polar layered deposits (NPLD) have grown,
on average, 0.24 km3/year over the past 400,000 years
(GEL=1.7 µm/year) [6]. The inferred source of this ice
are shallow ice deposits in the mid-latitudes, where
near-surface ice is unstable and undergoing degradation and retreat [1]. The amount of ice loss observed in
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this study, while substantial, would represent only 12% of the total volume gained at the NPLD over the
past 400 kyr. Further analysis of midlatitude ice loss
outside of Utopia Planitia will be needed if we want to
relate loss of ice in the midlatitudes to ice gain at the
NPLD.
As ~90% of the volume is intact, there are two possibilities for its degradational history: either the rate of
ice loss is very small, or there was once a period of
more rapid degradation and the mesas are now relatively stable. More work to constrain the age of the
deposit is needed, but this is a challenging task due to
the partially degraded state of the layered mesa deposit
and its poor crater retention.
References: [1] Head, J. W., J. F. Mustard, M. A.
Kreslavsky, R. E. Milliken, and D. R. Marchant
(2003), Recent ice ages on Mars, Nature, 426 (6968),
797–802. [2] Stuurman, C. M., Osinski, G. R., Brothers,
T. C., Holt, J. W., & Kerrigan, M. (2014). LPSC XXXXV,
Abstract #2262. [3] Stuurman, C. M., Osinski, G. R.,
Holt, J. W., Levy, J.S., Brothers, T. C., & Kerrigan, M
(in review). Geophysical Research Letters. [4] Soare, R.
J., Horgan, B., Conway, S. J., Souness, C., & El-Maarry,
M. R. (2015). Earth and Planetary Science Letters, 423,
182-192. [5] C.M. Dundas, S. Byrne, A.S. McEwen
(2015), Icarus, Volume 262, Pages 154-169, ISSN 00191035 [6] Smith, I. B., Putzig, N. E., Phillips, R. J., &
Holt, J.W. (2015). LPSC XXXXVI Abstract #2574
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Figure 2: Map showing the outliers found using
SHARAD data (reflectors mapped in blue). Reflective regions were found outside of the proposed geologic unit ABp (circled). When examined closely
(2.ii), these regions matched the morphology of
ABp (layered deposits 80-110 m thick with scalloped depressions and polygons). The radar outliers combined with morphological evidence that the
unit has undergone degradation suggest that the
layered mesas may have been larger in the past
than they are now. Basemap (2.i) is THEMIS daytime IR data [NASA/JPL/University of Arizona]
and the higher resolution imagery (2.ii) is CTX
[NASA/JPL/MSSS]. The star marks the location of
Figure 1.

Fig 3: Map of the interpreted gaps in the layered
mesas on a CTX basemap.
The interpreted gaps combined with elevation data
were used to perform the
volume calculations.
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VERTICAL WATER VAPOR DISTRIBUTION AT PHOENIX. L. K. Tamppari1 and M. T. Lemmon2, 1Jet
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Diurnal water vapor

Introduction: The Phoenix and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) spacecraft participated together
in an observation campaign that was a coordinated
effort to study the Martian atmosphere. These coordinated observations were designed to provide nearsimultaneous observations of the same column of atmosphere over the Phoenix lander. Seasonal coverage
was obtained at Ls=5-10° resolution and diurnal coverage was obtained as often as possible and with as many
times of day as possible. One key aspect of this observation set was the means to compare the amount of
water measured in the whole column (via the MRO
Compact Reconnaissance Imaging Spectrometer for
Mars [CRISM; 1] and the Phoenix Surface Stereo Imager (SSI) with that measured at the surface (via the
Phoenix Thermal and Electrical Conductivity probe
[TECP; 2] which contained a humidity sensor). This
comparison, along with the Phoenix LIDAR observations of the depth to which aerosols are mixed [3,4],
provides clues to the water vapor mixing ratio profile.
Commonly, water vapor is assumed to be “wellmixed,” in other words, a constant fraction of the atmospheric pressure for a given height [e.g., 5,6]. Typically, this assumption is made to an altitude at which
clouds would condense given a related temperature
profile.
Tamppari et al. [7] examined of a subset of these
coordinated observations and found they indicated that
the water vapor is not well mixed in the atmosphere up
to a cloud condensation height at the Phoenix location
during northern summer, and results indicated that a
large amount of water must be confined to the lowest
0.5-1 km. This result was indicated by comparison of
TECP near-surface humidity measurements to CRISM
total column abundances, but subsequently both measurements have been refined. Nevertheless, Phoenix
SSI data appear to show a diurnal variation (Fig. 1-1),
leading to the hypothesis that water vapor exchanges
diurnally with the surface and a bulk of that vapor is
confined very near the surface, even in mid-day.
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Figure 1-1. Diurnal water vapor measurements
made by SSI (dots) and CRISM (squares) with
error bars.
However, it is not known if this happens rarely or
consistently throughout the Martian summer. Additionally, if water is confined near the surface, it is unknown is how deep the exchanging layer is. Analysis
of additional observations taken during the Phoenix
mission, combined with modeling, can shed light upon
these questions.
Data Acquisition Strategy: In order to detect water vapor using the Phoenix SSI camera, several water
vapor filters were added [8]. They are: LA = 930.7
nm (broad), R4 = 935.5 nm (narrow), and R5 = 935.7
nm (narrow). The 935-nm filters are sensitive to water
abundance above 5 pr microns in direct solar imaging.
Because this band is weak, imaging of the horizon,
opposite the sun is a more sensitive measure [9]. Other
continuum filters available in the SSI were used for
comparison. For each observation set, we obtained
images both above the sun and along the horizon opposite the sun. The above sun images are used for calibration, and the near-horizon images are used to detect
water vapor. The approach to using the above-sun and
horizon images is detailed in [9]. We have modified
the strategy as described further below. We found that
the Titov et al. approach of using the narrow neutral
density filters was ineffective due to the low response
even for long integration times. However, the broader
LA filter was found to be sufficiently sensitive to water.
This water vapor data set was collected throughout
the Phoenix mission. There were 13 coordinated observation datasets focused on water vapor taken over
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the course of the Phoenix mission, spanning Ls=83140°. Not all opportunities afforded full diurnal coverage, due to spacecraft constraints. Some opportunities included only a few observations, but others afforded 6 throughout the diurnal cycle.
Data Analysis: We have focused on a particular
period of the Phoenix mission when we have a full
complement of data sets and good diurnal coverage:
Sol 70 (Ls ~108.3º). We have performed the majority
of our testing on midday observations as they were
more commonly taken during the mission.
We have evaluated our data using a Monte Carlo
(MC) radiative transfer model to accurately capture the
horizon geometry. It was found that this model did not
provide a unique solution, given the natural uncertainty
with a statistical model, even with a high number of
trials. Because the model uncertainty was too large,
we developed a hybrid DISORT-spherical model.
(DISORT model [10]), which uses DISORT for a diffuse light source function and accurate geometry for
the camera line of sight. Within this framework, we
have evaluated a variety of profile options to model: A
2-layer model (boundary layer and free atmosphere
above boundary layer), a continuous model (no discontinuity in mixing ratio at the top of a boundary layer),
and a gradient model (8 layers in boundary layer; 2
layers above, with selectable scale height in each layer). Of these various models the two-layer model produced the best results.
Two-layer model. The two-layer model represents
the boundary layer and the free atmosphere, with free
parameters representing the water content of each and
the height of the boundary. Exploring the water vapor
profile space for our test case (Sol 70 midday), the best
fits occur with a large amount of the total column of
water (~30%) is confined < 0.5 km. However, better
fits will occur with the water confined very low, < 100
m. This code couples the dust and water profiles, but
we know from LIDAR data that dust should be well
mixed up to 4 km. Running vapor profiles that have
water well mixed up to 4 km, and only varying the
amount of water in that 4 km layer, cannot be modeled
with any fidelity, so a large amount of water must be
confined lower in the atmosphere.
Given this best-fit of a ‘water boundary layer’
height (0.5 km) and total amount of water in that layer
(10 pr microns), we used a water vapor profile model
to determine the water vapor mixing ratios, applying
the commensurate surface TECP data as a constraint,
as well as the total water column abundance from
CRISM and the likely cloud condensation height from
MCS T profiles. We assume the water in the previously determined ‘water boundary layer’ is well mixed,
then there (usually) is a discontinuity, and water above
that ‘water boundary layer’ is well mixed at a different
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mixing ratio up to a cloud condensation height and
then follows the cloud condensation curve above that.
The best match results show that the mass mixing ratio
at the surface is about 1115 ppmm (parts per million
by mass) for the bottom 0.5 km and then 130 ppmm
above that to a cloud condensation level, and then the
water vapor amount follows a cloud condensation
curve.
Our uncertainty metric for this two-layer model is
higher than desired in many cases. In order to examine
the sensitivity of the quality of the fit to uncertainties
in other parameters, we varied the total column abundance of water and the total dust, independently. The
uncertainty in the CRISM data is 10% [6], so we examined a case with 10% lower and higher total column
water amount. Similarly, we varied the dust amount
by the uncertainties given with the measurements. In
many cases, the variation of these parameters allowed
for an acceptable fit to be found.
Conclusions and Future Work: Our current
analysis indicates that there is a large percentage of the
column water vapor abundance confined near the subsurface. Improvements to the model have been made
and recent analysis using this model and comparing to
earlier results will be presented. In the future, we will
evaluate other midday cases and compare to the Sol 70
case. Then we will evaluate data taken at other times of
day (morning, evening, “night”) and expand our analysis to include data taken over the course of the Phoenix
mission.
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(2009), JGR 114, doi:10.1029/2007JE003052. [3]
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Introduction. The midwinter extent of Earth´s
Northern Hemisphere snow cover exceeds 40 million
km2 [1], reaching south of latitude 40°N late in the
winter in some regions. Iceland is located at latitudes
63.2–66.7°N, within the main track of low-pressure
systems traveling across the N-Atlantic Ocean. The
mean annual precipitation is 1800 mm, of which 40%
falls as snow [2]. Temperate ice caps, which cover
10% of the country, are located in the central highlands
or near the southern coast, where precipitation levels
can exceed 5000 mm/yr in the elevation interval 1300–
2100 m. The total area of the ice caps is close to
11.000 km2 and their total volume is 3600 km2 according to recent estimates [3].
Mass balance studies on Hofsjökull. Volume
changes of ice masses are being monitored worldwide
to assess the contributions of different glaciated regions to ongoing sea-level rise. Since the mid-1990s,
average annual mass loss from all ice caps in Iceland is
estimated to have been 9.5 Gigatons/yr [5]. We focus
here on Hofsjökull (Fig. 1), where traditional methods
for determining winter and summer mass balance have
been employed since 1989. During spring expeditions,
snow cores are drilled through the winter layer at 25
locations on the ice cap, within ice-flow basins that
cover 40% of the total ice-cap area. Measurements of
the thickness and density profile of the winter layer
allows determination of its water-equivalent thickness,
i.e. the winter balance. Summer balance is then read
from ablation stakes placed on the ice cap in spring.
These methods deliver accurate data for seasonal and
annual mass balance at point locations but the spatial
coverage is limited and consequently the accumulation
distribution over the entire ice cap is not well known.
More recent repeat lidar measurements [6] indicate that
the point mass-balance data may underestimate the
recent mass loss on Hofsjökull by approximately 0.4
m/yr. The difference can be due to overestimation of
the amount of winter snowfall, underestimation of
summer melting, or both.
GPR measurements of winter snow thickness.
To study the reasons for the bias in the point measurements, a Ground Penetrating Radar system has been
employed on Hofsjökull during spring expeditions in
2015 and 2016. In total, 380 km of continuous snow
thickness profiles have been obtained, improving greatly our knowledge of the distribution of winter accumu-

Fig. 1. LANDSAT-image of the Hofsjökull ice cap,
Central Iceland. Outline changes between 1945/46 and
2006 are indicated. The area of the ice cap diminished
from 925 km2 to 850 km2 in this 60-year interval. The
volume of the ice cap was estimated to be 215 km3 in
1983 [4] but has since decreased by more than 10%.
The ice cap lies in the elevation interval 650–1790 m
a.s.l. Red lines show three transects where mass
balance measurements have been conducted since 1989
and the dashed red line shows the location of the
profile in Fig. 3.

lation over the ice cap. A 500 MHz IceMap GPRinstrument manufactured by Sensors & Software Inc.
was used. The sampling interval was typically 0.5 m.
The speed of electromagnetic waves in solid ice is 169
m/s [4], whereas values for snow in the density range
0.3–0.6 g/cm3 lie in the interval 200–240 m/s [7]. In
the accumulation area, a reflection from the previous
year´s summer surface could be traced without ambiguity in most parts of the ice cap. Clear reflections were
observed from glacier ice below snow in the ablation
area. Travel times recorded by the GPR radar and exact
snow thickness measurements by coring were used to
determine the velocity for the winter snow on
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Hofsjökull in the elevation interval 800–1800 m (Fig.
2). The calibration yielded the velocity value 212 m/s
for the winter snow layer 2014–2015, with a variability
of up to 4% within the elevation range 800–1800 m.
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ice-flow over the rugged subglacial topography; which
displays stepwise lowering on the northern slopes of a
large volcanic caldera situated below the central part of
the ice cap. This step-landscape is to some extent reflected in the surface topography of the ice cap, resulting in non-uniform snow deposition.

Fig. 3. A 8.8 km long snow thickness profile on the
northern part of Hofsjökull. The location of the profile
is shown in Fig. 1.
Fig. 2. Depth of winter snow layer determined by snow
coring vs. one-way travel time measured by the GPR
system at the same location.

Results and discussion. In the ablation area of
Hofsjökull, values of winter snow thickness are typically between 50 cm and 400 cm, but values above 800
cm have been recorded at the highest elevations in the
accumulation area. GPR-profiles were measured along
transects where data on accumulation and ablation have
been collected at approximately 100 m elevation intervals since the start of the mass balance measurements,
allowing direct comparisons with the conventional
snow thickness data. Preliminary comparison indicates
that snow thickness determination at 5–10 locations on
15–20 km long profiles in 3 different basins on the ice
cap underestimates the winter accumulation by 10–
15%. This indicates that the 25 measurement points
selected in the late 1980s were not placed at locations
yielding representative values for the winter accumulation and the entire mass-balance history of the ice cap
is being revised in the light of these new results. A
striking result from the GPR measurements is the
strong variability in snow thickness on the northern
part of Hofsjökull. Fig. 3 shows a 9 km profile covering the elevation range 900–1400 m. Snow thickness
varies between 60 cm and 670 cm, displaying large and
surprisingly regular variations, peaking at approximately 1 km intervals. These variations are attributed to
wind scouring on the northern slopes of the ice cap and
may be related to ice-surface undulations caused by

References:
[1] https://www.nsidc.org
[2] Jóhannesson T. et al. (2007) Report OS-2007/011,
Orkustofnun, Iceland. [3] Björnsson H. & Pálsson F.
(2008), Jökull 58, 365-386. [4] Björnsson H. (1988)
Soc. Scient. Islandica XLV, 140 pp. [5] Björnsson H. et
al. (2013). GRL, 40, 1546-1550. doi:10.1002/grl.50278
[6] Jóhannesson T. et al. (2013). Ann. Glaciol. 54 (63).
doi: 10.3189/2012AoG63A422. [7] A. Godio (2009).
J. Applied Sciences 6 (3), 414-423.
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CHARACTERIZING THE MARS DIURNAL CO2 CYCLE. T. N. Titus1, 1United States Geological Survey
Astrogeology Science Center, 2255 North Gemini Dr., Flagstaff, AZ 86001 USA (ttitus@usgs.gov).

Introduction: While many studies have been conducted to characterize and model the annual CO2 cycle
on Mars, little has been done to investigate and characterize the extent of the diurnal CO2 cycle. There are
two general locations where the diurnal exchange of
surface CO2 ice with the atmospheric can occur: (1) at
higher elevations of the Tharsis region [1,2] and (2) at
the edges of the seasonal polar caps when they experience both solar illumination and darkness. This paper
will focus on the diurnal CO2 cycle at the seasonal cap
edge.
Motivation: While the effects of the cap edge diurnal CO2 cycle on the atmospheric pressure are negligible, the nightly formation of CO2 ice and subsequent
complete sublimation the next day could possibly be an
analysis tool for probing the near-surface properties,
e.g., the thermal inertia of the surface material or depth
to the H2O ice table.
Theoretical (via modeling) understanding of the
seasonal cap edge diurnal CO2 cycle was needed to
plan a coordinated observing campaign using two Mars
spacecraft that are in early morning and mid-afternoon
orbits: 2001 Mars Odyssey and Mars Reconnaissance
Orbiter (MRO). The major questions considered in
designing an observing campaign are when does the
diurnal CO2 cycle occur and how long does it last? If
the diurnal ice only reforms the night after the seasonal
CO2 ice completely sublimes, and not on subsequent
nights, then the region must be specifically targeted
(complete with Roll Only Targeted Observations (ROTOs)) that afternoon and immediately on the following
morning. However, if the diurnal ice reforms on several nights, then fewer constraints are placed on the observing coordination.
First-order Considerations: Even without computer
simulations, a few basic properties of the diurnal CO2
cycle can be deduced. For nighttime condensation and
complete daytime sublimation to occur, the process
requires periods of both sunlight and darkness. Therefore, a diurnal cycle cannot occur during mid-to-late
spring as the sun never sets on retreating cap edge.
Likewise, diurnal CO2 cannot occur during the polar
night but this is not an issue as the cap edge always
extends into daylight (Fig. 1).
Thermal Model: A simple thermal model that
solves the thermal diffusion equation using the RungeKutta method [3] was used. The model, while not as
sophisticated as other thermal models (e.g., KRC [4,
5]), was specifically written to model and track the
effects of diurnal CO2 condensation and sublimation.

For the retreating seasonal cap, the subsurface was set
to 145 K since the regolith has had all “winter” to dissipate the thermal pulse from summertime heating. The
bottom boundary condition is adiabatic. The current
version of the model does not have an atmosphere, but
that will be corrected in the next version. Therefore
results presented here provide a validation of the model
and a qualitative (but not quantitative) understanding
of the effects of the diurnal CO2 cycle at the edge of
the seasonal cap. The model initial conditions used are
shown in Table 1.
Parameter
Soil Bond Albedo
CO2 Ice Bond Albedo
Soil Thermal Inertia
Ice Thermal Inertia
Model Layer Thickness
Number of Layers
Time Interval
Atmospheric Temperature
Atmospheric Opacity

Value
0.2
0.65
203
2000
0.01
100
0.035
165
0.2

Units

J m-2 K-1 s-½
J m-2 K-1 s-½
meter
second
K

Figure 1: Cap Edge vs. Season. The black line is the
latitude of the observed seasonal cap edge as a function
of season. The red line shows the extent of the polar
day, a range of latitudes where the sun never sets. The
blue line shows the extent of the polar night, a range of
latitudes where the sun never rises.
Modeling Results: The results are preliminary but
will be useful in planning an observation campaign
where afternoon observations from MRO CRISM can
be compared to early morning observations from Mars
2001 Odyssey THEMIS.
Local time. The local time when the seasonal CO2
ice completely sublimes is an input parameter. Preliminary model results suggest that the deposition of diurnal CO2 ice is sensitive to the local time when the sea-
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sonal ice disappeared. If the seasonal CO2 ice disappeared in the morning, the ground would become too
warm for subsequent nighttime deposition. Because the
complete sublimation of seasonal CO2 ice is expected
to be spatially patchy due to small-scale variations in
slope and regolith properties, any nighttime deposition
can also be expected to be patchy.

Figure 2: Seasonal evolution of diurnal CO2 ice. The
black curve shows the case for no near surface water
ice and complete seasonal sublimation at 14H. The red
curve shows the same case as the black curve, except
with near surface H2O ice ~6 cm below the surface.
The green curve represents no near surface water ice
with complete sublimation occurring at 9H. The blue
curve shows case for near surface H2O ice and complete sublimation at 9H. For this case, no diurnal ice
was deposited. (Top) Number of nights of diurnal CO 2
deposition vs. season. (Bottom) Maximum depth of
diurnal CO2 ice vs. season. The effects of near-surface
H2O ice result in less diurnal accumulation and an earlier termination of the diurnal cycle. The local time of
day when the seasonal CO2 ice completely sublimes
has the greatest effect on the duration of the diurnal
CO2 cycle.
Retreating cap. As previously noted, diurnal CO2
ice is not expected during the mid-to-late spring.
However, diurnal CO2 ice is possible during the initial
phase of cap retreat. Model predictions suggest that
detecting diurnal CO2 ice will require a highly coordinated campaign as the cycle only occurs for a single
night during the early spring. However, late winter
observations of the cap edge may show the deposition
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and complete sublimation over a period of six days as
shown in Fig 2.
The time of day that the seasonal ice completely
sublimes also affects the occurrence of diurnal ice. If
the seasonal ice completely sublimes during the morning, the ground will sufficiently warm to prevent an
onset of diurnal ice. Therefore the observation of diurnal ice during the spring will generally be difficult.
Inflection Point. The inflection point is the season
at which the seasonal cap is at its maximum extent.
This is period of time when the diurnal CO2 ice should
deposit nightly (with subsequent daytime sublimation)
for the longest duration, thus providing an opportunity
for either extended observations or less coordinated
observations.
Advancing cap. Results for the advancing cap,
while not shown here, will be presented at the conference. The previous initial conditions of setting the
depth profile to the condensation temperature of CO2
ice is not realistic as the regolith has had all summer to
warm. Longer model runs will be needed to allow for
spin-up.
Summary: Model results suggest that the diurnal
deposition of CO2 ice along the seasonal cap edge
should occur under proper conditions. The thickness of
the diurnal ice and the number of sols for which diurnal
ice occurs is dependent on thermal inertia, including
the presence of near-surface ice. Therefore, the observational characterization of this process will provide a
probe to the physical properties of the near-subsurface.
While all preliminary results presented here have been
for the northern hemisphere, a similar study will be
conducted and presented for the south.
Acknowledgements: This project was partially
funded through the THEMIS/Odyssey Project and
CRISM/MRO Project offices.
References: [1] Cushing, G.E. & T. N. Titus
(2008) JGR, 113, CiteID E06006. [2] Titus T. N. &
Cushing G. E. (2015) LPS XLVI, Abstract #1181. [3]
Press W. H. et al. (1992) Numerical Recipes in C,
Cambridge Univ. Press. [4] Kieffer, H. H., et al. (1977)
J. Geophys. Res., 82, 4249–4291. [5] Kieffer, Hugh H.,
(2013) J. Geophys. Res.: Planets, 118(3), 451-470.
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WHAT CAUSES MARS’ ANNULAR POLAR VORTICES? A.D. Toigo1, D. W. Waugh2, and S. D. Guzewich3,
1
Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, Laurel, MD, USA, anthony.toigo@jhuapl.edu, 2Johns Hopkins University Department of Earth and Planetary Science, Baltimore, MD, USA, waugh@jhu.edu, 3Universities
Space Research Association and NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD, USA,
scott.d.guzewich@nasa.gov

Introduction: One distinctive feature of the Martian atmosphere is that the seasonal polar vortices exhibit annuli of high potential vorticity (PV) around 70–
80 degrees latitude and a local minimum near the pole.
These annuli can be seen in PV fields derived from
observations [1], reanalyses [2,3], and free-running
general circulation model (GCM) simulations [3,4] of
Mars, but are not a feature of Earth’s polar vortices,
where there is a monotonic increase in magnitude of
PV from equator to pole for both the stratospheric and
tropospheric polar vortices [5].
The cause of the generation of an annular PV field
in the Martian polar vortices is unknown. We present
here an analysis of Mars reanalyses and a series of
MarsWRF simulations that indicate that the annulus is
due to CO2 condensation in polar regions.
Methods: We examine the evolution and structure
of the Martian polar vortices in two recently available
reanalysis systems, the Mars Analysis Correction Data
Assimilation (MACDA) [6] and the Ensemble Mars
Atmosphere Reanalysis System (EMARS) [7], and in a
series of MarsWRF [8] simulations. These simulations consist of pairs that differ only in their representation of CO2 microphysics: in the “standard” simulation there is a simple scheme for condensation and

sublimation of CO2 based on not exceeding saturation,
whereas in the “no-CO2-latent-heating” simulation the
CO2 microphysics is explicitly disabled. The difference between these simulations show the impact of
CO2 condensation on the flow and thermal and polar
vortex structure.
Results: The reanalyses show very similar evolution and structure of the polar vortices. During winter,
there are very low temperatures in the polar regions
with a strong westerly jet in high latitudes that tilts
towards the pole with height. There is near-zero PV
equatorward of the core of the westerly jet, a large
increase in PV just within the jet, and then a decrease
in polar regions, resulting in an annulus of high PV just
inside the jet (Fig 1a).
The observed evolution and structure of the vortex
is reproduced in typical (“standard”) MarsWRF simulations that include the microphysics of CO2 condensa
tion and sublimation. In particular, in these simulations there is near-zero PV equatorward of the jet and
strength, extent, and timing of the vortex varies depending on the amount of dust in the atmosphere.
The cause of the generation of an annular PV field
in the vortex is unknown, but one possible cause is

Figure 1: North polar stereographic projection maps of monthly(30-sol)-mean potential vorticity (colors) on the
θ=300 K isentropic surface at Ls=270° (northern winter solstice) for (a) MACDA, and the (b) standard and (c) noCO2-latent-heating MarsWRF simulations. The outer latitude is 45°N and 0° longitude is at the bottom of the maps.
Black contours also show potential vorticity.
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Figure 2: Profiles of potential vorticity (colors), zonal
wind (m/s, white contours), potential temperature (K,
black dashed contours), and latent heating (K/s, solid
black contours). Data are 30-sol averages for a period near Ls=270° (northern winter solstice). The thick
dotted line is the isentropic surface for Figure 1.
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latent heating due to CO2 condensation in cold polar
regions. To test this hypothesis, simulations with no
CO2 microphysics are performed. The vortex structure
differs significantlty in these “no-CO2-latent-heating”
simulations. While there is a still a strong westerly jet
with near-zero PV equatorward of the jet, there are
lower temperatures, stronger zonal winds, and higher
PV in polar regions. Most importantly, there is a monotonic increase in PV from equator to pole with no
annular structure (Fig 1c).
Analysis of heating rates shows that in both simulations the high PV is generated by diabatic cooling associated with the downward branch of the Hadley cell,
but in the “standard” simulations the latent heat associated with CO2 condensation compensates partially and
leads to destruction of PV in the polar lower atmosphere, inducing the formation of an annular PV structure (Fig. 2). There is close correspondence between
the vertical extent of latent heating and the region of
the annulus of PV in the standard simulations (Fig. 2a).
Conclusions: Analyses of MarsWRF simulations
indicate that the annular structure of PV in Mars’ polar
vortices is due to latent heat associated with CO2 condensation in polar regions. If there is no CO2 condensation the simulated polar vortex has monotonic PV
gradients with maximum PV near the pole, similar to
terrestrial polar vortices where there is also no condensation of the most abundant atmospheric species.
References: [1] Banfield, D., et al., (2004), Icarus,
170, 365−403. [2] Mitchell D., et al., (2014), Q. J. R.
Meteorol. Soc. , DOI:10.1002/qj.23. [3] Waugh D.W.
et al. J Geophys. Res., submitted. [4] Barnes, J.R.,
R.M. Haberle, (1996), J. Atmos. Sci., 53, 3143–315.
[5] Waugh D.W., A. Sobel, L.M. Polvani, (2016), Bull.
Amer. Meteor. Soc., to appear. [6] Montabone L, et al.
(2014), Geosci. Data J., doi: 10.1002/gdj3.13 [7]
Greybush SJ, et al. (2012), J. Geophys. Res. 117:
E11008, doi: 10.1029/2012JE004097 [8] Toigo, A., et
al. (2012), Icarus, 221, 276–288.
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THE FORMATION OF LIQUID WATER ON PRESENT-DAY MARS: CALCIUM-MAGNESIUM
CHLORIDE BRINES IN THE ANTARCTIC DRY VALLEYS AS A MARS ANALOG.
J. D. Toner and D. C. Catling, University of Washington, Dept. Earth & Space Sciences and Astrobiology Program,
Seattle, WA 98195, USA. (e-mail: toner2@uw.edu)

Introduction: Recurring Slope Lineae (RSL) are
dark lineations on warm Martian slopes that lenghthen
incrementally downslope in spring as temperatures
warm, fade during winter months, and reccur from
year-to-year [1]. An aqueous mechanism is widely believed to form RSL [2, 3]; however, despite extensive
investigation in recent years, both the mechanism of
RSL formation and the composition of putative brines
remain elusive. Theories on aqueous formation mechanisms range from discharge by freshwater or saline
aquifers [3, 4], to eutectic melting and deliquescence of
hygroscopic salts [5]. Theories on RSL composition
are similarly diverse, from calcium chloride, to perchlorate, to ferric sulfate brines [6, 7].
The Antarctic Dry Valleys (ADV) are extremely
cold and dry, and represent the best Earth analog environment for Mars. Aqueous brine flows have been
identified in the ADV that are morphologically similar
to features observed on Mars and show seasonal flow
patterns [8, 9]. Interestingly, shallow groundwater
brines in the ADV are commonly enriched in CaCl2, an
unusual composition in carbonate-rich surface waters
on Earth. Don Juan Pond (DJP) in Wright Dry Valley
contains a nearly saturated CaCl2 brine. Such brines
have low eutectic temperatures (-50°C) and are extremely hygroscopic. If present on Mars, CaCl2 brines
could remain stable despite cold and dry conditions.
Here we use a newly developed thermodynamic
model in the Na-K-Ca-Mg-Cl system [10] to explore
the potential for low-temperature chloride brines to
form water on Mars. We find that freezing-point depression (FPD), hygroscopicity, and water requirements in Ca-Mg-Cl mixtures are often greater than in
perchlorate salts, which supports the potential for CaMg-Cl brines to form aqueous flows such as RSL.
Antarctic analogs: Ca-Cl-rich compositions are rare on Earth’s surface, but are common in the ADV. In
addition to Don Juan Pond, the bottom water of Lake
Vanda in Wright Valley contains a concentrated CaMg-Na-Cl brine, as do several other ponds in Wright
and Victoria Valley. Ca-Cl enrichment is also common
in shallow subsurface flows found in Taylor and
Wright Valley. Ca-Cl-rich brines found in the ADV are
similar in composition to deep groundwaters found in
many other locations on Earth [11].
The formation of Ca-rich brines in the ADV is geochemically interesting because ADV surface waters are
rich in sulfate and carbonate; hence, evaporation and

freezing processes should cause Ca2+ to precipitate as
calcite (CaCO3) or gypsum (CaSO4·2H2O), leading to
Ca2+ deficient brines [12]. Recent analyses and modeling efforts in Taylor Valley have shown that cation
exchange reactions on mineral surfaces strongly enrich
soil solutions in Ca2+ and Mg2+ ions, leading to the
formation of Ca-Mg-Cl rich brines [13]. The exchange
mechanism governing this enrichment process is applicable to any region affected by freezing processes that
concentrate fluids in soils. Applied to Mars, Ca-Cl
enrichment processes now operating in the ADV suggest that Ca-Mg-Cl brines should be ubiquitous in the
Mastian subsurface. We hypothesize that outflows of
such near-surface Ca-Mg-Cl rich groundwater may be
responsible for RSL.
Thermodynamic model: To explore the thermodynamic properties of putative chloride brines on
Mars, we have developed a new, comprehensive thermodynamic model in the Na-K-Ca-Mg-Cl system valid
from <200 to 298.15 K [10]. This model improves over
previous models because it achieves thermodynamic
consistency by incorporating a variety of interrelated
thermodynamic properties including activity coefficients, solution heat capacities, solution enthalpies, and
salt solubilities in binary and mixed salt systems.
Ca-Mg-Cl brine properties: Freezing Point Depression. The maximum equilibrum FPD possible is
the eutectic temperature (Te). Of the chloride salts,
CaCl2 has the lowest Te (-50.1°C). This Te is similar to
Te in Mg(ClO4)2 solutions (-57°C), but somewhat higher than the metastable eutectic often observed in this
salt (-67°C). Ca(ClO4)2 has the lowest Te of any Mars
relevant salt (-75°C); however, this salt is unlikely to
form aqueous solutions in soils [14] because it is deposited surficially via atmospheric interations onto
carbonate-rich soils [15]. Possibly, Ca(ClO4)2 salts
could form as Ca-Cl-rich groundwaters discharge into
surface soils and entrain perchlorates.
Eutectics in brine mixtures are largely determined
by the salt component having the lowest T e i.e. little
additional freezing-point depression occurs in salt mixtures. For example, a CaCl2 brine in mixture with
MgCl2 (Te = -33.4°C) has a maximum FPD of T e = 50.8°C, which is nearly the same as in pure CaCl2.
Deliquescence/Hygroscopicity. The deliquescence
relative humidity (DRH) is given by the water activity
over a saturated salt solution. DRH increases with decreasing temperature (salts become less hygroscopic at
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lower temperatures), primarily following changes in
solubility (Fig. 1). The DRH of salt mixtures is lower
than the DRH of any of the individual salt components.
In mixtures such as Na-Ca-Cl, the net DRH lowering
relative to pure CaCl2 or NaCl is negligible; however,
our model indicates that DRH in Ca-Mg-Cl mixtures is
substantially lower than in individual salt components,
by up to 11 % DRH. The DRH of Ca-Mg-Cl mixtures
is much lower than for Mg(ClO4)2·6H2O above 250 K
(by up to 20 % DRH). Although we have not yet modeled chloride-perchlorate mixtures, such mixtures have
the potential for extremely low total DRH. Absorption
of atmospheric water vapor in low DRH brines and
salts could be a mechanism for RSL formation. Alternatively, low DRH will inhibit the evaporation of
brines exposed at the soil surface, which could explain
the seasonal persistence of brines in soils.
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lar or lower water requirements compared to perchlorates. With the exception of Ca(ClO4)2 salts, MgCl2
salts have the lowest water requirements of all due to
their high hydration states. MgCl2·12H2O will melt
spontaneously at 255 K, dissolving in its own hydration
water to form brines; hence, this salt does not require
any additional water at 255 K to form brine.

Fig. 2. The mass of water (g) that would need to be
added to a given salt to form 1 ml of solution.

Fig. 1. DRH modeled in various perchlorate and
chloride salt solutions, including Ca-Mg-Cl mixtures
(red line). The hydration waters of equilibrium salt
phases are indicated.
Water budget. Given the paucity of liquid water
sources on Mars, salts requiring less water to form a
given volume of brine are more favorable for the formation of aqueous flows. The mass of water needed to
form 1 ml of brine, the water requirement (WR, g ml-1),
is a function of the molality of the saturated solution
( msat ), the stoichiometric hydration waters in the salt
( x ), and the saturated solution density ( dsat ) in g cm-3:
(1.1)

 1000  18msat x 
WR  
 d sat
1000  msat M w 

where M w is the molecular weight of the salt. We derive densities of the saturated solution as a function of
concentration from FREZCHEM [16], assuming that
values at 298.15 K are temperature invariant.
Hydration waters have the strongest effect on WR
because these waters are added to solution upon salt
dissolution (Fig. 2). CaCl2 and MgCl2 salts have simi-

Conclusions: The formation of Ca-Mg-Cl rich
brines in the ADV, and recent finding on the mechanism responsible for this enrichment, suggest that CaMg-Cl rich brines should be pervasive in the Martian
subsurface. Our analysis of FPD and DRH indicates
that Ca-Mg-Cl brines could be stable on the Martian
surface. Such brines are more stable than NaClO4 solutions, and are more stable than Mg(ClO4)2 solutions
above 250 K. Furthermore, the water requirement
needed to form Ca-Mg-Cl aqueous flows is less than
for perchlorates above 250 K. These properties support
the notion that RSL could be seasonal flows of Ca-MgCl rich aqueous solutions.
References: [1] McEwen, A.S., et al. (2011), Sci.,
333(6043), 740-743. [2] McEwen, A.S., et al. (2014),
Nat. Geo., 7, 53–58. [3] Stillman, D.E., et al. (2016),
Icarus, 265, 125–138. [4] Stillman, D.E., et al. (2014),
Icarus, 233, 328-341. [5] Kreslavsky, M.A. and J.W.
Head (2009), Icarus, 201(2), 517-527. [6] Chevrier,
V.F. and E.G. Rivera-Valentin (2012), GRL, 39(21), 15. [7] Ojha, L., et al. (2015), Nat. Geo., 8, 829–832.
[8] Dickson, J.J., et al. (2013), Sci. Rep., 3(1166, 1-7.
[9] Levy, J.S. (2012), Icarus, 219(1), 1-4. [10] Toner,
J.D. and D.C. Catling (submitted), GCA. [11] Garrett,
D. (2004), Amsterdam: Elsevier Academic Press. [12]
Lyons, W.B. and P.M. Mayewski (1993), AGU, 135143. [13] Toner, J.D. and R.S. Sletten (2013), GCA,
110, 84–105. [14] Kounaves, S.P., et al. (2014), Icarus, 232, 226–231. [15] Smith, M.L., et al. (2014),
Icarus, 231, 51-64. [16] Marion, G.M. and J.S. Kargel
(2008), Berlin/Heidelberg: Springer.
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INVESTIGATING CONCENTRIC CRATER FILL ON MARS WITH AN ICE FLOW MODEL. N. Weitz1,
G. R. Osinski1,2, J. L. Fastook3 and M. Zanetti1, 1Department of Earth Sciences / Centre for Planetary Science and
Exploration, University of Western Ontario, London, Canada, 2Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of
Western Ontario, London, Canada, 3Department of Computer Sciences, University of Maine, Orono, USA.
Introduction: Concentric crater fill (CCF) is
thought to be the result of thick accumulations of ice
and dust infilling craters in the mid-latitudes of Mars
[1,2,3] and may behave similarly to terrestrial iceand/or rock- glaciers. Satellite imagery of CCF show
flow features, such as lobes and parallel ridges on
crater floors, interpreted to be related to glaciation
[2,4]. Recent global climate modeling suggests that
concentric crater fill develops over many cycles in
which thin layers of snow and ice gradually accumulate in craters during global changes in the planet's obliquity [1,5]. To date, little effort has been made in understanding the geophysics and mechanics of glaciers
in impact craters (essentially enclosed basins) and the
question of how glaciers modify craters remains open.
We use finite element ice flow modeling to understand
the process of concentric crater fill and subsequent iceflow on Mars and determine if there is potential for
remnant ice buried in the subsurface. Modeling the
temporal formation of CCF can help validate climate
models that aim to reproduce past climates on Mars.
Methods: Ideal crater bed profiles are calculated
based on the crater morphometric properties determined by Garvin [6]. With a finite element ice flow line
model developed by Fastook [1,3] based on the University of Maine Ice Sheet Model (UMISM), we investigate the evolution of CCF over time. The model
uses the Shallow Ice Approximation (SIA) and includes an Arrhenius temperature-dependent ice rheology and Glen's flow law. The ice flow model is
coupled with an advection-based model of surface
debris transport [3]. Debris is incorporated into the
model as deposits on the ice near the crater walls when
the ice surface falls below the crater rim. The debris is
then transported crater-inwards with the movement of
the ice flow.
The model surface mass balance is obliquity-driven
using the scenario 301003_BIN_A_P001_N from Laskar [7]. In this scenario the obliquity is relatively high
for the last 40 to 5 million years; after that it gradually
decreases to its current value. We use an obliquity
threshold of 35 degrees. Above this threshold ice accumulates with a rate of 1mm/year (typical GCM results
for high obliquity) [1], and below the threshold ice
sublimates with a rate depending on the amount of
debris armoring the surface [3]. Ice accumulation and
sublimation are currently set to be spatially uniform

across the crater. This obliquity scenario gives a cyclical pattern of growing and decaying ice layers filling the
crater over time. To date, the development of CCF in
both simple and complex craters between 5 and 45 km
at 5 km intervals has been modeled.

Figure 1: A 5 km diameter ideal crater is filled with ice and
surface debris. This figure illustrates the early stage filling
process (only one half of the symmetric crater is shown
here). Upper panel: Filling level of ice (dashed lines) and
covering debris layer (solid lines) for the initial 0.4, 0.6 and
0.7 Ma. There is distinct lobate ice flow from the walls to wards the crater center. Lower panel: Respective ice velocity
for the profiles above. Velocities are highest for steep ice surface gradients, and (for this early stage) increase with ice
thickness.

Results: In the case reported here, we use the model
to fill a 5 km diameter ideal crater profile with ice and
debris, beginning in the late Amazonian. Depending on
the obliquity, the ice accumulates and sublimates in a
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'cyclic' behavior. At the onset of ice layer formation,
ice flow velocities are highest on the steep slopes just
under the crater rim. Figure 1 shows ice thickness
(dashed lines), debris layer thickness (solid lines) and
accompanying flow velocities (lower panel) at intervals of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.7 Ma of crater fill. At 0.4 Ma,
after some initial ice accumulation throughout the
crater of up to 36 m, the majority of the ice has sublimated such that no ice is left in the crater center (blue).
However, ice is preserved at the upper crater walls
where it is protected by surface debris. At the 0.4 Ma
stage, ice velocities are highest in the middle of the
crater wall, where ice surface slope is steep and ice
thickness is largest, (ice velocities are always zero in
the center point). At 0.6 Ma more ice has been deposited in the crater and ice is flowing from the walls towards the center, forming distinctive lobes (green). The
surface debris layer is also transported further inwards.
Ice velocities are now highest near the end of the lobes,
closer to the crater center. At 0.7 Ma more ice has been
deposited and the ice flow lobes have touched in the
center (red), although the debris cover has not reached
the center yet. Velocities reach a maximum about 1.5
km from the crater center. Flow velocities in these
early stages of crater fill can be several m/yr, whereas
they later decrease to a few mm/yr as the ice surface
slope flattens with increased ice deposition.
In our model runs, it is possible to fill the whole
crater with ice and debris in about 2 million years.
However, this scenario depends on an adequate debris
layer covering the whole ice surface. The debris layer
protects the underlying ice and prevents excessive sublimation during times of low obliquity.
Figure 2b shows a MOLA surface profile (blue, elevation shifted) and the ideal crater geometry (brown)
of a sample crater in Figure 2a, located in Utopia
Planitia. The crater has a diameter of ~4.5 km and the
profiles indicate a current crater fill of more than 500
meters at the center. Our ice flow model (orange: ice,
red: debris) is able to recreate the measured MOLA
surface elevation very well, independent of the model
start time. The modeled debris layer (red) shows
'ripples' due to the start and stop motion of the ice flow
and hence debris transport, which can be observed as
concentric rings on many CCF surfaces [2,5].
Future Work: We will use SHARAD radar data to
obtain information about the thickness and structure of
subsurface ice layers in craters, and use this information to validate model parameter settings. Further, we
will continue to investigate CCF for different crater
sizes and complex crater geometries. Including a mass
balance with a spatial dependency across the crater
profile is also desirable.
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Figure 2: (a) Section of CTX image P16_007423_2190
showing a crater with concentric fill at 38.1N, 101.8E, with
the MOLA profile across crater (blue) shown in (b). (b)
MOLA surface elevation profile (blue, shifted), ideal bed
(brown) and modeled crater fill (red). The model can reproduce the present crater fill level very well.

References: [1] Fastook J. L. and Head J. W. (2014)
Planetary and Space Sciences, 91, 60-76. [2] Pearce G.
R., Osinski G. R. and Soare R. J. (2011) Icarus, 212,
86-95. [3] Fastook J. L., Head J. W. and Marchant D.
R. (2014) Icarus, 228, 54-63. [4] Levy J. S. et al.
(2014) Journal of Geophysical Research, 119, 10,
2188–2196.[5] Dickson J. L., Head J. W. and Fassett
C. I. (2012) Icarus, 219, 723-732. [6] Garvin J. B.,
Sakimoto S. E. H., Frawley J. J. and Schnetzler C.
(2002) LPSC XXXIII, abstract #1255.[7] Laskar J. et
al. (2004) Icarus, 170, 343-364.
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MODELING THE RECENT EVOLUTION OF MARS PERENNIAL CO2 CAPS AND ATMOSPHERIC
MASS. S.E. Wood1, R. J. Phillips2, I. B. Smith2, N. E. Putzig2, C. J. Bierson3, 1University of Washington, Seattle,
WA, 98195-1310, sew2@uw.edu, 2Southwest Research Institute, Boulder, CO. 3University of California, Santa
Cruz, CA.
Introduction: At low obliquity the polar regions of
Mars receive less annual insolation and can reach a
point where the total CO2 sublimation at the pole becomes less than the total condensation – forming a
perennial CO2 ice polar cap. Below this critical obliquity the mass of the CO2 polar cap(s) increases at the
expense of the atmosphere, potentially leading to atmospheric “collapse”. Recent radar evidence for a
massive buried deposit of CO2 ice within the south
polar layered deposits presented by Phillips et al.
(2011) [1] has bolstered the case for this scenario. An
important consequence of this pressure drop is that it
can cause a significant decrease in the thermal conductivity of uncemented porous regolith materials [2].
This effect can lead to increased subsurface temperatures as the planetary heat flow becomes trapped below
a more insulating upper layer [3]. The degree of subsurface warming depends strongly on the minimum
atmospheric pressure reached, as well as the assumed
heat flow, but has the potential to produce episodic
liquid water by melting deep ground ice or dewatering
of hydrated minerals. Even in the absence of melting,
this warming could have significant geomorphic effects by increasing flow rates of buried ice such as
lobate debris aprons. At the very least, it would cause
the loss or vertical redistribution of as much as 5000
kg/m2 of ground ice (or ~25 m of 20%-porosity-filling
ice) during each low obliquity period.
While the precise magnitude of atmospheric collapse at low obliquity is uncertain, the fact that a significant decrease in atmospheric pressure can occur is
a robust conclusion for a wide range of realistic values
of CO2 frost albedo (Af) and emissivity (εf). Values of
Af and εf obtained as best-fits in models of the seasonal
pressure cycle may not be representative of the entire
seasonal CO2 polar cap because the atmospheric mass
is most strongly affected by the lower latitude portions
(50°–70°) where they have the greatest surface area
[4], and where they are more likely to be affected by
dust storms. Observational studies have shown that the
central portions of the seasonal polar caps can be much

brighter than the outlying portions, with springtime Af
values as high as 0.83 and εf close to unity [5].
Model: We have performed seasonally-resolved
calculations of the evolution of Mars’ atmospheric
pressure over the past 1 Myr using a model [3] that
includes subsurface heat conduction and the latest calculations of Mars’ orbital and axial variations [8]. The
zonally-symmetric model calculates the amount of
surface CO2 condensation or sublimation 12 times per
year at 23 latitudes (clustered near the poles) based on
a surface energy balance using daily average insolation
rates. Subsurface heat conduction is computed using a
semi-implicit numerical scheme (~2nd order accuracy)
using 40 vertical gridpoints divided into 2 layers with
differing thermal properties (Chebyshev spacing in
each layer with flux matching at interface). Zonallyaveraged Viking IRTM soil albedo and thermal inertia
values were used for the upper layer at each latitude,
with zonally-averaged MOLA topography to calculate
local atmospheric surface pressure and CO2 frost temperature [3]. We found that for values of Af = 0.60,
0.65, and 0.70 (with εf = 1.0 in all cases), the minimum
pressures reached were 113 Pa, 69 Pa, and 45 Pa, respectively. Results for this model with Af = 0.65 and ef
= 1.0 for CO2 surface ice are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1 (A) Colors indicated the annual maximum mass
(per unit area) of CO2 ice as a function of latitude and time
for the past 1 Myr. The black curvy line indicates obliquity
for reference. Areas colored red generally correspond with
locations of perennial CO2 ice.
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Insolation-dependent CO2 frost albedo: Guo et
al. (2010) [12] performed simulations of the seasonal
CO2 cycle with a Mars GCM using an insolation dependent CO2 frost albedo based on Viking IRTM observations. They found that including this effect produced a stable perennial CO2 south polar ice cap near
the south pole for the present orbital configuration,
similar to what is actually observed on Mars, because
the albedo effect outweighs the elevation effect described above. We used a similar, but hemispheredependent function in our model simulations (Fig. 2).
Atmospheric Inflation?: The total mass of buried
CO2 ice recently discovered near the south pole is estimated to be ~80% of the present global atmospheric
mass [1]. If this reservoir was released into the atmosphere, perhaps during a favorable high obliquity period
in the past 1 Myr, then it would nearly double the
global mean surface pressure which could have significant climatic effects related to aeolian transport and
liquid water stability among others [1]. In order to
explore its potential effects on past atmospheric collapse and subsurface warming, we performed some
model simulations with a doubled CO2 inventory (400
kg/m2 global). An example of our results is shown in
Fig. 3, for a case in which we also used an insolationand hemisphere-dependent CO2 frost albedo (Fig. 2),
produces perennial CO2 ice deposits at the south pole
comparable in thickness to the buried deposit recently
detected [1].
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Figure 2
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Figure 3 – (A) Annual min.
thickness of CO2 ice predicted at
several polar latitudes, calculated
assuming a solid ice density of
1600 kg/m3, and assuming burial
occurs for CO2 ice deposited after
400 kya. (B) Global average atmospheric pressure corresponding
to the simulation shown in (A).
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Introduction:
The European Ultrasonic Planetary Core Drill
(UPCD) project has developed a sampling and caching
technology for the subsurface exploration of lowgravity rocky and icy bodies within our Solar System.
The ultrasonic/percussive technique utilized by the drill
system, pioneered by NASA JPL at the turn of the century [1] has been optimized and further explored by the
University of Glasgow [2], resulting in the development of an architecture which allows for the connection
and disconnection of multiple drill bits through the
novel application of a bayonet system [3, 4] and an
autonomous control loop for maintaining progress of
the drill as it penetrates the terrain [5]. The complete
UPCD Campaign Architecture is as detailed in Figure
1.

Furthermore, HMP have played host to a number of
planetary drilling systems over its history [7], thus, are
well prepared for the requirements of such a campaign.
In order to ensure success at the field trials, the
complete UPCD hardware (Drill System, Sample
Caching Carousel, Z-Axis Vertical Actuator and Drill
Bit Restraining Clamp) must be used in unison, and in
a mostly autonomous manner. The criterion for success
states that the hardware must successfully retrieve permafrost core samples from 300 mm deep, before disconnecting the individual components of the drill string
and caching these individual drill bits in the Sample
Caching Carousel. It is hoped that the test campaign,
coupled with relevant testing in Mars and Lunar test
chambers in the laborary, will allow the key components of the UPCD architecture to receive a classification of TRL 6, allowing the system to be considered for
future missions to the surface of planetary bodies.

Figure 2: Haughton Mars Project (HMP)

Figure 1: UPCD Campaign Architecture

The culmination of UPCD efforts will be a field test
campaign at the Haughton Mars Project, Devon Island,
Canadian High Arctic (Figure 2), in summer 2016. The
Haughton Mars Project (HMP) is located at the rim of
a historic asteroid collision, resulting in a thick layer of
ice-bound fallback breccia and shocked terrain [6].
These conditions ensure that the test site is an excellent
analog for the Mars Polar Regions, though compromises are made on temperature and atmospheric pressure.

Field Trial Preparations
As part of the process of preparing for the test
campaign at the HMP, the University of Glasgow have
undertaken a series of testing in the laboratory, aiming
to further develop confidence in the drilling of simulated permafrost. This simulated permafrost, consisting of
characterized regolith, mixed with water (to various
percentages by weight) and frozen, is a fair, if imperfect, substitute for testing in the field [8]. Relevant literature [9] has shown that altering the ratio of regolith
to water significantly affects the mechanical properties
of the mix. (Figure 3). As the percentage of water in
the regolith mix increases to saturation, the uniaxial
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seizing events through observation of the power (thus,
torque) requested by the auger of the drill bit (Figure
5). This knowledge has allowed the team to further
advance the capability of the autonomous drilling controller, and it is hoped that this will ensure an increased
fault tolerance of the system in time for the field trials.
Auger Seize Events

Auger Power
22
20
18

Auger Power (W)

compressive strength (UCS) of the permafrost mix increases to a maximum value. Subsequent oversaturation results in a reduction in UCS, reducing to the value of pure ice. This allows us to conclude that the water component of the regolith acts as a binder, allowing
the permafrost to behave like a ‘composite’ material,
whereby the mix is stronger than the components which
are used to produce it. In order to ensure that the
UPCD architecture is capable of drilling in permafrost
terrain of any water content, laboratory drilling of 1020% (saturated) water/weight have been carried out,
with encouraging results.
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Figure 5: Lab Drilling Data. Auger Seizing Events

Figure 3: Permafrost UCS with varied water content [9].

Perhaps the greatest challenge when drilling in icybound regolith is the possibility of melting liquid-state
volatiles, such as water. This is of particular concern
when drilling at temperatures and pressures above the
triple point. There exists the possibility that drilled
cuttings, rich in slushy, melted water, could refreeze on
to the drill bit shaft. This has been experienced under
laboratory conditions and has nearly always resulted in
a complete seizure of the drill string. An example of
such an incident is seen in Figure 4. Note, a chisel is
often required to free the seized drill bits from the
permafrost simulant.

Figure 4: Drill Bit Seizure in Icy Regolith

Analysis of the results from seized drilling runs has
allowed the team to predict the early onset of these

Conclusions:
This paper shall contain the results of the UPCD
field campaign at the Haughton Mars Project, to be
completed in summer 2016. The results shall be compared to drilling results which have been obtained from
laboratory testing, with lessons learned noted throughout. The UPCD project team are excited to share their
findings with the 6th International Conference on Mars
Polar Science and Exploration.
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Lonar Crater, India: An analog for Mars in the field and in the laboratory
S.P. Wright, Planetary Science Institute, Tucson, AZ, USA
Introduction: “There is no perfect analog for Mars
on Earth” (1st line [1]). The primary geologic processes
on Mars are basaltic volcanism, sedimentation, impact
cratering, and alteration. The 1.8 km diameter Lonar
Crater in the state of Maharashtra, India includes
morphological features of cratering and impactite
deposits. The pre-impact strata consisted of fresh basalt
overlying aqueously-altered basalt.
Geologic History/Stratigraphy/Samples: Lonar
Crater is a young (~570 ka) [2] impact site emplaced in
~65 Ma Deccan basalt, which is an excellent analog
material for Mars with ~45-50% labradorite and ~35%
augite/pigeonite before lower flows were altered and
then shocked. In ejecta, both fresh and aqueouslyaltered basalt are found as impact breccia clasts in a ~8
m thick lithic (relatively unshocked; “throw out”) and
~1 m suevite (all ranges of shock pressure; “fall out”)
ejecta. Two geologic histories are possible at Lonar
after the initial basaltic volcanism: 1.) the alteration of
impactites/glasses of a range of shock pressures (“postimpact alteration”), which likely increase the rate of
alteration where compared to pristine, igneous minerals, and 2.) the existence of altered basalt protoliths
(“pre-impact alteration”) now vitrified as in-situ breccia clasts or float. Both geologic histories have implications for the discoveries of alteration minerals found
solely in Martian ejecta blankets with remote VNIR
data. Alteration minerals are briefly listed here, and
these mirror those suggested for Mars: chlorite, serpentine, zeolites, hematite, palagonite, calcite. Two aspects of studies of Lonar Crater can be described:
fieldwork and sample analyses. Fieldwork demonstrates that underlying, altered basalt (by groundwater)
is only exposed in the ejecta due to impact. Otherwise
it would be at depth and not available to the field geologist (or rover). There are two goals of sample analyses performed for Lonar Crater samples: 1) those that
characterize the mineralogy and geochemistry (petrography, XRF, XRD, SEM) for detailed descriptions of
what the samples were and are, i.e. the determination
of the state of alteration of the protolith and constraints
on the amount of shock pressure received, and 2) those
that mirror spectral and instrumental analyses sent to
Mars via rovers, such as TIR, VNIR, Mossbauer,
LIBS, APXS, and, again, XRD.
Merit: Lonar includes mineralogical signatures of
alteration in basaltic ejecta and a crater-floor breccia
deposit: phyllosilicates and aqueous alteration. Impactites are found as shocked and melted rocks in a layered ejecta blanket. On Mars, we must be able to unravel the geologic histories of sedimentary rocks, al-

tered rocks, and soils. Evidence for the climate
history is reflected in the alteration of
materials in the ejecta blanket. The erosion
processes producing gullies on crater walls can
also be studied on the rim and interior walls at
the site. The basaltic lava flows of the target
and interflow deposits are analogous to the
Martian crust. The engineering merit of the
Lonar site includes the preservation of ejecta
topography of a simple impact crater. The site
can support tests of drilling into ejecta
blankets and exploration tests on the surface
and excavated cross sections of ejecta.
Figure 2
Recent Discoveries: Shocked soil, shocked
baked zones, and spall off of the CEB.

Figure 1. Aerial view of Lonar from the southwest.
The town of Lonar on NE rim developed ~1 ka near largest
gulley (due to a pre-impact spring and fault). Suevite drapes
a lithic breccia unit in localities throughout near-rim ejecta.
Table 1: Characteristics of proposed analog site
Site Name
Lonar Crater, India
Coordinates
19°58´ N, 76°31´ E (central India)
Elevation
~500 m (rim is ~30 m above plains)
Areal Extent ejecta blanket + crater = ~5 km by ~5 km
Prime SciMineralogical signatures of aqueous alteraence Question; post-impact climate history from ejecta
tions
(lapilli, etc.), alteration of impact melts/
glasses, nature of erosion processes
Accessibility Lithic breccias – everywhere. Suevite ejecta –
of Science
several outcrops are ~100 m from road. Gulley
Targets
on east ejecta – 50 m from road. Drilling
required for lake & melt sheet deposits.
Environmen- Temperatures ~80° F in winter. Summers: ~2
tal character- months of monsoon & high humidity.
istics
Vegetation: seasonal.
Previous
Fredriksson et al., 1973; Kieffer et al., 1976;
studies at
Fudali et al., 1980; Hagerty & Newsom, 2003;
site
Maloof et al., 2010; Wright et al., 2011;
Farrand et al., 2016
Remote Data
Sets
Mars Landing Site
Targets

QuickBird, Hyperion hyperspectral VNIR
(Figure 2), ASTER VNIR, SWIR, TIR
e.g., sites with exposed proximal or distal
ejecta layers, impact breccias, and craters
exposing buried lithologies.

References: [1] Hipkin et al. (2013) Icarus, 261-267 [2]
Jourdan et al. (2011) Geology 39, 671-674 + see Table 1
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CONCEPTS FOR MARS POLAR SCIENCE IN CURRENT AND FUTURE MARS MISSIONS. R. Zurek1,
B. Campbell2, S. Diniega1, D.W. Beaty1 and V.E. Hamilton3, 1Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of
Technology (JPL, Mail-Stop 321-690, Pasadena CA 91109, richard.w.zurek@jpl.nasa.gov); 2Smithsonian Institution
(National Air and Space Museum, Washington DC 20560, http://campbellb@si.edu); 3Southwest Research Institute,
(SWRI, Boulder CO 80302, http://hamilton@boulder.swri.edu).
Introduction: Mars polar science has been identified as a high priority for current and future Mars missions. Polar science was considered by the last Decadal
Survey as a possible mission focus in the discussion
about New Frontiers mission candidates [1]. Since that
time, discoveries by ongoing missions have sharpened
interest in these regions and their role in climate
change, both ancient and recent. Objectives for polar
science are also prominent in two recent high-level
documents: the 2015 MEPAG Goals Document [2] and
the Next Orbiter Science Analysis Group (NEX-SAG)
final report [3]. The latter report also noted the synergy
between understanding ice on Mars and the detection
of near-surface ice as a possible resource to sustain
exploration by humans on the surface of Mars. In this
talk we will build on recent discoveries (many being
discussed at this conference) and highlight the polar
objectives in those reports to facilitate discussion
about possible mission candidates and payload needs
that could be addressed by ongoing missions, the Next
Mars Orbiter, and/or New-Frontiers-class missions.
MEPAG Goals Document: Since 2001, the Mars
Exploration Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) has
maintained a document outlining community consensus priorities for scientific goals, objectives, and investigations for the robotic and human exploration of
Mars [2]. This “Goals Document” is a living document
that was most recently revised in 2014-15 in light of
new results from Mars and changes in NASA’s strategic direction.
Mars polar science investigations are mentioned
most explicitly under Goal II: Understand the processes and history of climate on Mars, but they also
appear under Goal III: Understand the origin and
evolution of Mars as a geological system, especially
the “magnitude, nature, timing, and origin of past
planet-wide climate change” and under Goal IV: Prepare for Human Exploration with the specific objective of “Characterize potentially extractable water
resources to support ISRU for long-term human
needs”. Implications of these objectives for understanding the timing and nature of Mars environments
and habitability are also noted in the document [2].
The MEPAG Goals, which are well aligned with the
Decadal Survey [1], also served to focus objectives of
the orbiter missions proposing extended missions in
the recent 2016 PSD Mission Senior Review.

Extended Mission Proposals and Polar Science:
Three of the currently operating orbiters, Mars Odyssey (ODY), Mars Express (MEX), and Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) have made many discoveries
relevant to the distribution and possible re-distribution
of ice on Mars. Examples include, but are not limited
to, the detection of enough CO2 ice to double the current atmospheric mass [4], of extensive layering
throughout the polar caps and its possible relationship
to obliquity cycles [5], the base of the caps, the presence of ice in the upper meter of regolith over much of
the planet poleward of 45˚ [6,7] and equatorward extensions at deeper depths [8], scattered deposits of
“pasted on” terrain [9] and lobate debris aprons
[10,11]. These missions have proposed to continue
their efforts to characterize the ice distribution across
the planet and to match signatures of change with
model predictions. A particular focus is to look with
new tools at a higher density of observation and to
look at different local times (seasonally varying at the
poles). Current orbiters and the ESA Trace Gas Orbiter, now on its way to Mars, can address many key
questions, but additional capabilities are still needed to
address fully the fundamental questions.
NEX-SAG Report: In 2015, The Mars Exploration
Program Analysis Group (MEPAG) was asked to prepare an analysis of possible science objectives and
remote sensing capabilities that could be implemented
by a multi-purpose Mars orbiter launched after the
2020 Mars rover mission. Jointly chartered by the
NASA Science and Human Exploration Directorates, a
Next Orbiter Science Analysis Group (NEX-SAG)
identified science objectives achievable within a range
of mission capabilities, including the possible first use
of Solar Electric Propulsion (SEP) in the Mars system.
SEP could provide additional power enabling new payload components and possible changes in orbit (e.g.,
orbital inclination change) that permit different mission observational campaigns (e.g., polar and nonpolar). Special attention was paid towards identifying
synergies between science investigations, reconnaissance, and resource/SKG needs [12].
Key investigations related to ice and polar science
include:
• Understand the distribution and origin of water
and CO2 ice reservoirs;
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• Characterize volatile cycling between high and
low latitudes;
• Understand the dynamic processes in the current
atmosphere and their extrapolation to past climate
regimes.
NEX-SAG identified proof-of-concept instruments, including atmospheric water vapor/state profilers, surface mappers, and new radar types that could
fill in the gaps about water vapor distribution, nearsurface water ice and regolith overburdens, all important to understanding the distribution of ice and
how it has changed over time. While the orbiter would
provide context, it was felt that detailed characterization of surface-atmosphere interactions would likely
require a properly equipped landed mission, building
on what we have learned from Phoenix and Curiosity.
Current discussions about a possible Next Mars
Orbiter seek affordable options that put a premium on
replenishing infrastructure (relay and a HiRISE-class
imager for site certification). The ability to accommodate additional science is being investigated this summer as part of some industry studies and depends to
some extent on the interest of international partners
and, for resource identification, on possible support by
the Human Exploration program.
In anticipation of an Objectives and Requirements
Definition Team (ORDT), further discussion of needs
and capabilities related to polar and non-polar ice science is warranted.
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